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David L. Winstead r 

Maryland Department of Transportation 'ecrotary 

State Highway Administration A3mineirstr;t^,ll,ams 

November   15,   1996 

Re:     Project No. H0661B21 
MD 100 from MD 104 to I-95 and 
MD100froml-95toUS29 
Howard County, Maryland 
Environmental Reevaluation 

Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
The Rotunda - Suite 220 
711 West 40th Street 
Baltimore MD 21211 

ATTN: Ms. Renee Sigel 

Dear Mrs. Binder: 

The environmental consequences of the currently proposed improvements to MD 
100 from west of Snowden River Parkway to US 29 have been reviewed and 
reevaluated for consistency with the Final Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) 
Evaluation for MD 100 from I-95 to US 29 (FEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-F) and the 
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation 
(FSEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-FS) for MD 100 from I-95 to MD 104. These 
documents were approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) on July 12, 
1989 and December 19, 1994 respectively. The Records of Decision (ROD) 
documenting the selection of Alternate 3 and Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A were 
approved on January 5,1990 and March 13,1995. 

The extension of MD 100 on new location from MD 104 to I-95 was originally 
approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as part of the larger MD 100 
study from US 29 to I-95. During pre-permit coordination, the environmental resource 
agencies requested that supplemental studies be undertaken to evaluate additional 
wetland avoidance and minimization alternatives in the section of MD 100 between 
MD 104andl-95. 

These wetlands, located in the Deep Run watershed, were determined by the 
agencies to be part of a high quality wetland system. FHWA agreed with this 
recommendation and determined in response to a reevaluation of Preliminary 
Investigation (P.I.) plan?, dated June 1, 1990, that a supplemental document 

» . ,   u           K-                   (410)545-0411 My telephone number is i '-  

Maryland Relay Service for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
1-800-735-2258 Statewide Toll Free 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 717 • Baltimore, MD 21203-0717 
Street Address: 707 North Calvert Street • Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
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Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
MD 100 from MD 104 to I-95 and 
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Environmental Reevaluation 
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would be required. Consequently, studies were initiated in September, 1991 on a 
Supplemental EIS to study alignment shifts between I-95 and MD 104. 

We have determined that the current design plans discussed at the Final Review 
meeting on August 26, in comparison to both Selected Alternate 3 and Selected 
Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A, as discussed in both the FEIS/4(f) and 
FSEIS/4(f), will not result in any additional significant socio-economic or natural 
environmental impacts. This reevaluation has been completed in accordance with 23 
CFR 771.129. 

We therefore request your concurrence in our determination that both documents 
remain valid and that no additional environmental documentation is warranted. Should 
you have any questions or comments, please feel free to call Mr. Joseph Kresslein. 
Joe can be reached at 545-8550. Enclosed is a copy of the reevaluation. 

Sincerely, 

Parker F. Williams 
Administrator 

Neil J. Pederse^/ Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

RRENCE: 

Federal Highway Administration 
Division Adrmnistrator 

Dat 
/2/f 
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Enclosure 
cc:      Mr. Charles Adams (w/enclosure) 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. Robert L Fisher 
Mr. Gary Gray 
Mr. Joseph Kresslein (w/enclosure) 
Mr. Kirk McClelland 
Mr. Darrell Sacks (w/enclosure) 
Ms. Cynthia Simpson 
Ms. Angela Smith (w/enclosure) 
Mr. Karl Teitt 
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David L. Winstead 

Maryland Department of Transportation *,cretarv_ 
State Highway Administration A3mineirstr;t^",,ams 

November 15, 1996 

Re:     Project No. H0 661B21 
MD 100 from US 29 to Interstate 95 
Howard County, Maryland 

Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
The Rotunda - Suite 220 
711 West 40th Street 
Baltimore MD 21211 

Attention:      Ms. Renee Sigel 

Dear Mrs. Binder: 

The Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) is concluding final design 
studies for MD 100 between Interstate 95 and US 29 in Howard County. A Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for this project was approved by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) on July 12, 1989. A Final Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) was approved by FHWA for the eastern 
portion of this project between I-95 and MD 104 on December 19, 1994. 

As part of this project, SHA is proposing to widen MD 108 in the vicinity of 
Howard High School. Included in this improvement, a right turn-only lane would be 
constructed from westbound MD 108 into Howard High School, requiring a small strip of 
land (approximately 0.18 acre) from the school. The portion of the property that would 
be acquired is adjacent to MD 108 and the parking lot of the school (see attached map). 
This land is not recreationally significant, as stated by Howard County Public Schools in 
their attached correspondence. Also, because the planned widening of MD 108 at the 
intersection of MD 104 is in close proximity to recreational fields associated with the 
school (a portion of one ballfield is constructed within SHA right-of-way), SHA will 
construct a retaining wall adjacent to the ball fields, but within SHA right-of-way. We 
are proposing the retaining wall primarily as a safety feature to separate the field from 
MD 108 and to avoid any right-of-way acquisition from recreational facilities associated 
with the school. The Howard County Board of Education is in favor of both concepts. 

My telephone number is (410) 545-0411  

Maryland Relay Service for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
1 -800-735-2258 Statewide Toll Free 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 717 • Baltimore, MD 21203-0717 
Street Address: 707 North Calvert Street • Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
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Mrs. Susan Binder 
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As there are no impacts to property considered significant for public recreational 
use, we therefore request your concurrence in our determination in the non-applicability 
of Section 4(f). If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Joseph Kresslein 
at (410) 545-8550. 

Sincerely, 

Parker F. Williams 
Administrator 

by: 

Federaf Highway^dministration 
ivision Administrator 

Attachments (5) 
cc:      Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Joseph Kresslein 
Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson 
Mr. Darrell Sacks 
Mrs. Angela Smith 

oLi 
Neil J. PederdeW Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

Date 



David L. Win stead 

Maryland Department of Transportation TT\ in- 
state Highway Administration A;!ninirst^,l"ams 

November 15, 1996 

Re:     Project No. H0661B21 
MD 100 from MD 104 to I-95 and 
MD100froml-95toUS29 
Howard County, Maryland 
Environmental Reevaluation 

Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
The Rotunda - Suite 220 
711 West 40th Street 
Baltimore MD 21211 

ATTN: Ms. Renee Sigel 

Dear Mrs. Binder: 

The environmental consequences of the currently proposed improvements to MD 
100 from west of Snowden River Parkway to US 29 have been reviewed and 
reevaluated for consistency with the Final Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) 
Evaluation for MD 100 from I-95 to US 29 (FEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-F) and the 
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation 
(FSEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-FS) for MD 100 from I-95 to MD 104. These 
documents were approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) on July 12, 
1989 and December 19, 1994 respectively. The Records of Decision (ROD) 
documenting the selection of Alternate 3 and Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A were 
approved on January 5, 1990 and March 13,1995. 

The extension of MD 100 on new location from MD 104 to I-95 was originally 
approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) as part of the larger MD 100 
study from US 29 to I-95. During pre-permit coordination, the environmental resource 
agencies requested that supplemental studies be undertaken to evaluate additional 
wetland avoidance and minimization alternatives in the section of MD 100 between 
MD104andl-95. 

These wetlands, located in the Deep Run watershed, were determined by the 
agencies to be part of a high quality wetland system. FHWA agreed with this 
recommendation and determined in response to a reevaluation of Preliminary 
Investigation (P.I.) plan?, dated June 1, 1990, that a supplemental document 
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Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
MD 100 from MD 104 to I-95 and 
MD100froml-95toUS29 
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would be required. Consequently, studies were initiated in September, 1991 on a 
Supplemental EIS to study alignment shifts between I-95 and MD 104. 

We have determined that the current design plans discussed at the Final Review 
meeting on August 26, in comparison to both Selected Alternate 3 and Selected 
Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A, as discussed in both the FEIS/4(f) and 
FSEIS/4(f), will not result in any additional significant socio-economic or natural 
environmental impacts. This reevaluation has been completed in accordance with 23 
CFR 771.129. 

We therefore request your concurrence in our determination that both documents 
remain valid and that no additional environmental documentation is warranted. Should 
you have any questions or comments, please feel free to call Mr. Joseph Kresslein. 
Joe can be reached at 545-8550. Enclosed is a copy of the reevaluation. 

Sincerely, 

Parker F. Williams 
Administrator 

Neil J. Peders^i,' Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

IRRENCE 

Federal High 
Division Ad 

•Ty Administration 
listrator 

Dat 
/2A 
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Enclosure 
cc:      Mr. Charles Adams (w/enclosure) 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. Robert L. Fisher 
Mr. Gary Gray 
Mr. Joseph Kresslein (w/enclosure) 
Mr. Kirk McClelland 
Mr. Darrell Sacks (w/enclosure) 
Ms. Cynthia Simpson 
Ms. Angela Smith (w/enclosure) 
Mr. Karl Teitt 
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David L. Winstead 

Maryland'Department of Transportation Secretary
r. t  

r**J.*~ LJ:~U,.,~., A*j~*:~;~*r~*;~~ Parker F. Williams State Highway Administration Administrator 
November 15, 1996 

Re:     Project No. H0 661B21 
MD 100 from US 29 to Interstate 95 
Howard County, Maryland 

Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
The Rotunda - Suite 220 
711 West 40th Street 
Baltimore MD 21211 

Attention:      Ms. Renee Sigel 

Dear Mrs. Binder: 

The Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) is concluding final design 
studies for MD 100 between Interstate 95 and US 29 in Howard County. A Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for this project was approved by the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) on July 12, 1989. A Final Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) was approved by FHWA for the eastern 
portion of this project between I-95 and MD 104 on December 19, 1994. 

As part of this project, SHA is proposing to widen MD 108 in the vicinity of 
Howard High School. Included in this improvement, a right turn-only lane would be 
constructed from westbound MD 108 into Howard High School, requiring a small strip of 
land (approximately 0.18 acre) from the school. The portion of the property that would 
be acquired is adjacent to MD 108 and the parking lot of the school (see attached map). 
This land is not recreationally significant, as stated by Howard County Public Schools in 
their attached correspondence. Also, because the planned widening of MD 108 at the 
intersection of MD 104 is in close proximity to recreational fields associated with the 
school (a portion of one ballfield is constructed within SHA right-of-way), SHA will 
construct a retaining wall adjacent to the ball fields, but within SHA right-of-way. We 
are proposing the retaining wall primarily as a safety feature to separate the field from 
MD 108 and to avoid any right-of-way acquisition from recreational facilities associated 
with the school. The Howard County Board of Education is in favor of both concepts. 

My telephone number is (410) 545-0411  

Maryland Relay Service for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
1 -800-735-2258 Statewide Toll Free 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 717 • Baltimore, MD 21203-0717 
Street Address: 707 North Calvert Street • Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
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Mrs. Susan Binder 
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As there are no impacts to property considered significant for public recreational 
use, we therefore request your concurrence in our determination in the non-applicability 
of Section 4(f). If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Joseph Kresslein 
at (410) 545-8550. 

Sincerely, 

Parker F. Williams 
Administrator 

by: 

CONCURRENCE: 

vmm 
Federal Highway^dministration 

ivision Administrator 

Attachments (5) 
cc:      Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Joseph Kresslein 
Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson 
Mr. Darrell Sacks 
Mrs. Angela Smith 

NeilJ. PedersJdifl Neil J. Pederdehf Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

Date 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

David L Wmstead 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 11,   1996 
Re:     Contract No. HO 661-201-770 

MD100fromMD104tol-95 
Howard County, Maryland 
PDMS Nos. 132092 and 132062 
Environmental Reevaluation 

Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Adminstration 
The Rotunda-Suite 220 
711 West 40th Street 
Baltimore MD 21211 

ATTN: Ms. Renee Sigel 

Dear Mrs. Binder: 

The environmental consequences of the currently proposed improvements to MD 100 
from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway have been reviewed and reevaluated for 
consistency with the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) 
Evaluation (FSEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-FS) for MD 100 from I-95 to MD 104, 
approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) on December 19,1994. The 
Record of Decision (ROD) documenting the selection of Alternate 3 Option D 
Modification 2A was approved on March 13,1995. The Draft Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation (DSEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-EIS- 
87-04-DS) was approved by FHWA on October 10,1992 and a Location /Design Public 
Hearing was held on December 1,1992 at Howard High School in Howard County, 
Maryland. 

The extension of MD 100 on new location from MD 104 to I-95 was previously approved 
by FHWA as part of a larger MD 100 study from US 29 to I-95. The FEIS/4(f) (FHWA- 
MD-EIS-87-04-F) for the initial study was approved July 12,1989. FHWA approved a 
subsequent ROD, documenting the selection of Alternate 3 on January 5,1990. 

During pre-permit coordination, the envrionmental resource agencies requested that 
supplemental studies be undertaken to evaluate additional wetland avoidance and 
minimization alternatives in the section of MD 100 between MD 104 and 1-95. These 
wetlands, located in the Deep Run watershed, were determined by the agencies to be 
part of a high quality wetland system. FHWA agreed with this recommendation 

(410) 333-1110 

^^?w5f-.*i*?9»e5 
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and determined in response to a reevaluation of Preliminary Investigation (P.I.) plans, 
dated June 1,1990, that a supplemental document would be required. Consequently, 
studies were initiated in September, 1991 on a Supplemental EIS to study alignment 
shifts between I-95 and MD 104. 

We have determined that the current design plans discussed at the Final Review 
meeting, held on January 26,1996, in comparison to Selected Alternate 3 Option D 
Modification 2A, as discussed in the FSEIS/4(f), will not result in any additional 
significant socio-economic or natural environmental impacts. This reevaluation has 
been completed in accordance with 23 CFR 771.129. 

We therefore request your concurrence in our determination that the FSEIS/4(f) 
remains valid and that no additional environmental documentation is warranted. Should 
you have any questions or comments, please feel free to call Joseph Kresslein. Joe 
can be reached at 545-8550. Enclosed is a copy of the reevaluation. 

Sincerely, 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

by: 
Neil J. Pederl 2ft, 

RENCE*      S*ovJ<ie* ftu-lcvooji. 

. Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

Federal Highway Admirjistration 
Division Administrator 

HK:NJP 
Enclosure 

if)/At//    /JJUC/y  4p5/fa' 
:ederal Hiohwav Administration Date     ' 
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cc:     Mr. Charles Adams (w/enclosure) 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. Robert L Fisher 
Mr. Gary Gray 
Mr. Howard Johnson (w/enclosure) 
Mr. Joseph Kresslein>(w/encIosure) 
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ENVIRONMENTAL REEVALUATION 
MD 100 FROM I-95 TO MD 104 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this reevaluation is to compare the social, economic and natural 
environmental impacts of Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A, as discussed 
in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation 
(FSEIS/4(f)) (Report No. FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-FS), with the modifications shown on 
the Final Review plans for the portion of the project from west of I-95 to Snowden River 
Parkway. 

NEED FOR THE PROJECT 

The MD 100 project was planned to address the need for additional east-west roadway 
capacity in eastern Howard County resulting from significant increases in the number of 
households and employment opportunities projected between 1985 and the design year 
2010. Between 1985 and 1989 approximately 60 new development proposals were 
submitted within the Maryland 100 study area which are currently in various stages of 
the Howard County subdivision process. These newly constructed or planned 
developments are zoned for uses ranging from single-family/multi-family dwellings to 
planned office research. This planned development in the study area contributes to a 
projected 65% increase in the number of households and 126% increase in 
employment in Howard County between 1979 and 2005. Throughout the study corridor 
and the regional network, these planned residential and commercial developments 
result in greater demands on the existing roadway network, affecting traffic operations 
on MD 103, MD 104, and MD 108. These two-lane roadways were constructed when 
eastern Howard County was predominantly rural in nature and were not designed to 
accommodate the existing and projected traffic volumes for this area. Traffic volumes 
on the existing roadway network were quickly approaching capacity levels during the 
mid to late lOSO's when the initial project planning study was underway. Planned 
development is continuing at such a pace, that if a new roadway is not constructed, the 
existing roadway network will not be able to handle the local and through-traffic needs 
anticipated by the year 2015. 

The 1986 average daily traffic on MD 103 varied from 16,700 to 18,400 vehicles per 
day between US 29 and MD 104 (the western end of the project), 11,000 to 15,000 
vehicles per day on MD 108 between US 29 and MD 104 and 9,000 to 11,200 vehicles 
per day on MD 104 between MD 103 and MD 108. These volumes of traffic resulted in 
delays during morning and evening peak periods. Traffic forecasted for the year 2015 
indicate an average increase of 130 percent in the number of vehicles desiring to use 
MD 103,104 and 108 if MD 100 is not constructed. This would result in those 
roadways operating at capacity. With the Selected Alternate in place, only MD 108 
would continue to operate at capacity. 
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During the Project Planning study, an accident analysis was performed for the study 
area for the years 1984 through 1986. Within the corridor of the proposed MD 100 
extension, three sections of existing roadways comprised the existing highway network, 
traversing the gap between I-95 and US 29. These sections of highway are: MD 108 
from MD 175 to US 29, MD 103 from I-95 to US 29, and MD 104 from MD 108 to MD 
103. Collectively, this network experienced a total of 324 reported accidents over the 
three-year survey period, translating into an accident rate of approximately 193 
accidents per every one hundred million vehicle miles of travel (acc/100 mvm). This 
rate is well below the statewide average rate of 265 acc/100 mvm for all similar design 
highways. The estimated monetary loss of the general public as a result of these 
accidents is approximately $1.8 million per every hundred million vehicle miles traveled. 

There were three fatal accidents within the study limits. Two of these occurred during 
1986 on MD 108 in the area from MD 104 to US 29. The remaining fatal accident 
occurred on MD 103 in the section from MD 104 to US 29 during the year 1984. The 
intersection of US 29 at MD 108 did qualify as a High Accident Intersection for all three 
years of the study period. This intersection has since been replaced by a full 
interchange. There was one High Accident Section within the study limits. This location 
was MD 103 from the entrance to the Maryland State Police to US 29. This 0.25 mile 
section of highway experienced 14 accidents during the year 1986. 

Traffic projections for this corridor show an approximate 130% increase in average daily 
traffic volumes by the year 2015. Under the No-Build Alternate, congestion resulting 
from increased traffic on MD 103, MD 104 and MD 108 will compromise the ability of. 
these roads to safely accommodate predicted volumes through the 2015 design year. 
The Selected Alternate for MD 100 is expected to experience an accident rate of 
approximately 127 acc/100mvm, while the entire roadway network in the corridor 
(including existing MD 103, MD 104 and MD 108) is expected to have an overall 
accident rate of approximately 155 acc/mvm with MD 100 in place. 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 
FEIS Selected Alternate 3 (Approved 1989) 

Selected Alternate 3, as approved in the 1989 FEIS/4(f) Evaluation, was designed as a 
six-lane divided highway on new location with full control of access between MD 104 
and I-95 and with partial control of access between the US 29/MD 100/MD 103 
interchange and MD 104. 

Two lanes of MD 100 with full-depth shoulders have already been constructed along 
the alignment of the ultimate eastbound roadway between US 29 and MD 104 as a 
non-federally funded project. This segment currently provides four traffic bearing lanes 
between US 29 and Long Gate Parkway. Long Gate Parkway (constructed by Howard 
County), located east of the US 29/MD 100/MD 103 interchange, currently ties into the 
existing portion of MD 100 via an at-grade intersection. As shown in the FEIS, an 
interchange will be provided for this connection when the MD 100 roadway is 
constructed to the ultimate six-lane section. The MD 100 FEIS shows the Selected 
Alternate 3 alignment continuing in an easterly direction, crossing Red Hill Branch with 
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at-grade intersections at Executive Park Drive and Centre Park Drive. Signalization at 
these intersections will be considered when warranted. Selected Alternate 3 then 
passes behind Howard Senior High School and connects with MD 104 via an 
interchange approximately 600 feet north of the MD 108/MD 104 intersection. No 
property is required from Howard Senior High School. 

The Selected Alternate 3 alignment was retained only for the portion of MD 100 
between US 29 and MD 104. Subsequent to the approval of the FEIS/Section 4(f) 
Evaluation, the environmental resource agencies requested that supplemental studies 
be undertaken to evaluate additional wetland avoidance and minimization alternatives 
in the section of MD 100 between MD 104 and I-95. These wetlands, located in the 
Deep Run watershed, were determined to comprise a high quality wetland system. 
FHWA concurred with these recommendations in response to a reevaluation of 
Preliminary Investigation (P.I.) plans and studies were initiated in September 1991 on a 
Supplemental EIS to study alignment shifts between I-95 and MD 104. 

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation 
(FSEIS/4(f)) Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A (Approved 1994) 

The FSEIS/4(f) Selected Alternate 3-Option D Modification 2A consists of a six -lane 
arterial highway on new location with a 54 foot median from MD 104 to I-95 as opposed 
to the 34 foot median with 20 foot safety grading (60 mph) beyond the outside curb, 
proposed in the 1989 FEIS. This increased median width was achieved by shifting 10 
feet of the 20 foot outside safety grading from each side of the roadway into the 
median. This change in the width of safety grading was compensated for by the 
inclusion of traffic barriers adjacent to the outside shoulders and will accommodate 
possible future widening in the median. 

MD 104 Interchange 
The selected MD 100/MD 104 interchange was reconfigured from its original design to 
a partial diamond with the eastbound on/off ramp combined to form a "T" intersection at 
MD 108 approximately 600 feet west of the existing MD 108/MD 104 intersection. This 
redesign moved the loop ramp east of MD 104, out of wetland 6. MD 104 was also 
shifted 50 feet west to further minimize impacts to wetland 6, reducing impacts from 4.2 
acres to 0.6 acre, a difference of 3.6 acres. This interchange configuration required the 
widening of MD 108 from approximately 1,500 feet west of MD 104 and included one 
additional lane in each direction to accommodate projected traffic volumes. 

East of MD 104, the FSEIS Selected Alternate continues in an easterly direction for 
approximately 2,500 feet and impacts 0.6 acre of wetland 7. There was no reduction in 
wetland impact at this site when compared with original Selected Alternate 3. The 
FSEIS Selected Alternate then shifts to the north near the Village of Montgomery Run, 
where the roadway profile was lowered with the use of retaining walls. The northern 
shift and use of retaining wall in this section resulted in a reduction in wetland impacts 
at wetland 8 from 2.7 acres to 0.1 acre, a difference of 2.6 acres. As a result, this 
alignment shift placed the roadway closer to buildings 8611 and 8613 in the Village of 
Montgomery Run than did the original FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment. These two 

I^^V^^V.'WR*.^'!/'"**''-' ''*'•••"'* -fyy^V'a--^^''^'^'-'' 
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building were subsequently purchased by the State Highway Administration (SHA) for 
resale with full knowledge and disclosure of the FSEIS Selected Alternate for the MD 
100 alignment. No other community is any closer to the current MD 100 alignment than 
with original FEIS Selected Alternate 3. 

The median width of proposed MD 100 along Deep Run west of the Snowden River 
Parkway interchange was reduced to 46 feet by shifting the westbound lanes away 
from Deep Run. In addition to this shift, a portion of the westbound outside shoulder of 
the proposed roadway was placed on a cantilevered structure supported by a retaining 
wall. Although a design exception is required for this cantilevered structure, it further 
reduced impacts to the buffer around Deep Run and adjacent wetlands. 

MD 103 interchange 
The MD 100/MD 103 interchange ramps located in the northeast and southeast 
quadrants were realigned or compressed to tie into MD 100 west of wetland 12, thereby 
reducing the footprint of MD 100 and minimizing wetland and stream impacts. 

Snowden River Parkway 
An extension of Snowden River Parkway from MD 108 to MD 100 and an interchange 
with MD 100, originally proposed by Howard County in the 1989 FEIS, is proposed for 
construction by SHA in the FSEIS as part of the MD 100 project. 

As discussed in the FSEIS, Snowden River Parkway will transition from a four-lane 
divided roadway at MD 108 to a two-lane roadway at the interchange with MD 100. A 
southern shift in the alignment places the proposed Snowden River Parkway 
interchange approximately 900 feet south of its original location identified in the 1989 
FEIS. The interchange was also revised from that shown in the 1989 FEIS by lowering 
the profile of Snowden River Parkway to pass under MD 100 and included the 
incorporation of eastbound MD 100 directional ramps on Snowden River Parkway. The 
new location and revised design of the Snowden River Parkway interchange avoids an 
additional crossing of the Deep Run main channel and reduces overall impacts at 
wetlands 9 and 10. 

Old Montgomery Road 
At this location an overpass was provided to carry Old Montgomery Road over MD 100 
for the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternative 3. The 1994 FSEIS Selected Alternative 3 
Option D Modification 2A includes an overpass which carries MD 100 over the existing 
Old Montgomery Road structure over Deep Run. The existing Old Montgomery Road 
structure would not be affected by this alternative. 

The reduced typical section, the shift of the westbound lane west of Snowden River 
Parkway interchange, the design of the cantilevered section and the MD 103 ramp 
modification reduced overall wetland impacts at wetlands 9,10, 11, 11A and 12. At 
wetland 10A impacts increased 0.1 acre, resulting in an overall reduction of wetland by 
approximately 4.9 acres. 
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CURRENT DESIGN PLAN 
West of Snowden River Parkway to 1-95 

The current design of MD 100 from I-95 to west of the Snowden River Parkway 
interchange, as shown on the Final Review plans, proposes construction of MD 100 on 
new location as a six-lane divided access controlled highway. The east and westbound 
lanes will be separated by a 54 foot median with 10 foot inside and outside paved 
shoulders. The shoulders in the vicinity of pipe crossings are reduced to approximately 
a six foot width to minimize wetland impacts. A request for design exceptions to reduce 
shoulder widths, eliminating the cantilevered roadway sections, is currently pending. 
The only changes to the 1994 FSEIS Selected Alternate reflected on the current design 
plans are the inclusion of the two roundabouts discussed below, which replace at-grade 
intersections. The use of roundabouts will eliminate the need for intersections which 
require a full stop traffic condition and will facilitate the flow of traffic. 

Snowden River Parkway Interchange 
Station 175 marks the take off point for the Snowden River Parkway interchange ramps 
from east/westbound MD 100 to southbound Snowden River Parkway and MD 108 and 
from northbound Snowden River Parkway to eastbound or westbound MD 100. 
Snowden River Parkway will transition from a four-lane section at MD 108 to a two-lane 
roadway at the interchange ramps. Snowden River Parkway continues through to MD 
100 one lane in each direction. At MD 100, Snowden River Parkway forms a 100 foot 
diameter roundabout which ties into the MD 100 westbound interchange ramps. The 
roundabout will have a raised landscaped center island, an 18 foot travel lane, a 12 foot 
truck apron and a 10 foot outside shoulder. The Snowden River Parkway roundabout 
will accommodate access from westbound MD 100 to MD 108 via southbound 
Snowden River Parkway and from northbound Snowden River Parkway to eastbound or 
westbound MD 100. The MD 100 ramps will consist of a 15 foot lane with a 10 foot 
outside shoulder and a four foot inside shoulder. 

MD 103 Interchange 
The east and westbound MD 100 interchange ramps will intersect MD 103 via two 120 
foot diameter roundabouts. The MD 100/MD 103 eastbound and westbound 
roundabouts will have raised, landscaped center islands, 18 foot travel lanes, 12 foot 
truck aprons and 10 foot outside shoulders. Islands at the end of each roundabout 
guide will separate traffic wanting to access MD 103 northbound or southbound and MD 
100 east or westbound. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION 

All of the design changes reflected on the Final Review plans for the portion of MD 100 
from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway occur within the original footprint of 
Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A, and as such do not result in any 
additional environmental impacts not identified in the 1994 FSEIS (see attached 
impacts comparison table). 
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had been destroyed by construction and grading activities associated with the 
development of the Village of Montgomery Run. 

Coordination for preparation of the 1994 FSEIS identified two additional archeological 
sites 18H0193 and 10HO52 which required Phase II investigation. Based on the 
Phase II investigation they were determined ineligible for inclusion on the National 
Register of Historic Places (see attached coordination). 

No significant archeological sites or historic standing structures on or eligible for the 
National Register were identified in the vicinity of any of the proposed wetland 
mitigation sites (see attached coordination). 

Natural Environment 

All surface waters in the study area are classified as Use I waters by the Maryland 
Department of the Environment (MDE) for which time of year construction restrictions 
will be imposed from March 1 through June 15, inclusive. Red Hill Branch is located 
west of MD 104 in the Little Patuxent River drainage basin, while Deep Run is located 
in the eastern half of Howard County and associated with the Patapsco River drainage 
basin. 

The 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment required the relocation of approximately 
1,400 feet of Deep Run and the channelization of approximately 3,105 feet of unnamed 
tributaries in the area east of MD 104. West of MD 104, Red Hill Branch has been 
piped under the portion of MD 100 already constructed. The 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A alignment required approximately 2,200 linear feet 
of stream channel impact between I-95 and MD 104, a decrease of approximately 
1,305 linear feet from the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate. The 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate also avoided a direct crossing of the mainstream of Deep Run by crossing two 
minor Deep Run tributaries instead. The current design plans indicate that the total 
amount of stream channel impact from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway is 
approximately 1,555 linear feet. 

In accordance with Executive Order 11990 (Protection of Wetlands) and Section 404 of 
the Clean Water Act, wetlands within the study area have been identified and the 
impacts quantified. As documented in the 1989 FEIS, Selected Alternate 3 impacted a 
total of approximately 16 acres of palustrine forested wetlands, approximately 13 acres 
of which occurred in the area east of MD 104. In comparison, the (1994) FSEIS 
Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A alignment reduced wetland impacts to 
only 4.9 acres east of MD 104. This total has been further reduced to approximately 
4.01 acres due to refinements in project design and development-related changes 
within the study area. The current design plan indicates approximately 2.98 acres of 
wetland impact in the area between I-95 and west of Snowden River Parkway. 
Approximately 2.48 acres of wetland buffer (the area 25 feet in circumference from the 
limits of a non-tidal wetland) will also be impacted. The impact to buffer areas was not 
identified in the FSEIS. 
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Woodland impacts were estimated to total approximately 56.5 acres with 1989 Selected 
Alternate 3, approximately 30 acres of which occurred east of MD 104, while the 1994 
FSEIS Selected Alternate impacted approximately 32.5 acres of upland forested area 
east of MD 104, approximately 23 acres of which occur within the limits of the current 
design contract from I-95 to Snowden River Parkway. 

Air and Noise Studies 

Air Quality 
Detailed air quality analyses were performed for both the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 
3 alignment and for the 1994 FSEIS Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A 
alignment between I-95 and MD 104. Neither Selected Alternate resulted in any 
violations of the one-hour or eight-hour State/National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
The current design does not result in any changes in through traffic capacity or closer 
proximity of the air receptors to the roadway that would require an additional air quality 
analysis. 

The MD 100 project is located in Howard County which is an air quality non-attainment 
area for Carbon Monoxide (CO) and has transportation control measures in the State 
Implementation Plan (SIP). In accordance with the requirements of the Clean Air Act of 
1990, the current improvements have been added to the FY 1996 - 2001 Statewide 
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) (# 345-3). 

Noise 
With the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment, 15 of the 19 noise receptors for the 
entire project (US 29 to I-95) experienced 2015 noise levels which approached or 
exceeded the 67 dBA FHWA noise abatement criteria (FNAC) for residential land uses 
and 16 NSA's, including one receptor which did not exceed the FNAC, were projected 
to experience noise level increases over ambient levels of 10 dBA or more. The 
feasibility of noise abatement was assessed for larger noise sensitive areas (NSA's) 
identified as NSA's A through M for Selected Alternate 3 in the 1989 FEIS.   Of these 
NSA's, A, B, C, K and L are located east of MD 104. 

A reanalysis of noise conditions and abatement feasibility was conducted for alignment 
shifts associated with the selection of Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A as 
discussed in the 1994 FSEIS. Of the noise sensitive receptors identified in the 1989 
FEIS only five individual receptors are the same as those identified within the segment 
of the 1994 FSEIS/4(f) for MD 100 from MD 104 to I-95. An additional NSA, "O", was 
added to the analysis to include a new area west of MD 103 which was affected by 
alignment shifts in the FSEIS Selected Alternate between I-95 and MD 104. A 
comparison of the ambient noise and the unabated noise levels associated with the 
(1989) FEIS Selected Alternate 3 and the (1994) FSEIS Selected Alternate 3 Option D 
Modification 2A between MD 104 to I-95 is reflected in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1 

Noise Sensitive 
Location Ambient 

1989 FES Design 1994 FSBS Design 
Receptor Area yearleq yearleq 

3 L Qd Montgormy Road 53 62 62 
5 B 8067 Fetlock Ct 49 68 65 
6 K Edgeofrow 49 77 66 
7 C 8301 Mtzy Lane 51 72 70 
18 C 5311 Waterloo Road MD104 65 70 70 

Table two shows the impact analysis for the receptor sites located within the limits of 
the current design plans from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway and compares 
them to the impact analysis for the 1989 FEIS within the same limits. 

Table 2 

Table 2 
Current Design Plan 

Noise 
Sensitive 

Area 

Noise 
Site 

Build 
2015 
dBA 

Residence 
Impacted 

Length 
Average 
Height 

Total 
Cost 

Cost per 
Residence 

A 87 70 1 600 16 $158,400 $158,400 
L 3 62 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
O 27 64 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

28 68 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
29 65 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

(1989) Selected Alternate 3 
A 
L 

1,19 
2,3 

72 
62 

4 
N/A 

1,300 
N/A 

16.75 
N/A 

$587,500 
N/A 

$146,900 
N/A 

Additional noise reanalysis of the entire study area between I-95 and US 29 was 
conducted subsequent to the completion of the FSEIS to account for additional 
residential development which has occurred in the study area and changes in SHA's 
noise policy since 1989 (i.e.: barrier costs in the 1989 FEIS were calculated based on 
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$27/sq. ft. which later changed to $16.50/sq. ft.). See attached noise reanalysis reports. 
NSA's A, L and O are the only noise sensitive areas which occur within the limits of the 
Final Review plans from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway. 

NSAA 
NSA A is comprised of a single family residence located south of proposed MD 100 and 
west of I-95 in the area of Mullineaux Road and multi-family residential developments 
north of and along MD 103. Existing noise levels were 52 dBA, while the unabated 
design year (2020) noise levels increase over 20 dBA for the single family home along 
Mullineaux Road and between 3 to 10 dBA along MD 103. Since the 1994 FSEIS, an 
earth berm five to six feet in height has been constructed as part of new development 
between Old Mullineux Road and MD 103. This berm, as well as the variations in 
natural topography in this area will provide adequate abatement of the future noise 
impacts at the multi-family residences resulting from the construction of MD 100. 
According to developer plans, these residences are located outside the 65 dBA contour 
line with the berm in place (see attached plans). At one remaining receptor (R 87) 
included in NSA A, but not protected by this berm, noise abatement is not reasonable 
or feasible. Construction of an effective noise barrier for this one home would exceed 
$150,000. This area is also heavily forested and placement of an earth berm for this 
site would result in an unacceptable loss of mature vegetation. However, as receptor 
87 is located behind a reforestation area, the buffer zone between the adjacent 
receptors and MD 100 will be enhanced and will also include supplemental landscape 
plantings. 

NSAL 
This area is comprised of multi-family residential units in the Brightfield townhome 
community located north of the westbound lanes of MD 100 between Old Montgomery 
Road and MD 103. The distance from the receptors to the edge of pavement is 
approximately 600 feet. Existing noise levels were monitored at 55 dBA. Design year 
(2020) noise levels will increase from 3 to 7 dBA to 58 to 62 dBA. Since these levels do 
not approach or exceed the FNAC of 67 dBA and do not increase 10 dBA or greater 
over ambient levels, the consideration of noise abatement is not warranted. 

NSAO 
This NSA, as described in the 1994 FSEIS, includes only the MD School for the Deaf 
(receptor 27), located adjacent to the eastbound lanes of MD 100 between Old 
Montgomery Road and MD 103, the Curtis Shipley historic site (receptor 29) and the 
University of MD Animal Husbandry Farm (receptor 28), a portion of which has been 
purchased by SHA for a wetland mitigation site. The design year noise levels at the MD 
School for the Deaf (64 dBA) and the Curtis Shipley historic site (65 dBA) did not 
approach or exceed the FNAC. Although noise levels increased 10 dBA from the 
projected No-Build level (54 dBA) at the MD School for the Deaf, noise abatement was 
not considered at this location because of the active outdoor recreational uses 
associated with the site. The receptor area was located in the playground (the only 
area of outdoor use associated with the site), but away from the main buildings of the 
school. For the purposes of this analysis, playground was not included as "sensitive 
receptor" for consideration of noise abatement because of the additional noise 
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generated by active outdoor recreational uses commonly associated with the sites. As 
such, no noise abatement is considered reasonable for any of the NSA O receptors. 

The balance of NSA's evaluated are located west of Snowden River Parkway, beyond 
the limits of the current design contract. The following discussion updates the status of 
noise abatement measures being considered at these locations. 

NSA's B & C 
Due to the extensive development that has occurred in the Hunt Country Estates and 
Glenmar communities, located north of the alignment of the 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate alignment for MD 100 between Snowden River Parkway and MD 104, a 
decision was made to combine these areas for analysis of noise abatement feasibility. 
Non-abated noise levels range from 57 to 74 dBA for 162 impacted residences. These 
receptors would all receive a minimum reduction of 3 dBA with an average 5 to 9 dBA 
insertion loss. The cost of abatement would be approximately $11,000 per residence. 
Noise abatement at this location is considered reasonable and will be constructed as 
part of a future design contract. 

NSA' P. E & F 
Similar to NSA's B and C, due to extensive development has occurred in these areas 
since the 1994 FSEIS, the decision was made to combine NSA's D, E, and F for 
analysis of noise abatement feasibility. This NSA also encompasses the location of 
NSA I (receptor 11), identified in the 1989 FEIS as edge of right-of-way. The area is 
comprised of single and multi-family residences in the communities of Timber Run 
Valley, Knollview and Brampton Hills, located adjacent to the future westbound lanes of 
the MD 100 alignment between MD 104 and Long Gate Parkway. Non-abated noise 
levels would be 60 to 76 dBA for 247 impacted residences. The noise receptors would 
receive a minimum three dBA reduction with an average insertion loss of five to 14 dBA. 
The cost of abatement would be approximately $11,000 per residence. Noise 
abatement at this location is considered reasonable and will be constructed as part of a 
future design contract. 

NSAG 
This NSA is comprised of single family residences in the Colombia Hills community, 
located adjacent to the future MD 100 eastbound lanes west of Executive Park Drive. 
Non-abated noise levels range from 61 to 71 dBA for 19 impacted residences. These 
noise receptors would receive a minimum three dBA reduction with an average five to 
10 dBA insertion loss. The cost of noise abatement would be approximately $42,000 
per residence. Noise abatement is considered reasonable at this location and will be 
constructed as part of a future design contract. 

NSAJ 
NSA J is comprised only of Howard High School. The school is air-conditioned and 
with windows closed is not projected to exceed the FNAC for interior noise levels. 
Similar to NSA O, although the noise analysis discussed in the 1989 FEIS indicates that 
projected exterior noise levels will be approximately 74 dBA, the area includes active 
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outdoor recreational uses (athletic fields), which are not considered to be "noise 
sensitive". Thus, noise abatement is not considered to be reasonable at this location. 

NSAK 
At NSA K, homeowner association property exists adjacent to the proposed MD 100 
right-of-way and two berms have been constructed which provide some protection to 
the first floor residences. A single connecting berm to the south of MD 100 beginning at 
station 131 and continuing to station 161 could be constructed, enhancing this 
protection and providing more effective noise abatement. With the additional width 
from the homeowner association property, this berm will vary in height from three to 36 
feet and vary in width from 25 to 165 feet. This berm would tie into and increase the 
height of the existing berm that is adjacent to the majority of the Village of Montgomery 
Run and would provide protection for first floor residents. A total of 118,800 cubic yards 
of material will be needed to construct this berm. Mitigation of noise impacts above the 
first floor was provided through SHA purchase of those affected units in buildings 8611 
and 8613 for resale with full knowledge and disclosure of the location of the FSEIS 
Selected Alternate alignment for MD 100. 

With the berm, the new cost and cost-per-residence of the abatement barrier for this 
NSA would be $550,450 and $4,270, respectively. A total of 1.38 acres of forested 
lands would be impacted by the construction of this berm. Noise abatement at this 
location is considered reasonable and will be constructed as part of a future design 
contract. 

Regarding the remaining NSA's identified in the 1989 FEIS, NSA's H and M were and 
still are edge of right-of-way locations where no development has occurred. As such, 
no noise abatement is currently being considered in these areas. Should additional 
development occur prior to final design in the vicinity of these NSA locations, the need 
for further noise reanalysis will be evaluated. 

MITIGATION 

Applications for Water Quality Certification and permits for in-stream work are currently 
under review by the Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE).   MDE is also 
reviewing stormwater management and sediment and erosion control plans. 

A Section 404 permit application for wetland impacts encompassing the entire MD 100 
project from I-95 to US 29 is currently being reviewed by the US Army Corps of 
Engineers. SHA will be required to mitigate a total of approximately four acres of 
wetland impacts, approximately 2.98 acres of which occur within the limits of the current 
design contract from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway. No mitigation is required 
for impacts to wetland buffer areas (the area 25 feet in circumference from the limits of 
the non-tidal wetland). Wetland mitigation for this project will occur at three sites. At 
the former University of Maryland Animal Husbandry Farm, mitigation requirements will 
be fulfilled through both wetland creation and preservation of existing upland and 
wetland areas. Approximately 3.7 acres of palustrine forested and scrub shrub 
wetlands will be created at this site and an additional 20.7 acres of the farm will be 
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preserved.. SHA will retain perpetual ownership of both the wetland creation area and 
the preservation area. The preservation area provides additional protection for the 
newly created wetland area, increasing the overall functional value. Smaller amounts of 
palustrine emergent wetlands will be created at Deep Run site in Anne Arundel County 
(0.05 acre palustrine emergent) and at proposed site for Brampton Hills Park (0.52 acre 
palustrine forested/emergent). FHWA approved the use of the Animal Husbandry 
Farm, Brampton Hills Park and the Deep Run sites for wetland mitigation on October 3, 
1994, September 22,1994 and February 18,1993 respectively (see attached 
correspondence). 

Coordination with the MD State Forester has been initiated to mitigate for 23.1 acres of 
woodland impacted within the limits of the current design plans from I-95 to west of 
Snowden River Parkway. Consistent with the recommendations of the State Forester, 
approximately 5.6 acres of reforestation will occur on-site, with the balance of 17.5 
acres to be provided within the Howard County portion of the Patapsco River Lower 
North Branch watershed. 

Consistent with the Memorandum of Agreement for the Curtis-Shipley historic site, the 
family graveyard located on the property will be hand-cleared as part of the current 
design contract. Attempts have been made to contact the property owner to gain right- 
of-entry on to the property to initiate this work (see attached correspondence). To date 
SHA has not received a reply from the property owner. 
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FHWA and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, it was agreed that SHA would 
prepare a National Register nomination form for the property and repair the Shipley 
graveyard on the remaining property by hand-clearing the site of over grown vegetation 
and debris. The nomination form has been prepared and submitted to MHT. The 
clearing of the graveyard will be completed in conjunction with construction of the 
current design segment between 1-95 and west of Snowden River Parkway. 

During preparation of the 1989 FEIS a Phase II archeological investigation of site 
18H019 Deep Run 6 indicated that the site was ineligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places. However, fencing of the historic component of site 18H019 
was recommended by MHT to prevent any impact. A subsequent archeological 
investigation undertaken for the supplemental EIS study concluded that site 18H019 
had been destroyed by construction and grading activities associated with the 
development of the Village of Montgomery Run. 

Coordination for preparation of the 1994 FSEIS identified two additional archeological 
sites 18H0193 and 10HO52 which required Phase II investigation. Based on the 
Phase II investigation they were determined ineligible for inclusion on the National 
Register of Historic Places (see attached coordination). 

No significant archeological sites or historic standing structures on or eligible for the 
National Register were identified in the vicinity of any of the proposed wetland 
mitigation sites (see attached coordination). 

Natural Environment 

All surface waters in the study area are classified as Use I waters by the Maryland 
Department of the Environment (MDE) for which time of year construction restrictions 
will be imposed from March 1 through June 15, inclusive. Red Hill Branch is located 
west of MD 104 in the Little Patuxent River drainage basin, while Deep Run is located 
in the eastern half of Howard County and associated with the Patapsco River drainage 
basin. 

The 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment required the relocation of approximately 
1,400 feet of Deep Run and the channelization of approximately 3,105 feet of unnamed 
tributaries in the area east of MD 104. West of MD 104, Red Hill Branch has been 
piped under the portion of MD 100 already constructed. The 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A alignment requires no direct crossing of the 
mainstem of Deep Run, but does require two crossings of small unnamed tributaries to 
Deep Run. These crossings require a total of approximately 2,200 linear feet.of stream^ ^^ 
channel impact, a decrease of approximately 1,305 linear feet from theJT0" "^^ ' "^ 
Selected Ajtemate. The current design plans indicate that thejpj^l-^mount of stream 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

David L. Winstead 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 11,  1996 
Re:     Contract No. HO 661-201-770 

MD100fromMD104tol-95 
Howard County, Maryland 
PDMS Nos. 132092 and 132062 
Environmental Reevaluation 

Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Adminstration 
The Rotunda-Suite 220 
711 West 40th Street 
Baltimore MD 21211 

ATTN: Ms. Renee Sigel 

Dear Mrs. Binder. 

The environmental consequences of the currently proposed improvements to MD 100 
from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway have been reviewed and reevaluated for 
consistency with the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) 
Evaluation (FSEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-E1S-87-04-FS) for MD 100 from I-95 to MD 104, 
approved by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) on December 19,1994. The 
Record of Decision (ROD) documenting the selection of Alternate 3 Option D 
Modification 2A was approved on March 13,1995. The Draft Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation (DSEIS/4(f)) (FHWA-MD-EIS- 
87-04-DS) was approved by FHWA on October 10,1992 and a Location /Design Public 
Hearing was held on December. 1,1992 at Howard High School in Howard County, 
Maryland. 

The extension of MD 100 on new location from MD 104 to I-95 was previously approved 
by FHWA as part of a larger MD 100 study from US 29 to I-95. The FEIS/4(f) (FHWA- 
MD-EIS-87-04-F) for the initial study was approved July 12,1989. FHWA approved a 
subsequent ROD, documenting the selection of Alternate 3 on January 5,1990. 

During pre-permit coordination, the envrionmental resource agencies requested that 
supplemental studies be undertaken to evaluate additional wetland avoidance and 
minimization alternatives in the section of MD 100 between MD 104 and I-95. These 
wetlands, located in the Deep Run watershed, were determined by the agencies to be 
part of a high quality wetland system. FHWA agreed with this recommendation 

My telephone number is 
(410)333-1110 

Maryland Relay Service for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
1-800-735-2258 Statewide Toll Free 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 717 • Baltimore, MD 21203-0717 
Street Address: 707 North Calvert Street^* Baltimore,JWairyland^M2^«^ 
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Mrs. Susan J. Binder 
MD 100 from MD 104 to 1-95 
Environmental Reevaluation 
Page Two 

and determined in response to a reevaluation of Preliminary Investigation (P.I.) plans, 
dated June 1,1990, that a supplemental document would be required. Consequently, 
studies were initiated in September, 1991 on a Supplemental EIS to study alignment 
shifts between I-95 and MD 104. 

We have determined that the current design plans discussed at the Final Review 
meeting, held on January 26,1996, in comparison to Selected Alternate 3 Option D 
Modification 2A, as discussed in the FSEIS/4(f), will not result in any additional 
significant socio-economic or natural environmental impacts. This reevaluation has 
been completed in accordance with 23 CFR 771.129. 

We therefore request your concurrence in our determination that the FSEIS/4(f) 
remains valid and that no additional environmental documentation is warranted. Should 
you have any questions or comments, please feel free to call Joseph Kresslein. Joe 
can be reached at 545-8550. Enclosed is a copy of the reevaluation. 

Sincerely, 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

by: (ArJiS) 3-A >rflpn, Di 
anning ai 
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tRENCE:      ^^SJ^^ 

Neil J. Pederaeh, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

^MJA   J\juCi/][ das/ft?' 
Federal Highway Adminf&tration Dalle    ' 
Division Administrator H 
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cc:      Mr. Charles Adams (w/enclosure) 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. Robert L. Fisher 
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ENVIRONMENTAL REEVALUATION 

MD 100 FROM I-95 TO MD 104 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this reevaluation is to compare the social, economic and natural 
environmental impacts of Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A, as discussed 
in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation 
(FSEIS/4(f)) (Report No. FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-FS), with the modifications shown on 
the Final Review plans for the portion of the project from west of I-95 to Snowden River 
Parkway. 

NEED FOR THE PROJECT 

The MD 100 project was planned to address the need for additional east-west roadway 
capacity in eastern Howard County resulting from significant increases in the number of 
households and employment opportunities projected between 1985 and the design year 
2010. Between 1985 and 1989 approximately 60 new development proposals were 
submitted within the Maryland 100 study area which are currently in various stages of 
the Howard County subdivision process. These newly constructed or planned 
developments are zoned for uses ranging from single-family/multi-family dwellings to 
planned office research. This planned development in the study area contributes to a 
projected 65% increase in the number of households and 126% increase in 
employment in Howard County between 1979 and 2005. Throughout the study corridor 
and the regional network, these planned residential and commercial developments 
result in greater demands on the existing roadway network, affecting traffic operations 
on MD 103, MD 104, and MD 108. These two-lane roadways were constructed when 
eastern Howard County was predominantly rural in nature and were not designed to 
accommodate the existing and projected traffic volumes for this area. Traffic volumes 
on the existing roadway network were quickly approaching capacity levels during the 
mid to late 1980's when the initial project planning study was underway. Planned 
development is continuing at such a pace, that if a new roadway is not constructed, the 
existing roadway network will not be able to handle the local and through-traffic needs 
anticipated by the year 2015. 

The 1986 average daily traffic on MD 103 varied from 16,700 to 18,400 vehicles per 
day between US 29 and MD 104 (the western end of the project), 11,000 to 15,000 
vehicles per day on MD 108 between US 29 and MD 104 and 9,000 to 11,200 vehicles 
per day on MD 104 between MD 103 and MD 108. These volumes of traffic resulted in 
delays during morning and evening peak periods. Traffic forecasted for the year 2015 
indicate an average increase of 130 percent in the number of vehicles desiring to use 
MD 103,104 and 108 if MD 100 is not constructed. This would result in those 
roadways operating at capacity. With the Selected Alternate in place, only MD 108 
would continue to operate at capacity. 
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During the Project Planning study, an accident analysis was performed for the study 
area for the years 1984 through 1986. Within the corridor of the proposed MD 100 
extension, three sections of existing roadways comprised the existing highway network, 
traversing the gap between I-95 and US 29. These sections of highway are: MD 108 
from MD 175 to US 29, MD 103 from I-95 to US 29, and MD 104 from MD 108 to MD 
103. Collectively, this network experienced a total of 324 reported accidents over the 
three-year survey period, translating into an accident rate of approximately 193 
accidents per every one hundred million vehicle miles of travel (acc/100 mvm). This 
rate is well below the statewide average rate of 265 acc/100 mvm for all similar design 
highways. The estimated monetary loss of the general public as a result of these 
accidents is approximately $1.8 million per every hundred million vehicle miles traveled. 

There were three fatal accidents within the study limits. Two of these occurred during 
1986 on MD 108 in the area from MD 104 to US 29. The remaining fatal accident 
occurred on MD 103 in the section from MD 104 to US 29 during the year 1984. The 
intersection of US 29 at MD 108 did qualify as a High Accident Intersection for all three 
years of the study period. This intersection has since been replaced by a full 
interchange. There was one High Accident Section within the study limits. This location 
was MD 103 from the entrance to the Maryland State Police to US 29. This 0.25 mile 
section of highway experienced 14 accidents during the year 1986. 

Traffic projections for this corridor show an approximate 130% increase in average daily 
traffic volumes by the year 2015. Under the No-Build Alternate, congestion resulting 
from increased traffic on MD 103, MD 104 and MD 108 will compromise the ability of 
these roads to safely accommodate predicted volumes through the 2015 design year. 
The Selected Alternate for MD 100 is expected to experience an accident rate of 
approximately 127 acc/100mvm, while the entire roadway network in the corridor 
(including existing MD 103, MD 104 and MD 108) is expected to have an overall 
accident rate of approximately 155 acc/mvm with MD 100 in place. 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 
FEIS Selected Alternate 3 (Approved 1989) 

Selected Alternate 3, as approved in the 1989 FEIS/4(f) Evaluation, was designed as a 
six-lane divided highway on new location with full control of access between MD 104 
and I-95 and with partial control of access between the US 29/MD 100/MD 103 
interchange and MD 104. 

Two lanes of MD 100 with full-depth shoulders have already been constructed along 
the alignment of the ultimate eastbound roadway between US 29 and MD 104 as a 
non-federally funded project. This segment currently provides four traffic bearing lanes 
between US 29 and Long Gate Parkway. Long Gate Parkway (constructed by Howard 
County), located east of the US 29/MD 100/MD 103 interchange, currently ties into the 
existing portion of MD 100 via an at-grade intersection. As shown in the FEIS, an 
interchange will be provided for this connection when the MD 100 roadway is 
constructed to the ultimate six-lane section. The MD 100 FEIS shows the Selected 
Alternate 3 alignment continuing in an easterly direction, crossing Red Hill Branch with 
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at-grade intersections at Executive Park Drive and Centre Park Drive. Signalization at 
these intersections will be considered when warranted. Selected Alternate 3 then 
passes behind Howard Senior High School and connects with MD 104 via an 
interchange approximately 600 feet north of the MD 108/MD 104 intersection. No 
property is required from Howard Senior High School. 

The Selected Alternate 3 alignment was retained only for the portion of MD 100 
between US 29 and MD 104. Subsequent to the approval of the FEIS/Section 4(f) 
Evaluation, the environmental resource agencies requested that supplemental studies 
be undertaken to evaluate additional wetland avoidance and minimization alternatives 
in the section of MD 100 between MD 104 and I-95. These wetlands, located in the 
Deep Run watershed, were determined to comprise a high quality wetland system. 
FHWA concurred with these recommendations in response to a reevaluation of 
Preliminary Investigation (P.I.) plans and studies were initiated in September 1991 on a 
Supplemental EIS to study alignment shifts between I-95 and MD 104. 

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation 
(FSEIS/4(f)) Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A (Approved 1994) 

The FSEIS/4(f) Selected Alternate 3-Option D Modification 2A consists of a six -lane 
arterial highway on new location with a 54 foot median from MD 104 to I-95 as opposed 
to the 34 foot median with 20 foot safety grading (60 mph) beyond the outside curb, 
proposed in the 1989 FEIS. This increased median width was achieved by shifting 10 
feet of the 20 foot outside safety grading from each side of the roadway into the 
median. This change in the width of safety grading was compensated for by the 
inclusion of traffic barriers adjacent to the outside shoulders and will accommodate 
possible future widening in the median. 

MD 104 Interchange 
The selected MD 100/MD 104 interchange was reconfigured from its original design to 
a partial diamond with the eastbound on/off ramp combined to form a "T" intersection at 
MD 108 approximately 600 feet west of the existing MD 108/MD 104 intersection. This 
redesign moved the loop ramp east of MD 104, out of wetland 6. MD 104 was also 
shifted 50 feet west to further minimize impacts to wetland 6, reducing impacts from 4.2 
acres to 0.6 acre, a difference of 3.6 acres. This interchange configuration required the 
widening of MD 108 from approximately 1,500 feet west of MD 104 and included one 
additional lane in each direction to accommodate projected traffic volumes. 

East of MD 104, the FSEIS Selected Alternate continues in an easterly direction for 
approximately 2,500 feet and impacts 0.6 acre of wetland 7. There was no reduction in 
wetland impact at this site when compared with original Selected Alternate 3. The 
FSEIS Selected Alternate then shifts to the north near the Village of Montgomery Run, 
where the roadway profile was lowered with the use of retaining walls. The northern 
shift and use of retaining wall in this section resulted in a reduction in wetland impacts 
at wetland 8 from 2.7 acres to 0.1 acre, a difference of 2.6 acres. As a result, this 
alignment shift placed the roadway closer to buildings 8611 and 8613 in the Village of 
Montgomery Run than did the original FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment. These two 
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building were subsequently purchased by the State Highway Administration (SHA) for 
resale with full knowledge and disclosure of the FSEIS Selected Alternate for the MD 
100 alignment. No other community is any closer to the current MD 100 alignment than 
with original FEIS Selected Alternate 3. 

The median width of proposed MD 100 along Deep Run west of the Snowden River 
Parkway interchange was reduced to 46 feet by shifting the westbound lanes away 
from Deep Run. In addition to this shift, a portion of the westbound outside shoulder of 
the proposed roadway was placed on a cantilevered structure supported by a retaining 
wall. Although a design exception is required for this cantilevered structure, it further 
reduced impacts to the buffer around Deep Run and adjacent wetlands. 

MD 103 Interchange 
The MD 100/MD 103 interchange ramps located in the northeast and southeast 
quadrants were realigned or compressed to tie into MD 100 west of wetland 12, thereby 
reducing the footprint of MD 100 and minimizing wetland and stream impacts. 

Snowden River Parkway 
An extension of Snowden River Parkway from MD 108 to MD 100 and an interchange 
with MD 100, originally proposed by Howard County in the 1989 FEIS, is proposed for 
construction by SHA in the FSEIS as part of the MD 100 project. 

As discussed in the FSEIS, Snowden River Parkway will transition from a four-lane 
divided roadway at MD 108 to a two-lane roadway at the interchange with MD 100. A 
southern shift in the alignment places the proposed Snowden River Parkway 
interchange approximately 900 feet south of its original location identified in the 1989 
FEIS. The interchange was also revised from that shown in the 1989 FEIS by lowering 
the profile of Snowden River Parkway to pass under MD 100 and included the 
incorporation of eastbound MD 100 directional ramps on Snowden River Parkway. The 
new location and revised design of the Snowden River Parkway interchange avoids an 
additional crossing of the Deep Run main channel and reduces overall impacts at 
wetlands 9 and 10. 

Old Montgomery Road 
At this location an overpass was provided to carry Old Montgomery Road over MD 100 
for the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternative 3. The 1994 FSEIS Selected Alternative 3 
Option D Modification 2A includes an overpass which carries MD 100 over the existing 
Old Montgomery Road structure over Deep Run. The existing Old Montgomery Road 
structure would not be affected by this alternative. 

The reduced typical section, the shift of the westbound lane west of Snowden River 
Parkway interchange, the design of the cantilevered section and the MD 103 ramp 
modification reduced overall wetland impacts at wetlands 9,10,11,11A and 12. At 
wetland 10A impacts increased 0.1 acre, resulting in an overall reduction of wetland by 
approximately 4.9 acres. 
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CURRENT DESIGN PLAN 
West of Snowden River Parkway to 1-95 

The current design of MD 100 from I-95 to west of the Snowden River Parkway 
interchange, as shown on the Final Review plans, proposes construction of MD 100 on 
new location as a six-lane divided access controlled highway. The east and westbound 
lanes will be separated by a 54 foot median with 10 foot inside and outside paved 
shoulders. The shoulders in the vicinity of pipe crossings are reduced to approximately 
a six foot width to minimize wetland impacts. A request for design exceptions to reduce 
shoulder widths, eliminating the cantilevered roadway sections, is currently pending. 
The only changes to the 1994 FSEIS Selected Alternate reflected on the current design 
plans are the inclusion of the two roundabouts discussed below, which replace at-grade 
intersections. The use of roundabouts will eliminate the need for intersections which 
require a full stop traffic condition and will facilitate the flow of traffic. 

Snowden River Parkway Interchange 
Station 175 marks the take off point for the Snowden River Parkway interchange ramps 
from east/westbound MD 100 to southbound Snowden River Parkway and MD 108 and 
from northbound Snowden River Parkway to eastbound or westbound MD 100. 
Snowden River Parkway will transition from a four-lane section at MD 108 to a two-lane 
roadway at the interchange ramps. Snowden River Parkway continues through to MD 
100 one lane in each direction. At MD 100, Snowden River Parkway forms a 100 foot 
diameter roundabout which ties into the MD 100 westbound interchange ramps. The 
roundabout will have a raised landscaped center island, an 18 foot travel lane, a 12 foot 
truck apron and a 10 foot outside shoulder. The Snowden River Parkway roundabout 
will accommodate access from westbound MD 100 to MD 108 via southbound 
Snowden River Parkway and from northbound Snowden River Parkway to eastbound or 
westbound MD 100. The MD 100 ramps will consist of a 15 foot lane with a 10 foot 
outside shoulder and a four foot inside shoulder. 

MD 103 Interchange 
The east and westbound MD 100 interchange ramps will intersect MD 103 via two 120 
foot diameter roundabouts. The MD 100/MD 103 eastbound and westbound 
roundabouts will have raised, landscaped center islands, 18 foot travel lanes, 12 foot 
truck aprons and 10 foot outside shoulders. Islands at the end of each roundabout 
guide will separate traffic wanting to access MD 103 northbound or southbound and MD 
100 east or westbound. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION 

All of the design changes reflected on the Final Review plans for the portion of MD 100 
from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway occur within the original footprint of 
Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A, and as such do not result in any 
additional environmental impacts not identified in the 1994 FSEIS (see attached 
impacts comparison table). 
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had been destroyed by construction and grading activities associated with the 
development of the Village of Montgomery Run. 

Coordination for preparation of the 1994 FSEIS identified two additional archeological 
sites 18H0193 and 10HO52 which required Phase II investigation. Based on the 
Phase II investigation they were determined ineligible for inclusion on the National 
Register of Historic Places (see attached coordination). 

No significant archeological sites or historic standing structures on or eligible for the 
National Register were identified in the vicinity of any of the proposed wetland 
mitigation sites (see attached coordination). 

Natural Environment 

All surface waters in the study area are classified as Use I waters by the Maryland 
Department of the Environment (MDE) for which time of year construction restrictions 
will be imposed from March 1 through June 15, inclusive. Red Hill Branch is located 
west of MD 104 in the Little Patuxent River drainage basin, while Deep Run is located 
in the eastern half of Howard County and associated with the Patapsco River drainage 
basin. 

The 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment required the relocation of approximately 
1,400 feet of Deep Run and the channelization of approximately 3,105 feet of unnamed 
tributaries in the area east of MD 104. West of MD 104, Red Hill Branch has been 
piped under the portion of MD 100 already constructed. The 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A alignment required approximately 2,200 linear feet 
of stream channel impact between I-95 and MD 104, a decrease of approximately 
1,305 linear feet from the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate. The 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate also avoided a direct crossing of the mainstream of Deep Run by crossing two 
minor Deep Run tributaries instead. The current design plans indicate that the total 
amount of stream channel impact from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway is 
approximately 1,555 linear feet. 

In accordance with Executive Order 11990 (Protection of Wetlands) and Section 404 of 
the Clean Water Act, wetlands within the study area have been identified and the 
impacts quantified. As documented in the 1989 FEIS, Selected Alternate 3 impacted a 
total of approximately 16 acres of palustrine forested wetlands, approximately 13 acres 
of which occurred in the area east of MD 104. In comparison, the (1994) FSEIS 
Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A alignment reduced wetland impacts to 
only 4.9 acres east of MD 104. This total has been further reduced to approximately 
4.01 acres due to refinements in project design and development-related changes 
within the study area. The current design plan indicates approximately 2.98 acres of 
wetland impact in the area between I-95 and west of Snowden River Parkway. 
Approximately 2.48 acres of wetland buffer (the area 25 feet in circumference from the 
limits of a non-tidal wetland) will also be impacted. The impact to buffer areas was not 
identified in the FSEIS. 
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Woodland impacts were estimated to total approximately 56.5 acres with 1989 Selected 
Alternate 3, approximately 30 acres of which occurred east of MD 104, while the 1994 
FSEIS Selected Alternate impacted approximately 32.5 acres of upland forested area 
east of MD 104, approximately 23 acres of which occur within the limits of the current 
design contract from I-95 to Snowden River Parkway. 

Air and Noise Studies 

Air Quality 
Detailed air quality analyses were performed for both the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 
3 alignment and for the 1994 FSEIS Selected Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A 
alignment between I-95 and MD 104. Neither Selected Alternate resulted in any 
violations of the one-hour or eight-hour State/National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 
The current design does not result in any changes in through traffic capacity or closer 
proximity of the air receptors to the roadway that would require an additional air quality 
analysis. 

The MD 100 project is located in Howard County which is an air quality non-attainment 
area for Carbon Monoxide (CO) and has transportation control measures in the State 
Implementation Plan (SIP). In accordance with the requirements of the Clean Air Act of 
1990, the current improvements have been added to the FY 1996 - 2001 Statewide 
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) (# 345-3). 

Noise 
With the 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment, 15 of the 19 noise receptors for the 
entire project (US 29 to I-95) experienced 2015 noise levels which approached or 
exceeded the 67 dBA FHWA noise abatement criteria (FNAC) for residential land uses 
and 16 NSA's, including one receptor which did not exceed the FNAC, were projected 
to experience noise level increases over ambient levels of 10 dBA or more. The 
feasibility of noise abatement was assessed for larger noise sensitive areas (NSA's) 
identified as NSA's A through M for Selected Alternate 3 in the 1989 FEIS.   Of these 
NSA's, A, B, C, K and L are located east of MD 104. 

A reanalysis of noise conditions and abatement feasibility was conducted for alignment 
shifts associated with the selection of Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A as 
discussed in the 1994 FSEIS. Of the noise sensitive receptors identified in the 1989 
FEIS only five individual receptors are the same as those identified within the segment 
of the 1994 FSEIS/4(f) for MD 100 from MD 104 to I-95. An additional NSA, "O", was 
added to the analysis to include a new area west of MD 103 which was affected by 
alignment shifts in the FSEIS Selected Alternate between I-95 and MD 104. A 
comparison of the ambient noise and the unabated noise levels associated with the 
(1989) FEIS Selected Alternate 3 and the (1994) FSEIS Selected Alternate 3 Option D 
Modification 2A between MD 104 to I-95 is reflected in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1 

Noise 
Receptor 

Sensitive 
Area 

Location Arrttent     1989 FBS Design      1994 FSBS Design 
year leq year leq 

3 L Old Montgomery Road 53 62 62 
5 B 8067 Fetlock Ct. 49 68 65 
6 K Bdgeofr-ow 49 77 66 
7 C 8301 Mtzy Lane 51 72 70 
18 C 5311 Waterloo Road MD104 65 70 70 

Table two shows the impact analysis for the receptor sites located within the limits of 
the current design plans from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway and compares 
them to the impact analysis for the 1989 FEIS within the same limits. 

Table 2 

Table 2 
Current Design Plan 

Noise 
Sensitive 

Area 

Noise 
Site 

Build 
2015 
dBA 

Residence 
Impacted 

Length 
Average 
Height 

Total 
Cost 

Cost per 
Residence 

A 87 70 1 600 16 $158,400 $158,400 
L 3 62 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
O 27 64 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

28 68 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
29 65 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

(1989) Selected Alternate 3 
A 
L 

1,19 
2,3 

72 
62 

4 
N/A 

1,300 
N/A 

16.75 
N/A 

$587,500 
N/A 

$146,900 
N/A 

Additional noise reanalysis of the entire study area between I-95 and US 29 was 
conducted subsequent to the completion of the FSEIS to account for additional 
residential development which has occurred in the study area and changes in SHA's 
noise policy since 1989 (i.e.: barrier costs in the 1989 FEIS were calculated based on 
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$27/sq. ft. which later changed to $16.50/sq. ft.). See attached noise reanalysis reports. 
NSA's A, L and O are the only noise sensitive areas which occur within the limits of the 
Final Review plans from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway. 

NSAA 
NSA A is comprised of a single family residence located south of proposed MD 100 and 
west of I-95 in the area of Mullineaux Road and multi-family residential developments 
north of and along MD 103. Existing noise levels were 52 dBA, while the unabated 
design year (2020) noise levels increase over 20 dBA for the single family home along 
Mullineaux Road and between 3 to 10 dBA along MD 103. Since the 1994 FSEIS, an 
earth berm five to six feet in height has been constructed as part of new development 
between Old Mullineux Road and MD 103. This berm, as well as the variations in 
natural topography in this area will provide adequate abatement of the future noise 
impacts at the multi-family residences resulting from the construction of MD 100. 
According to developer plans, these residences are located outside the 65 dBA contour 
line with the berm in place (see attached plans). At one remaining receptor (R 87) 
included in NSA A, but not protected by this berm, noise abatement is not reasonable 
or feasible. Construction of an effective noise barrier for this one home would exceed 
$150,000. This area is also heavily forested and placement of an earth berm for this 
site would result in an unacceptable loss of mature vegetation. However, as receptor 
87 is located behind a reforestation area, the buffer zone between the adjacent 
receptors and MD 100 will be enhanced and will also include supplemental landscape 
plantings. 

NSAL 
This area is comprised of multi-family residential units in the Brightfield townhome 
community located north of the westbound lanes of MD 100 between Old Montgomery 
Road and MD 103. The distance from the receptors to the edge of pavement is 
approximately 600 feet. Existing noise levels were monitored at 55 dBA. Design year 
(2020) noise levels will increase from 3 to 7 dBA to 58 to 62 dBA. Since these levels do 
not approach or exceed the FNAC of 67 dBA and do not increase 10 dBA or greater 
over ambient levels, the consideration of noise abatement is not warranted. 

NSAO 
This NSA, as described in the 1994 FSEIS, includes only the MD School for the Deaf 
(receptor 27), located adjacent to the eastbound lanes of MD 100 between Old 
Montgomery Road and MD 103, the Curtis Shipley historic site (receptor 29) and the 
University of MD Animal Husbandry Farm (receptor 28), a portion of which has been 
purchased by SHA for a wetland mitigation site. The design year noise levels at the MD 
School for the Deaf (64 dBA) and the Curtis Shipley historic site (65 dBA) did not 
approach or exceed the FNAC. Although noise levels increased 10 dBA from the 
projected No-Build level (54 dBA) at the MD School for the Deaf, noise abatement was 
not considered at this location because of the active outdoor recreational uses 
associated with the site. The receptor area was located in the playground (the only 
area of outdoor use associated with the site), but away from the main buildings of the 
school. For the purposes of this analysis, playground was not included as "sensitive 
receptor" for consideration of noise abatement because of the additional noise 
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generated by active outdoor recreational uses commonly associated with the sites. As 
such, no noise abatement is considered reasonable for any of the NSA O receptors. 

The balance of NSA's evaluated are located west of Snowden River Parkway, beyond 
the limits of the current design contract. The following discussion updates the status of 
noise abatement measures being considered at these locations. 

NSA's B & C 
Due to the extensive development that has occurred in the Hunt Country Estates and 
Glenmar communities, located north of the alignment of the 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate alignment for MD 100 between Snowden River Parkway and MD 104, a 
decision was made to combine these areas for analysis of noise abatement feasibility. 
Non-abated noise levels range from 57 to 74 dBA for 162 impacted residences. These 
receptors would all receive a minimum reduction of 3 dBA with an average 5 to 9 dBA 
insertion loss. The cost of abatement would be approximately $11,000 per residence. 
Noise abatement at this location is considered reasonable and will be constructed as 
part of a future design contract. 

NSA' P. E & F 
Similar to NSA's B and C, due to extensive development has occurred in these areas 
since the 1994 FSEIS, the decision was made to combine NSA's D, E, and F for 
analysis of noise abatement feasibility. This NSA also encompasses the location of 
NSA I (receptor 11), identified in the 1989 FEIS as edge of right-of-way. The area is 
comprised of single and multi-family residences in the communities of Timber Run 
Valley, Knollview and Brampton Hills, located adjacent to the future westbound lanes of 
the MD 100 alignment between MD 104 and Long Gate Parkway. Non-abated noise 
levels would be 60 to 76 dBA for 247 impacted residences. The noise receptors would 
receive a minimum three dBA reduction with an average insertion loss of five to 14 dBA. 
The cost of abatement would be approximately $11,000 per residence. Noise 
abatement at this location is considered reasonable and will be constructed as part of a 
future design contract. 

NSAG 
This NSA is comprised of single family residences in the Colombia Hills community, 
located adjacent to the future MD 100 eastbound lanes west of Executive Park Drive. 
Non-abated noise levels range from 61 to 71 dBA for 19 impacted residences. These 
noise receptors would receive a minimum three dBA reduction with an average five to 
10 dBA insertion loss. The cost of noise abatement would be approximately $42,000 
per residence. Noise abatement is considered reasonable at this location and will be 
constructed as part of a future design contract. 

NSAJ 
NSA J is comprised only of Howard High School. The school is air-conditioned and 
with windows closed is not projected to exceed the FNAC for interior noise levels. 
Similar to NSA O, although the noise analysis discussed in the 1989 FEIS indicates that 
projected exterior noise levels will be approximately 74 dBA, the area includes active 
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outdoor recreational uses (athletic fields), which are not considered to be "noise 
sensitive". Thus, noise abatement is not considered to be reasonable at this location. 

NSAK 
At NSA K, homeowner association property exists adjacent to the proposed MD 100 
right-of-way and two berms have been constructed which provide some protection to 
the first floor residences. A single connecting berm to the south of MD 100 beginning at 
station 131 and continuing to station 161 could be constructed, enhancing this 
protection and providing more effective noise abatement. With the additional width 
from the homeowner association property, this berm will vary in height from three to 36 
feet and vary in width from 25 to 165 feet. This berm would tie into and increase the 
height of the existing berm that is adjacent to the majority of the Village of Montgomery 
Run and would provide protection for first floor residents. A total of 118,800 cubic yards 
of material will be needed to construct this berm. Mitigation of noise impacts above the 
first floor was provided through SHA purchase of those affected units in buildings 8611 
and 8613 for resale with full knowledge and disclosure of the location of the FSEIS 
Selected Alternate alignment for MD 100. 

With the berm, the new cost and cost-per-residence of the abatement barrier for this 
NSA would be $550,450 and $4,270, respectively. A total of 1.38 acres of forested 
lands would be impacted by the construction of this berm. Noise abatement at this 
location is considered reasonable and will be constructed as part of a future design 
contract. 

Regarding the remaining NSA's identified in the 1989 FEIS, NSA's H and M were and 
still are edge of right-of-way locations where no development has occurred. As such, 
no noise abatement is currently being considered in these areas. Should additional 
development occur prior to final design in the vicinity of these NSA locations, the need 
for further noise reanalysis will be evaluated. 

MITIGATION 

Applications for Water Quality Certification and permits for in-stream work are currently 
under review by the Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE).   MDE is also 
reviewing stormwater management and sediment and erosion control plans. 

A Section 404 permit application for wetland impacts encompassing the entire MD 100 
project from I-95 to US 29 is currently being reviewed by the US Army Corps of 
Engineers. SHA will be required to mitigate a total of approximately four acres of 
wetland impacts, approximately 2.98 acres of which occur within the limits of the current 
design contract from I-95 to west of Snowden River Parkway. No mitigation is required 
for impacts to wetland buffer areas (the area 25 feet in circumference from the limits of 
the non-tidal wetland). Wetland mitigation for this project will occur at three sites. At 
the former University of Maryland Animal Husbandry Farm, mitigation requirements will 
be fulfilled through both wetland creation and preservation of existing upland and 
wetland areas. Approximately 3.7 acres of palustrine forested and scrub shrub 
wetlands will be created at this site and an additional 20.7 acres of the farm will be 
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preserved.. SHA will retain perpetual ownership of both the wetland creation area and 
the preservation area. The preservation area provides additional protection for the 
newly created wetland area, increasing the overall functional value. Smaller amounts of 
palustrine emergent wetlands will be created at Deep Run site in Anne Arundel County 
(0.05 acre palustrine emergent) and at proposed site for Brampton Hills Park (0.52 acre 
palustrine forested/emergent). FHWA approved the use of the Animal Husbandry 
Farm, Brampton Hills Park and the Deep Run sites for wetland mitigation on October 3, 
1994, September 22,1994 and February 18,1993 respectively (see attached 
correspondence). 

Coordination with the MD State Forester has been initiated to mitigate for 23.1 acres of 
woodland impacted within the limits of the current design plans from I-95 to west of 
Snowden River Parkway. Consistent with the recommendations of the State Forester, 
approximately 5.6 acres of reforestation will occur on-site, with the balance of 17.5 
acres to be provided within the Howard County portion of the Patapsco River Lower 
North Branch watershed. 

Consistent with the Memorandum of Agreement for the Curtis-Shipley historic site, the 
family graveyard located on the property will be hand-cleared as part of the current 
design contract. Attempts have been made to contact the property owner to gain right- 
of-entry on to the property to initiate this work (see attached correspondence). To date 
SHA has not received a reply from the property owner. 

13 
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FHWA and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, it was agreed that SHA would 
prepare a National Register nomination form for the property and repair the Shipley 
graveyard on the remaining property by hand-clearing the site of over grown vegetation 
and debris. The nomination form has been prepared and submitted to MHT. The 
clearing of the graveyard will be completed in conjunction with construction of the 
current design segment between 1-95 and west of Snowden River Parkway. 

During preparation of the 1989 FEIS a Phase II archeological investigation of site 
18H019 Deep Run 6 indicated that the site was ineligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places. However, fencing of the historic component of site 18H019 
was recommended by MHT to prevent any impact. A subsequent archeological 
investigation undertaken for the supplemental EIS study concluded that site 18H019 
had been destroyed by construction and grading activities associated with the 
development of the Village of Montgomery Run. 

Coordination for preparation of the 1994 FSEIS identified two additional archeological 
sites 18H0193 and 10HO52 which required Phase II investigation. Based on the 
Phase II investigation they were determined ineligible for inclusion on the National 
Register of Historic Places (see attached coordination). 

No significant archeological sites or historic standing structures on or eligible for the 
National Register were identified in the vicinity of any of the proposed wetland 
mitigation sites (see attached coordination). 

Natural Environment 

All surface waters in the study area are classified as Use I waters by the Maryland 
Department of the Environment (MDE) for which time of year construction restrictions 
will be imposed from March 1 through June 15, inclusive. Red Hill Branch is located 
west of MD 104 in the Little Patuxent River drainage basin, while Deep Run is located 
in the eastern half of Howard County and associated with the Patapsco River drainage 
basin. 

The 1989 FEIS Selected Alternate 3 alignment required the relocation of approximately 
1,400 feet of Deep Run and the channelization of approximately 3,105 feet of unnamed 
tributaries in the area east of MD 104. West of MD 104, Red Hill Branch has been 
piped under the portion of MD 100 already constructed. The 1994 FSEIS Selected 
Alternate 3 Option D Modification 2A alignment requires no direct crossing of the 
mainstem of Deep Run, but does require two crossings of small unnamed tributaries to 
Deep Run. These crossings require a total of approximately 2,200 linear feet.of stream^ ^^ 
channel impact, a decrease of approximately 1,305 linear feet from theJPon c&M:r ' "^ 
Selected Alternate. The current design plans indicate that the^tef^rnount of stream 

•^J^U^^U^C #•2%*-. iV^ta^ 3ZiZ*~~-  1/A~~<U -ye+tffe *.-& li f! y.* ^i1 
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SUMMARY 

1. Administrative Action 

(Federal Highway Administration) 

( ) Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
(X) Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(X) Section 4(f) Statement 

2. Informational Contacts 

The following persons may be contacted for additional information concerning 
this document. 

Mr. Herman Rodrigo 
Engineer 
Federal  Highway Administration 
The Rotunda - Suite 220 
711 West 40th Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21211 
Phone:   (301) 962-4010 
Hours:    7:45 a.m. - 4:15 p.m. 

3.    Description of Proposed Action 

Mr. Louis H.  Ege, Jr.,  Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street, Room 310 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
Phone:   (301) 333-1130 
Hours:    8:15 a.m.  - 4:15 p.m. 

This project consists of the study of the completion of the final five-mile 
section of Maryland 100, located between U.S. 29 and Interstate 95 in Howard 
County, Maryland. 

The purpose of Maryland 100 is to provide a controlled access east-west 
highway that will relieve congestion on the existing roadway network, and to 
provide a safe and efficient highway link that will move people, goods, and 
services more quickly and directly. Maryland 100 has been constructed from 
Maryland 177 to Maryland 3. The section of Maryland 100 from Maryland 3 to 
Interstate 95 is currently in the final design process. 

The project is consistent with State and local plans. 

4. Alternates Considered 

The No-Build Alternate and four build Alternates were originally considered 
will provide only minor improvements to existing roads. An interchange proposed 
at Maryland 103 and U.S. 29, an interchange constructed at U.S. 29 and Maryland 
108, and a two-lane developer road connecting MD 103 and MD 104 are considered 
in the No-Build network. These interchanges were discussed in separate 
environmental documents and have received location and design approvals. 
Regardless of what happens to Maryland 100, under the County's General Plan a 
two-lane developer road will be extended from the interchange termini at U.S. 
29/Maryland 103 to Maryland 104, and Phelps Luck Drive will be extended from 
Maryland 108 north to the two-lane developer road, The developer road is 
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intended to serve proposed industrial development in the area. These 
improvements will not improve the ability of the existing east-west roads 
(Maryland 103, 104 and 108) to accommodate predicted traffic increases through 
the design year (2015), creating unsafe conditions. 

The State Highway Administration has considered the following preliminary 
alternates including the No-Build for Maryland 100. Public comments, 
coordination with elected officials and various state and Federal agencies, and 
environmental and engineering studies have resulted in the identification of a 
selected Build Alternate with various options. (See the Alternates Section 
beginning on page II-l for the reasons Alternates 2, 4 and 5 were dropped from 
the study.) 

Alternate 2 

Alternate 2 proposed the reconstruction of Maryland 103 to a five-lane 
curbed road within a 100-foot right-of-way from the U.S. 29/Maryland 103 
interchange terminus to its intersection with Maryland 104. The fifth lane 
(center lane) would function as a continuous left turn lane. Maryland 104 would 
continue south as a four-lane open section roadway with two ten-foot shoulders 
to the intersection of Maryland 104 and Maryland 108. The alignment continues 
in a northeasterly direction, on new location as a six-lane expressway within a 
200 to 300-foot right-of-way on an alignment common to all alternates, where it 
connects to the existing Maryland 100/Interstate 95 interchange. 

Alternate 3 (Selected Alternate) 

Alternate 3 swings southeast from the proposed U.S. 29/Maryland 100/Maryland 
103 interchange, crossing Maryland 104 approximately 600 feet north of the 
existing Maryland 108/Maryland 104 intersection. The alignment then swings 
northeast where it connects to the existing Interstate 95/Maryland 100 
interchange. Connections are being considered at proposed Long Gate Parkway, 
Executive Park Drive, Center Park Drive, Maryland 104, the proposed extension of 
Snowden River Parkway (proposed by others) and Meadowridge Road (Maryland 103). 
SHA will construct 4 lanes of the ultimate 6 lane highway from the terminus of 
the U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange toward Md. 104. From Md. 104 to 1-95, 6 
lanes will be constructed. A more detailed description of the Selected 
Alternate is provided in the Alternates Section beginning on Page II-I. 

Alternate 4 

Alternate 4 proposed the reconstruction of Maryland 108 to a four-lane 
curbed roadway from the U.S. 29/Marylan.d 108 interchange termini to the 
intersection of Maryland 108 and Maryland 104. Reconstruction would have 
occurred along the existing alignment within a 100-foot right-of-way, except 
where additional right-of-way is required to provide right and left turn lanes. 
The alignment east of Maryland 104 continues in a northeasterly direction, on 
new location as a six-lane expressway within a 200 to 300-foot right-of-way on 
an alignment common to all alternates, where it connects to the existing 
Interstate 95/Maryland 100 interchange. 
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Alternate 5 

Alternate 5 consisted of the combination of Alternates 2 and 4 for the 
reconstruction of Maryland 103, 104, and 108. Maryland 100 would be designed as 
in Alternates 2, 3, and 4 for the area between Maryland 104 and the existing 
Interstate 95/Maryland 100 interchange. 

5. Areas of Controversy/Unresolved Issues 

Since the publication and distribution of the DEIS, the State Highway 
Administration met with several individuals, community associations and 
committees to discuss their areas of concern. Issues of right-of-way impact and 
acquisitions, noise mitigation, fencing and access relocations were addressed. 
The communities involved with the Maryland 100 project realize the need for 
improved access between U.S. 29 and Interstate 95, and requested to be involved 
and kept up-to-date as the project continues. The State Highway Administration 
will make every effort to keep all concerned individuals and community 
organizations informed regarding these issues as more detail is developed in the 
design phase. 

6. Permits Required 

Construction of this project would require review and approval for the 
following permits: 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers — Section 404 Permit 

Maryland Department of Environment -- Approved Sediment Control Plan 

Maryland Department of Environment — Approved Stormwater Management Plan 

Maryland Department of Natural Resources -- Waterway Construction Permit 

Maryland Department of the Environment -- Water Quality Certificate 

7. Summary of Environmental Impacts 

Table 1 compares the significance of impacts associated with all alternates. 
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TABLE 1 

Summary of Impacts 

Maryland 100 Extended 

ALTERNATES 
No 

Build Selected 
1 2 3 4 5 

Socioeconomic Impacts 

Residential  Displacements 0 0 3 2 2 
Business Displacements 0 0 0 0 0 
Brampton Hills Community 0 0 5.67 0 0 

Park  (acres)(proposed park) 
Historic Sites from which 0 3 0 1 4 
land is acquired  (acres) 

Archeological  Sites Affected 0 0 1 0 0 
Air Quality Sites Exceeding 0 0 0 0 0 

S/NAAQS 
Noise Sensitive Areas 2 N/A 16 N/A N/A 
Exceeding Abatement Criteria 

Consistent with Master Plan No No Yes No No 

Natural  Environment Impacts 

Stream Relocations (feet) 0 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 
Wetlands  (acres) 0 18.53 16 18.03 18.53 
Floodplains  (acres) 0 4.2 4.87 4.22 4.22 
Wooded  (acres) 0 29.12 56.49 28.70 31.51 
Threatened or Endangered 0 0 0 0 0 

Species 

Costs  ($ Millions) 
as of  (12/87)* 

Project Engineering 4,357,000 2,915,000 4,050,000 4,925,000 
Right-of-Way and Relocation 2,789,000 4,552,000 2,688,000 2,903,000 
Construction and Design 40,868,000 42,730,000 38,111,000 45,330,000 

Total 48,014,000 50,197,000 44,849,000 53,158,000 

*Cost to nearest ($ million) 
N/A Noise Studies were not completed for these Alternates. 
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I. PURPOSE AND NEED 

A. Project Location and Description 

The study area portion of Maryland 100 is located in eastern Howard County 
(see Figure 2). The study area is bordered on the west by U.S. 29, on the east 
by Interstate 95, on the north by Maryland 103 and on the south by Maryland 108 
(see Figure 3). 

Alternate 3 is the selected alternate and is proposed as a controlled- 
access, east-west highway which will form a link in a proposed regional facility 
extending to eastern Anne Arundel County. Additional information on this 
alternate, as well as the other alternates that were considered but dropped from 
the study, is available in Section II. 

B. Background 

The concept for an "Outer Beltway" first originated in the early igSO's, 
around the time of the opening of the Baltimore Beltway. Initial plans were to 
construct a continuous, controlled access, high-speed highway around Baltimore 
City just like the original Beltway, only farther from the City. The "Outer 
Beltway" would have provided a more direct connection between new suburban 
communities that had developed outside the original suburbs. 

The construction of Maryland 100 from east of Maryland 2 to U.S. 29 has 
been a part of a planned regional network to facilitate east-west traffic since 
the late 1950s. Development and planning have proceeded unevenly over the last 
three decades with various portions of Maryland 100 in Anne Arundel County being 
constructed or planned, while the sections in Howard County have been intensely 
debated (see Figure 1). 

Maryland 100, and in particular the segment from the Anne Arundel County 
line to U.S. 29, was planned as a portion of the "Outer Beltway." The general 
alignment was essentially that incorporated in the General Plan for Howard 
County adopted July 20, 1960; The General Plan of Highways for Howard County as 
adopted with amendements July 27, 1966; and The General Highway Plan, Howard 
County, Maryland adopted with amendments February 24, 1971. 

The idea for an "Outer Beltway" existed until approximately 1971. At that 
time, the plan for a continuous Beltway was abandoned in favor of a plan whereby 
newly constructed highways, such as Maryland 100, could be incorporated with 
existing highways such as U.S. 29 and 1-70 to form a highway network that would 
connect the outer suburbs. This network would not take on the physical 
character of the existing Baltimore Beltway, nor would it be as extensive. 

The Maryland 100 project was dropped from further study in the mid 1970s due 
to a lack of Federal and State transportation funds, and it was deleted from the 
Consolidated Transportation Program in the late 1970s. Howard County followed 
by deleting the Maryland 100 project from the County's General Plan in 1982. 

In 1984, informal discussions on the Maryland 100 project were renewed 
between Howard County and the State Highway Administration.  As a result of 
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these discussions, it became obvious that with the current and proposed 
development scheduled for the eastern Howard County area, severe highway and 
transportation problems would occur which could not be handled by the existing 
roadway network. 

Shortly after these informal discussions, Howard County requested that the 
State Highway Administration work jointly with the Howard County Office of 
Planning and Zoning to determine whether a corridor still existed for the 
extension of Maryland 100 west of Interstate 95. This joint study, which lasted 
approximately one and a half years, led to the Howard County Council's decision 
to amend the County General Plan by adding the Maryland 100 project in November, 
1985. The alignment shown in the amended 1985 General Plan is different from 
the historical alignment shown in the County's earlier general plan. The 
historic alignment, which dissected the Columbia Hills subdivision and tied into 
Maryland 108, was dropped from consideration because of the development that had 
occurred and the construction of the new U.S. 29/Maryland 108 interchange. 
During the time of this study, the county and State both participated in 
numerous public involvement meetings. The Maryland State Highway Administration 
and Howard County received comments and input during this process from elected 
officials, property owners, developers and private citizens. 

The following eleven meetings were held as part of the Howard County General 
Plan process. These meetings concentrated on informing communities within the 
study area of the six proposed alternates being considered as amendments to the 
county's General Plan. These meetings were used to gather public input which 
was instrumental in the county's decision to amend the general plan on November 
18, 1985. Howard County used several different formats in presenting 
information to the public including: 1) public hearings, 2) public workshops and 
3) community association meetings. 

1. December 11, 1984 

2. August 7, 1985 

3. September 12, 1985 

4. September 19, 1985 

5. September 24, 1985 

6. October 3, 1985 

7. October 23, 1985 

8. October 29, 1985 

9. October 30, 1985 

10. November 14, 1985 

Ellicott City Middle School 
U.S. 29/MD 103 Interchange 

Howard County Council, 
State Delegation, Interested Citizens 

Elkridge Community Association 

Howard County Council and State 
Delegation, Area Residents 

County Council Workshop, Area Residents 

Howard High School - Public 

Resolutions Public Hearing (County) 

Resolutions Public Hearing (County) 

Council Work Sessions on Resolutions 

County Council Workshop 
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11. November 18, 1985 County Council Adoption to General 
Alternates 

As a result of Howard County's decision to adopt Alternate 3 as their 
amended general plan alignment, four additional meetings were held. These were 
community association meetings used to outline the possible effects of the 
amended alignment to the different communities and to receive their input. 

12. April 8, 1986 Columbia Hills/Meadowbrook Farms 

13. April 30, 1986 Timber Run Valley 

14. June 10, 1986 Williams Family (affected property 
owners) 

15. July 1, 1986 Lee Curtis (potentially affected property 
owner) 

The MD 100 project officially became a state project in July, 1986. At this 
time, project planning studies began. Since the start of project planning, the 
Maryland State Highway Administration has participated in and conducted a number 
of meetings which included the public. These meetings ranged from public 
meetings, community meetings, and meetings with individuals. All were used as 
public information meetings and include the following: 

16. November 3, 1986 St. John's Community 

17. January 10, 1987 Hunt Country Estates 

18. January 12, 1987 Hunt Country Estates 

19. January 16, 1987 Jeff Well en (potentially affected pro- 
perty owner) 

20. January 22, 1987 Williams Family (affected property owner) 

21. January 31, 1987 *Alternates Public Workshop 

22. February 24, 1987 Dave  Abeshaw  (potentially  affected 
property owner) 

*This meeting was advertised by the State Highway Administrator in the local 
news media. It was held all day on a Saturday at Howard High School. 
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** 23. May 20, 1987 Howard County Workshop 
w/county officials and public 

** This meeting 
public input. 
100' shift was 

led to a shift in the Alternate 3 alignment as a result of 
A total of seven alignment shifts were investigated and a 

selected. 

24. July 9, 1987 

25. July 10, 1987 

26. July 16, 1987 

27. August 4, 1987 

28. September 24, 1987 

29. February 2, 1988 

30. February 3, 1988 

31. February 9, 1988 

32. March 1, 1988 

33. March 7, 1988 

Jane Rosenberg, Howard County Sun 

Jane Rosenberg, Howard County Sun 

Howard County community meeting 
(a Howard High School 

Jane Rosenberg, Howard County Sun 

Mr. Punia (potentially affected property 
owner) 

Community meeting with Timber Run Valley 
Re: Noise Mitigation 

Community meeting with Hunt County 
Estates Re: Noise Mitigation 

Location/Design Public Hearing 

Community Meeting, Brampton Hills 

Ray  Hovermill  (potentially  affected 
property owner) 

Due to the subdivision process in Howard County, the general plan shows a 
specific alignment for Maryland 100. However, the State Highway Administration 
is not committed to the exact alignment shown in the general plan; it only acts 
as a reference point for the public and private sectors who would possibly be 
affected by the proposed improvements. 

The proposed extension of Maryland 100 is designated as an Intermediate 
Arterial Divided Highway within the general plan of Howard County. The 
designation of "Intermediate Arterial Divided Highway" reflects a reference 
point for the possible right-of-way width assumptions and allows some at-grade 
intersections with connecting roadways. 

The subdivision and general plan process for Howard County triggered the 
State Highway Administration's protective buying process. Development in the 
area was proceeding at such a rapid pace that, in order to preserve a possible 
corridor for Maryland 100, the State had to take action. One example is the 
Berenholtz property, Timber Run Valley, where the developers were literally 
within weeks of breaking ground for construction of additional sections of this 
subdivision within the corridor required for Alternate 3. At that time 
Alternate 3 was the preferred alternate of both the State Highway Administration 
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and Howard County. It has since become the selected alternate. If the State 
Highway Administration had not acted promptly, the Maryland 100 corridor would 
not have been preserved. Not only the Berenholtz property, but numerous other 
developments being actively developed or planned within the Maryland 100 
corridor shown in the Howard County General Plan were infringing on the 
preferred performed alternate corridor (see figure 10). Any developer inquiries 
made to the county regarding the relationship of their plans to the proposed 
road corridor were directed to the State Highway Administration for resolution. 

The State willingly discussed anyone's concern about the Maryland 100 
project. The Administration's objective was to be as open and honest as 
possible. When the subdivision proposal for the Columbia 100 Office Research 
Park was initially submitted, the area now included in the Maryland 100 right- 
of-way was proposed for residential development. With the inclusion of the 
Maryland 100 project into the amended general plan, the developer lost this 
development area because no development can occur within the proposed right-of- 
way. The developer was obligated to give up 80 feet of dedicated right-of-way 
and construct two lanes within his subdivision for Howard County. Howard County 
requested, but could not force the developer to build the two-lane roadway to 
state specifications within the proposed right-of-way for Maryland 100's 
Alternate 3. The developer voluntarily agreed to build the county road to state 
specifications. The county then agreed to acquire the remaining right-of-way 
required from him for Maryland 100 in accordance with Federal acquisition 
requirements with the stipulation that the State Highway Administration would 
reimburse the county for expended money if Alternate 3 should become the 
selected Alternate for Md. 100. If no approval was received for Maryland 100, 
the road would remain as a county road and the right-of-way acquired would then, 
be sold. 

When development activities in a particular area involve a state roadway or 
planned roadway, the proposed subdivision must be reviewed by the SHA, Bureau of 
Engineering Access Permits. This process is followed for any job, county or 
subdivision in the state. This review process resulted in two signed agreements 
and one amendment to an agreement to be signed in the near future. 

Currently, there are two signed agreements; one with Howard County and one 
with the Britam Development Group. The Howard County agreement specifies that, 
through the county's subdivision process, Howard County will receive 80' of 
dedicated right-of-way from the Long Gate Venture and the Columbia 100 Office 
Research Park within the limits of their respective subdivisions. The county 
also agreed to purchase the remaining right-of-way required for the ultimate 
construction of Alternate 3 between U.S. 29 and MD 104 in the event that 
Alternate 3 received Location/Design Approval. Once the selection process was 
completed and Location/Design approval received on a particular alignment, SHA 
would reimburse the county for its expenditures. SHA's reimbursement to Howard 
County will largely be in the form of excess land, to be used as additional 
parkland for the Brampton Hill Park. Howard County would only be reimbursed if 
an alternate requiring the right-of-way, it purchased, was needed for roadway 
construction. 

No county acquisition or land transfer will take place prior to the 
completion of the FEIS process. This agreement concurs with the provisions set 
forth by section 146 of the 1987 Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation 
Assistance Act regulations. 
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The agreement between the SHA and the Britam Development Group specifies 
that Britam will realign the intersection of Old Montgomery Road, Montgomery 
Road and Meadowridge Road within the limits of their responsibilities, and 
dedicate a parcel of land to be utilized for the possible alignment of Alternate 
3. In turn, the SHA agreed to transfer to the Britam Development Group a piece 
of excess property that was adjacent to the Brightfield Subdivision. This 
transfer of land may take place prior to the completion of the FEIS process but 
does not predetermine a specific location for MD 100. 

The agreement between SHA/Macks signed in November, 1985 has not been 
executed. Due to public input from the Hunt Country Estates Community, 
alignment shifts were studied and a 100' southern shift was approved in the 
vicinity of the Macks' property. The shift moved the proposed alignment further 
from the Hunt Country Estates Community. Because the area encompassed by the 
shift was unprotected by the November, 1985 agreement, and construction was 
imminent within that area, the SHA and Macks began renegotiating their November, 
1985 agreement in order to insure a corridor still remained between MD 104 and 
1-95. No other agreement has been signed. This renegotiation process has 
complied with section 146 of the 1987 Surface Transportation and Uniform 
Relocation Assistance Act, 23 U.S.C 323 (c). To this date, the new agreement 
between SHA/Macks has not been signed. 

The agreements signed by the SHA do not specify an exact alignment or 
alternate for MD 100. They only provide the SHA a relatively impact free 
corridor for a possible roadway alignment. If at some point the alignment has 
to be shifted, it can be done, but with additional financial burdens. 

The State Highway Administration did not initiate studies on Maryland 100 
until the project was amended into the general plan of Howard County. The first 
public notice issued by the State Highway Administration was in mid-1986. This 
was a Public Notice announcing the start of project planning studies and 
soliciting the names and addresses of all interested persons for inclusion on 
the project mailing list. This was followed by an Alternates Public Workshop 
held on January 31, 1987. Notification of this workshop was provided to all 
persons on the mailing list and was advertised in local newspapers. 

The Maryland State Highway Administration and Howard County are currently 
negotiating an agreement for the construction of the Maryland 100 project west 
of Maryland 104. The agreement indicates that Howard County, through its 
subdivision process, will construct two lanes in accordance with state 
specifications, from east of U.S. 29 to Maryland 104 along the now-selected 
Alternate 3 alignment for Maryland 100. The county will purchase the remaining 
land required but not dedicated for Maryland 100 right-of-way and construct the 
hydrologic structures required at Red Hill Branch for the initial two lanes. No 
property is required from Howard High School. The State Highway Administration 
has agreed to reimburse all budgeted moneys expended by Howard County for 
Maryland 100. 

The Maryland State Highway Administration is also negotiating an agreement 
with the Macks and Macks Development Group for the subdivision known as the 
Village of Montgomery Run. The Macks property is the only low- to moderate- 
income housing in the area of Howard County and is strongly supported by the 
County Council.  The Maryland 100 alignment initially bisected the planned 
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development during the corridor study conducted in 1985. The Howard County 
Council requested that the State Highway Administration shift the alignment to 
the northern tip of the Macks property so as to avoid severe impacts to the 
planned development. The state studied this possible shift, thinking it went 
through undeveloped land, and agreed with the county in return for dedicated 
right-of-way from the developer. At that time, the State was not aware that the 
Hunt Country Estates development was just completed. The State entered into an 
agreement with the Macks for this right-of-way and alignment shift before it was 
realized that development had occurred within the vicinity of the shift. The 
Macks could have forced the State into this location through the construction of 
the proposed development and required the state to purchase the required right- 
of-way. However, since the agreement was signed, two alignment shifts have been 
made and several other studies have been completed to minimize the possible 
impacts to Hunt Country Estates and the planned low-income housing. 

During the project planning process, several developments were proposed in 
the Maryland 100 corridor shown in the Howard County General Plan. Land 
acquisition under the State's protective buying process was the only option 
available to prevent such development from occurring. The State Highway 
Administration is currently involved in four right-of-way acquisitions: 

1. Meadowbrook Farms - This acquisition of the entire parcel is being 
handled under the U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange project. 

2. Timber Run Valley - A portion of this subdivision was purchased as the 
owners were within weeks of developing that section of the subdivision 
and Howard County did not have any funds budgeted for its acquisition. 
Only the acreage required for selected Alternate 3 was purchased. 

3. Glenmar Subdivision - A portion of this subdivision was purchased. Six 
parcels had been sold by the developer and construction was to start 
within weeks. If the State did not take action, the alignment would 
have to be shifted through the right-of-way of an underground pipeline. 

4. Williams Property - This acquisition is being handled as a hardship 
case, Housing of Last Resort. The property owners requested that the 
State Highway Administration investigate all the alternatives available 
to them. Howard County initially performed the appraisals to acquire 
the Williams property but the owners wanted the State to handle 
everything that involved the acquisition and relocation of their home. 
A satisfactory site has been found. 

C. Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this planning and preliminary engineering study is to examine 
the feasibility for the construction of additional highway capacity in eastern 
Howard County linking U.S. 29 and Interstate 95. The extension of Maryland 100 
westerly from its present termini at Interstate 95 to U.S. 29 on new location 
would provide a vital highway link in the rapidly developing eastern Howard 
County area. Since 1985 there have been approximately 60 newly planned 
developments within the Maryland 100 study area submitted in the various 
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planning stages of the Howard County subdivision process. These newly 
constructed or planned developments are zoned for uses ranging from 
single-family/multi-family dwellings to planned office research. The 
residential developments planned or constructed since 1985 will account for up 
to several hundred new homes. Throughout the study corridor and the regional 
network, planned residential and commercial development will place greater 
demands on the existing roadway network and traffic operation on Maryland 103, 
104 and 108. These are two-lane roadways that were constructed when this 
section of Howard County was rural in nature. These roadways were not designed 
to accommodate the existing and projected traffic volumes for this area. 

D. Need for the Project 

The existing east-west transportation network in the eastern portion of 
Howard County experiences congestion and delay during peak hours. Howard County 
is expected to grow to 101,000 households and over 247,000 in population by the 
year 2010. This increase in eastern Howard County coupled with the existing and 
projected increase in development activity along the Maryland 100 corridor, from 
Maryland 177 to Interstate 95, will place greater regional demands on Maryland 
103, 108, 104 and other local roads. These roadways were designed and 
constructed to handle only local transportation needs when this area was rural 
in nature and were not meant to service the through traffic movements of the 
region. They were also not designed to accommodate the projected urban/suburban 
transportation needs. The existing Maryland 103 varies from two to four lanes 
Maryland 104 consists of two lanes, and Maryland 108 is a three-lane facility! 
As a function of capacity, Maryland 103, 104 and 108 assume the service 
characteristics of a two-lane roadway. An improved roadway would provide 
efficient movement of people, goods, and services as the area grows. 

The Federal Functional Classification System lists Maryland 104 and 108 as 
minor arterials and Maryland 103 as a principal arterial. The existing roadways 
do not provide an adequate level of service and projected traffic volume 
increases will create additional unsafe conditions on these roadways. On a 
regional basis, the proposed roadways will provide another link in a safe and 
efficient highway network that can move people, goods, and services from one 
part of the county to another more quickly and directly. 

E. Traffic Operations 

Existing Facility 

Traffic volumes on the existing roadway network are quickly approaching the 
capacity levels. Planned development is proceeding at such a pace, that if a 
new roadway is not constructed, the existing roadway network will not be able to 
handle the local and through-traffic needs anticipated by the year 2015. 

The current average daily traffic on Maryland 103 varies from 16 700 to 
18,400 vehicles per day between U.S. 29 and Maryland 104 (the western end of the 
project), 11,000 to 15,000 vehicles per day on Maryland 108 between U.S. 29 and 
Maryland 104 and 9,000 to 11,200 vehicles per day on Maryland 104 between 
Maryland 103 and Maryland 108 (see Figure  ). These volumes of traffic result 
in delays during morning and evening peak periods.  Traffic forecasts for the 
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year 2015 indicate an increase averaging 130 percent in the number of vehicles 
desiring to use Maryland 103, 104 and 108 if Maryland 100 is not constructed. 

An accident analysis was performed for the study area for the years 1984 
through 1986. Within the corridor of the proposed Maryland 100 extension 
project, there are three sections making up the network of highways that are now 
being utilized to traverse the gap between Interstate 95 and U.S. 29. These 
sections of highway are: Maryland 108 from Maryland 175 to U.S. 29, Maryland 
103 from Interstate 95 to U.S. 29, and Maryland 104 from Maryland 108 to 
Maryland 103. Collectively, this network experienced a total of 324 reported 
accidents, resulting in a weighted three-year average rate of approximately 193 
accidents per every one hundred million vehicle miles of travel (100 mvm). This 
rate is well below the weighted statewide average rate of 265 acc/100 mvm for 
all similar design highways. 

The estimated monetary loss of the general public as a result of these 
accidents is approximately $1.8 million per every hundred million vehicle miles 
traveled. 

The accidents are listed below by severity indicating persons killed and 
injured. 

Severity 
Rate Statewide 

1984-1986 100/mvm Average Rate 

3 1.79 2.83 
177 105.61 139.60 
144 85.92 122.94 
324 193.32 265.37 

Fatal Accidents 
Injury Accidents 
Property Damage 
Total Accidents 

There were three fatal accidents within the study limits. Two of these 
occurred during 1986 on Maryland 108 in the area from Maryland 104 to U.S. 29. 
The remaining fatal accident occurred on Maryland 103 in the section from 
Maryland 104 to U.S. 29 during the year 1984. 

The accident rates of collision type are all below their respective weighted 
statewide average rates. Nighttime and wet surface accidents were also found to 
be within statewide expectations. The accidents by collision type are listed 
below by number of accidents, rate/100 mvm and statewide average rate. Also 
included is the number of nighttime accidents and wet surface accidents. 
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Collision 1984-1986 Accident Statewide Avera< 
Types Accidents Rate/100mvm Ace ident Rate 

Angle 64 38.19 39.56 
Rear End 80 47.73 54.85 
Fixed Object 65 38.78 54.88 
Opposite Direction 24 14.32 18.68 
Sideswipe 19 13.34 16.95 
Left Turn 28 16.71 21.49 
Pedestrian 4 2.39 7.10 
Other Collision 40 23.87 28.57 

Nighttime Ace. 103 32% 36% 
Wet Surface Ace. 80 25% 26% 

The intersection of U.S. 29 at Maryland 108 did qualify as a High Accident 
Intersection location for all three years of the study period. This 
intersection has been replaced by a full interchange. 

There was one High Accident Section within the study limits. This location 
was Maryland 103 from the entrance to the ^Maryland State Police to U.S. 29. 
This 0.25 mile section of highway experienced 14 accidents during the year 1986. 

Traffic projections for this corridor are showing an approximate 130% 
increase by the year 2015. Under the No-Build Alternate with no major 
improvements to Maryland 103, Maryland 104 and Maryland 108, the ability to 
accommodate predicted increases in traffic volumes through the design year of 
2015 is not possible. Safety conditions will also worsen as traffic volumes 
increase. 

All of the proposed Build Alternates will have Maryland 100 extending from 
its existing terminus at Interstate 95 to the area in the vicinity of the 
intersection of Maryland 104 at Maryland 108. The newly constructed section of 
highway will be a six-lane divided highway with full control of access. 

Selected Alternate 3 is designed as a six-lane divided highway with full 
control of access for just over three miles and a six-lane divided highway with 
partial control of access for just under two miles. This entire alternate will 
be on new location from the U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange to the existing 
Interstate 95/Maryland 100 interchange. The new location, six-lane divided 
highway under Alternate 3 is expected to experience an accident rate of 
approximately 127 acc/lOOmvm. The accident rate for the entire corridor under 
this alternate would also be composed of the accident experience of Maryland 103 
from Interstate 95 to U.S. 29, Maryland 104 from Maryland 103 to Maryland 108, 
and Maryland 108 from Maryland 175 to U.S. 29. The corridor rate for this 
alternate is expected to be approximately 155 acc/lOOmvm of travel. 

For comparison purposes, listed below are the projected corridor accident 
rates and accident costs for all Alternates considered (2 through 5). 
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Rate/lOOmvm 
Cost/lOOmvm 

Alternate 2 
Corridor 

240 
$2.3 million 

Selected 
Alternate 3 
Corridor 

155 
$1.4 million 

Alternate 4 
Corridor 

202 
$1.9 million 

If 

Alternate 5 
Corridor 

290 
$2.8 million 

In summary, the existing network of highways within the Maryland 100 
extension corridor is experiencing an accident rate below statewide average. 
Traffic projections for this corridor, however, indicate an approximate 130% 
increase in vehicular volumes. As traffic volumes increase and the demand on 
the existing highways becomes more acute, safety conditions will worsen. 
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II.  ALTERNATES 

A. General 

The proposed Maryland 100 project, which is listed as a principal arterial 
within the State Functional Classification System, will become a part of the 
State Primary Highway System as designated in the Maryland Department of 
Transportation 1987-1992 Consolidated Transportation Program. 

This project is proposed to be designed as an ultimate six-lane, fully 
controlled highway from Maryland 104 to 1-95 and partial control of access from 
U.S. 29 to Maryland 104 with a 60 mile per hour design speed and a 200-foot 
minimum right-of-way width. 

The project begins at the eastern terminus of the existing Interstate 
95/Maryland 100 interchange and extends approximately 5 miles to the western 
terminus of the proposed U.S. 29/Maryland 103/Maryland 100 interchange. Two 
eastbound lanes of the ultimate six-lane facility will be constructed, to State 
specifications, through the Howard County Subdivision process from the western 
termini of the proposed U.S. 29/Maryland 103/Maryland 100 interchange east to 
the intersection of Maryland 104. 

In order for the U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange (which received location 
approval 4/29/85) to operate effectively with the design of Selected Alternate 3 
for Maryland 100, the design of the interchange had to be modified. This 
modification required a shift in the interchange from the east of U.S. 29 to the 
southeast for a distance of approximately 750 feet. The design change creates 
no significant changes in the environmental impacts identified prior to receipt 
of Location/Design Approval. 

The modified U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange alignment will impact 
approximately 3.5 acres of non-tidal wetlands. A field review with the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers to determine wetland impacts was held on October 5, 
1987. Approximately .96 acre of wetlands would be impacted by the shift of the 
U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange project. 

Air and noise analyses have been completed for this project. There are no 
additional environmental consequences resulting from this alignment shift. 

Maryland 100 from U.S. 29 to Interstate 95 will be classified as an arterial 
roadway by the FHWA Functional Classification System. 

B. Preliminary Alternates 

1.  General 

During the course of studies for Maryland 100 dating from the 1960's and 
1970's, many alternates have been developed and studied. 

In 1985, at the request of Howard County, a joint study with SHA was 
undertaken to determine preliminary alternate alignments for the extension of 
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Maryland 100.  The alternates studied are shown on Figure 4 and the associated 
impacts are summarized in Table 2. 

2.  Alternates Previously Studied (see Figure 4a) 

The following alternates studied in Stage I were dropped from further 
consideration subsequent to the Alternates public meeting on January 31, 1987. 

a. Alternate 2 

Alternate 2 consisted of the reconstruction of Maryland 103 from the 
U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange terminus to its intersection with Maryland 
104. This section of Maryland 103 would mainly be reconstructed along the 
existing alignment to permit a five-lane curbed road with no control of 
access within a 100-foot right-of-way. The fifth or center lane would 
function as a continuous left turn lane. 

Maryland 104 from its intersection with Maryland 103 to the vicinity of 
Maryland 108 would be reconstructed along the existing alignment to a four- 
lane roadway with outside shoulders and no control of access. The 
reconstruction would occur within the existing 100-foot right-of-way. 

Maryland 100 from Maryland 104 to the existing Interstate 95/Maryland 
100 interchange would be designed as a six-lane divided highway on new 
location with full control of access. The construction would occur within a 
200 to 300-foot right-of-way. 

Alternate 2 was dropped from further study because it did not provide 
the needed capacity (level of service (F)) for anticipated traffic and would 
not provide any control of access. Other associated effects include impacts 
to three National Register Eligible Historic Sites - Spring Hill, 
Wheatfield, and Avoca. The approximate impact to each historic site is as 
follows: Spring Hill 0.1 acre, Wheatfield .05 acre, and Avoca 0.2 acre. 
Alternate 2 also impacts approximately 18.53 acres of wetland. 

b. Alternate 4 

This alternate consisted of the reconstruction of Maryland 108 from the 
U.S. 29/Maryland 108 interchange termini to Maryland 104 as a four-lane 
curbed roadway with no control of access. Right and left turn lanes would 
be provided where required. This reconstruction would mainly occur along 
the existing alignment and within a minimum 100-foot right-of-way, except 
where additional right-of-way would be required to provide turning lanes. 

Maryland 100 would be designed as a six-lane divided highway on new 
location with full control of access from Maryland 104 to the Interstate 
95/Maryland 100 interchange. The construction would occur within a 200 to 
300-foot right-of-way. 

Alternate 4 was dropped from further study because of the inability of 
the design to accomodate projected traffic volumes. The projected level-of- 
service "E" for this alternate was inadequate for the efficient movement of 
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TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATES 
Length ir 
Miles 

> Traffic Volumes 
2010 

Possible 
Displacements 

Required 
R/W 

Improvements    Possible Affactad 
Within 150' of R/W   Historic Sites 

Number of 
Streams Crossed 

Estimated 
Costs 

Other 

No-Build 
1985 

MD 103 - 19,500 
MD 109 - 15,400 
MD 175 - 29,600 

2010 No-Build 
M0 100 - N.A. 
MD 101 - 35,000 
MD 108 • 35,900 
MD 175 - 42,000 

/ 

Normal Maintenance 
Coses  ' 

- Alternate 12 
•t-ldne Freeway on 
New Location 
(min. 300' R/W) 

4.6 
MO 100 - 42,100 
MD 103 - 17,000 
MO 108 - 28,000 
MD 175 - 38,000 

resldential-1 

business - 0 178 acres 30 5 11 

P.P. S P.E. - $2 million 
R/W        - 10 million 
Const.      - 34 million 

Total - $48 million 

-fully controlled access 
-access to Elllcoct City from u 
29 will be supplied by an over. 
to MO 103 from the U.S. 29 
Interchange 

- Alternate 13 
6-lAne Arterial 
on New Location 
(min. 300' R/W) 

4.6 MD 100 - 38,000 
MO 103 - 17,000 
MO 108 - 28,000 
MO 175 - 38,000 

resldential-1 

business - 0 
147 acres 10 

5 11 

P.P. t  P.E. - 52 million 
R/W        - 10 million 
Const.     - 20 million 

Total - J32 million 

-partially controlled access at• 
Intersections with major roads 

-access to Elllcott City suppli. 
at grade Intersection at east . 
of U.S. 29/M0 103 Interchange 

MD 103 (106' R/W) 
6-Une Divided from 
U.S. 29 to MO 104 

4-Lane Divided from 
MD 104 to I-9S 3.9 

MD 100- H.A. 
MD 103 - 55,000 
MD 108 - 29,000 
MD 175 - 38,000 

rasidential-19 

business - 0 

40 acres 120 

6 2 

P.P. £ P.E. - 52 million 
R/W        - 4 million 
Const.     - 14 million 

Total - 520 million 

- no access control 

-access to Elllcott City supplU 
at grade Intersection on east « 
of U.S. 29 Interchange 

MD 108/MD 103 (160* R/W) 
MD 103 - 6-Lan« Divided 
from U.S. 29 to MO 104 
- 4-Lane Divided from 
MD 104 to 108 extended 

MD 108 - 4-Lan* Divided 
from 1-95 to MD 104/108 
- J-Lane Undivided from 
MD 108/104 to U.S. 29 

8.1 MD 100 - H.A. 

MD 103 - 51,000 

MD 108 - 41,000 

MO 175 - 44,000 

resldentlal-20 

business - 2 

90 acres 171 
9 10 

P.P. C P.B. - 54 million 
R/W        - 8 million 
Const.     - 28 million 

Total - 540 million 

-no access control 

-access to Elllcott City suppli 
by at grade intersection on ea 
end of U.S. 29 interchange 

- Alternate 16 
MD 108/101/104 
(leo1 R/W for MD 108-103 
lOO" R/VI for MD 104) 
(30o;oR(W  from ,-95 to 

6.4 MO 100 - N.A. 
MO 103 - 51,000 
no  108 - 41,000 
•U) 104 - 35,000 
KD 175 - 44,000 

r«sld«ntial-4 

business - 2 

117 acres 143 6 

P.P.* P.E. - $4 million 

10        R/W       - 10 million 
Const.    - 32 million 

Total - $46 million  • 

•no access control for arterial 
sections 
Snowdan River Parkway access Is 
an at grade Intersection 
access to Ellicott City supplied 

MARYLAND ROUTE 100 CORRIDOR STUDY 1-95 TO U.S.29 

From 1985 MASTER PLAN STUDY ^Cr 
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goods and services between regions. It failed to provide the necessary link 
in the system of freeways/expressways now proposed for Maryland 100 to the 
east and U.S. 29. Alternate 4 also impacted approximately 18.03 acres of 
wetlands. 

c.  Alternate 5 (see Figure 4) 

Alternate 5 was comprised of the combination of Alternate 2 and 4 for 
the reconstruction of Maryland 103, 104 and 108. Maryland 100 would have 
been designed as in Alternate 2, 3 and 4 for the area between Maryland 104 
and the existing Interstate 95/Maryland 100 interchange. 

Although Alternate 5 could handle the anticipated traffic volumes east 
of Maryland 104 with a level of service "C", this alternate could not 
satisfactorily accommodate the anticipated traffic volumes west of Maryland 
104 (i.e. level of service "E"). Preliminary accident studies indicate that 
Alternate 5, which is a combination of Alternates 2 and 4, would be the most 
hazardous and costly of the four Build Alternates. Along this alignment, 
traffic oriented to the north would pass through 12 intersections and 76 
driveways, whereas traffic oriented to the south would pass through 6 
intersections including entrances to Howard County High School and several 
commercial establishments and offices. The numerous turning movements and 
the absence of access control combine to make this alternate the most 
hazardous and incompatible with the type of facility (expressway-freeway) 
considered necessary to serve the projected regional traffic. Level of 
Service "E" is inadequate for the efficient movement of goods and services 
between regions and therefore does not meet the project need. 

National Register Eligible Historic Sites known as Spring Hill, 
Wheatfield and Avoca, located along Maryland 103, are impacted with 
Alternate 5. Approximate impacts are: Spring Hills 0.1 acre, Wheatfield 0.5 
acre and Avoca 0.02 acre. Any realignment to Maryland 103 to the north to 
minimize impact to Wheatfield and Avoca historic sites would result in 
severe impacts to approximately four residential properties and Spring Hill 
historic site. 

C. Alternates for Detailed Study 

1.  Alternate 1 (No-Build) 

The No-Build Alternate would provide no major improvement to Maryland 103, 
104 or Maryland 108, other than the interchanges at U.S. 29 and both Maryland 
103 and 108. Minor improvements to Maryland 103, 104 and 108 such as shoulder 
modification, resurfacing and the installation of traffic control devices would 
occur over a period of time as part of normal highway maintenance and safety 
operations. These routine county and maintenance operations would not 
measurably improve the ability of the existing roads to accommodate the 
predicted increases in traffic volumes for both local and countywide movements 
through the design year of 2015. Even with these minor improvements the entire 
Maryland Route 100 corridor, which consists of Maryland 103, 104 and 108, would 
function at a level of service "E" east of Maryland 104 and "F" west of Maryland 
104 by the design year 2015. Safety conditions would severely diminish with 
these projected increases in traffic volumes. 
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2. Selected Alternate 3 (Proposed Mainline) (See Figure 5 and 5a-d) 

A new six-lane principal arterial highway with a 34-foot median on new 
location from approximately 2,600 feet east of U.S. 29 to approximately 2,600 
feet west of Interstate 95 is proposed. Two lanes (the two outside eastbound 
lanes) of the ultimate six lanes will be constructed through the Howard County 
subdivision process, according to State specifications, from approximately 2,600 
feet east of U.S. 29 to Maryland 104 and tie directly into the proposed U.S. 
29/Maryland 103 interchange currently under design for the alternate alignment. 

This project is proposed to be designed as an ultimate six-lane highway with 
a 60 mile per hour design speed and a 200-foot minimum right-of-way width. 
Maryland 100 will have full control of access from Maryland 104 to Interstate 95 
and partial control of access from U.S. 29 to Maryland 104. 

Howard County is considering three separate options to supply northern 
access to Columbia Hills from Maryland 103, either through direct connections or 
through the use of existing subdivision roads. These three options are shown 
and labeled as dashed roadways proposed by others on Figure 5a and also on 
Figure 12 in Section V. The design and construction of a northern access route 
into Columbia Hills are the responsibility of Howard County and are not part of 
the Maryland 100 project. 

After crossing Red Hill Branch, the alignment continues easterly with two 
at-grade intersections at Executive Park Drive and Centre Park Drive, continues 
behind the Howard High School and connects with Maryland 104 approximately 600 
feet north of the Maryland 108/Maryland 104 intersection. Signalization at 
these intersections will only be provided if warranted. The alignment then 
continues in a northeasterly direction crossing Deep Run with a hydrologic 
structure. Snowden River Parkway, proposed by others, is planned to connect to 
Maryland 100 approximately 3,500 feet west of Old Montgomery Road. The 
alignment continues northeasterly under Old Montgomery Road approximately 3,000 
feet south of Maryland 103 (Montgomery Road). 

After crossing under Old Montgomery Road, the alignment connects with the 
proposed Maryland 103 (Meadowridge Road) interchange approximately 1,800 feet 
east of Montgomery Road and terminates at the existing Interstate 95/Maryland 
100 interchange. 

3. Interchanges and Overpasses (Figure 6) 

a.  Long Gate Parkway (Proposed by Others) 

Although Long Gate Parkway is proposed by others, the interchange 
connecting Maryland 100 with Long Gate Parkway will be constructed by SHA. 

The selected interchange connecting Maryland 100 and Long Gate Parkway 
is a 3/4 diamond (see Figure 5a). Ramps would be provided for the following 
movements: 

1.  From northbound U.S. 29 to northbound Long Gate Parkway. 
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1.      Southbound Long Gate Parkway to eastbound Maryland 100. 

3.  Westbound Maryland 100 to northbound Long Gate Parkway. 

Initially, an intersection would be constructed as an interim improvement. 

The close proximity of the Long Gate Parkway interchange to the U.S. 
29/Maryland 100 interchange ramps prohibits the use of the southbound to 
westbound movement based on inadequate weaving distance. This movement can 
be accomplished by the U.S. 29/St. Johns Lane interchange. Long Gate 
Parkway will, need to be elevated from its proposed initial at-grade 
intersection with Maryland 100 by changing its grade. 

b. Maryland 104 (Figure 5b) 

The selected interchange at this location is option 104-A, a partial 
diamond, with the eastbound entrance ramp and the eastbound exit ramp/loop 
of Maryland 100 tying in directly opposite from the Maryland 108/Maryland 
104 intersection. This interchange would require the relocation of a 
subdivision road. Oak Run Way, and the displacement of two residences in the 
vicinity of the interchange. Intersection improvements at Maryland 
108/Maryland 104 may also be required. 

Intersection improvements would be required at the Maryland 
108/Maryland 104 intersection. Four lanes would be provided at the 
intersection on Maryland 108 which would then taper into the existing three 
lane section on Maryland 108. Two separate right turn lanes would be 
provided (southbound Maryland 104 to westbound Maryland 108 and: eastbound 
Maryland 108 to southbound Maryland 108). Two left turn lanes would be 
provided for the Maryland 108 northbound to Maryland 108 westbound turning 
movement. One left turn lane would be provided from Maryland 108 eastbound 
to Maryland 104 northbound. 

Maryland 104 would remain at its existing location and elevation with 
Maryland 100 passing under Maryland 104. At this interchange, an 
intersection would suffice as an interim improvement until such time as 
traffic volumes warrant an interchange. 

c. Old Montgomery Road 

At this location there would be an overpass provided for Old Montgomery 
Road over Maryland 100. 

d. Meadowridge Road (Maryland 103) 

The selected interchange at this location is a full diamond. Due to 
the close proximity of the single resident to the east of the mainline, the 
eastbound entrance and exit ramp of Maryland 100 would be designed close to 
the interchange structure. 

/ 
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4.  Intersecting Roads 

Existing intersecting roadways along the Maryland 100 alignment between U.S. 
29 and Maryland 104 will be constructed by SHA during the construction of the 
initial two lanes. Traffic will be maintained on these intersecting roads at 
all times. The following lists the at-grade roadway intersections with Maryland 
100 within the project limits: 

a. Executive Park Drive - A three-legged intersection with Maryland 
100 approximately 4,800 feet west of Maryland 104. 

b. Centre Park Drive - A three-legged intersection with Maryland 100 
approximately 2,400 feet west of Maryland 104. 

An accident analysis and economic evaluation were prepared on Build 
Alternate 3 as well as for Alternates 2, 4 and 5 which were dropped from further 
study. The analysis of Alternate 3 did include the two at-grade intersections 
west of Maryland 104. The effect of splitting traffic on Maryland 103, Maryland 
100 and Maryland 108 as traffic approached Maryland 104 was also evaluated. The 
accident rate expected for Alternate 3 is approximately 127 acc/lOOmvm. The 
accident rate expected for the entire corridor, which includes Maryland 103, 
Maryland 104 and Maryland 108 is approximately 155 acc/lOOmvm which would result 
in an accident cost of approximately $1.4 million/lOOmvm of travel. The 
accident rate projections for Alternate 3 are well below the state average of 
265 acc/lOOmvm. As with any at-grade intersections in the state, if traffic 
volumes increase to where capacity and safety become a big problem, then the SHA 
may be forced to reevaluate that particular connection. 

D. Design Criteria 

The Maryland 100 selected alignment. Alternate 3 will be designed to meet or 
exceed 60 mph AASHTO and/or Maryland State Highway Administration design manual 
criteria. The typical section (Figure 6 ) illustrates the design to be used 
for Maryland 100. 
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III. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

A. Social, Economic and Land Use 

1.  Social Environment 

a.  Population 

Howard County continues to experience growth pressures, a situation 
resulting primarily from its strategic location near the center of the 
expanding Baltimore-Washington metropolitan region. 

Being centrally located between the expanding Baltimore and Washington 
Metropolitan areas, Howard County has become the center of a high percentage 
of the metropolitan growth. From 1960 to 1970, Howard County experienced a 
population increase of 72.6 percent (36,152 to 62,394). From 1970 to 1980, 
the county had a rate of population increase of 91.5 percent (61,911 to 
118,572). The Department of State Planning estimated the 1985 County 
population to be 140,000. A population of 230,100 is projected for Howard 
County by the year 2005, an increase of approximately 65 percent over 1985 
levels. As the eastern half of the county develops and vacant areas are 
filled in, annual population growth rates and percentage changes are 
expected to decline later this century. 

Only 31,282 or about 26 percent of the growth is expected to be 
absorbed by Columbia. Much of the remaining population increase will 
continue to occur in the eastern half of the county, chiefly in areas in and 
around Columbia, Ellicott City, along U.S. 1 and 29 and Interstate 95. 
Commercial, residential, office, and light industrial uses are concentrated 
in these areas. 

The study area for this project is comprised of Census Tracts 6023.02 
and a portion.of 6011 (Figure 7). During the decade from 1970 and 1980, the 
total population in the area defined by these census tracts increased nearly 
40 percent, with the largest amount of growth occurring in Census Tract 
6023.01, 6023.02, and the adjacent Census Tract (58.6 percent). No portion 
of the Selected Alternate is located in Census Track 6023.01. Census Track 
6011 actually experienced a net decline of 5.7 percent during this period 
(see Table 3). According to the 1980 U.S. Census of Population and 
Housing, these two tracts contained 3,826 persons or 3 percent of the county 
population. Of these two, the largest proportion resided in Census Tract 
6011 (61 percent). As growth occurs in the Maryland 103/108 corridors, this 
area will have to accommodate a much larger percentage of the total county 
population. The Howard County Office of Planning and Zoning expects between 
4,100 and 7,000 additional people in the Maryland 103/108 corridor by the 
early 1990s. By the year 2000, this number could reach or exceed 10,000. 
Factors cited for this growth include a lifting of a sewer moratorium, lower 
interest rates, better economic and housing market conditions, etc. 
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TABLE 3 

Population and Growth in the Study Area 

• 
1970 1980 

Percentage 
of Change 

Howard County 62,394 ' 118,572 90.0 

Census Tract 
6023.0ia 
6023.02a 5,965b 9,459 58.6 

6011 2,479 2,338 -5.7 

Total 8,444 11,797 40.1 

6023.02 (1980) 1,488   

Source - 1980 U.S. Census of Population and Housing 

aIn 1970 these census tracts were the equivalent of Census Tract No. 6023 
which was divided for the 1980 Census. 

'^Population in census tract 6023 in 1970. 

b.  Ethnic Characteristics 

An analysis of 1980 census data indicates that of the total population 
in the two subject census tracts, 93 percent were white, 5 percent were 
black, 1 percent were Oriental, and 1 percent were American Indian (see 
Table 4). Census Tract 6011 had a higher percentage of minority population 
(8 percent), many of who reside in and around the community of Jonestown 
along Maryland 108. 

Note: For accurate population comparisons between 1970 and 1980, Census 
Tract 6023.02 must be combined with Census Tract 6023.01 to comprise an area 
equivalent to 1970 Census Tract 6023, which was divided after 1970.* 
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TABLE 4 

Ethnic Characteristics 

Census Tract 6023.02 6011 

White 
Black 
Oriental 
American Indian 

Total 

1,421 

54 
13 

1,488 

2,178 
179 
13 

2,370 

Source: 1980 U.S. Census of Population and Housing. 

In addition, approximately 9 percent of the total population in these 
two census tracts was age 65 and older. No concentrations of elderly and 
handicapped individuals have been identified in the study area. 

c.  Neighborhoods 

The Howard County General Plan defines a distinctive planning framework 
which has the goal of creating a series of physically and socially unified 
neighborhoods for Howard County. 

The study area is comprised of older and newer residential subdivisions 
just outside the Ellicott City and Columbia areas. These neighborhoods 
include Timberview and Wheatfield. Owner-occupied, single-family homes form 
the majority of these neighborhoods. More rural and less developed portions 
of the study area contain more widely spaced single-family homes. 

Many other subdivisions are planned for development in the study area 
in the near future, where more than 3,500 housing units are already proposed 
for construction. The number of neighborhoods in the area will increase 
significantly as nearly 20 housing developments (nearly half of which will 
contain 100 or more units) will be constructed in the study area. Depending 
on the housing market, almost half of these proposed units could be 
constructed by the early 1990s. 

2.  Community Facilities and Services 

The study area is effectively serviced by many community facilities and 
services located in Columbia and Ellicott City and throughout the region (see 
Figure 8). 
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a. Schools 

The study area and surrounding area contain eight elementary schools, 
three public middle schools, one public high school, one public special 
school and one private school. Property just north of the Howard High 
School was purchased by SHA in 1968 to preserve a possible corridor for 
Maryland 100. These schools are listed in the legend for Figure 8 and are 
shown in the accompanying figure. As growth occurs in the Maryland 103/108 
corridor, additional elementary and middle schools will be built in the area 
to accommodate anticipated population increases. 

Institutions for higher learning are situated outside the study area's 
vicinity. 

b. Churches 

Thirteen places of worship are included in the study area and are 
listed and shown on Figure 8. 

c. Parks and Open Space 

Four parks exist in and about the study area. All of these parks are 
under the jurisdiction of the Howard County Department of Recreation and 
Parks. 

The Rockburn Branch Park consists of approximately 380 acres which 
provide a wide range of recreational activities. Tennis courts, tot lots, 
lighted ball fields and concession stands are a few of the activities 
offered to the county residents. 

Long Reach Park, south of Maryland 108, is comprised of approximately 
39 acres which accommodate a preponderance of athletic activities, such as 
Softball, soccer and basketball. 

Troy Historic Site, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, 
consists of the main house and 50 acres of ground, but is not used for 
recreational purposes. 

Worthington Park is approximately 57 acres of converted landfill with a 
thin wooded buffer. This area is currently classified as a neighborhood 
park with plans for a park service center consisting of a maintenance 
facility. 

The proposed Brampton Hills Park is planned to be a community park 
facility, providing field games, tot lots and passive areas with pathways 
that tie into adjacent communities. 

Centennial Park, shown on Figure 8, is located on Maryland 108 west of 
U.S. 29 outside of the study area. 
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Emergency Services 

Fire and ambulance services are provided for the study area and respond 
in the following order: 

o   Long Reach Company No. 9 —Tamar Drive 
o   Ellicott City Company No. 2 -- Main Street 
o   Elkridge Company No. 1 — Old Washington & Montgomery Roads 

As growth occurs in the area, a new fire station is proposed to be 
constructed near the intersection of U.S 29 and Maryland 108. Only the Long 
Reach Station is shown on Figure 8. The others are outside the range of 
this map. 

e. Law Enforcement 

Police protection is provided by the Howard County Police Department 
located in Ellicott City and the Maryland State Police barracks in Jessup. 

f. Health Care Facilities 

Health services are provided by the Howard County General Hospital in 
Col umbia. 

g. Transportation Systems 

The primary mode of transportation in the County is the automobile. 
Two types of public transportation serve portions of the study area. These 
include local fixed route transit service (Columbus) and commuter bus 
service between Columbia and the Washington-Baltimore metropolitan areas 
(Carters, Eyre's, Trailways). These services are mainly limited to stops 
along U.S. 29. 

Numerous ride-sharing programs (carpooling, vanpooling, and park-and- 
ride lots) have originated in Howard County. Park-and-ride lots are located 
at the intersection of Maryland 103 and U.S. 29 and near the Maryland 108 
and U.S. 29 interchange. 

h.  Miscellaneous 

Figure 8 shows the location of miscellaneous facilities located 
throughout the study area. These include the YMCA, Ellicott City Armory and 
an Animal Control Center. 

In addition, the Howard County Public Library, Columbia and Ellicott 
City branches; U.S. Post Office, American Cities branch and Ellicott branch; 
Children's Zoo; Symphony Woods; Columbia Association; Columbia Exhibition 
and Information Building; and numerous government services and facilities in 
Ellicott City (the county seat) serve the study area. 
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LEGEND 
Community Facilities and Services 

Schools 
1. Northfield Elementary 
2. Dunloggin Middle 
3. Ellicott City Middle 
4. Worthington Elementary 
5. Trinity Preparatory 
6. Howard Senior High 
7. Maryland School for the Deaf, 

Columbia Campus 
8. Waterloo Middle School 
9. Thunderhill Elementary 

10. Phelps Luck Elementary 
11. Waterloo Elementary 
12. Running Brook Elementary 
13. Talbot Springs Elementary 
14. Jeffers Hill Elementary 
39. University of Maryland Husbandry Farm 

Churches 
15. Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter Day Saints 
16. Bethel Baptist 
17. Epiphany Lutheran 
18. First Presbyterian of Howard County 
19. Harverster Baptist 
20. Maple Grove Mennonite 
21. Mt. Pisgah Methodist 
22. St. Johns Evangelical 
23. Elkridge Independent Methodist 
24. St. Stephens Methodist 
25. Grace Episcopal 
26. Faith Bible 
27. Rose of Sharon Baptist 

Parks and Open Space 
28. Worthington Park 
29. Rockburn Branch Park 
30. Troyhill Natural Environment Area 
31. Centennial Park 
32. Long Reach Park 
38. Brampton Hills Community Park (Proposed) 

Emergency Services 
33. Long Reach Company #9 

Miscellaneous Facilities 
34. YMCA 
35. Ellicott City Armory 
36. Park and Ride 
37. Howard County Animal Control Facility 
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3.  Economic Setting 

Important to the vitality of any economy is the economic community's 
commitment to expand its basic industries and businesses that are focal points 
for the exchange of goods and services. The county's location between the 
Baltimore and Washington metropolitan areas and the establishment of Columbia 
were the two primary reasons for its economic growth in the past two decades. 
Both new industry and the expansion of established economic base are encouraged. 
Planned economic growth and development is dependent upon adequate 
transportation systems. Both U.S. 29 and Interstate 95 serve as primary 
arteries for the transportation of goods and services in Howard County. 

The General Plan gives high priority to attracting high technology 
industries, research and development facilities and new office and light 
manufacturing uses. Employment forecasts indicate that overall employment in 
Howard County will increase nearly 126 percent from 45,100 jobs in 1979 to 
101,900 jobs in 2005. Primary areas of employment within the study area are the 
Oakland Ridge Industrial Park on Maryland 108, and numerous schools throughout 
the area. Columbia, Ellicott City, Chatham, and the U.S. 1 corridor are other 
nearby sources of employment. Census information indicates that retail, trade, 
public, administration, manufacturing and education provide the highest 
percentage of employment in the study area (Table 5). 

TABLE 5 

Employment Data* 

Major Occupations Howard County 
Census Tract 

6011 6023.02 

Retail 14% 21% 18% 
Transportation 3% 9% 9% 
Educational Services 11% 12% 12% 
Public Administration 16% 18% 11% 
Construction 6% 8% 7% 
Manufacturing 12% 13% 14% 

*Source: Census of Population and Housing: 1980 
(Occupations with lower percents are not included) 

Some additional commercial development will be located along Maryland 103 
and near its present intersection with U.S. 29. In addition, the General Plan 
identifies a planned employment center (a northerly extension of the Oakland 
Ridge Industrial Center) south of the Brampton Hills residential section off 
Maryland 103. This center would consist of research and development and high 
technology employment, offices, light manufacturing and assembly, warehousing, 
and minimal commercial development. This economic development would further 
expand the tax, employment and service base in the county. 

The 1979 median household income within the study area census tracts was 
$29,217, which was comparable with the county median of $27,612. 
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4.  Land Use 

a. Existing (See Figure 9) 

The study area includes land uses varying from suburban to rural. The 
western portion of the study area near U.S. 29 is significantly more 
developed than the eastern portion nearer Interstate 95. 

Low to medium-density residential development is located along both 
sides of Maryland 103, between U.S. 29 and Meadowridge Road, interspersed 
with older and existing agricultural uses and rural residential development, 
schools and parks. Between U.S. 29 and Maryland 104, Maryland 108 to the 
north is largely light industrial and to the south is mixed medium-density 
residential and local commercial centers. Land along Maryland 108, east of 
Maryland 104, includes low to medium-density residential, institutional and 
agricultural uses. 

b. Future (See Figure 10) 

Howard County has developed a long-range General Plan (1981) for 
guiding future land development and growth. Its prime objective is to 
channel land development to those locations where the public utilities are 
available and able to serve anticipated needs. The plan also indicates that 
development would be minimized in areas outside of the planned service areas 
in order to preserve prime agricultural and conservation areas. The county 
has designated the central and western portions of the county as areas where 
the natural environment and the rural agricultural character are to be 
preserved and protected from development. The eastern portion of the county 
has been designated as a development district. 

Future land use plans for the study area indicate that significant 
additional residential and industrial development will occur. To date, 
there are nearly 19 housing developments, almost half of which involve 100 
units or more, that will be constructed in the corridor along Maryland 103 
and 108, between U.S. 29 and Interstate 95. Contingent on the housing 
market, 1,500 to 2,500 units are to be completed within five years. 
Industrial and commercial land uses are planned for areas near the Maryland 
100/Interstate 95 and Maryland 103/U.S. 29 interchanges. Additional 
commercial development is also anticipated on Maryland 103 near and at the 
U.S. 29 interchange. 

B. CULTURAL RESOURCES 

1.  Historic Sites 

An historic sites reconnaissance of the project area resulted in the 
identification of eight sites which are on, or eligible for, the National 
Register.  The following is a listing of these sites with a brief description. 
These sites are shown on Figure 11. 
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Trinity Church Chapel (HO 428) - Outside mapping limits 

This simple, rectangular frame structure is significant as the sole standing 
structure associated with Trinity Church, and for its association with 
Pfeiffer's Corner, a 19th century crossroads community. It is also significant 
architecturally for its simplicity of design, fine scale and proportion. 

H-6, Avoca (HO 422) 

Once called Chews Resolution Manor, this is one of Howard County's 
outstanding ensembles of mostly 19th century stone structures. 

H-2,  Spring Hill   (HO 31) 

This nineteenth century estate, which was owned by two prominent Howard 
county families, is historically and architecturally significant for the Federal 
style house and outbuildings, including slave quarters. 

H-3, Wheatfield (HO 95) 

This is notable architecturally for the large house, built in sections, and 
the numerous well preserved outbuildings. It is also significant historically 
for its association with the Clark family, which is prominent in Howard County. 

H-4, Woodlawn (HO 30) 

This site is comprised of a large, well designed manor house and numerous 
outbuildings, including horse barns and slave quarters. It is historically 
significant for its association with Major Henry Howard Owings, who was one of 
the first Commissioners of Howard County. 

H-l, Wayside Inn (HO 144) 

This 2 1/2 story stone structure is significant architecturally and 
historically as a well preserved 19th century inn. 

H-5, Mount Joy (HO 145) 

This large 19th century estate may have been part of Chews Resolution Manor. 
It is architecturally significant for its well preserved buildings as well as 
historically for the association of its owner with the development of the 
American West, primarily through his affiliation with Kit Carson. 

H-25, Sunderland-Kraft Farmhouse (HO 531) 

This substantial frame house of the late 19th century dominates a vast open 
area which is now used as a horse farm. The second house on the property was 
constructed by Benjamin Sunder!and, who was commissioner of Howard County and 
Master of the Hunt at the time. 

The September 22, 1986, letter from the State Historic Preservation officer, 
included in Section VII, Comments and Coordination, states that these sites meet 
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the  criteria  for   listing   in  the  National   Register.     Only the  last  three  sites 
are in the vicinity of Alternate 3,  the selected alternate. 

Coordination with the SHPO to determine the eligibility of Meadowbrook Farms 
was completed for the U.S. 29/Maryland 108 interchange study. It was determined 
to be inventory level   (see Section VII letter dated September 26,  1988). 

Sites which are of Varyland inventory quality only and not thought to be 
eligible for the National  Register include:     (See Figure 11) 

IL-7 Eckert House 
IL-8 Frame House 
IL-9 Frame House 
IL-10 Frame House 
11-11 Boggs House 
IL-12 Thomas House 
11-13 Frame House 

11-14 Frame House 
IL-15 Frame House 

IL-17 Frame House 

IL-18 Frame House 
IL-19 Brothers Partnership 
IL-21 Frame House 

IL-22 Frame House 
IL-24 Blacksmith Shop 
IL-26 Zeltman House 
IL-27 Hoker House 
IL-28 Miller House 
IL-20 Curtis Shipley House 

2.      Archeological  Sites 

Montgomery at Avoca Street 
5260 Waterloo Road 
5266 Waterloo Road 
5270 Waterloo Road 
5306 Waterloo Road 
5353 Old Waterloo Road 
5431 Old Waterloo Road 
in Jonestown old black community 
Old Waterloo Road (Jonestown) 
5454 Old Waterloo Road 
in Jonestown old black community 
Northside of Waterloo Road 
(opposite Davis Road) 
Southside of Waterloo Road 
5740 Waterloo Road 
University of Maryland Animal 
Husbandry Farm 
5885 Waterloo Road 
5910 Waterloo Road 
5961 Waterloo Road 
7901  Old Montgomery Road 
7931 Old Montgomery Road 
5748 Montgomery 

Phase I archeological studies were completed by the Maryland Geological 
Survey. Four prehistoric sites were identified in the project area. Two of the 
sites, 18H0145 and 18H0146 will not be impacted by the proposed project. One 
site, 18H0144, was not recommended for further work because of low probability 
of yielding significant information. The final site, 18H019, was recommended 
for Phase II archeological investigation. A Phase II site evaluation of the 
Deep Run Site, 18H019 was completed by the Division of Archeology during 
December, 1988 and January, 1989. The prehistoric component of this site was 
not considered eligible for inclusion in the National Register. The historic 
component of the Deep Run Site is located outside of the proposed right-of-way 
but is considered eligible for the National  Register. 

C.     NATURAL  ENVIRONMENT 

1, Topography and Geology 

The study area is located within the eastern division of the Piedmont 
Province, which is approximately 40 miles wide in its southern part and 
gradually broadens towards the north to a maximum width of about 65 miles. The 
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Piedmont Province includes nearly all of Cecil, Harford, Baltimore, Frederick, 
Howard, and Montgomery Counties. 

The Piedmont is marked by a broad undulating surface with low knolls and 
ridges rising above the general level and with numerous rather deep and narrow 
stream valleys incised into it. Low undulating hills gradually increase in 
elevation from the Fall Line and culminate in Parrs Ridge which rises several 
hundred feet above the surface and has an average elevation of 800 to 900 feet. 
At Howard and Montgomery Counties it gradually declines in elevation until it 
reaches lowland heights near the Potomac River. This ridge, which forms the 
divide between streams flowing directly into the Chesapeake Bay and those 
flowing into the Potomac River, also divides the Piedmont into an eastern and a 
western geologic division. 

The Piedmont Province, in which the entire Maryland 100 study corridor lies, 
is composed of crystalline and recrystallized rocks which include highly altered 
sedimentary deposits and masses of granite and gubbaric type rocks. 

The geologic Map of Maryland (Maryland Geological Survey, 1968) shows that 
the bulk of the area is underlain by Baltimore Gabbro Complex of the Early 
Paleozoic-Late Precambrian Gabbaic Series, the Ellicott City Granodiorate of the 
Paleozoic Granitic Series, and the Lower Pelitic Schist of the Late Precambrian 
Wissahiekon Formation. 

The Piedmont Plateau is an anticline or area of uplifted rocks. The 
pressure that uplifts these rocks shattered, split or folded the formations to 
various degrees. These fractured areas of bedrock are called faults, which are 
important to the groundwater situation of Howard County. The fissures and 
cracks act as channels and storage wells for sub-surface water in the otherwise 
impervious bedrock. 

The bedrock in the study area is approximately 15-20 feet below the surface. 
Further to the west there is some outcropping of the bedrock where the deposits 
of sediment have been eroded away. The bedrock drops further beneath the 
surface near the fall line, and is covered with a wedge-like deposit of 
sediment. 

The Piedmont Province contains a variety of mineral resources. Formerly, 
building stone, slate and small deposits of non-metallic minerals, base-material 
sulfites, chromite, and iron ore were mined. Currently, crushed stone is 
important for aggregate, concrete and lime. These mineral resources are 
concentrated in eastern Howard County. It is not anticipated that these 
resources will be affected. 

2.  Soils 

Soil Association 

Generally, the soils in the study area are deep, well-drained, and very 
acidic. The relatively humid, temperate climate of Howard County resulted in 
substantial weathering of the metamorphic and igneous rocks which are the parent 
material for local soils. 
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The following soil associations are located in the study area. 

Sassafras Chi Hum Aura Association - Consists of moderately eroded, deep, 
well-drained soils that have a moderately permeable, compact subsoil. 

Glenelg Chester Manor Association - Consists of deep, well-drained, gently 
sloping and moderately eroded soil. 

Beltsvilie-Chill urn Sassafras Association - Consists of deep, moderately 
eroded, moderately well-drained, gently sloping to strongly sloping soils of 
the Coastal Plain. 

A soil association is a group of soils which occur together and have similar 
origins, but exhibit distinctive characteristics. The soil association is named 
for the major soil series although minor soils are also present. 

The various characteristics of each soil series are presented in Table 6. 
These soils are generally acceptable for highway construction, but some 
difficulties must be noted. Seasonal high water tables may be encountered in 
Chi Hum, Sassafras, and especially Beltsville soils. The Aura, Beltsville, 
Chi 11 urn, and Sassafras soils are Coastal Plain deposits and the depth to bedrock 
is usually great, but difficult to determine. Corrosion potential referred to 
in the table is concerned with concrete structures as opposed to metal. The 
Beltsville soil has a high susceptibility to frost action which can result in 
road bed damage if the structural design does not take this factor into account. 

Erosion potential is a very important feature of soils because it determines 
the stability and safety for development. Glenelg and Manor soils are highly 
susceptible to erosion, while Sassafras soils have moderate erosion potential. 

Aura soils have a very compact and dense substructure which is about 24 
inches below the surface. This soil is relatively shallow and drainage may be a 
problem. Beltsville soils have a fragipan approximately 28-30 inches below the 
surface. The relatively impermeable fragipan also causes drainage problems. 
The water in the soil is unable to penetrate below the fragipan causing the soil 
to remain very moist and wet. The fragipan layer also accounts for seasonable 
droughty Beltsville soils. 

The soils in the study area are well suited for use in agriculture, 
residential, and suburban development. Many farming areas are being subdivided 
for residential development and soils are suitable to handle these demands, as 
well as attendant suburban facilities. 

Hydric soils in the study area are listed in Table 7. 
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Soil 

Aura 

TABLE 6 

Analyses of Soil Series 

Depth to    Depth to    Shrink - 
Water Table  Bedrock     Swell 

(ft.)      (ft.)      Potential 

+20 

Beltsville   1-1/2 - 3 Low 

Chester +20 4-10 Low 

Chillum +5 Low 

Glenelg +20 4-10 Low 

Manor +20 6-10 Low 

Sassafras +5 Low 

Suitability 
for 

Highway 

Low       Very Good 

Fair 

Good 

Good 

Fair 

Fair 

Good 

Suitability 
as 

Roadfill 

Good 

Poor 

Fair 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

Good 

Susceptibility 
to 

Frost Action 

Corrosion 
Potential 

U.S.D.A. 
Classi- 
fication 

Available 
Rock 

Low High Gravelly 
Sandy Loam 

None 

High High Silty Clay 
Loam 

None 

Moderate       Moderate Silty Clay 
Loam 

Mica 
Schist 

High High Gravelly 
Silty Loam 

None 

Moderate Moderate     Silt Loam Mica 
Schist 

Moderate Moderate     Loam Mica 
Schist 

Moderate High Gravelly 
Sandy Loam 

None 

Source: Soil Survey - Howard Cminty. Maryland. U.S. Deot• of Aerlculture 



TABLE 7 

Hydric Soils 

ISU 

Map 
Symbol 

Fa 

LI 

BeB2 

BeC2 

BeC3 

luB 

WoB2 

Mapping Unit 

Fallsington loam 

Leonardtown silt loam 

Beltville silt loam 
1 to 5% slope moderately 
eroded 

Beltsville silt loam 
5 to 10% slopes severely 
eroded 

Beltsville silt loam 
5 to 10% slopes 

luka loam, local alluvium 
1 to 5% slopes moderately 
eroded 

Woodstown sandy loam 
1 to 5% slopes 

Hydric 
Component 

Leonardtown 
inclusion 

Leonardtown 
inclusion 

Leonardtown 
inclusion 

Bidd inclusion 

Fallsington 
inclusion 

Location 

In drainageways and 
depressions 

In drainageways and 
depressions 

In drainageways and 
depressions 

In old stream channels, 
depressions and seepage 
areas 

In depressions and 
drainageways. 

Prime and Unique Farmland Soils 

The Soil Conservation Service has designated much of the undeveloped land 
within the study area "Prime Farmland" or "Additional Farmland of Statewide 
Importance." No unique farmlands exist in the study area. Coordination with 
the Department of Agricultural in accordance with the Farmland Policy Protection 
Act has been completed. On this project, farmlands will warrant a minimum level 
of consideration for protection because land use plans designate nearly all such 
areas as developable. 

3.  Water Resources 

a.  Surface Water 

Surface water of the study area belongs to one of two drainage basins. 
Deep Run located in the eastern half of Howard County is associated with the 

Branch located further west in 
Patuxent River drainage basin, 
the point of crossing -by the 
and agricultural, with a small 
development of the residential 

Patapsco River drainage basin while Red Hill 
Howard County is associated with the Little 
The drainage area for Red Hill branch at 
proposed highway is predominantly residential 
commercial tract along Montgomery Road. The 
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areas and runoff from the farmland, plus the high erodobility of the soils 
has resulted in sediment build-up in the stream. The Deep Run drainage 
basin at the point of crossing is largely open or agricultural land with 
some residential areas adjacent to Meadowridge Road. Deep Run flows through 
the University of Maryland Husbandry Farm, which is primarily concerned with 
the reproduction and study of horses. There are less sediments in Deep Run 
because much of the farmland is used for grazing rather than for food 
production and the soil of the area is stable. 

The Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene has classified all 
surface waters of the state into the following four categories according to 
desired use: 

nass II 
Class III 
Class IV 

Water contact recreation, 
wildlife 
Shellfish harvesting 
Natural trout waters 
Recreational trout waters 

for fish, other aquatic life, and 

All waters of the state are Class 
provided by higher classifications. 

I, with additional protection 

Streams within the study area (See Figure 11) are suited for informal 
recreation and aquatic life. Water quality standards are being meet with 
the—exception of frequently high bacteria levels and occasional pH and 
turbidity values.  —-    — " _-••--• 

Major waterways of Howard County which are near the proposed highway 
include the Patuxent, Little Patuxent, and Patapsco Rivers. The effect of 
the proposed highway on each of these rivers will be negligible since the 
area affected by the highway is only a small portion of their total drainage 
basins. The Little Patuxent River at Guilford, Maryland, has a drainage 
area of 38 square mile and an average discharge of 43.0 ft/s according to 
the Water Resources Data for Maryland, 1985. The flows of the Patuxent and 
Patapsco Rivers are regulated by reservoirs, which reduce the possibility of 
flooding. 

b.  Groundwater 

Soils, topography and underlying geology are important to the 
subsurface movement of water. Groundwater is water that percolates into 
soils and has not run off or been evapotranspired. This water is that 
portion of the hydrologic cycle that is the source of water for plants and 
for stream recharge. 

The occurrence of subsurface water in Howard County is largely 
dependent on the character, areal extent, and structure of the rock 
formations. Most of the County is underlain by hard, unweathered 
crystalline rocks of low porosity. The groundwater occurs predominantly 
under unconfined or watertable conditions in the shallow, more permeable 
part of this crystalline rock. Artesian conditions are localized. The yield 
of most wells in the county is relatively low (5-15 gal./min.) because of 
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the small areal extent of the different pockets of the subsurface water. 
The rolling topography of Howard County has created small, individual 
drainage areas for the subsurface water. And since the only source of 
groundwater in Howard County is precipitation, these pockets of water are 
not capable of yielding large quantities of water. Also, the low porosity 
of the crystalline rock limits the water-bearing capacity. 

The Patuxent formation found in the area between U.S. 1 and the Anne 
Arundel County border contains important water-bearing sand and gravel 
lenses that allow it to hold groundwater. West of this area, dependable 
supplies of water are generally not found. Therefore, most wells are 
drilled through the Patuxent formation into the aquifers beneath the 
crystalline rock. 

c.  Floodplains 

The 100-year floodplains have been delineated using the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Rate Map (F.I.R.M). This 
resource indicates that there are floodplains associated with Deep Run Creek 
and Red Hill Branch. See the Alternates mapping in Section II. 

4.  Ecology 

a.  Terrestrial Habitat 

The forested land consists of central hardwoods, predominantly oak, 
hickory, maple, walnut, sycamore, and beech. There is some intrusion by 
various softwoods especially Virginia pine, Scotch pine, and loblolly pine. 
The forest resources are either in original stands or regrowths of cutover 
woodlands. The areas of original or older growth represent climax 
woodlands, while cutover areas are usually primary or second growth 
woodlands. 

A field survey conducted adjacent to Columbia Hills subdivision in a 
wet lowland area showed that pin oak, sycamore, red maple, and black maple 
were the overstory species. Behind Howard High School, sycamore, red maple, 
and red oak compose the overstory in this location. This land was moist to 
wet with the predominant ground cover consisting of skunk cabbage. 

Approximately 500 yards east of the intersection of Interstate 95 and 
Maryland 100 is a moist upland area of moderate slopes. The overstory 
included chestnut oak, white oak, red oak, black oak, scrub oak, sugar 
maple, red maple, shagbark hickory, Virginia pine, and Scotch pine. 
Understory species were dominated by sassafras and blackhaw viburnum. 

The forested lands in the study area are generally in small tracts with 
infringement by man's activities on all sides. There are no areas of deep 
or isolated woodlands. The woodlands provide a good habitat for a wide 
variety of small mammals and birds, with a more limited representation of 
reptiles and amphibians. 
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b.  Aquatic Habitat 

Coordination with the Fisheries Division of Maryland Department of 
Natural Resources indicates that anadromous fish species exist in the 
project study area. Fin fish known to habit the area include American Eel, 
Stone Rollery Cutlip Minnows, Swallow Tail Shinner, Satin Fin Shinner, Spot 
Fin Shinner, Common Shinner, Black Nose Dace and the Creek Chub. 

Farmland 

Farmland occurs intermittently along the proposed alignments. Most of 
the open land of the study area is utilized as pastures and crop lands. 
These pasture lands are composed of bluegrass, fescue, timothy, bromegrass, 
lespedeza, and various other clovers, grasses and legumes. 

Pastures and open lands are productive as wildlife sources. Human- 
cultivated crops, as well as naturally-occurring field plants, provide 
sustenance for insects, birds, and mammals. 

The residential areas have preserved some of the native vegetation 
previously described, but have also introduced various ornamental and exotic 
species. 

In the study area there are many woodland "edges" which are the 
transition zones between forest and open lands. The woodlands are in tracts 
or thin strips which maximize the amount of woodland "edges." These "edge" 
environments are highly productive of vegetation and hence attractive to 
wildlife. The "edges" provide the advantages of both forest and grasslands 
as wildlife frequently live in the woods and forage for food in the open 
lands. 

Wildlife 

Woodlands of the study area are divided into small areas which, in most 
cases, are surrounded by large fields. "Edge" areas are generally found 
between the woodland and fields. These "edge" areas furnish birds with 
either a protective place for roosting and nesting or a retreat near the 
open fields, which serve as their major source of food. The seeds from the 
farmland and the berries and insects found in the "edge" and woodlands offer 
an adequate food supply for the birds of this area. 

Mammals: The woodlands of this area, which are mostly composed of 
hardwoods, and the large, surrounding plots of farmland make this area a 
suitable habitat for such mammals as the opossum, squirrel and the long- 
tailed weasel. The "edge" areas provide food and shelter for many mammals 
just as they do for the birds. 

Reptiles and Amphibians: The shortage of surface water in the proposed 
project corridor limits the number of different types of reptiles and 
amphibians found there", just as it does with the mammals. For instance, 
most of the turtles that are common to Howard County, such as the snapping 
turtle, stinkpot and painted turtle, are either very scarce or nonexistent 
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in the study area. For those reptiles that do not need to live near a body 
of water the study area provides a suitable habitat. Many even make use of 
man's environment. The eastern fence lizard, brown snake, red-bellied 
snake, common garter snake and racer are often found in abandoned dwellings, 
gardens and trash piles. 

c. Endangered and Rare Species 

Field surveys and coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
the Department of Natural Resources, Maryland Forest, Park & Wildlife 
Service have revealed no known populations of threatened, rare, or 
endangered species within the area of project influence. Letters from the 
above mentioned agencies are included in Section VII, Comments and 
Coordination. 

d. Wetlands 

Wetlands include areas of open or standing water at or near the surface 
which support plants which require this environment. The following wetland 
classification scheme follows the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service system of 
Cowardin et al. (1979). It is based on soils, flooding regime and 
vegetation. 

Non-tidal wetlands exist in the study area along the major stream 
channels and tributaries. 

Wetland locations are shown on Figure 11.  The classification of 
wetlands is shown in Table 12, Section IV. 

D. EXISTING AIR QUALITY 

The Maryland 100 project is within the Metropolitan Baltimore Intrastate Air 
Quality Control Region. While only a portion of the region does not meet the 
primary standards for carbon monoxide (CO), the entire region is subject to 
transportation control measures such as the Vehicle Emissions Inspections 
Program. 

A detailed microscale air quality analysis has been performed to determine 
the carbon monoxide (CO) impacts of the proposed project which is described in 
further detail in Section IV-E. 

E. EXISTING NOISE CONDITIONS 

Nineteen noise sensitive receptors (NSRs) have been identified in the 
Maryland 100 study area. Descriptions of the noise sensitive areas are provided 
in Table 8. 

The locations of the noise sensitive receptors are shown on the Alternates 
Mapping in Section II. A copy of the Technical Analysis Report is available at 
the State Highway Administration, 707 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
21202. 
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Highway traffic noise is usually measured on the "A" weighted decibel scale 
"dBA," which is the scale that has a frequency range closest to that of the 
human ear. In order to give a sense of perspective, a quiet rural night would 
register about 25 dBA, a quiet suburban night would register about 60 dBA, and a 
very noisy urban daytime about 80 dBA. Under typical field conditions, noise 
level changes of 2-3 dBA can barely be detected, but a 5 dBA change is readily 
noticeable. A 10 dBA increase is judged by most people as a doubling of sound 
loudness. (This information is presented in the "Fundamentals and Abatement of 
Highway Traffic Noise" by Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., for FHWA, 1980). 

The Federal Highway Administration has established, through FHPM 773, noise 
abatement criteria for various land uses (see Table 9). 

The noise levels in this analysis are expressed in terms of an Leq noise 
level, which is the energy-averaged noise level for a given time period. All 
ambient and predicted noise levels in this report are Leq exterior noise levels 
unless otherwise noted. 

In an acoustical analysis, measurement of ambient noise levels is intended 
to establish the basis for impact analysis. The ambient noise levels as 
recorded represent a generalized view of present noise levels. Variations with 
time of total traffic volume, truck traffic volumes, speed, etc., may cause 
fluctuations in ambient noises levels of several decibels. 

However, for the purposes of impact assessment, these fluctuations are 
usually not sufficient to significantly affect the assessment. 

An on-site noise monitoring program was conducted on August 6 and 10, 1987 
utilizing a Metrosonics db-308 Sound Level Dosimeter/Analyzer. The Model db-308 
automatically records, calculates and prints noise exposure in a wide range of 
formats including Leq (h). 

Measurements were made for 20-minute periods at twelve individual sites, 
representative of the nineteen noise sensitive areas, during the period from 
9:10 a.m. to 3:10 p.m. Existing noise levels measured during this time ranged 
from 49 to 70 dBA. 

It was determined that for most of the noise sensitive areas, the most 
typical noise conditions occur during the non-rush hour period (9:00 a.m. - 4:00 
p.m.). During this time, the highest noise levels are experienced for the 
greatest length of time. 

Calibration of the STAMINA 2.0/0PTIMA noise prediction model was performed 
utilizing simultaneous traffic data collected at three noise monitoring sites 
along Maryland Route 100. Traffic counts taken during the 20-minute monitoring 
periods were adjusted to represent hourly traffic flows and were input into the 
computer model accordingly. The predicted Leq noise levels generated at the 
three sites as a result of this calibration exercise differed from their actual 
ambient noise levels by 0.0, 1.0, and 2.0 dBA. These fluctuations in noise 
levels can be attributed to extraneous noise sources pertinent to the modeled 
site (i.e., low aircraft flyovers) as well as the site's specific location, 
topographical features, and natural and man-made components (i.e., building. 
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ground cover, etc.) and are within the range of normal modeling calibration (+ 3 
dBA). The results of the ambient noise level measurements and noise sensitive 
receptor descriptions are included in Table 10. 
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TABLE 8 

Noise Sensitive Receptors 

Receptor No. 

1 (Figure 5d) 

2 (Figure 5d) 

3 (Figure 5c) 

4 (Figure 5c) 

5 (Figure 5c) 

6 (Figure 5c) 

Description/Location 

Residence, 1 story frame 
Mullineaux Road 

Residence, 2 story frame 
5836 Meadowridge Road 

Residence, 2 story frame 
Old Montgomery Road 

Curtis Shipley House IL Historic Property 
Waterloo Road. Receptor site is the extreme 
edge of the property 

Residence, 2 story frame 
8067 Fetlock Court 

Edge of Right-of-Way 
Proposed Maryland 100 
Represents the Village of Montgomery 
Run, a planned residential development. 
The developer is to provide mitigation. 

7 (Figure 5b) Residence, 1 story frame 
8401 Mitzy Lane 

8 (Figure 5b) Residence, 2 story frame 
8602 Spruce Run Way 

9 (Figure 5b) Howard High School 
Maryland 108 

10 (Figure 5b) Residence, 1 story brick 
5130 Avoca Avenue 

11 (Figure 5b) Edge of Right-of-Way 
Maryland 100 
Brampton Hills (Section 4) No development 
plans at time of study. 

12 (Figure 5b) Edge of Right-of-Way 
Maryland 100 
Represents the McCuan Office Research 
Park. This is a commercial development 
No mitigation planned. 

13 (Figure 5a) 

1 

Residence, 2 story brick 
4713 Kirkstall Road 
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TABLE 8 
(Continued) 

Noise Sensitive Receptors 

Receptor No. Description/Location 

14 (Figure 5a) Residence, 2 story frame 
4632 Dapple Court 

15 (Figure 5A) Edge of Right-of-Way 
Maryland 100 
Long Gate Venture - Residential Development 
No approved subdivision plan at time of 
study. 

16 (Figure 5a) Edge of Right-of-Way 
Maryland 100 

17 (Figure 5a) Residence, 1 story frame 
4319 Montgomery Road 

18 (Figure 5b) Residence, 1 story frame 
5311 Waterloo Road 

19 (Figure 5d) Residence 
Meadowridge Road 
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TABLE 9 

Noise Abatement Criteria 

Activity 
Category Lgq (h) 

Description of 
Activity Category 

A 57 
(Exterior) 

Lands on which serenity and quiet 
are of extraordinary significance 
and serve an important public need, 
and where the preservation of those 
qualities is essential if the area 
is to continue to serve its intended 
purpose. 

B 67 
(Exterior) 

Picnic areas, recreation areas, 
playgrounds, active sports areas, 
parks, residences, motels, hotels, 
schools, churches, libraries, and 
hospitals. 

C 72 
(Exterior) 

Developed lands, properties or activ- 
ities not included in Categories A 
or B above. 

D — Undeveloped lands. 

E 52 
(Interior) 

Residences, motels, hotels, public 
meeting rooms, schools, churches, 
libraries, hospitals, and 
auditoriums 
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TABLE 10 

Existing Noise Levels 
August 6 and 10, 1987 

20-Minute Periods 

Noise 
Sensitive Ambientl 
Area Description/Location ^eq 

1 Residence on Mullineaux Road 49 
2 5836 Meadowridge Road (MD 103) 55 
3 Residence on Old Montgomery Road 53 
4 Historic Property2 — Curtis Shipley House 49 
5 8067 Fetlock Court 49 
6 Right-of-Way south of Station 149+002 49 
7 8401 Mitzy Lane 51 
8 8602 Spruce Run Way 51 
9 Baseball Field - Howard High School 53 
10 5130 Avoca Road 59 
11 Right-of-Way north of Station 78+002 59 
12 Right-of-Way south of Station 78+002 59 
13 4713 Kirkstall Road 50 
14 4632 Dapple Court 51 
15 Right-of-Way north of Station 32+002 51 
16 Right-of-Way south of Station 31+002 51 
17 4319 Montgomery Road 70* 
18 5311 Waterloo Road (MD 104) 65 
19 Residence on Meadowridge Road (MD 103) 55 

* Exceeds FHWA Criteria for Noise Abatement 

1 In dBA 

2 For points on Right-of-Way, nearest receptor was modeled as same. 
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

A. SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND LAND USE 

1.  Social Impacts 

a.  Residential Relocations 

The preliminary relocation and right-of-way reports are summarized 
below and are available for review at the State Highway Administration, 707 
North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland. 

No displacements will occur under the No-Build Alternate. 

Selected Alternate 3 Option 104"A" (see II-4) requires three 
residential displacements; one dwelling and various outbuildings on 
Mullineaux Road (See Figure 5d), and two dwellings on Old Waterloo Road (See 
Figure 5b). These latter two residences are minority owned or occupied. 
Income levels for the area range from the low to middle. In addition to the 
same displacements associated with selected Alternate 3 Option 104"A," 
Alternate 3 Option 104"B" would have required two additional displacements; 
one along Maryland 104 and one along Maryland 108 (See Figure 5b). 

All the relocations will be completed in accordance with the provisions 
of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Land Acquisition Policies Act of 
1970. A summary of the relocation assistance program in the State of 
Maryland is provided in the Appendix to this document. All families will be 
provided decent, safe, and sanitary housing within their financial means and 
no adverse impact on these families or the neighborhoods into which they 
will move is expected. Relocation of families is expected to occur in a 
timely satisfactory, and humane manner without undue hardship to those 
affected. 

Based upon trends concerning housing availability in the project area, 
as well as referring to listings now available on the Greater Baltimore 
Multiple Listing Services, sufficient comparable replacement housing is 
available in the Howard County marketplace to replace the housing to be 
acquired. Although there are several other proposed projects in Howard 
County, the construction of these projects will not affect the availability 
of comparable replacement housing in the area needed for the Maryland 100 
project. Housing may not be available within the statutory limits of the 
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Land Acquisition Policies Act of 1970. 
The provisions of "housing as a last resort" will be used to provide decent, 
safe, and sanitary replacement housing for those affected by this project. 

It should be mentioned that strip right-of-way will be required from a 
few properties located along Mullineaux Road and Maryland 104 for this 
project, but their acquisition is not necessary. Additional right-of-way 
also will be required from two farms to accommodate the proposed roadway. 
It is not expected that these farms will have to cease operation. 
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Effects on Minorities, Handicapped, Elderly Persons 

Two of the families to be displaced by the proposed action are 
minorities. One of the minority families is an elderly couple. No 
handicapped persons were observed during the right-of-way relocation 
inspection and none are believed to be affected. 

c. Summary of Equal Opportunity Program of Maryland State Highway 
Admi nistration 

It is the policy of the Maryland State Highway Administration to ensure 
compliance with the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
and related civil rights laws and regulations which prohibit discrimination 
on the grounds of race, color, sex, national origin, age religion, physical 
or mental handicap in all State Highway Administration program projects 
funded in whole or in part by the Federal Highway Administration. The State 
Highway Administration will not discriminate in highway planning, highway 
design, highway construction, the acquisition of right-of-way, or the 
provision of relocation advisory assistance. 

This policy has been incorporated into all levels of the highway 
planning process in order that proper consideration may be given to the 
social, economic, and environmental effects of all highway projects. 
Alleged discriminatory actions should be addressed to the Equal Opportunity 
Section of the Maryland State Highway Administration for investigation. 

d. Access to Community Facilities and Services 

Under Alternate 1 (the No-Build Alternate), unsafe traffic conditions 
and congestion along Maryland 103 and Maryland 108 will continue to impact 
on access to community facilities, and increase hazards to bicyclists, 
pedestrians, and nearby residents. Under the No-Build Alternate, commercial 
and through traffic will utilize the road network, along with local traffic, 
and could impede the response time of emergency vehicles. 

With Selected Alternate 3, commercial and industrial traffic volumes 
from U.S. 29 and Interstate 95 will increasingly utilize the proposed 
Maryland 100 instead of the local roads, thereby providing safer access to 
community facilities and services for residents. Emergency vehicles will be 
provided additional access into the study area and could possibly decrease 
response time. However, near the interchange area of U.S. 29 and Maryland 
103, the proposed action will eliminate the existing Park and Ride lot. 
Replacement of this Park and Ride lot is currently under study. 

e. Disruption of Neighborhoods and Communities 

This project will not significantly impact the cohesion or integrity of 
neighborhoods throughout the study area. The current access along the 
existing roadway will be maintained during and after construction 
activities. No formal pedestrian trails will be eliminated as a result of 
the construction of Selected Alternate 3. No existing or planned 
residential subdivisions will be divided by the project.  A pedestrian 
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bridge is being proposed in the vicinity of Howard High School. Further 
study and co-ordination with local officials will be required during the 
design phase. 

Neighborhoods will benefit by the separation of truck traffic from 
local traffic. Maryland 100 will also remove many trucks from Maryland 103 
and 108 which have a disturbing influence on existing neighborhoods. This 
will, in turn, improve emergency vehicle response time to the many 
residential areas. 

f.  Effects on Parks and Public Recreation 

None of the existing local parks will be directly impacted by the 
Selected Alternate, as all are located a significant distance from the 
proposed improvements. 

However, the proposed 77-acre Brampton Hills Park, which is to be 
developed in the vicinity of the proposed Maryland 100 alignment between 
U.S. 29 and Columbia Hills will be directly affected by Alternate 3. 
Additional discussion of this impact is contained in the Section 4(f) 
evaluation in this document. 

No land from Howard County High School is required for the Selected 
Alternate. However, a portion of an existing baseball diamond which 
encroached onto SHA right-of-way has been disturbed by the ongoing 
construction of the 2-lane developer road. The property disturbed has been 
in SHA ownership since 19 . The use of the right-of-way for recreational 
activities was never authorized or sanctioned by SHA. Therefore, this 
ballfield is not subject to Section 4(f) protection. 

2.  Economic Impacts 

a. Business Displacement and Relocations 

No business displacements or relocations will be required by Selected 
Alternate 3. However, as previously mentioned, right-of-way will be 
required from two (2) farms within the study area. 

b. Effects on Regional Business Activities 

The Maryland 100 Corridor is surrounded by economic activity centers. 
These include the City and Port of Baltimore, the Baltimore-Washington 
International Airport, and Fort George G. Meade Military installation, 
government office complexes located in Annapolis and Ellicott City and the 
town center of Columbia. The long-range goal of Howard County is to 
encourage growth of employment centers to complement residential growth. 
Currently, four industrial parks (existing or proposed) are located with the 
Maryland 100 corridor study. The proposed project will accommodate the 
expansion of these industrial and business sections within the study area by 
improving access and efficiency of travel. The improvement will also 
attract new business and industry to the county. 
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Under the Build Alternate, commercial traffic will have a more direct 

access to and from major highways and to industrial/employment areas in the 
study corridor. 

Maryland 100 will also separate through commercial truck traffic from 
local residential commuter trips. 

The Howard County General Plan addresses the short-, medium-, and long- 
range trends for future development. Highway improvements are an integral 
part of these plans. The County's plan shows the approximate corridor of 
Maryland 100 as a needed transportation facility to accommodate existing and 
planned development. 

c. Effects on Local Business Activity 

The economic development of Columbia and surrounding areas within the 
eastern portion of the County is contingent on many factors, one of which is 
improved transportation facilities. The Howard County General Plan proposes 
increased economic development within three areas of the Maryland 100 
corridor, including the vicinity of the interchanges at U..S 29/Maryland 
103, and Interstate 95/Maryland 100 and the expansion of the existing 
Oakland Ridge Industrial Park. Adequate and efficient access to these areas 
are an integral part of these plans. 

The proposed improvement will better accommodate existing and proposed 
industrial development by providing a direct access to major highways (U.S. 
29 and Interstate 95) and a more efficient system for the transportation of 
goods and services, thereby avoiding costly delays. 

The No-Build Alternate is not consistent with planned transportation 
improvement or economic development within the study area. Traffic 
congestion and unsafe conditions will continue to increase. Since the 
county has designed the study area, as well as much of the eastern portion 
of the county for rather intensive commercial and residential zoning, the 
lack of adequate road improvements in the study area could result in 
development pressures to the western portion of the county which is 
designated for rural conservation. 

The No-Build Alternate is not consistent with the Howard County General 
Plan. 

d. Effects on Tax Base 

This project will accommodate the efficient expansion of proposed 
development in the study corridor which in turn will have a positive effect 
on the county's tax base. 

Since the Howard County General Plan supports growth in the area and 
incorporates the approximate alignment in its plan, extensive development of 
residential and industrial land uses is planned to follow the completion of 
the project. As the area develops, it is likely that the property values 
and tax assessments will rise, as the community experiences a rural to 
suburban change in character. 
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Additional employment resulting from the industrial and commercial 
development will have a secondary effect of increasing tax revenues. 

3.  Land Use and Land Use Planning 

Growth in the study area is consistent with the Howard County General Plan 
(1982) and the Regional Planning Council's General Development Plan (1986). The 
county supports and encourages growth in the proposed Maryland 100 corridor and 
recognizes the extension of Maryland 100 as an integral element of these plans. 
Thus, Alternate 3 is consistent with future land use plans for the area. 

The proposed highway improvements will help to accommodate the planned 
regional and local industrial and residential growth. 

B. TRANSPORTATION 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate alignments which adequately address 
the safety and traffic needs of the area and evaluate the environmental 
consequences associated with each alternate. The 1986 Average Daily Traffic 
(ADT), the 1995 ADT, and the design year 2015 ADT forecasts for the No-Build 
Alternate and the Selected Alternate 3, are shown in Figures 12 through 16. 
Design year 2015 ADT forecasts, number of lanes and levels of service for the 
No-Build Alternate, and the Selected Alternate 3, are shown on Figures 14, 15, 
and 16. Also included are 2015 ADT forecasts and level of service for 
Alternates 2, 4 and 5, shown in Figures 17, 18, 19. 

Maryland 100 is presently an expressway with full access control extending 
from Maryland 177 to Maryland 3, a distance of eight miles. Final design is 
currently underway for the extension of Maryland 100, as a fully-controlled 
access expressway, from Maryland 3 to Interstate 95, a distance of eight miles. 

The current project planning study is for the extension of Maryland 100 from 
Interstate 95 to U.S. 29, a distance of five miles. East of Maryland 104, the 
only alternate under consideration is a six-lane divided roadway with full 
control of access. Interchanges are proposed at Maryland 103 and Snowden River 
Parkway (by others). 

Traffic operations associated with the Selected Alternate are discussed 
below. 

Alternate 3 (Selected Alternate) 

Alternate 3 proposes the construction of a six-lane divided roadway on new 
location from Maryland 104 to U.S. 29, where an interchange would be provided. 
The roadway will have controlled access with interchanges at U.S. 29, Long Gate 
Parkway and Maryland 104. At-grade T-intersections will be provided at Centre 
Park Drive and a development road 2500'+ west thereof. 

The design speed of Alternate 3 will be 60 mph. 
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1.  Traffic Volumes and Levels of Service 

a. Existing Conditions 

The 1986 Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volumes on Maryland 103, 104 and 
108 range from 9,000 to 18,400. 

Although the posted speed limit is generally 45 mph on these roads, 
travel speeds measured between U.S. 29 and the Maryland 104/Glenmar Road 
intersection during the AM and PM peak hours on Monday, October 5, 1987, 
averaged 27 mph and ranged from 24 mph to 36 mph. This low speed is caused 
by the delay at the signalized intersections and entering and exiting 
vehicles at the numerous unsignalized intersections and private entrances. 

b. Design Year (2015) Conditions 

As a result of regional traffic growth as well as continued development 
within the study area, traffic volumes are anticipated to increase 
significantly by the year 2015. 

Levels of service are a measure of the conditions under which a roadway 
operates as it accommodates various traffic volumes. Influencing factors 
include speed, travel time, traffic interruptions, maneuvering freedom, 
safety, driving comfort, economy, and, of course, the volume of traffic. 

Levels of service on expressways and freeways with uninterrupted flow 
conditions are ranked from A to F (best to worst) as follows: 

Level A - free traffic flow, low volumes; high speeds 

Level B - stable traffic flow, some speed restrictions 

Level C - stable flow; increasing traffic volumes 

Level D - approaching unstable flow, heavy traffic volumes, decreasing 
speeds 

Level^ E - low speeds, high traffic volumes approaching roadway 
capacity; temporary delays. 

The following table summarizes the ADT and LOS along the various arteries 
between U.S. 29 and Maryland 104 (see figures 15, 18 and 19). 
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Roadway ADT (LOS) 
Alternate 

2 SEL.ALTERN.3 4 5 

Maryland 103 
Maryland 104 
Maryland 108 
Maryland 100 
2-Ln. Developer Rd. 

52,900 (F) 
44,700 (F) 
30,000 (F) 

N/A 
10,000 (E) 

20,900 (D) 
20,200 (E) 
27,000 (F) 
54,000 (C/D) 

N/A 

27,900 (F) 
19,300 (F) 
45,000 (E) 

N/A 
10,000 (E) 

43,000 (E) 
None Avail. 
40,000 (E) 

N/A 
10,000 (E) 

2.  Accident Rates 

With the various configurations proposed, an accident rate of approximately 
276 acc/lOOmvm is anticipated for the Alternate 2 alignment alone. Considering 
that Maryland 103 from Interstate 95 to Maryland 104, and Maryland 108 from 
Maryland 175 to U.S. 29 will still be utilized, the projected accident rates for 
these highways must be factored in to determine the overall accident rate for 
the entire corridor under Alternate 2. Combining these rates, the overall 
accident rate for the entire corridor is anticipated to be approximately 240 
acc/lOOmvm, resulting in an accident cost of approximately $2.3 million/lOOmvm 
of travel. 

Alternate 4, again, will have the six-lane, divided portion from Interstate 
95 to a point in the vicinity of the Maryland 104/Maryland 108 intersection. 
From this area, Alternate 4 will follow the existing alignment of Maryland 108 
to the interchange at U.S. 29. This section will be constructed to a four-lane 
curbed highway with right and left turn lanes where required. The accident rate 
for this alternate would be approximately 228 acc/lOOmvm of travel. The 
corridor rate for the Alternate 4 proposal will consist of the projected 
accident experience of Maryland 103 from Interstate 95 to U.S. 29, Maryland 104 
from Maryland 108 north to Maryland 103 and Maryland 108 from Maryland 175 to 
Maryland 104. Combining the projected accident experience for these highways 
along with Alternate 4, a corridor rate of approximately 202 acc/lOOmvm of 
travel and an accident cost of approximately $1.9 million/lOOmvm travelled are 
anticipated. 

Alternate 5, as in the other Build Alternates, will have the six-lane 
divided portion from Interstate 95 to Maryland 104. Alternate 5 will then 
utilize the combination of Alternates 2 and 4. Maryland 103, Maryland 104 and 
Maryland 108 would be reconstructed as outlined in Alternates 2 and 4. The 
accident rate for Alternate 5 would be approximately 333 acc/lOOmvm of travel. 
The corridor rate for this alternate will consist of the projected accident 
experience of Maryland 103 from Interstate 95 to Maryland 104, and Maryland 108 
from Maryland 175 to Maryland 104. Combining the projected accident experience 
for these sections along with Alternate 5, a corridor rate of approximately 290 
acc/lOOmvm of travel and an accident cost of approximately $2.8 million/lOOmvm 
are anticipated. 

Regarding the Build Alternates, under Alternate 2 the corridor area will 
experience an accident rate of approximately 240 acc/lOOmvm resulting in an 
accident cost of approximately $2.3 million/lOOmvm. Alternate 3 (selected), the 
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proposed six-lane, divided, full and partial control of access highway, along 
with the existing highways in the network, should experience a corridor rate of 
approximately 155 acc/lOOmvm and result in a cost/lOOmvm of $1.4 million. The 
corridor rate under the Alternate 4 configuration will be approximately 202 
acc/lOOmvm and result in a cost of $1.9 million per lOOmvm. Alternate 5, the 
combination alternate, will experience an accident rate of 290 acc/lOOmvm for 
the entire corridor and result in an accident cost of approximately $2.8 
million/lOOmvm of travel. 

The SHA main goal in servicing the regional transportation demand is from 
1-95 to Maryland 104. Once traffic approaches Maryland 104, it has three 
different routes to travel, all include access to interchanges, to arrive at 
U.S. 29. With this "Tree limb" effect and the dispersement of traffic for 
north and south travel on U.S. 29, the traffic volumes decrease on Maryland 100 
west of Maryland 104. This changes the functions of Maryland 100 to 
Intermediate. 

The Maryland State Highway Administration Bureau of Accident Studies has 
prepared an analysis of existing and anticipated accident rates in the study 
area. Considering only the upgraded roadway of each alternate between U.S. 29 
and Maryland 104, the corresponding projected accident rates are as follows: 

Alternate 
Accident Rate 

(Accid./lOO mvm) 

2 
3 Selected 

4 
5 

276 
127 
228 
335 

These rates are based upon statewide averages. Considering that motorists 
entering the study area from either side will be on a controlled access 
expressway with a design speed of 60 mph, and that Alternates 2, 4 and 5 would 
have no access control and a 50 mph design speed, the rates for Alternates 2, 4 
and 5 may be above the statewide averages shown above, 

The highway network west of MD 104 is projected to operate at or below level 
of service D in the design year, 2015, even with the implementation of MD 100. 
Table 11 outlines the number of travel lanes required for traffic to operate at 
level of service D. 

Alternates 2, 4 and 
meet the LOS D criteria. 

5 require major improvements to MD 103 and MD 108 to 

Alternate 2 requires the construction of 10 lanes on MD 103 to achieve LOS D 
traffic operations in the design year 2015. This proposal would require that an 
additional 5 lanes be added to MD 103 in addition to the 5 lanes which were 
studied originally. Impacts to properties along MD 103 would be magnified 
including impacts to three National Register Eligible Historic Sites - Spring 
Hill, Wheatfield, and Avoca. The numbr of wetland acres impacted by Alternate 2 
would also increase. 
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Alternate 2 would also require the construction of a 4 lane divided highway 
along the proposed alignment for Alternate 3. Construction of a 4 lane section 
along this alignment would have approximately the same impacts as with the 6 
lane highway recommended with Alternate 3. 

Alternate 4 would require additional widening to MD 108 and MD 103 to allow 
for LOS D traffic operations. MD 108 would need to be improved to a 6 lane 
divided highway with a 34' median. MD 103 requires 4-6 lanes to provide for 
LOS D traffic operations. The three National Register Eligible Historic Sites 
impacted by Alternate 2 would h^ve similar impacts with Alternate 4. The 
additional widening to MD 103 would increase the impacts to the three National 
Resiter Eligible Historic Sites impacted by Alternate 2. 

Alternate 4 would also require that 
constructed for LOS D operation. 

the 2 lane county facility be 

Alternate 5 would require additional widening to MD 108 and MD 103 to allow 
for LOS D traffic operations. MD 108 would need to be improved to a 6 lane 
divided or an 8 lane undivided highway. MD 103 would require similar widening. 
The additional widening would require a significant increase in right-of-way, 
along MD 103 and MD 108 and would increase the impacts to the three National 
Register Eligible Historic Sites impacted by Alternate 2. 

Alternate 5 would also require 
constructed for LOS D operation. 

that the 2 lane county facility be 

Alternate 3, the selected alternate would also require the future widening 
of MD 103 and MD 108 to provide for LOS D traffic operations on all facilities. 
However, Alternate 3 is projected to operate a LOS C west of MD 104. This will 
allow for future traffic growth on MD 100 above that which has been projected 
for 2015. 

TABLE 11 

Number of Required Lanes for LOS D (2015) 
West of MD 104 

Alternate 2 
Selected 

Alternate 3 Alternate 4 Alternate 5 

MD 108 

MD 100 
from 
104 to 
US 229 

MD 103 

4 lanes divided 
6 lanes undiv. 

4 lanes divided 
6 lanes undiv. 

10 Ins. divided 
10 Ins. undiv. 

4 lanes divided 
6 lanes undiv. 

6 lanes divided* 

4 lanes divided 
4 lanes undiv. 

6 lanes divided 
8 lanes undiv. 

2 lanes undiv, 

4 lanes divided 
6 lanes undiv. 

6 lanes divided 
8 lanes undiv. 

2 lanes undiv. 

6 lanes divided 
8 lanes undiv. 

* Alternate 3 - MD 100 operates at LOS C West of MD 104 
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3. Deficiencies of Alternates 2, 4, and 5 in Satisfying Transportation Needs 

Whereas the previous portions of this section have presented the 
background data and anticipated conditions for each alternate without an 
analysis of the consequences of thes conditions, the purpose of this section is 
to identify major criteria related to measurement of traffic operations and 
demonstrate the failure of Alternates 2, 4, and 5 to meet the project need. 

The following factors, which in some instances are interrelated, are 
used for evaluation: 

1. Traffic Routing 
2. Travel Time 
3. Safety 
4. Motorists' Cost 
5. Road Network Impact 

The first four factors pertain to the facility under consideration, 
whereas the last factor is a measure of the alternate's impact on other 
roads. 

a. Traffic Routing 

Approximately 60% of the projected traffic on Maryland 100 at U.S. 29 
and just east of Maryland 104 has regional rather than local origins and 
destinations (e.g. 60 percent + of the westbound traffic on Maryland 100 
east of Maryland 104 is destined to U.S. 29). Of the traffic on Maryland 
100 at U.S. 29, 67 percent is oriented to the north and 33 percent is 
oriented to the south. 

Selected Alternate 3 provides the best overall travel efficiency of any 
alternate considered. Selected Alternate 3 while intersecting U.S. 29 at 
the same location as Alternate 2 is 0.4 miles shorter than Alternate 2. The 
Selected Alternate also provides an overall shorter trip than Alternate 4 
and provides better separation of through and local traffic than Alternate 
5. 

b. Travel Time 

The projected 2015 peak hour travel times between U.S. 29 (at the 
proposed Alternate 3 interchange) and Maryland 104 (in the general vicinity 
of Maryland 108) are as follows: 

Alternate Travel Time (minutes) 

2 
3 Selected 

4 
5 

7.2 
4.4 
8.2 

6.5 - 7.5 
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Although the differences in the above travel times do not appear to be 
that great, the driver travel time in excess of that required by Alternate 3 
for the project volume of traffic during the two-hour PM peak period on an 
average day will be as shown below. These values are per vehicle and do not 
reflect additional travel time incurred by passengers. 

Alternate 

Additional 
Veh. Travel Time (Hours) During 

2-Hour PM Peak on Avq. Day 

2 
4 
5 

375 
442 
259 

As compared to Alternate 3. 

c.  Safety 

The projected accident rates on the alternates are as follows: 

Alternate 
Accident Rate 

Accidents/100 MVM 
Accident Cost 
Dollar/IOOMVM 

2 
3 Selected 

4 
5 

240 
155 
202 
290 

$2.3 Million 
1.4 Million 
1.9 Million 
2.8 Million 

Alternate 3 will be controlled access highway with a 60 mph design 
speed, which is in keeping with the highways to which it is connecting: 
U.S. 29 on the west and Maryland 100 on the east. 

Alternates 2, 4 and 5, however, would have had a design speed of 50 mph 
and no access control. The degree of access control is highlighted by the 
following table: 

Alternate 
Private 

Entrance 
At-Grade Intersections 

Total Signalized 

2 76 12 3 
3 Selectee 0 2 2 

4 7 6 4 
5 83 18 7 
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Considering that the majority of the traffic on Maryland 100 will pass 
through the study area rather than be oriented to it, driver expectancy and 
thus safety will be enhanced by Alternate 3 as opposed to Alternates 2, 4 
and 5, which would introduce a short (two to three mile) roadway with 
numerous at-grade intersections and entrances in a 21 mile long controlled 
access expressway. 

d. Motorists' Cost 

Motorists' cost is most dependent upon travel distance, travel time and 
accident rate. 

As previously discussed. Alternate 3 will provide the shortest travel 
distance and time as well as the lowest accident rate. 

e. Road Network Impact 

Of equal importance to operating conditions on the alternate under 
consideration is the impact of the alternate on other roadways in the study 
area; in this case Maryland 103, 104 and 108. 

As previously mentioned, these roads presently handle between 9,000 and 
18,400 vehicles per day and these volumes will increase as development 
continues in the study area. 

The following table shows the ADT for each alternate in the year 2015 
at key locations: 

Location 
Alternate 

2 3 
Selected 

4 5 

Maryland 103 52,900 20,900 27,900 43,000 

Maryland 104 44,700 20,200 19,300 N. Avail. 

Maryland 108 30,000 27,000 45,000 40,000 

As can be seen above, only Alternate 3 will keep the ADTs below 30,000 
on the three arterials in the area. 

C. CULTURAL RESOURCES 

1.  Impacts on Historic Sites 

Only three historic sites identified and thought to be National Register 
eligible are located within the vicinity of Alternate 3. These are Wayside Inn 
(H0144), Mount Joy (H0145) and the Sunderland - Kraft Farmhouse (H0531). No 
property will be acquired from within the historic site boundary of any site. 
The remaining sites which are eligible for the National Register (as listed in 
the September 22, 1986, letter from the SHP0) are outside of the area of 
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environmental impact and thus will not be affected. These sites are Spring Hill 
(H031), Wheatfield (H095), Woodlawn (H030), Avoca (H0422) and the Trinity Church 
Chapel (H0428). 

The Wayside Inn is located on the west side of U.S. 29 approximately 1,400 
feet south of where Selected Alternate 3 would tie into the U.S. 29/Maryland 
103 interchange (see Figure 5a). The State Historic Preservation Officer has 
determined that Alternate 3 will have no adverse effect on the historic site. 
There is an extensive buffer of mature trees between the proposed interchange 
improvements and the Inn. Heavy vegetation not only surrounds the Inn, but 
there is a naturally occurring berm between the service road (which the Inn 
faces) and U.S. 29 which supports thick vegetation, such as tall trees and 
plants. 

The no adverse effect determination is conditioned on numerous measures, 
such as canting the westbound Maryland 100 to southbound U.S. 29 ramp, Ramp D, 
to the east to deflect headlights shining directly on the site, and the addition 
of planting on the berm and landscaping for a new berm section have been 
included in the interchange construction. Mitigation measures are in response 
to historical trust letter dated November 10, 1987, located in Section VIII of 
this document. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has concurred in 
the no adverse effect determination conditioned upon assurances that the above 
mitigation will be implemented. 

The Sunderland-Kraft Farmhouse (H0531) is located about 1,700 feet north of 
Alternati 3^ Thi State Historic Preservation Officer has determined that 
Alternate 3 will have no effect on the site. The farmhouse will be separated 
from the selected alternate by existing vegetation. Alternate 3 will not be 
visible from the historic structure. The criteria of adverse effect was found 
not to be applicable because there will be no effect on the location design, 
material or workmanship of the site. The site will not be damaged, destroyed or 
altered. Access to the site will not be changed. The historic site is 
currently fronted by Maryland 103 with Maryland 104 to the west. It also has 
residential development on three sides. The existing environment away from the 
immediate vicinity of the farmhouse is rapidly becoming suburbanized. Between 
the farmhouse and Alternate 3 are dense trees and vegetation. Alternate 3 will 
not cause any significant changes in the existing visual, audible or atmospheric 
characteristics of the environment. 

The Mount Joy historic site (H0145) is located over 1,200 feet west of 
Alternate 3 where monitoring for noise receptor site 12 took place. The site is 
separated from Alternate 3 not only by intervening thick vegetation planted 
around the nucleus of buildings on a knoll, but also by a stream and an 
attendant heavy woods. The southern portion of the historic site is currently 
being graded in preparation for a housing development. Evidently, development 
is also planned for the eastern flank of the site adjacent to Alternate 3 and 
includes extensive subdivision development. The State Historic Preservation 
Officer has determined that Alternate 3 will have no effect on the site. The 
criteria of adverse effect was found not to be applicable. Alternate 3 will not 
alter the existing environmental setting of the site or cause it to be isolated 
from that setting. Access to the site will not be changed. There will be no 
impacts to the design, material or workmanship of the site nor will the site be 
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damaged destroyed or altered. Alternate 3 in the vicinity of the historic site 
is located below the level of the site and is also screened from the site by 
thick vegetation planted around the nucleus of buildings; in addition, a natural 
woods is located between the site and Alternate 3. There is little or no 
difference in air quality at the site between the Build and No-Build condition. 
Levels are well below both State and National Standards. 

2.  Impacts on Archeological Sites 

Phase II investigation of site 18H019 Deep Run 6 indicated that the site was 
ineligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. However, 
fencing of the historic component of site 18H019 is recommended to prevent any 
impact. The historic component is located out of the area of impact of Md. 100. 

D. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

1. Effects on Topography, Geology and Soils 

Soils of the project corridor, in general, have low to moderate erosion 
potential except on steeper slopes adjacent to streams where erosion may be 
moderate to severe. 

Erosion and sediment control factors are considered during the location 
phase of the project. The design phase of the project will incorporate measures 
to reduce or mitigate adverse effects of erosion/sedimentation. Specific 
techniques for erosion/sedimentation control may include: 

a. Limited tree cutting and shrub grubbing 
b. Retaining streams in natural state 
c. Temporary sediment traps and/or basins 
d. Stone embedded baffles in concrete channels to act as energy 

dissipators 
e. Berming of fills and installation of temporary slope drains 
f. Permanent slope pipes at no-cut, no-fill intersections 
g. Construction of serrated cuts where soils permit 
h.  Rip-rap ditches for velocity control 
i. Permanent seeding and mulching as soon as possible after grading, 

temporary seeding where grading will be exposed for an extended 
period. 

This listing reflects the priority listing of erosion and sediment measures 
as recommended by the Fisheries Division of the Department of Natural Resources. 

2. Effects on Water Resources 

a.  Surface Water 

As discussed in Section III, there are two streams which drain the 
study area - Deep Run and Red Hill Branch. Each of these will be crossed by 
selected Alternate 3. 
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Highway improvements and other changes due to increased urbanization of 
areas may have adverse effects on water resources including less infiltration 
and stream bas flow, increased surface runoff and stream peak flow. The 
potential impacts on water quality in receiving streams from alteration of 
drainage patterns and stream characteristics could result in changes including 
sedimentation and erosion. 

Highway use results in the accumulation of potential water pollutants 
from roadway runoff which will collect on the road surface and nearby 
vegetation. Another source of contamination is the use of chemicals such as 
de-icing compounds, abrasive applied to roadway surfaces, fertilizers, 
defoliants, and pesticides used in controlling natural areas. 

The project will be designed in accordance with the Maryland Stormwater 
Management Act which limits increase in downstream discharges. By limiting 
the discharges into streams, the quantity of pollutants can also be limited. 

The proximity of the Selected Alternate to the stream makes stormwater 
management critical to maintaining water quality in the study area. 
Stormwater management features will be incorporated into the design of the 
selected alternative in the following order of preferences: 

1) On-site infiltration 
2) Flow attenuation by open swales and natural depressions 
3) Stormwater retention structures 
4) Stormwater detention structures 

It has been proven that these measures can significantly filter out 
roadway pollutants as well as control the rate of runoff. Future runoff 
will not exceed present rates for existing lane uses. 

Revegetation will be applied promptly after grading and the minimum 
area required for construction will be disturbed in order to minimize 
erosion and sedimentation. 

Stream relocations and rechannelizations are required for this project. 
Potential impacts which may result from stream relocation include denuded 
soils, stream beds silted, meanders destroyed and habitat displacement. 
Selected Alternate 3 requires that approximately 1,800 feet of Deep Run 
Creek be relocated east of Maryland 104. Additionally Red Hill Branch will 
be piped under the proposed Maryland 100 roadway. Effects to streams will 
be mitigated by replacing meanders, pool to riffle ratio, stream bank 
stabilization with gabion baskets, where necessary, and placing rip-rap in 
stream channel. Co-ordination with environmental agencies will continue in 
the design phase. The relocated portion of the stream will approximate 1800 
feet to the extent possible. 

The hydrologic structures for new stream crossings and replacement of 
existing facilities will be designed to comply with the criteria of the 
Maryland Department of Natural Resources, Water Resources Administration, 
which are in effect at the time the design is performed. Current Water 
Resources Administration criteria require depressing the bottoms of pipes 
hydrologic structures to allow a natural substrate to form. 
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A sediment and erosion control program was adopted by the State Highway 
Administration in 1970. It incorporates the standards and specifications of 
the Soil Conservation Service and specifies procedures and controls to be 
used on highway construction projects. These procedures and controls will 
be stringently applied to limit the generation and transport of silt. 

Impoundments such as sediment ponds will be sized and located so as to 
maintain as much flow as possible, generally by allowing the drainage from 
undisturbed areas to bypass the construction site and go to its natural 
drainage pattern. The construction will be closely monitored to minimize 
debris and control waste areas. With the application of available erosion 
control technology, impacts to surface water quality will be minimal. 

b.  Groundwater 

Potential groundwater effects could result from cut and fill operations 
causing changes in groundwater level and flow. Since the groundwater 
recharge area will be changed by construction of the roadway, improved 
drainage, and reduced vegetation, groundwater levels could be altered in 
certain areas. 

Groundwater quality could be affected by leaching from exposed cuts and 
contamination from de-icing compounds, solvents, trace metals, herbicides, 
etc., associated with highways. 

If it is determined to be required, the State Highway Administration 
will conduct a hydrogeologic study of the area to determine any impacts of 
the project to groundwater. According to recorded prime wells, the depth of 
the water table in the area of the proposed project ranges from 
approximately 70 to 145 feet. Highway cut sections will not be this deep 
and, therefore, will not interface with the water table in the crystalline 
rock. 

3.  Effects on Floodplains and Streams 

The Selected Alternate 3 will cross at least two streams and their 
floodplains. During final design, a detailed hydrologic and hydraulic study 
will be prepared to identify the existing and proposed discharge and floodplains 
for various storm frequencies. Using these studies, the most appropriate 
structure for each floodplain and stream crossing will be determined. 
Preliminary studies indicate that both Red Hill Branch and Deep Run Stream 
crossings could be handled with a 120-inch metal pipe at each location. 
Structures for stream crossing will be placed below the existing stream bed to 
allow a natural stream bottom to form. 

Floodplain and associated wetland encroachment have been reviewed and 
coordinated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for a Section 404 Permit from 
the Corps. 

Selected Alternate 3 will encroach on approximately 4.87 acres of 
floodplains associated with Deep Run Creek and Red Hill Branch. In accordance 
with the requirements of Executive Order 11988 and FHPM 6-7-3-2, the impacts of 
each encroachment were preliminary evaluated to determine its significance. A 
significant encroachment would involve one of the following: 
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1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

High probability of loss of human life 
Likely future damage that could be substantial 
Disruption of an emergency or evacuation route 
Notable adverse impact on "natural and beneficial 
values" 

in cost or extent 

floodplain 

The use of standard hydraulic design techniques for all waterway openings 
will incorporate structures to limit upstream flood level increases and 
approximate existing downstream flow rates. Hydrologic structures will be set 
one foot below the existing invert to allow a natural substrate to form. 

Use of the most advanced sediment and erosion control techniques and 
stormwater management controls available will ensure that none of the 
encroachments will result in risks or impacts to the beneficial floodplain 
values or provide direct or indirect support to further development within the 
floodplain. Preliminary analysis indicates that no significant floodplain 
impacts are expected to occur as a result of the Selected Alternate under 
consideration. Therefore, a floodplain finding will not be required. 
Additional studies, in accordance with Executive Order 11988, are therefore not 
required. 

Both streams are designated Class I - Water Contact for Recreation and 
Aquatic Life, by the Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. As such, 
all in-stream construction may be prohibited from March 1, through June 15, 
inclusive, and stream areas must be stabilized. 

4.  Effects on Wetlands 

Pursuant to Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands, wetland areas 
potentially affected by the proposed project were identified, based on the 
National Wetlands Inventory (U.S.F.W.S.). All of the alternates originally 
considered affect palustrine forested, non-tidal wetlands. Approximate amounts 
of wetlands that may be affected are listed below. The impacted acreage differs 
from those that appeared in the DEIS because of changes in delineations made at 
a subsequent field review with the Army Corps of Engineers. 

Alternates 

No-Build 

Selected 
Alternate 

Wetland Acreage (Approximate) 

0 
18.53 
16.00 

18.03 
18.53 

*A11 alternates assume worst-case impact for Options A&B at 
104, except the Selected Alternate 3 which includes only the 
Option A. 

Maryland 
selected 

Ron Jetman, Department of Natural Resources, stated that trees between the 
road and stream should remain intact and if any are removed, they should be 
replaced. Also it was recommended that pipes be depressed 1 inch beneath the 
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existing stream bed and that gravel be placed in streams relocated as initial 
roughing. The Army Corps of Engineers suggested that Brampton Hills Park be 
considered a possible wetland mitigation site and that sediment traps be 
converted to wetlands. 

A detailed mitigation plan for wetland replacement will be developed during 
the design phase of project planning and coordinated with resource agencies. 

Wetlands potentially impacted by Alternate 3, the Selected Alternate have 
been examined in more detail by field investigation with the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers on November 19 and 20, 1987. Thirteen separate wetland areas have 
been identified along the alternate corridor. These are shown in Figures 5a 
through Figure 5e in Section II. Complete avoidance of these wetlands is not 
possible without numerous residential and commercial relocations and additional 
impact to park property. A complete description of each wetland, its location 
and the associated impacts are found in Table 12. 

Wetlands W-l and W-2 (Figure 5a) are located west of Yorkshire Drive and 
west of Brampton Hills subdivision, respectively. Shifting this segment of the 
Selected Alternate 3 alignment to the east will impact several residences of the 
Brampton Hills subdivision and shifting this alignment to the west will impact 
18 residences of the Columbia Hills subdivision along with impacting additional 
floodplain and wetland areas associated with Red Hill Branch. An eastern shift 
in the selected alignment to completely avoid wetland 1 and 2 will cause 
additional residential impacts which are beyond the limits covered by current 
mapping. 

Wetland W-4 (Figure 5b) is located 500 feet north of Timber Run Valley 
subdivision and behind the athletic field of the Howard High School. This is a 
low lying area which continues in an east-west direction and meanders through 
residential development. Shifting this segment of the Selected Alternate 3 
roadway to the east would impact additional acreage of wetland 4, residences of 
Timber Run Valley subdivision, two residences 250 feet north of Horseshoe Road 
and several residences along Avoca Avenue. A western shift in this selected 
alignment would impact the athletic field and track of Howard High School as 
well as the existing water tower which services the area. Complete avoidance 
cannot be achieved with an eastern shift as a tributary of Red Hill Branch 
parallels selected Alternate 3 on the north side. Complete avoidance of 
wetlands cannot be achieved with a western shift because of commercial 
development, the Howard High School and a water tower. 

Wetland W-5 (Figure 5b) is located slightly west of Oak Run Way of the 
Timber Run Valley subdivision. Shifting to avoid wetland 5 would cause the same 
impact as shifting to avoid wetland W-4. 

Wetland W-6 (Figure 5b) is located in the vicinity of proposed Maryland 100, 
Maryland 108 and Maryland 104. Option 104-A was selected and will be 
implemented as a staged improvement. The immediate improvement will be an at- 
grade intersection, not of the magnitude of Option 104-B. The selection of 
Option 104-A minimizes wetland impacts. Shifting the alignment of proposed 
Maryland 100 to the east would impact 17 residences of the Glenmar Estates 
subdivision. A shift of Maryland 100 to the west would cause impacts to 
residences along Maryland 108 which are beyond the limits of current mapping, 
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TABLE 12 

Description and Classification of Wetlands 

i—» 
10 

Approximate Wetland 
Wetland Dominant Acreage Functional 

No. Location Classification Vegetation Impacted Values 

W-1 & West of Yorkshire W-1 Palustrine Forested W-1 Sycamore, red .76/.30, Habitat for 
W-2 Drive and West of broad leaved deciduous maple, multi-flora respectively aquatic 

Brampton Hill temporary palustrine rose, jewelweed young wildlife or 
subdivision scrub shrub broad leaved 

deciduous temporary 
W-2 Riverine lower peren- 
nial open water permanent 

black willow fisheries 
Flood 
desynchroni- 
zation 
Nutrient 
retention 
Long-term 
sediment 
trapping 

W-3 Wetland W-3 did not meet the U.S. Army Corps of Engineering Criteria for classification as a 
wetland. 

W-4 500 ft. north of Palustrine forested broac Red maple, skunk 1.57 Passive 
Timber Run Valley leaved deciduous seasonal cabbage, high bush recreation 
behind Howard High blueberry area Flood 
School Athletic Flood desyn- 
Field chronizatior 

Sediment 
trapping 
Groundwater 
recharge 

Wetlands 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are associated with Red Hill Branch. These wetlands extend along the stream 
for a great distance (up stream where it enters Little Patuxent River and down stream where it terminates 
just west of Maryland 104). 
Wetlands 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 are associated with Deep Run Creek and extend along the stream 
for a great distance in each direction. 
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TABLE 12 
(Continued) 

Description and Classification of Wetlands 

Approximate Wetland 
Wetland Domi nant Acreage Functional 

No. Location Classification Vegetation Impacted Values 

W-5 Slightly west of Riverine upper perennial Red maple, spice bush. .52 Flood 
Oak Run Way of the open water permanent no tulip bush American desynchroni- 
Timber Run Valley fish beech zation 
subdivision Long-term 

sediment 
trapping 

W-6 Vicinity of Palustrine forested Red maple, sweet gum. 3.09 Sediment 
Option proposed MD Route broad leaved deciduous black gum sedges trapping 
104A 108 and Maryland 

Route 104 
seasonal Nutrient 

retention 
Food chain 
support 



TABLE 12 
(Continued) 

Description and Classification of Wetlands 

Approximate Wetland 
Wetland Domi nant Acreage Functional 

No. Location Classification Vegetation Impacted Values 

W-7 Approximately l.OOC Palustrine forested broac Red maple, sycamore Flood 
feet north of Hunt leaved deciduous desynchron- 
Country Estates temporary zation 
along proposed MD Groundwater 
Route 100 discharge 

Nutrient 
retention 
Sediment 
trapping 

W-8 Approximately 250 Palustrine forested broac Sycamore, green ash. 4.56 Sediment 
feet west of leaved deciduous black willow, red trapping 
Fetlock Court in temporary willow Passive 
Hunt Country recreation 
Estates area Habitat 

Habitat for 
acquitic 
wildlife 
Flood 
desynchroni- 
zation 
Food chain 
support 
Groundwater 
discharge 
Nutrient 
retention 
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TABLE 12 
(Continued) 

Description and Classification of Wetlands 

Approximate Wetland 
Wetland Dominant Acreage Functional 

No. Location Classification Vegetation Impacted Values 

W-9 Approximately 500 Palustrine forested broac Red oak, sycamore Passive 
feet north of leaved deciduous pin oak recreation 
proposed Snowden temporary area 
River Parkway Habitat for 

acquatic 
wildlife 
Flood 
desynchroni- 
zation 

1—1 < Groundwater 
1 
ro di scharge 
r>o Sediment 

trapping 

W-10 Approximately 250 Palustrine scrub-shrub Black willow, cattails Not Habitat for 
feet east of the broad leaved deciduous sedges rushes, red tabulated. aquatic 
tie-in of proposed seasonally saturated willow, monkey flower Option built wildlife 
MD Route 100 with palustrine emergent by others Sediment 
the proposed narrow leaved persisent trapping 
Snowden River seasonally saturated Nutrient 
Parkway Extension Palustrine open water 

man made 
retention 
Food chain 
support 
Groundwater 
di scharge 
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(Continued) 
TABLE 12 

Description and Classification of Wetlands 

i 

Wetland Domi nant 
Approximate 

Acreage 
Wetland 

Functional 
No. Location Classification Vegetation Impacted Values 

W-ll Approximately 1,20C Palustrine forested broac Sweet gum, Red maple 2.09 Habitat for 
feet southeast of leaved deciduous aquatic 
Old Montgomery Rd. temporary wild!ife 

Sediment 
trapping 
Nutrient 
retention 
Food chain 
support 

W-12 Approximately 265 Palustrine forested broac Sweet gum, tulip 2.42 Sediment 
feet east of MD leaved deciduous popular, spice bush. trapping 
Route 103 (Old 
Montgomery Road) 

temporary sedges, sphagnum moss Flood 
desynchori- 
zation 
Nutrient 
retention 
Groundwater 
discharge 
Sediment 
trapping 

W-13 At study limits of Palustrine forested broac Smooth alder sedges. .68 Sediment 
proposed MD Route leaved deciduous rushes jewelweed trapping 
100 and existing 
ramp and roadway 
of Interstate Route 

temporary Flood 
desynchroni- 
zation 

• 

95 Nutrient 
retention 

-^ 
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and increase the amount of wetland acreage impacted. Neither eastern nor 
western shift would completely avoid wetland impacts as it is necessary that a 
ramp be located at Maryland 108. 

Wetland W-7 (Figure 5c-5d) is located approximately 1,000 feet northwest of 
Hunt Country Estates along proposed Maryland 100. These wetlands are associated 
with Deep Run Creek. Shifting this segment of the Selected Alternate 3 
alignment to the east would impact the existing Colonial pipeline and impact 
additional wetlands and floodplain associated with Deep Run Creek areas. 
Shifting this segment of the Selected Alternate 3 alignment to the west would 
impact 66 proposed residences of the Village of Montgomery Run. Because of the 
extent to which these properties have been developed (i.e. site plan approval 
etc.), a shift onto this property would involve substantial acquisition cost 
(more than for vacant land alone). Complete avoidance is not possible without 
the residential impacts noted above. 

Wetland W-8 (Figure 5c-5d) is located approximately 250 feet west of Fetlock 
Court in Hunt Country Estates. Shifting the Selected Alternate 3 alignment to 
the east would impact 9 residences of Hunt Country Estates and impact additional 
wetlands and floodplain areas associated with Deep Run Creek. The selected 
alignment in the vicinity of Wetland #8 is the result of evaluating 4 alignment 
shifts. The selected alignment best minimizes potential impacts to Hunt Country 
Estates, Curtis Lee Farm and the University of Maryland Animal Husbandry Farm in 
addition to the proposed development of the Village of Montgomery Run. Total 
avoidance of Deep Run crossing is not possible as Deep Run flows from the north 
to the south. Shifting the Selected Alternate 3 alignment to the west would 
impact 12 acres of the Curtis Farm and 99 units of Village of Montgomery Run 
currently under construction in addition to impacting additional wetlands and 
floodplains associated with Deep Run Creek. 

Wetland W-9 (Figure 5c) is located approximately 500 feet north of the 
proposed Snowden River Parkway. Shifting this segment of the Selected Alternate 
3 alignment would not decrease impacts to wetlands and floodplains. The 
wetlands and floodplains are associated with Deep Run Creek which flows in a 
north to south direction. It is not possible to avoid crossing Deep Run and its 
associated wetland. Shifting this segment of Selected Alternate 3 to the west 
would not measurably decrease wetland or floodplain impacts. 

Wetland W-10 (Figure 5c-5d) is located approximately 250 feet east of the 
tie-in of Selected Alternate 3 with the proposed Snowden River Parkway 
Extension. Wetland impacts associated with the Snowden River Parkway extension 
will approximate 6.8 acres. There are no final plans for the interchange and it 
is not programed for construction by Howard County. The configuration of the 
interchange given on 5c is only an approximation and is subject to change. 

Wetland W-ll (Figure 5c) is located approximately 1,200 feet south east of 
Old Montgomery Road and is associated with a tributary of Deep Run Creek which 
flows in a north/south direction until it empties into the main stream of Deep 
Run Creek. Shifting the Selected Alternate 3 Maryland 100 alignment east would 
cause additional wetland impacts and residential impacts of the proposed 
Brighfield subdivision. A western shift would result in the alignment impacting 
a greater portion of Deep Run Creek. Total wetland avoidance is not possible 
because of tributaries to Deep Run located all along this section of the 
alignment. 
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Wetland W-12 (Figure 5d) is located approximately 265 feet east of Maryland 
103 (Old Montgomery Road). This wetland is associated with tributaries to Deep 
Run Creek which meander throughout the area of the selected alignment. Shifting 
this selected alignment east would impact residences along Maryland 103 
(Montgomery Road) and planned future housing development (Brightfield). 
Shifting this segment of the selected proposed alignment west would cause 
impacts to three residences along Mullineaux Road and would not measurably 
reduce wetland impacts. 

Wetland W-13 (Figure 5d) is located at the study limit of Selected Alternate 
3 Maryland 100 alignment and the existing ramp and roadway of Interstate 95. 
Shifting this segment of the Selected Alternate 3 alignment east or west would 
require redesigning the existing Interstate 95/Maryland 100 interchange. This 
would result in significant costs to rebuild the interchange. SHA will develop 
wetland mitigation in accordance with Federal and State regulations. 

Based on the above considerations, it is determined that there is no 
practicable alternative to the proposed new construction in wetlands and that 
the proposed action has considered all. practicable measures to minimize harm to 
wetlands which may result from such use. 

Section 404 permits from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will be obtained 
for all filling operations within the wetlands. 

5.  Effects on Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitats 

The Selected Alternate 3 Maryland 100 Extension will have an impact on 
terrestrial habitats. Alternate 3, the selected alternate, will require 
additional right-of-way, much of which would be through woodlands, old fields 
and various wildlife habitat. Terrestrial habitat impacted by the selected 
alternate approximates 56.49 acres. Terrestrial habitat associated with 
alternates dropped from further consideration is as follows: 

Alternate Impact (Acreage Approx.) 

2 
4 
5 

29.12 
28.70 
31.51 

The loss of habitat will be accompanied by a proportional loss in animal 
population inhabitating those areas. Disturbance of large unsegmented tracts 
which provide food cover and relatively unrestricted movement can result in 
adverse effects to wildlife. 

Although most resident forms of vertebrates will move to adjacent habitats 
during construction, these species will likely perish due to competition and the 
fact that these adjacent areas are rapidly developing residential centers. 

While the segmentation will adversely affect animal species that need less 
unbroken tracts, the proposed construction will create additional ecotonal or 
"edge" habitats which will enhance other wildlife populations. 
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Animal population within the area are suppressed because of the growing 
human population and urbanization which have reduced available animal habitat. 

Limiting factors such as existing roads and urbanization will continue to 
restrict the numbers of wildlife in the corridor. 

Coordination with the Maryland State Forester has been initiated. 
Appropriate forestation mitigation will be provided as recommended by the 
Maryland State Forester. 

Sediment and erosion control plans will help minimize the adverse effects of 
construction activities, and proper stormwater management will reduce the amount 
of roadway pollutants which reach streams. Streams in the project area are 
expected to take on the characteristics of other typically stressed suburban 
watersheds. 

Due to DNR's plans to stock Deep Run Creek with anadromous fish, strict 
sediment and erosion control plans will be adheared to to minimize the adverse 
effects of construction activities. State of the art stormwater management 
practices will also reduce the amount of roadway pollutants which reach area 
streams. Other mitigation measures such as plantings along streambank for 
shading and rip-rapping streams to provide riffles for fish will also enhance 
DNR's efforts. 

6.  Effects on Threatened or Endangered Species 

Correspondence with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Maryland 
Department of Natural Resources - Wildlife Administration, indicates there are 
no known population of federally listed threatened or endangered species along 
the study corridor to be impacted by any of the build alternates. 

E. AIR QUALITY IMPACTS 

1.  Analysis Objectives, Methodology, and Results 

The objective of the air quality analysis is to compare the carbon monoxide 
(CO) concentrations estimated to result from traffic configurations and volumes 
of each alternate with the State and National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(S/NAAQS). The NAAQS and SAAQS are identical for CO: 35 ppm (parts per 
million) for the maximum 1-hour period and 9 ppm for the maximum consecutive 
8-hour period. 

A microscale CO pollution diffusion analysis was conducted using the third 
generation California Line Source Dispersion Model, CALINE 3. This microscale 
analysis consisted of projections of 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations at 
sensitive receptor sites under worst case meteorological conditions for the 
No-Build Alternate and the Build Alternates for the design year (2015) and the 
estimated year of completion (1995). 

a.  Analysis Inputs 

A summary of analysis inputs is given below. More detailed information 
concerning these inputs is contained in the Maryland 100 Air Quality 
Analysis which is available for review at the Maryland State Highway 
Administration, 707 North Calvert Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202. 
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Background CO Concentration 

In order to calculate the total concentration of CO which occurs at a 
particular receptor site during worst-case meterological conditions, the 
background CO concentrations are considered in addition to the levels 
directly attributable to the facility under consideration. The background 
levels were derived from the application of rollback methodology to on-site 
monitoring conducted at Fort George G. Meade. The background concentration 
resulting from area-wide emissions from both mobile and stationary sources 
was assumed to be the following: 

CO, ppm 
1-hour 8-hour 

1995 
2015 

3.6 
3.5 

2.0 
1.9 

Traffic Data, Emission Factors, and Speeds 

The appropriate traffic data was 
Highway  Statistics  (July,  1987) 
Administration. 

utilized as supplied 
of  the  Maryland 

by the 
State 

Bureau of 
Highway 

The composite emission factors used in the analysis were derived from 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Mobile Source Emission Factors, 
and were calculated using the EPA MOBILE 3 computer program. An ambient air 
temperature of 20° F was assumed in calculating the emission factors for the 
1-hour analysis and 35° F was used for the 8-hour analysis in order to 
approximate worst-case results for each analysis case. Credit for a vehicle 
inspection maintenance (I/M) emission control program beginning in 1984 was 
included in the emission factor calculations. 

Average vehicle operating speeds used in calculating emission factors 
were based on the capacity of each roadway link considered, the applicable 
speed limit, and external influences on speed through the link from 
immediately adjacent links. Average operating speeds range from 30 mph to 
55 mph depending upon the roadways and alternate under consideration. 

Meteorological Data 

Worst-case meteorological conditions of 1 meter/second for wind speed 
and atmospheric stability class F were assumed for the 1-hour calculations 
and a combination of 1 and 2 meters/second and class D and F stability 
classes as appropriate for the 8-hour calculations. 

The wind directions utilized as part of the analysis were rotated to 
maximize CO concentrations at each receptor location. Wind directions 
varied for each receptor and were selected through a systematic scan of CO 
concentrations association with different wind angles. 
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b.  Sensitive Receptors 

Site selection of sensitive receptors was made on the basis of 
proximity of the roadway, type of adjacent land use, and changes in traffic 
patterns on the roadway network. Nineteen receptor sites were chosen for 
this analysis consisting of thirteen residences, five edge-of-right-of-way 
sites, and a school. The receptor site locations were verified during study 
area visits by the analysis team. The receptor sites are shown on Figures 
5a-5e. 

c.  Results of Microscale Analysis 

The results of the calculations of CO concentrations at each of the 
sensitive receptor sites for the No-Build and Selected Alternate are shown 
on Table 13. The values shown consist of predicted CO concentration 
attributable to traffic on various roadway links plus projected background 
levels. A comparison of the values in Table 11 with the S/NAAQS shows that 
no violations will occur for the No-Build or Selected Alternate; in 1995 or 
2015 for the 1-hour or 8-hour concentrations of CO. The projected CO 
concentrations vary among alternates depending on receptor locations as a 
function of the roadway locations and traffic patterns associated with each 
alternate. 

The Selected Alternate results in higher CO concentrations in 1995 and 
2015 than the No-Build Alternate 

In conclusion, the No-Build Alternate and the Selected Alternate will 
not result in violations of the 1-hour and 8-hour S/NAAQS in 1995 or 2015. 

2. Construction Impacts 

The construction phase of the proposed project has the potential of 
impacting the ambient air quality through such means as fugitive dust from 
grading operations and materials handling. The State Highway Administration has 
addressed this possibility by establishing Standard Specifications for 
Construction and Materials, which specifies procedures to be followed by 
contractors involved in state work. 

The Maryland Bureau of Air Quality Control was consulted to determine the 
adequacy of the Specifications in terms of satisfying the requirements of the 
Regulations Governing the Control of Air Pollution in the State of Maryland. 
The Maryland Bureau of Air Quality Control found that the specifications are 
consistent with the requirements of these regulations. Therefore, during the 
construction period, all appropriate measures (Code of Maryland regulations 
10.18.06.03D) will be taken to minimize the impact on the air quality of the 
area. 

3. Conformity with Regional Air Quality Planning 

The project is in an air quality nonattainment area which has transportation 
control measures in the State Implementation Plan (SIP). This project conforms 
with the SIP since it originates from a conforming transportation improvement 
program. 
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TABLE 13 

Maryland 100 
CO Concentrations * at each site, in ppm 

Receptor 
No. 

2015 1995 
No-Build Build No-Build Bu ild 

1-hour 8-hour 1-hour 8-hour 1-hour 8-hour 1-hour 8-hour 

1 3.5 1.9 5.7 2.3 3.6 2.0 4.3 2.2 
2 5.1 2.2 6.2 2.5 4.2 2.2 4.5 2.1 
3 3.5 1.9 4.8 2.2 3.6 2.0 4.0 2.0 
4 3.5 1.9 4.4 2.1 3.6 2.0 3.8 2.0 
5      - 3.5 1.9 4.9 2.1 3.6 2.0 4.2 2.0 
6 3.5 1.9 6.9 3.0 3.6 2.0 4.7 2.3 
7 3.5 1.9 5.4 2.4 3.6 2.0 4.2 2.2 
8 3.5 1.9 5.7 2.3 3.6 2.0 4.4 2.3 
9 3.5 1.9 6.5 2.5 3.6 2.0 4.6 2.2 

10 3.5 1.9 5.5 2.3 3.6 2.0 4.2 2.2 
11 3.5 1.9 5.5 2.3 3.6 2.0 4.2 2.2 
12 3.5 1.9 6.7 2.5 3.6 2.0 4.5 2.2 
13 3.5 1.9 5.9 2.3 3.6 2.0 4.2 2.2 
14 3.5 1.9 5.6 2.3 3.6 2.0 4.1 2.0 
15 3.5 1.9 6.3 2.4 3.6 2.0 4.4 2.2 
16 3.5 1.9 4.8 2.1 3.6 2.0 4.0 2.1 
17 11.3 3.4 3.5 1.9 8.0 3.1 3.6 2.0 
18 5.6 2.3 6.5 2.4 4.6 2.2 4.7 2.3 
19 4.5 2.1 5.1 2.1 4.0 2.0 4.2 2.0 

* Including Background                 The S/NAAQS for CO: 
Concentrations:                          Hour = 35 ppm 
1-hour 8-hour                              8-hour = 9 pp, 

1995 3.6        2.0 
2015 3.5 1.9 
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4.  Agency Coordination 

Copies of the Technical Air Quality Analysis have been circulated to the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Maryland Air Management 
Administration for review and comment. 

F. NOISE IMPACT ANALYSIS 

1.  Introduction 

The factors which will be considered when determining whether mitigation 
will be required and whether the mitigation will be considered reasonable and 
feasible will be: 

0 Whether Federal Highway Administration Noise Abatement Criteria are 
approached or exceeded; 

Noise abatement measures (in general, noise barriers) are considered to 
minimize impacts. Consideration is based on the size of the impacted 
area (number of structures, spatial distribution of structures, etc.), 
the predominant activities carried on within the area, the visual 
impact of the control measure, practicality of construction, 
feasibility, and reasonableness; 

The Noise Abatement Criteria for residential areas is 67 decibels. The 
land use adjacent to the study section of Maryland 100 is primarily 
residential; 

0 Whether a substantial (10 dBA or more) noise increase of Build over 
ambient levels would occur; 

0 Whether a substantial noise increase would result from the highway 
project—minimum of 4 dBA increase—of Build over No-Build levels would 
occur in the design year of the project; 

0   Whether a feasible meathod is available to reduce the noise; 

0 Whether the noise mitigation is cost-effective for those receptors that 
are impacted — approximately $40,000 per impacted residence; 

0   Whether the mitigation is acceptable to impacted property owners; 

0 Whether the majority of the impacted residences were constructed before 
or after the opening of the highway. 

An effective barrier should, in general, extend in both directions to four 
times the distance between receiver and roadway (source). The Maryland State 
Highway Administration designs noise barriers to achieve a 7-10 dBA reduction in 
the noise level as a preliminary design goal. However, any impacted noise 
receptor which will receive a 5 decibel reduction is considered when determining 
the cost effectiveness of a barrier. 
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Cost effectiveness is determined by dividing the total number of impacted 
sensitive sites in a specified noise sensitive area, that will receive at least 
a 5 dBA reduction of noise levels, into the total cost of the noise mitigation. 
For the purpose of comparison, a total cost of $27 per square foot is assumed to 
estimate total barrier cost. This cost figure is based upon current costs 
experienced by the Maryland State Highway Administration and includes the cost 
of panels, footing, drainage, landscaping, and overhead. The State Highway 
Administration has established approximately $40,000 per residence protected as 
being the maximum cost for a barrier to be considered reasonable. 

Consideration is based on the size of the impacted area (number of 
structures, spatial distribution of structures, etc.), the predominant 
activities carried on within the area, the visual impact of the control measure, 
practicality of construction, feasibility, and reasonableness. A reasonableness 
determination includes consideration of the effects on noise levels of the 
project when comparing the Build Alternate to the No-Build Alternate, the cost- 
per-residence, and community desires. 

2. No-Build Alternate 

Evaluation of the No-Build Alternate was performed to determine the future- 
year (2015) noise levels of residences along existing major roadways. The 
No-Build Alternate assumes that no roadway improvements other than normal 
maintenance will occur within the project area. Under the No-Build Alternate, 
two of the three noise receptors will experience design-year (2015) Lgq's above 
the FHWA's criteria; however, one of the three receptors has an ambient level 
currently above the 67 dBA level. None of the three sites' future-year levels 
exceeds an ambient increase of 10 dBA. Noise sensitive receptor 17 was selected 
as a No-Build receptor because noise levels at this site reflect the noise 
levels expected if Maryland 100 were not constructed. A Build noise level 1-3 
dBA lower than the No-Build level could be expected. 

3. Selected Alternate 3 

Construction of the proposed highway will substantially increase the noise 
levels within the project corridor. Of the eighteen noise sensitive receptors 
modeled under this alternate, the future-year (2015) noise levels of fourteen of 
these NSR's will exceed the FHWA's noise abatement criteria for Category B 
Activities. Noise levels at 15 of the 18 receptors will increase over ambient 
levels by 10 dBA or more. Predicted future-year (2015) LeqS ranged from a 
minimum of 62 dBA at NSR 3 to a maximum of 77 dBA at NSR 6. 

The results of the modeling analysis for each noise receptor are contained 
in Table 14. The following subsections describe the individual barrier heights 
relative to existing ground elevations, modeling results both with and without 
the barrier, and the noise receptors to be protected by each barrier. 

Noise mitigation measures for the Brightfield and Montgomery Run 
Subdivisions are not considered part of the Maryland 100 project. Brightfield 
and Montgomery Run communities were planned and constructed after Maryland 100 
was placed on the Howard County General Plan and noise mitigation for these 
communities is considered to be the responsibility of the developer and should 
be addressed during the county subdivision review process. 
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TABLE 14 

Maryland 100 
Project Noise Levels 

Design Year (2015) Leci 
Noise 

Receptor Description 
Ambient Leq 

No-Build Build 

1 Residence 49 72 
2 Residence 55 61 64 
3 Residence 53 __ 62 
4 IL Historic 49 -- 63 
5 Residence 49 -- 68 
6 R.O.W. 49 -- 77 
7 Residence 51 -- 72 
8 Residence 51 -- 69 
9 School 53 -- 74 

10 Residence 59 -- 72 
11 R.O.W. 59 -- 74 
12 R.O.W. 59 -- 76 
13 Residence 50 -- 72 
14 Residence 51 — 69 
15 R.O.W. 51 -- 73 
16 R.O.W. 51 -- 69 
17 Residence 70 70 — 

18 Residence 65 68 70 
19 Residence 55 -- 66 

Noise Sensitive Area A (Noise Receptors 1, 19) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

Projected 2015 noise levels for Noise Receptor 1 would be 5 dBA above the 
noise abatement criteria. In addition, the projected 2015 noise level for Noise 
Receptor 19 would be 11 dBA above the ambient level. A 2015 No-Build level was 
not analyzed for these receptors as they are not located in close proximity to 
an existing roadway. 

A barrier for noise sensitive area "A" would be located south of proposed 
Maryland 100 and west of Interstate 95 in the area of Mullineaux Road and would 
only provide protection for four residences of Mullineaux Road (NSA 1). 

This barrier would begin approximately 110 
proposed roadway at the right-of-way and continue 
1,300 feet before terminating. 

feet from the edge of the 
along the right-of-way for 

The average height of this wall would be approximately 16.75 feet and would 
have a total length of 1,300 feet. Using a $27 per-square-foot multiplier, this 
barrier would cost approximately $587,500 to construct. Only four (4) 
residences with projected levels at or above criteria will receive a 5 dBA 
attenuation from this barrier, thus yielding a cost-per-residence value of 
$146,900. Within noise sensitive Area A, four residences will have build noise 
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A.  Glossary of Terms 
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Arterial Highway 

Association 

Auxiliary Lane 

Average Daily Traffic 

Benthic 

Biota 

Climax 

Community 

Control of Access 

Density 

Design Hour Volume 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

- A highway primarily for through-traffic, 
usually on a continuous route. 

- A natural unit of vegetation characterized 
by the presence or dominance of certain 
species and identified by those species. 

- The portion of roadway adjoining the traveled 
way for parking, speed change, or for other 
purposes supplementary to the through-traffic 
movement. 

- The total volume of auto and truck traffic 
passing a given point in both directions 
during a given time period (greater than one 
day and less than one year) in whole days, 
divided by the number of days in that time 
period. 

- The bottom of an aquatic habitat, including 
the rocks, sand, and other materials. 

- The total set of all organisms, both plant 
and animal, microscopic to macroscopic. 

- A community which has reached relative 
constancy or stability of species composition. 

• The collection of plants and/or animals 
which exist in a particular location or 
habitat. 

• Full-Complete restriction of access on a 
through facility except at interchanges. 
Grade separations for all crossings. 

Uncontrolled: Access control limited only to 
safe geometries. All crossroads, driveways, 
etc. may have points of ingress or egress. 

Refers to the number of organisms per unit 
area, assuming an even distribution. 

ftie percent of average daily traffic (ADT) 
generally accepted as the criterion used in 
the geometric design of rural and urban 
highways. Ideally the 30th highest hourly 
volume during a year, the DHV is commonly 
found to vary from 8Z to 12Z of the ADT. 
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Design Speed 

Endangered 

Fauna 

Flora 

Grade Separation 

- A speed selection for purposes of design and 
correlation of those geometric features of a 
highway such as curvature and sight distance, 
upon which safe operations is dependent. 

- An organism of very limited numbers which 
may be subject to extinction, and is protected 
by law under the Endangered Species Act. 

- The animal life of an area. 

- The plant life of an area. 

- Bridge structure such as an underpass or 
overpass that vertically separates two or 
more intersecting roadways, thus permitting 
traffic to cross without interference. 

Habitat The physical, chemical and biological fac- 
tors which comprise the area where a plant 
or animal lives. 

Herbaceous 

Housing of Last Resort 

A non-woody plant. 

A Maryland SHA program to rehouse people who 
are displaced by right-of-way acquisition 
for highway projects when the cost to do so 
exceeds the limits of the Uniform Relocation 
Act. 

Hydric A very wet habitat, often with high ground 
water and saturated soils. 

Invertebrate 

Level of Service 

Refers to animals without internal, 
skeletal systems. 

hard 

Measure of the conditions under which a 
roadway operates as it accommodates various 
traffic volumes. Influencing factors 
include speed, travel time, traffic interrup- 
tions, maneuvering freedom, safety, driving 
comfort, economy, and, of course, the volume 
of traffic. 

Levels of Service on expressways and freeways 
with uninterrupted flow conditions are 
ranked from A to F (best to worst) as follows: 

Level A - free traffic flow, low volumes, 
high speeds. 

Level B - stable traffic flow, some speed 
restrictions. 
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-  Level    C. 

volumes. 
stable flow, increasing traffic 

Major Highway 

Median 

Old Field 

Outcropping 

Right-of-tfay (R/W) 

Section 4(f) 

Sensitive 

Strata 

Stream Bed 

- LfiVftl T? - approaching unstable flow, heavy 
traffic volumes, decreasing speeds. 

-Level K - low speeds, high traffic volumes 
approaching roadway capacity; temporary 
delays. 

- Level F - forced traffic flow at low speeds; 
low volumes and high densities; frequent 
delays. 

- An arterial highway with intersections at- 
grade and direct access to abutting property, 
and on which geometric design and traffic 
control measures are used to expedite the 
safe movement of through-traffic. 

- That portion of a divided highway separating 
the travelled ways for traffic in opposite 
directions. 

- A shrubby thicket community of grasses and 
saplings which is succeeded.from pasture and 
toward woodland. 

- A visible aggregation of rocks or boulders 
above the soil surface. 

- The outer limits inside which the State owns 
and maintains for a highway facility. 

- Section 4(f) of the Department of Transporta- 
tion Act requires that publicly owned land 
from a park, recreation area, wildlife and/ 
or waterfowl refuge, or historic site of 
national, state or local significance can be 
used only if there is no feasible and 
prudent alternative to its use, and if the 
project includes all possible planning to 
minimize harm to "4(f) lands." 

- An organism or community very susceptible to 
environmental changes. 

- Layer of material. 

- The physical limit of a stream, its channel, 
and associated substrate. 
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Stream Relocation The process involving the movement of a 
flowing stream from its present channel to a 
different channel. 

Succession 

Understory 

Unique 

Chronologic change of community types over 
time, proceeding toward a stable ultimate 
community termed the climax. 

Shrubs and small trees growing under the 
larger tree canopy. 

An organism or community of an unususal 
nature and whose existence is dependent on a 
narrow range of specific needs, and is 
intolerable of environments which don't meet 
those needs. 

Wetlands Areas that are inundated by surface or 
groundwater with a frequency sufficient to 
support, and under normal circumstances, 
does or would support a prevalence of 
vegetative or aquatic life that requires 
saturated or seasonally saturated soil 
conditions for growth and reproduction. 
Vetlands generally include swamps, marshes, 
bogs, and similar areas such as sloughs, 
potholes, wet meadows, river overflows, mud 
flats and natural ponds. 
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B.      Siimmary  of  Relocation 
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Attachment for Environmental 
Impact Documents 

Revised: November 29, 1985 
Bureau of Relocation Assistance 

'SUMMARY OF THE RELOCATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OF THE 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION OF MARYLAND1 

All State Highway Administration projects must comply with the provisions 
of the •Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies 
Act of 1970" (Public Law 91-646) and amendments of 1987, and/or the Annotated 
Code of Maryland, Real Property, Title 12, Subtitle 2, Sections 12-201 thru_ 
12-212. The Maryland Department of Transportation, State Highway 
Administration, Bureau of Relocation Assistance, administers the Relocation 
Assistance Program in the State of Maryland. 

The provisions of the Federal and State Law require the State Highway 
Administration to provide payments and services to persons displaced by a 
public project. The payments that are provided include replacement housing 
payments and/or moving costs. The maximum limits of the replacement housing 
payments are $15,000 for owner-occupants and $4,000 for tenant-occupants. 
Certain payments may also be made for increased mortgage interest costs 
and/or incidental expenses, provided that the total of all housing benefits 
does hot exceed the above mentioned limits. In order to receive these 
payments, the displaced person must occupy decent, safe and sanitary 
replacement housing. In addition to the replacement housing payments 
described above, there are also moving cost payments to persons, businesses, 
farms and non-profit organizations. Actual moving costs for residences 
include actual moving costs up to 50 miles or a schedule moving cost payment, 
including a dislocation allowance, up to $500. 

The moving cost payments to businesses are broken down into several 
categories, which include actual moving expenses and payments "in lieu of" 
actual moving expenses. the owner of a displaced business is entitled to 
receive a payment for actual reasonable moving and related expenses in moving 
his business, or personal property; actual direct losses of tangible personal 
property; and actual reasonable expenses for searching for a replacement 
site. 

The actual reasonable moving expenses may be paid for a move by a 
commercial mover or for a self-move. Generally, payments for the actual 
reasonable expenses are limited to a 50 mile radius. The expenses claimed 
for actual cost commercial moves must be supported by receipted bills. An 
inventory of the items to be moved must be prepared in all cases. In self- 
moves, the State will negotiate an amount for payment, not to exceed the 
lowest acceptable bid obtained. The allowable expenses of a self-move may 
include amounts paid for equipment hired, the cost of using the business own 
vehicles or equipment, wages paid to persons who physically participate in 
the move, the cost of actual supervision of the move, replacement insurance 
for the personal property moved, costs of licenses or permits required, and 
other related expenses. 
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In addition to the actual moving expenses mentioned above, the displaced 
business is entitled to receive a payment for the actual direct losses of 
tangible personal property that the business is entitled to relocate but 
elects not to move. These payments may only be made after an effort by the 
owner to sell the personal property involved. The costs of the sale are also 
reimbursable moving expenses. If the business is to be reestablished, and 
the personal property is not moved but is replaced at the new location, the 
payment would be the lesser of the replacement cost minus the net proceeds 
of sale (or trade-in value) or the estimated cost of moving the item. If the 
business is being discontinued or the item is not to be replaced in the 
reestablished business, the payment will be the lesser of the difference 
between the value of the item for continued use in place and the net proceeds 
of the sale or the estimated cost of moving the item. When personal property 
is abandoned without an effort by the owner to dispose of the property for 
sale, unless permitted by the State, the owner will not be entitled to moving 
expenses, or losses for the item involved. 

The owner of a displaced business may be reimbursed for the actual 
reasonable expenses in searching for a replacement business up to $1,000. 
All expenses must be supported by receipted bills. Time spent in the actual 
search may be reimbursed on an hourly basis, within the maximum limit. 

In lieu of the payments described above, the business may elect to 
receive a payment equal to the average annual net earnings of the business. 
Such payment shall not be less than $2,500 nor more than $10,000. In order 
to be entitled to this payment, the State must determine that the business 
cannot be relocated without a substantial loss of its existing patronage, the 
business is not part of a commercial enterprise having at lease ont other 
establishment in the same or similar business that is not being acquired, and 
the business contributes materially to the income of a displaced owner during 
the tow taxable years prior to displacement. 

Considerations in the State's determination of loss of existing patronage 
are the type of business conducted by the displaced business and the nature 
of the clientele. The relative importance of the present and proposed 
locations to the displaced business, and the availability of suitable 
replacement sites are also factors. 

In order to determine the amount of the "in lieu of" moving expenses 
payment, the average annual net earnings of the business is considered to be 
one-half of the net earnings, before taxes, during the two taxable years 
immediately preceding the taxable year in which the business is relocated. 
If the two taxable years are not representative, the State may use another 
two-year period that would be more representative. Average annual net 
earnings include any compensation paid by the business to the owner, his 
spouse, or his dependents during the period. Should a business be in 
operation less than two years, the owner of the business may still be 
eligible to receive the "in lieu of" payment. In all cases, the owner of the 
business must provide information to support its net earnings, such as income 
tax returns, for the tax years in question. 
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For displaced faras and non-profit organizations, the actual reasonable 
moving costs generally up to 50 miles, actual direct losses of tangible 
personal property, and searching costs are paid. The "in lieu of" actual 
moving costs payments provide that the State may determine that a displaced 
farm may be paid from a minimum of $2,500 to a maximum of 410,000, based upon 
the net income of the farm, provided that the farm has been discontinued or 
relocated. In some cases, payments "in lieu of" actual moving costs may be 
made to farm operations that are affected by a partial acquisition. A non- 
profit organization is eligible to receive "in lieu of* actual moving cost 
payments, in the amount of $2,500. 

A more detailed explanation of the benefits and payments available to 
displaced persons, businesses, farms, and non-profit organizations is 
available in Relocation Brochures that will be distributed at the public 
hearings for this project and will also be given to displaced persons 
individually in the future along with required preliminary notice of possible 
displacement. 

In the event comparable replacement housing is not available to rehouse 
persons displaced by public projects or that available replacement housing 
is beyond their financial means, replacement "housing as a last resort" 
will be utilized to accomplish the rehouse. Detailed studies must be 
completed by the State Highway Administration before "housing as a last 
resort" can be utilized. 

The "Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970" requires that the State Highway Administration shall 
not proceed with any phase of any project which will cause the relocation of 
any persons, or proceed with any construction project, until it has furnished 
satisfactory assurances that the above payments will be provided and that all 
displaced persons will be satisfactorily relocated to comparable decent, 
safe, and sanitary housing within their financial means or that such housing 
is in place and has been made available to the displaced person. 
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levels greater than or equal to 67 dBA. One residence will have a build noise 
level increase of 10 or more decibels above its ambient noise level. Of the 
five impacted residences, one will not receive the minimum of 5 decibels of 
insertion loss from the described barrier. 

Noise Sensitive Area B (Noise Receptor 5) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for Noise Receptor 5 would be 1 dBA above the 
noise abatement criteria. A 2015 No-Build level was not analyzed for this 
receptor as it is not located in close proximity to an existing roadway. 

A barrier for Noise Sensitive Area "B" would be located north of proposed 
Maryland 100, between Old Montgomery Road and Maryland 104. This barrier would 
provide protection for residences along Fetlock Court (NSA 5). 

This barrier would begin 500 feet from the cul-de-sac of Fetlock Court along 
the shoulder of westbound Maryland 100. The barrier would extend to the east 
along the roadway shoulder for 500 feet and then cut back to the right-of-way. 
It would then continue along the right-of-way for the remaining 1,175 feet. 

The total length of this barrier is 1,675 feet with an average wall height 
of 18 feet. This barrier will cost approximately $814,500 to construct, and 
provide attenuation for three (3) residences at or above criteria. The cost- 
per-residence was calculated to be $271,500. Within noise sensitve area B, 
three residences will have build noise levels greater than or equal to 67 dBA. 
Eleven (11) residences will have a build noise level increase of 10 or more 
decibels above their ambient noise level. Of the 14 impacted residences, 11 
will not receive the minimum of 5 decibels of insertion loss from the described 
barrier. The modeling results for this barrier, which include future-year Lgq's 
both with and without the barrier as well as the associated attenuation are 
contained in Table 15. This barrier is not considered reasonable. 

Noise Sensitive Area C (Noise Receptors 7, 18) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise levels for Noise Receptors 7 and 18 would be 3 dBA 
and 5 dBA above the noise abatement criteria, respectively. A design year 
No-Build level was not analyzed for Noise Receptor 7 as it is not located in 
close proximity to an existing roadway. 

A barrier at this location would be north of the westbound lanes of Maryland 
100, east of Maryland 104. This barrier is designed to provide protection for 
the residences of Mitzy Drive and Mitzy Lane (Noise Receptor 7). This wall 
would also attenuate noise received by Noise Receptor 18; however, due to the 
extensive noise contributions from Maryland 104, it was determined that 
abatement for Noise Receptor 18 was not feasible. 

This barrier would begin 50 feet from the shoulder of Maryland 104, along 
the right-of-way line. It would continue along the right-of-way line for 1,200 
feet, transiting to the edge of the shoulder of the westbound lanes of Maryland 
100. From here, the barrier would parallel the shoulder of the westbound lanes 
for the remaining 1,000 feet. 
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The total length of this barrier is approximately 2,400 feet with an average 
wall height of 16.5 feet. Using the $27 per-square-foot multiplier the total 
cost of this wall would be $1,068,500. Fourteen (14) residences with projected 
future-year (2015) Leq levels at or above criteria will receive a 5 dBA 
reduction from this barrier. Within noise sensitive Area C, nine residences 
will have build noise levels greater than or equal to 67 dBA. Six residences 
will have a build noise level increase of 10 or more decibels above their 
ambient noise level. Of the 15 impacted residences, one will not receive the 
minimum of 5 decibels of insertion loss from the described barrier. The cost- 
per-residence of approximately $76,300 would be provided by this barrier. Table 
15 contains the modeling results for the Noise Receptors protected by this 
barrier. This barrier is not considered reasonable. 

Noise Sensitive Area D (Noise Receptor 8) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for Noise Receptor 8 is 2 dBA above the Noise 
Abatement Criteria. A design year No-Build level was not analyzed as it is not 
located in close proximity to an existing roadway. 

A barrier at this location would be located north of proposed Maryland 100, 
west of Maryland 104. This barrier would provide protection for the residences 
of Spruce Run Way and Pine Run Court (Noise Receptor 8). 

This barrier would begin 800 feet east of the dead end of the Oak Run Way, 
approximately ten feet from the shoulder of the westbound lanes of the proposed 
roadway. It would continue eastward along the shoulder of the roadway for 850 
feet, where it would be parallel the shoulder of the proposed ramp from Maryland 
104 to westbound Maryland 100. It would then continue along the ramp for 650 
feet before terminating. 

With an average wall height of 13.6 feet and a total length of 1,500 feet, 
the construction cost would be approximately $550,500. Providing at least a 5 
dBA attenuation for 11 residences that have noise levels that are at or exceed 
criteria before mitigation, the cost-per-residence is approximately $50,000. 
Within noise sensitive Area D, 11 residences will have build noise levels 
greater than or equal to 67 dBA. Six residences will have a build noise level 
increase of 10 or more decibels above their ambient noise level. Of the 17 
impacted residences, six will not receive the minimum of 5 decibels of insertion 
loss from the described barrier. The results of the modeling analysis for this 
barrier are contained in Table 15. This barrier is not considered reasonable. 

Noise Sensitive Area E (Noise Receptor 10) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for Noise Receptor 10 is 5 dBA above the 
Noise Abatement Criteria. A design year No-Build level was not analyzed for 
this receptor as it is not located in close proximity to an existing roadway. 

A barrier at this location would be located north of proposed Maryland 100, 
and would provide protection for the residences of Avoca Road (Noise Receptor 
10). 

This barrier would begin 700 feet east on Avoca Road adjacent to the right- 
of-way line. It would parallel the right-of-way line in an easterly direction 
for 800 feet. From here, the barrier would begin to transition to the edge of 
the shoulder of the westbound lanes for the remaining 700 feet of the length. 
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With a total length of 1,500 feet and an average wall height of 12 feet, the 
total construction cost would be approximately $480,200. A total of three 
residences with projected noise levels at or above criteria would receive a 5 
dBA or more attenuation. The cost-per-residence is estimated to be 
approximately $160,100. Within noise sensitve area E, three residences will 
have build noise levels greater than or equal to 67 dBA. No residence will have 
a build noise level increase of 10 or more decibels above its ambient noise 
level. Of the three impacted residences, all will receive the minimum of 5 
decibels of insertion loss from the described barrier. Table 15 contains the 
modeling results for this barrier. This barrier is not considered reasonable. 

Noise Sensitive Area F (Noise Receptor 13) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for Noise Receptor 13 is 5dBA above the Noise 
Abatement Criteria. A design year No-Build level was not analyzed as it is not 
located in close proximity to an existing roadway. 

A barrier for this area would be located north of the westbound lanes of 
proposed Maryland 100, between Maryland 104 and U.S. 29. This barrier would 
provide protection for the residences in the area of Kirkstall Road (NSA 13). 

This barrier would be 2,200 feet in total length, and would begin 900 feet 
west of the end of Kirkstall Road. Beginning at the right-of-way, the. wall 
would follow the right-of-way eastward for 950 feet, would bend toward the 
shoulder of the westbound lanes of Maryland 100. The barrier would then follow 
the roadway approximately ten feet from the shoulder for 1.050 feet before 
terminating. 

The average wall height of this barrier would be 16.3 feet, and total 
construction costs of this wall, using the $27 per-square-foot multiplier, will 
be approximately $968,000. A total of 13 residences would benefit from this 
barrier. Nine of these residences would have projected levels of 67 dBA or 
greater and receive a 5-dBA reduction. An additional four residences would have 
projected 10-dBA or more increases over ambient levels and would receive a 5-dBA 
attenuation. Of the 13 impacted residences, all will receive the minimum of 5 
decibels of insertion loss from the described barrier. The cost-per-residence 
will be approximately $74,500. Modeling analysis results for this barrier are 
contained in Table 15. This barrier is not considered reasonable. 

Noise Sensitive Area G (Noise Receptor 14) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for this noise receptor is 2 dBA above the 
Noise Abatement Criteria. A design year No-Build level was not analyzed for 
this receptor as it is not located in close proximity to an existing roadway. 

A barrier for this area would be located approximately 4,000 feet east of 
U.S. 29, south of the eastbound lanes of proposed Maryland 100. This wall would 
provide protection for the residences of Dapple Court (NSA 14). 

This barrier would begin approximately 800 feet west of the cul-de-sac of 
Dapple Court, and follow the right-of-way line eastward for 500 feet, then 
northward to the shoulder of the eastbound lanes of proposed Maryland 100. This 
barrier would parallel the roadway for the remaining length approximately 10 to 
25 feet from the edge of shoulder. 
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With a total length of 2,050 feet and an average wall height of 14.3 feet, 
this barrier would cost approximately $790,500 to construct. A total of six 
residences would benefit from this barrier. Three residences would have 
projected levels of 67 dBA or greater and would receive a 5-dBA reduction. An 
additional three residences would have projected 10-dBA or more increases over 
ambient levels and receive a 5-dBA reduction. Within noise sensitive Area G 
three residences will have build noise levels greater than or equal to 67 dBA. 
beven residences will have a build noise level increase of 10 or more decibels 
above their ambient noise level. Of the ten impacted residences, four will not 
receive the rmmmum of 5 decibels of insertion loss from the described barrier. 
Therefore, the cost-per-residence for this barrier is estimated to be 
approximately $131,800. Table 15 contains the modeling analysis results for 
this barrier. This barrier is not considered reasonable. 

Noise Sensitive Area H (Noise Receptor 12) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for noise receptor 12 is 9 dBA above the 
Noise Abatement Criteria. 

This receptor is is located approximately 8,000 feet east of U.S. 29, south 
of the eastbound lanes of proposed Maryland 100. This site represents a planned 
office research park. Considering this is a commercial area, noise abatement is 
not being considered. 

Noise Sensitive Area I (Noise Receptor 11) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for Noise Receptor 11 is 7 dBA above the 
Noise Abatement Criteria. 

This receptor is located approximately 8,000 feet east of U.S. 29 north of 
the westbound lanes of proposed Maryland 100. This is an edge of right-of-way 
site which represents Section 4 of the Brampton Hills Residential development. 
At the time of this study, there were no development plans, therefore, no 
mitigation is considered. 

Noise Sensitive Area J (Noise Receptor 9) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

The projected 2015 noise level for Noise Receptor 9 is 7 dBA above the Noise 
Abatement Criteria. 

m, Noi
n
se R^eptor 9 is located south of proposed Maryland 100, west of Maryland 

104. A barrier would provide protection for the recreation area (ballfield) 
associated with the Howard High School, the most severely noise impacted area. 
A barrier could be located along the right-of-way line to obtain optimal 
benefit. 

A barrier 925 feet in length and 16 feet in height will be needed to reduce 
projected noise levels of 74dBA 10 decibels at the most severely impacted area. 
Resulting noise levels will range from 63 to 66 dBA. The cost of the barrier 
system will be approximately $399,600 or $39,960 per residence, based on the 
equivalent value of 10 residences protected. 
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Noise Sensitive Area K (Noise Receptors 4, 6) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

Noise Receptors 4 and 6 are located south of proposed Maryland 100, between 
Old Montgomery Road and Maryland 104. Noise sensitive receptor 4 is the 
Woodlawn, a national register eligible historic site. This site will not be 
affected by noise. Noise sensitive receptor 6 is an edge of right-of-way site 
which will be developed; however, mitigation will be provided by the developer. 

Noise Sensitive Area l_ (Noise Receptors 2 and 3) [See Figures 20 thru 
23] 

Noise Receptors 2 and 3 are located north of proposed Maryland 100, west of 
Meadowridge Road. Noise levels for the area do not approach or exceed 67 dBA, 
therefore mitigation is not considered. 

Noise Sensitive Area M (Noise Receptor 16) [See Figures 20 thru 23] 

Noise Receptor 16 is located south of the eastbound lanes of proposed 
Maryland 100. This is an edge of right-of-way site representative of 
Meadowbrook Farms, land to be transferred to the county to replace parkland 
impacted. No mitigation is planned. 

No recreational activities are currently in existence or proposed in this 
area, and future development of a park plan should take into consideration the 
presence of a highway and facilities could be planned that would be compatible 
with the existence of a highway. 

4.  Earth Berm Feasibility 

The State Highway Administration recommends that earth berms be further 
studied during design if the soil is available to provide full noise mitigation 
for Hunt Country Estates, Glen Mar, Timber Run, Avoca and Brampton Hill. In 
addition, partial berms and landscape plantings are to be studied for Mullineaux 
Road and Columbia Hills. The Maryland 100 project has been designed to provide 
excess excavation in an effort to provide sufficient soil for the construction 
of earth berms. 

As an alternate to full noise wall abatement, the option of constructing an 
earthen berm to lower costs was analyzed. This process considered the placement 
of a berm within State right-of-way and locating a noise wall on top of this 
berm to lessen the area of noise wall required, and therefore, the cost-per- 
residence. Additionally, a berm-only scenerio was analyzed to determine if it 
could provide full abatement without the use of a noise wall. This study 
considered the impact on easements and changes that would result to adjacent 
wetlands and the highway design. 

The cost estimates were based on the area of noise wall required at $27 per- 
square-foot, the landscaping costs that varied with berm length, the cost of 
easements at $35,000 per-acre and additional costs that would be specific by 
area (i.e. culvert extensions, etc.). The cost of fill material was estimated 
at $2 per-cubic-yard. This cost was included for one cost estimate and not 
included for another where the assumption of no cost would result due to the 
quantity of waste material that is present in this project. 
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The following summarizes each berm study. 

Noise Sensitive Area A (Receptors 1, 19) 

The placement of a berm within the right-of-way for the protection of the 
residences along Mullineaux Road will require approximately 8,100 cubic yards of 
fill. This berm will require a noise wall at a cost of $378,700 in additional 
cost. The total cost to maintain abatement with the right-of-way would be 
$415,200 or $103,800 per residence. Without fill costs, the cosrt-per-residence 
will be approximately $99,800. Landscaping costs are estimated at $20,200. 

For full abatement with a berm an easement of 1.21 acres will be required. 
The quantity of fill material will be approximately 29,700 cubic yards. The 
landscaping costs are estimated at $20,200. This results in a total cost of 
approximately $122,000 or $30,500 per-residence. Without fill costs, the cost- 
per-residence will be approximately $15,700. However, the easement required to 
obtain this berm will require the taking of a residence and is therefore not 
considered a feasible option. 

Noise Sensitive Area B (Receptor 5) 

The proximity of this area to wetlands will not allow for full abatement 
with earthen berms. A berm within the right-of-way will also be constrained by 
the wetlands area and with the combined cost of the required noise wall could 
not be cost effective. The cost of the noise wall by itself results in cost- 
per-residence of over $68,000. Therefore, it is not considered feasible to 
build a berm with the right-of-way that will not impact the wetlands to lessen 
the visual impact of the project. The cost of this, for fill material and 
landscaping will be approximately $83,400 or $27,800 per residence. 

Noise Sensitive Area C (Receptors 7, 18) 

The cost to abate noise impact within the State right-of-way will be 
approximately $52,300 per-residence including fill costs. Without the cost of 
fill, the cost-per-residence will be only approximately $35,300. These costs 
result from 69,900 cubic yards of fill, landscaping costs at $37,900, 5,300 
square feet of noise wall and 1,800 linear feet of jersey barrier. 

To provide protection with a berm by itself, an easement of 0.575 acres will 
be needed. This would come from the backyards of those residences that abut the 
right-of-way in the Glen Mar subdivision. Additionally 79,900 cubic yards of 
fill will be needed, 1,800 linear feet of jersey barrier and landscaping at a 
cost of approximately $37,900. The resultant cost-per-residence is $38,500 with 
fill cost or $18,500 without. 
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TABLE 15 

Earth Berm Feasibility 
Maryland 100 

Summary of Results 

Noise 
Sensitive 
Area 
Berm Receptor 

Number of 
Protected 
Residences 

Cost-Per- Residence3 

Berm Within R.O.W. 
W/ Wall Berm with Easement 

With Fill 
Cost 

Without 
Fill Cost 

With Fill 
Cost 

Without 
Fill Cost 

A 1 4 103,800 99,800 30,500b **15,700b 

B 5 3 96,100 75,100 46,200 ** 9,300 

C 7 14 52,300 **35,300 38,500 18,500 

D 8 11 33,300 **25,700 23,300 11,700 

E 10 3 56,900 
39,700c 

45,800 
**25,200c 

26,700b 10,200b 

F 13 13 36,500 
32,300c 

24,500 
**18,100c 

21,600b 5,800b 

G 14 6 *b *b 79,100b * 29,000b 

a - Cost based on area of noise wall required at $27 per square foot, cubic 
yards of fill at $2 per cubic yard, easements at $35,000 per acre and 
landscaping. 

b - Option not considered reasonable due to engineering or environmental factors 
(i.e. major alternation in design or taking of wetlands or structures). 

c - Combination of berm with easement and right-of-way berm with noise wall to 
avoid impact on residences - feasible option. 

* - Stopped short of optimal berm, requires additional landscape planting. 

**- Selected berm placement for study during Final Design. 
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Noise Sensitive Area D (Receptor 8) 

Abatement for the town homes of Timber Run Valley will be cost-effective 
with either berm scenario. The cost-per-residence for a berm with a noise wall 
within the right-of-way will be approximately $33,300 with fill costs. This 
cost will be only $25,700 if fill costs were removed. An easement of 0.61 acres 
will be needed to provide full abatement with a berm. Landscaping costs of 
$26,300 and 1,600 linear feet of jersey barrier combine together with fill and 
easement costs to bring the cost-per-residence total to approximately $23,300. 
This cost goes as low as $11,700 when fill costs are removed. 

Noise Sensitive Area E (Receptor 9) 

Barrier E considered an intermediate option for a full berm system. The 
abatement by a berm only will servely impact a residence on Avoca Road and 
therefore is not considered reasonable. Additionally, the cost of a berm/wall 
system within the right-of-way will not be cost effective. The lowest this cost 
could be is $45,800 when fill costs are ignored. Because of this, a partial 
taking of easement was considered on Avoca Road. This .option resulted in a cost 
of approximately $39,700 per-residence or $25,200 without fill costs. This is 
the result of 21,800 cubic yards of fill, $19,200 for landscaping costs, .22 
acres of easement of 1,800 square feet of noise wall. 

Noise Sensitive Area F (Receptor 13) 

As with Barrier E, an intermediate option was considered to lessen both 
cost-per-residence and impact on local properties. The combined system of a 
noise wall and easement, 4,400 square feet of noise wall and approximately 
$36,400 in landscaping in addition to the 64,200 cubic yards of fill. The cost- 
per-residence for this option is approximately $32,300 with fill costs $18,100 
without. 

Noise Sensitive Area G (Receptor 14) 

Abatement by any measure is not feasible for this area of Columbia Hills. 
The construction of a berm within the right-of-way will still require over 
18,500 square feet of noise wall. The cost-per-residence of the wall alone is 
approximately $83,400. Additionally, any berm is this area will impact wetlands 
and therefore consideration of abatement of this type is not considered 
reasonable. Partial berms will be considered along with additional landscape 
planting to provide partial mitigation. 

5.  Other Barrier Considerations 

Barrier feasibility was analyzed for Noise Receptor 19, a residence along 
Meadowridge Road south of the alignment of proposed Maryland 100. A noise wall 
was located on the right-of-way line south of the eastbound lanes of Maryland 
100 with heights up to 20 feet employed. It was determined that abatement is 
not feasible in this area due to the barrier's inability to achieve a 5 dBA 
insertion loss. This was primarily attributable to the noise contribution 
received by this NSA from traffic operations using Meadowridge Road. 
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In addition to noise walls, other abatement measures were considered. These 

include: 

Traffic Management Measures 

Traffic management measures which could be used include traffic control 
devices and signing for prohibition of certain vehicles (heavy trucks), time use 
restrictions for certain types of vehicles, modified speed limits and exclusive 
lane designations. 

It would not be appropriate to limit trucks from a facility serving regional 
travel. 

Alterations of Horizontal and Vertical Alignment 

This may be feasible and will be investigated during the design phase of the 
project. 

Acquisition of Real Property or Property Rights to Establish Buffer Zones 

For properties where development plans are not yet approved, the developer 
will be responsible for noise mitigation.  For the two developments under 
construction, Brightfield and Village of Montgomery Run, the developer is 
required to provide noise mitigation.  In existing developments, there is 
insufficient room to provide a large enough buffer to reduce the noise levels 
below impact levels. 

6.  Construction Impacts 

An increase in project area noise levels would occur during the construction 
of the proposed improvements. Construction noise differs significantly from that 
generated by normal traffic due to its unusual spectral and temporal nature. 
The actual level of noise impact during this period will be a function of the 
number and types of equipment being used, as well as the overall construction 
procedure. 

G. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

The proposed project represents the irreversible and irretrievable 
commitment of woodlands and agricultural land for the highway right-of-way along 
with floodplain acreage and wildlife habitat. The land required for the project 
can be considered as permanently committed to a transportation corridor. 

H. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SHORT-TERM EFFECTS AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY AND 
ENHANCEMENT 

All of the Build Alternates would allow traffic to move more efficiently 
through the study area. The proposed improvements should make the project area 
more attractive for economic development, thereby increasing employment 
opportunities in the study area. 
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Long-term environmental effects include the elimination of active 
agricultural lands and woodlands and the acquisition of floodplain and wetland 
acreage. Noise levels will also increase in some areas. 

Construction impacts which will have a short-term effect on the project area 
include erosion, siltation and stream turbidity. Dust and noise associated with 
highway construction will also result in temporary impacts. Every effort will 
be made by the State Highway Administration to minimize effects to the 
environment. 

I. ENERGY IMPACTS 

Of all the alternates considered, the Selected Alternate would result in the 
lowest consumption of energy during operation because it provides the most 
direct routing for the travel desire lines and it provides the highest type 
improvement (expressway-freeway). 

The energy consumed during construction would be approximately the same 
under any alternate previously considered. 
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TABLE 16 

NOISE ABATEMENT SUMMARY 

Noise 
Sensitive 

Area 
Number of 

Homes 
Protected 

or 
Benefited^ 

Noise Levels  (Leq)    Design Year Barrier Analysis 

Cost  per 
Residence Ambient 

No- 
Build Build 

Build 
With 

Barrier 

Length 
(Ft.) 

Height 
(Ft.) 

Total 
Costl 

Noise 
Receptor 

Number 
A 

1.  19 4 49,  55 N/A 72,  66 59,   N/A 1,300 16.75 $587,500 $146,900 
B 
5 3 49 N/A 68 64 1,675 18 $814,500 $271,500 
C 

7,  18 14 51,  65 N/A,  68 72,70 61,   N/A 2,400 16.5 $1,068,500 $76,300 
D 
8 11 51 N/A 69 61 1,500 13.5 $550,500 $50,000 
E 

10 3 59 N/A 72 64 1,500 12 $480,200 $160,100 
F 

13 13 50 N/A 72 62 2,200 16 $968,000 $74,500 
G 

14 6 51 N/A 69 61 2,050 14 $790,500 $131,800 
H 

12 N/A 59 N/A 76 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
I 

11 N/A 59 N/A 74 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
J 
9 10 53 N/A 74 66 925 16 $399,600 $39,960 
K 

4,  6 N/A 49,49 N/A 63,  77 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
L 

2,-3 N/A 55,  53 61,   N/A 64,  62 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
M 

16 N/A 51 N/A 69 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

l-Based on a square foot cost of 
^Based on those residences with 
levels receiving a 5-dBA reduct 

$27.00. 
projected levels of 
ion from barrier. 

67 dBA or more or a 10-dBA increase over ambient 
** 
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V.    SECTION 4(f) EVALUATION 

Introduction J 

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. 303(c), 
requires that the proposed use of land from a significant publicly owned park, 
recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or any significant historic 
site be given particular attention. Final action requiring the taKing of such 
land must document that there are no feasible and prudent alternatives to the 
use of land from the property, and that the proposed action includes all 
possible planning to minimize harm to the property. 

1. Proposed Action J 

This project consists of the completion of the final five-mile section of 
Maryland 100, located between U.S. 29 and Interstate 95 in Howard County, 
Maryland. 

The purpose of Maryland 100 is to provide a controlled access, east-west 
highway that would relieve congestion on the existing roadway network, and to 
provide a safe and efficient highway link that would move people, goods and 
services more quickly and directly. 

2. Description of 4(f) Resource (Figure 17) 

The proposed improvements require land from an undeveloped area known as 
Brampton Hills Community Park. There is currently no informal use of the park. 
There are equestrian or hiker-biker trails. 

This park, under the jurisdiction of Howard County, consists of 
approximately eighty acres. The area is located in the quadrangle bounded by 
U.S. 29 on the west, Maryland 103 on the north, Maryland 104 on the east, and 
Maryland 108 on the south (see Figure 24). 

According to Howard County Parks and Recreation, the proposed facility will 
consist of open areas with day-use, recreational facilities, picnic areas and 
sanitary facilities. To date no master plan has been developed showing the 
location of these facilities. Options A, B, and C, which are being considered 
to provide northern access to Columbia Hill from Md. 103, could also provide 
community access to Brampton Hills Park. No access will be provided to Brampton 
Hills Park from Maryland 100. The park facility would be utilized by Columbia 
Hill, Valley View, Knoll view, Crowder Montgomery Knolls and Brampton Hills. 

3. Impacts on 4(f) Properties 

Property is required from Brampton Hills Community Park due to proposed 
construction of Maryland 100 along the selected alignment (see Figure 24). 

Alternate 3 requires the acquisition of approximately 5.67 acres from this 
Park. Presently, the proposed facility is unimproved, consisting of vacant 
farmland and forest. The area required is on the southeastern tip of the 
proposed park. The majority of the park will remain intact. 
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Noise and air analyses for this area have been completed. The Leg ambient 

noise level for the noise sensitive site representative of this area (NSA 16) is 
51 dBA. The modeled design year Leq noise level is 69 dBA, a difference of 18 
dBA. Noise mitigation is not planned since there are no plans for the 
development of the park and the location of recreational facilities is not 
known. An air analysis was performed in this area using a representative site 
(NSA 16). It revealed only a minor increase over existing carbon monoxide 
concentrations. There would be no violations of State or National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards. 

4. Avoidance Alternative 

The No-Build Alternate avoids impacts to the park since there will be no 
roadway on new location. Under the No-Build Alternate, only minor roadway 
improvements to Maryland 103, 104, and 108 are planned, with interchanges at 
U.S. 29 and at Maryland 103 and 108. Even with these minor improvements, the 
entire Maryland 100 corridor, which consists of Maryland 103, 104 and 108, will 
function at level of service "E" east of Maryland 104, and "F" west of Maryland 
104 by the design year 2015. Safety conditions will diminish severely with the 
projected increase in traffic volumes. 

Shifting the alignment of Selected Alternate 3 to the east to avoid Brampton 
Hills Park will impact approximately 23 homes of the Brampton Hills subdivision 
(see Figure 26). Any further shifts would cause additional community impacts. 
A western avoidance alignment tying into Maryland 108, developed during the 1973 
studies by the State Highway Administration for the Maryland Route 100 extension 
is no longer considered feasible because it would require approximately 23 
residential relocations and approximately 7 commercial relocations at the 
Oakland Ridge Industrial Park and encroach on the Mount Joy Historic site. This 
large 19th century estate may have been part of Chews Resolution Manor. It is 
architecturally significant for its well preserved buildings as well as 
historically for the association of its owner with the development of the 
American West, primarily through his affiliation with Kit Carson. 

In order to completely avoid the Mount Joy, the western avoidance 
alternative would require major design exceptions making the road unsafe and 
incompatible with existing and future traffic needs. 

If Alternates 2, 4, and 5 previously studied were designed to operate at LOS 
D in the design year 2015, all three would cause impacts to National Register 
Eligible Historic Sites - Spring Hill, Wheatfield and Avoca and result in 
residential and community impacts (see Figure 25). 

Alternates 2, 4, and 5 do not meet the corridor's need for additional 
capacity (see Section II.B.). In addition to not meeting corridor need. 
Alternates 2, 4, 5 have wetland impacts and historic site impacts. 

5. Mitigation Measures 

The property adjacent to the Brampton Hills Park, known as Meadowbrook 
Farms, will be acquired as part of the U.S. 29/Maryland 103/Maryland 100 
interchange project currently in highway design. As part of the mitigation 
process, it is the intent of the State Highway Administration to use the excess 
property from the U.S. 29/Maryland 103 interchange project as replacement pro- 
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Kite: 
The df-nensfons shown ire for the purpose of 
detemlnfng cost estimates and environmental 
l»oacts, and are subject to change during the 
final design phase 

^#1 

POSSIBLE AND NATIONAL REGISTER 
ELIGIBLE HISTORIC  SITE BOUNDARY 
INVENTORY   LEVEL 
HISTORIC  SITE 

MARYLAND   ROUTE   100 
U.S. 29  TO   1-95 

PARK 4(f) INVOLVEMENT 
ALTERNATE 3 

(SELECTED   ALTERNATE) 

DATE 
500  FEET 

FIGURE 

24 





fliWgFl  PROPOSED  ROADV/AY   . 

FUTURE    CONSTRUCTION 

PROPOSED RIGHT-OF-WAY 

EXISTING RIGHT-OF-WAY 

RESIDENCE   TO   BE   ACQUIRED 

500 YEAR  FLOODPLAIN   BOUNDARY * 

POSSIBLE AND NATIONAL  REGISTER 
ELIGIBLE HISTORIC  SITE  BOUNDARY 
INVENTORY   LEVEL 
HISTORIC  SITE 

ERN  AVOIDANCE  OPTION 

AMPTON  HILLS  PARK) 

-   500 FEET 
FIGURE 

26 / 
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perty. This property is located adjacent to and east of the existing park and 
consists of approximately 28+ acres. All property located south of the Selected 
Maryland 100 alignment and north of Brampton Hills Park not used for Highway 
purposes may be used as mitigation. (See Figure 24). SHA is willing to 
transfer all remaining property, which is more than the amount of parkland 
impacted because the remaining property is excess land for which SHA has no use. 
Access to the Brampton Hills Park from those communities situated on the 
northeast side of the proposed Maryland 100 alignment will be serviced via a 
sidewalk at the proposed Long Gate Parkway/Maryland 100 interchange bridge. 
Vehicular access will be provided by Howard County, through Columbia Hills when 
the county develops the Parkland. The typical section for the proposed Long 
Gate Parkway bridge calls for two sidewalks, one on either side of the bridge. 

Visual impacts to the Brampton Hills Park cannot be mitigated. Currently, 
the proposed park consists mainly of unimproved wooded area for which design 
plans have not yet started. Future design plans could incorporate mitigation 
provisions which would allow the wooded area along the section of the park 
property impacted by Maryland 100 to remain intact, thereby permitting the 
natural visual barrier to remain intact. 

6. Consultation and Coordination 

Coordination has been initiated with Howard County Park and Planning to 
identify replacement property for parkland for the 5.67 acres impacted by 
Selected Alternate 3 (see Section VHI-Comments and Coordination). Both an 
eastern and western shift of the Selected Alternate 3 were studied, however, 
existing residential and commercial development along the corridor made it 
unfeasible to pursue. SHA has recommended that any mitigation should be 
addressed by Howard County during the design of the park. The design study 
should also include access points to the park for pedestrians and vehicles. 

Copies of the document have been circulated to the appropriate agencies. 

7. Concluding Statement 

Based upon the preceding considerations, it is determined that there is no 
prudent or feasible alternate to avoid the proposed Brampton Hills Park. In 
addition, the proposed action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to 
the park. 
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VI. LIST OF PREPARES 

This Final Environmental Impact Statement/4(f) Evaluation was prepared by 
the Maryland Department of Transportation, State Highway Administration in 
consultation with the Federal Highway Administration. The following personnel 
were instrumental in the preparation of this document. 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

Project Development Division 

Mr. Louis H.  Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Robert J. Houst 
Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson 
Mr. Howard Johnson 
Mr. Karl Teitt 
Mr. Doug Simmons 

Consultants 

Mr. David Wallace 
Mr. Harry Stephen, Jr. 
Mr. Gordon Daily 
Mr. Ronald Rye 

Deputy Director, Project 
Development Division 

Chief-Project Management 
Chief-Environmental Management 
Environmental Manager 
Project Engineer 
Project Manager 

Rummel, Klepper & Kahl 
Hurst-Rosche Engineers, Inc. 
Johnson, Mirmiran and Thompson, P.A. 
The Wilson T. Ballard Co. 

PRINCIPAL REVIEWERS FROM FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

Division Office 

Mr. Herman Rodrigo 

Mr. Paul Wettlaufer 
Mr. Greg Doyle 

Regional Office 

Mr. Bruce Turner 

Headquarters 

Mr. Dave Gamble 

Planning, Research, Environment and Safety 
Engineer 
Environmental Specialist 
Area Engineer 

Environmental Specialist 

Environmental Specialist 
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VII. DISTRIBUTION LIST 

Maryland 100 
From U.S. 29 to Interstate 95 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Section 4(f) Evaluation 

Federal Agencies 

Department of Agriculture 
State Conservationist 
Soil Conservation Service 
4321 Hartwick Avenue, Room 522 
College Park, Maryland 20740 

*Mr. Bruce Blanchard, Director 
Office of Environmental Project Review 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
18th and C. Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20242 

*U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region III 
Ms. Barbara D'Angelo, Acting Chief 
NEPA Compliance Section 
841 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 

Regional Director 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Federal Building 
14 Elm Street 
Glouchester, Massachusetts 19130 

*Mr. Larry Levine, Environmental Officer 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Curtis Building 
Sixth and Walnut Streets 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106 

Mr. Charles Custard, Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, S.W., Room 537F 
Washington, D.C. 20201 

•Provided comments on the DEIS 
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Ms. Joyce M. Wood, Director 
Office of Ecology and Conservation 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Room 5813 (PP/EC) 
14th and Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

•Commander 
Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 
Attn: NABOP-E 

Mr. Steve Harman 
Corps of Engineers 
Baltimore District 
Box 1715 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 

Division of NEPA Affairs 
Department of Energy 
Room 4G 064 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

Office of Economic Opportunity 
Director 
1200 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20506 

Mr. Paul Giordano 
Regional Director 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Liberty Square Building 
105 South 7th Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106 
Attn: Mr. Walter Pierson 
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State Clearinghouse 

Local governments 
Department of State Planning 
Department of Natural Resources 
Department of Budget & Fiscal Planning 
Department of General Services 
Department of Economic and Community Development 
Department of Education 
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 
Interagency Committee for School Construction 
Maryland Environmental Trust 
Maryland Historical Trust 
Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services 
Maryland Geological Survey 

State Agencies 

Ms. Kathleen Fay 
State Depository Distribution Center 
Enoch Pratt Free Library 
400 Cathedral Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 

Mr. William Krebs 
Capital Programs Administration 
Department of Natural Resources 
Tawes State Office Building 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

*Mr. Randy Hamill 
Water Resources Administration 
Department of Natural Resources 
Tawes State Office Building 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

Maryland Department of Transportation 

Director 
Public Affairs 
Maryland Department of Transportation 

Mr. Cylde E. Pyers, Director 
Office of Transportation Planning 
Maryland Department of Transportation 

Office of Legal Council 
Office of the Secretary 
Maryland Department of Transportation 

Maryland State Law Library 
Upper Level Court of Appeal Building 
361 Rowe Boulevard 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 
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Local Government Agencies 

Mr. George F. Neimeyer, Director 
Public Works 
3430 Courthouse Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Mr. Thomas G. Harris, Jr., Director 
Office of Planning and Zoning 
3430 Courthouse Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Community Associations 

Marcia Harris 
Long Reach Village Association 
8775 Cloudleap Court 
Columbia, Maryland 21045 

Celeste D. Brecht 
Brampton Hills Community Association 
4725 Salterforth Place 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Mr. Kenneth E. Boyd 
Hunt Country Community Association 
8067 Fetlock Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21044 

m 
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A. Public Hearing Comments 
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1. Carl Balser - Howard County Office of Planning and Zoning. 

a. Stated that the county favored Alternate 3. 

b. Recommended that the westbound MD 100 fly-over ramp to southbound US 29 
merge into the outside right lane rather than the left. 

Response 

Because of the additional $3 million costs associated with this ramp 
realignment, SHA is keeping the current design. The westbound MD 100 
ramp to southbound US 29 will continue to merge on the median side of 
southbound US 29 and will operate safely. 

c. Urged that improvements for the interchange be kept within SHA right- 
of-way by shifting the main line of US 29 to the east through the 
interchange area. 

Response 

The construction of westbound MD 100 to southbound US 29 ramp merging 
on the median side of US 29 will enable the construction of southbound 
US 29 to occur within the current R/W limits. 

d. Would like the State to construct the ultimate interchange at MD 
100/Long Gate Parkway initially rather than an interim at-grade 
connection. 

Response 

Based on the projected traffic volumes an at-grade intersection will 
function sufficiently when MD 100 is initially opened to traffic. 
Traffic volumes will be monitored and an interchange will be provided 
when warranted. 

e. Believes that SHA has the responsibility to provide northern access to 
and from Columbia Hills subdivision as part of this project on the US 
29/MD 103 interchange project. 

Response 

The SHA has always taken the position that northern access into 
Columbia Hills is a Howard County responsibility. Thus it will not be 
included in this project on the US 29/MD 103 project. 

f. Additional park-and-ride lots in addition to the proposed Brampton 
Hills lot should be sought. 
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Response 

The SHA is continuing to investigate additional sites for potential 
park-and-ride locations. Decisions on park-and-ride lots will be made 
during the final design of the project's location and will be 
coordinated with the county. 

g. At the western at-grade connection (Centre Park Drive) with the MD 100 
Office Research Park, the county recommended right-in and right-out 
movements only. At the eastern at-grade connection (Executive Park 
Drive), the county recommended permitting all traffic movements with a 
traffic signal as soon as traffic conditions warrant. 

Response 

The two at-grade "T" intersection will remain in the MD 100 project. 
These intersections will function adequately when MD 100 is initially 
opened and will not be signalized. As traffic volumes increase, the 
need for signalization or the modification of the intersection will be 
investigated. 

h. Supported pedestrian overpass at MD 100 in the vicinity of Avoca Avenue 
to provide pedestrian access for Howard High School; however, not in 
favor of pedestrian crossing which tunnels beneath MD 100. Would also 
like to see adequate lighting provided to enhance pedestrian safety. 

Response 

The SHA will study a pedestrian overpass in the vicinity of Howard High 
during final design. A decision will be made at the completion of the 
study. 

i. Supported the construction of an interchange at MD 100/MD 104 /MD 108 
to provide grade-separated movements among the three (3) State roadways 
at this junction. Felt that pedestrian access from the Timber Run 
community to Howard High School should be provided as part of the 
interchange. 

Response 

Interchange option 104A was selected for final design and construction. 

Tue bridge typical in the interchange concept for the MD 100/MD 104 
connection includes sidewalks for pedestrian access. 

j. Howard County is in agreement with the location and preliminary design 
of a possible future interchange at MD 100 and Snowden River Parkway. 
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Response 

Although Snowden River Parkway interchange was shown on the MD 100 
display mapping, it is a Howard County proposal. Location approval 
will not be sought for this interchange. 

k. At MD 100/Meadowridge Road the county would like a higher capacity 
interchange as an alternative to the diamond interchange. 

Response 

The interchange selected at Meadowridge Road will adequately serve the 
existing and planned land use through the design year of the project. 

1. Suggest that alternative access strategies be investigated along 
Meadowridge Road for potentially land-locked properties in the 
southeast quadrant of the proposed interchange. 

Response 

The SHA will investigate access alternatives to the properties along 
Mullmeaux Road. These access alternatives will be incorporated into 
the subdivision activities in that area. 

m. Would like to see noise and visual barrier along MD 100 to mitigate 
potential adverse impacts due to the presence of the highway. 

Response: During the project's development stage, the SHA considered 
the possibility of earth berms as mitigation for possible noise and 
visual impacts. The SHA will continue to pursue the feasibility of 
earth berms during final design of the MD 100 project. The 
availability of right-of-way will be a determining factor in the 
possible placement of earth berms. 

2. Glen Amato - 8525 Pine Run 

Stated that in private meetings between the State Highway 
Administration, County government and developers, a decision was made 
as to where this road would go before there was any public input. 

Response 

Discussions between the State, County and local developers did not 
result in any agreements regarding the alignment of MD 100. These 
discussions were applicable, if and only if the Alternate 3 alignment 
was approved by FHWA, to ensure a corridor was available between US 29 
and 1-95. 

Asked that the State Highway Administration not grant the right-of-way 
to the developers to connect the developer road to MD 104 as there is a 
signalized intersection at MD 108 and Centre Park Drive He stated 
that the County's need for another route across the MD 108/MD 104/MD 

a. 
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103 quadrant will be satisfied by the developer's road and the 
connection of Long Gate Parkway. If the State Highway Administration 
grants the right-of-way for the developer road, then the State Highway 
Administration and County government need to agree that a sound barrier 
would be constructed in conjunction with the developer road. 

Response 

Because of the County's general plan and sub division process and the 
fact that the two-lane developer road will tie directly into the 
proposed US 29/MD 103/MD 100 interchange, the County requested the tie- 
in with MD 104 to maintain continuity within the transportation system. 
The right-of-way remains in state possession. The SHA will further 
study earth berms for noise mitigation during the final design of the 
project. 

3. Ms. Marie McLaughlin - 8616 Spruce Run, Timber Run 

a. The proposed improvements will result in the loss of land and property 
values. 

Response 

There will be right-of-way required for the construction of MD 100. It 
can not be stated with certainty what effect the project will have on 
property values. The project will result in positive impacts such as 
relieving existing and anticipated congestion and improving access to 
the area. 

b. Concerned that the main access into Timber Run will be lost. Stated 
that MD 100 was removed from the General Plan at the time she purchased 
her home. 

Response 

The access to Timber Run Valley will be realigned to tie directly 
across from Elk Drive at MD 104. This realignment will enhance safety 
operation for traffic from the community of Timber Run Valley. See 
pages 1-1 through 1-3 of this document for discussion of the reasons 
this project was included on the county master plan. 

* 

c. Felt that the initial two lanes of the developer road are not 
warranted. If the subdivision process is for access to the Oakland 
Industrial Park, questioned the reason for the access through Centre 
Park Drive, felt that the existing access is adequate to handle present 
traffic needs. 

Response 

The connection to MD 104 is to maintain continuity within the 
transportation system between US 29 and MD 104. 
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d. Proposed that the two-lane developer road needed for the completion of 
MD 100 be built in conjunction with the construction by State Highway 
Administration. 

Response 

See response for question "c." 

e. Stated that the construction of the developer's road prior to the State 
Highway Administration's construction would be a convenience for the 
Oakland Industrial Park. The construction of the developer road would 
mean the closing of Oak Run Way and the temporary tie-in to the 
developer's road. 

Response 

The SHA is looking at alternatives to the tie-in with MD 104. The 
closing of Oak Run Way may not be required under the initial 
construction of the developer road. 

f. If design approval is given, the project could be put off for years or 
cancelled and the residents of Timber Run will have to live with the 
tie-in. 

Response 

Funding for the initial construction of MD 100 is scheduled to begin in 
fiscal year 1993. 

See response to comment "e." 

g. Questioned which option would be chosen for the interchange at MD 104. 
Supported option 104-A because extensive excavation could be used for 
earth berms, and the developer would construct an access ramp, and it 
would mean one less residential displacement. 

Response 

Option 104-A has been selected for the ultimate connection of MD 100 
and MD 104. 

h.  Wanted SHA and the County to consider a modified 104-A option. 

Response 

We reviewed different alternatives and decided to modify option 104-A 
to reduce impacts to Timber Run Community. 
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4. Mr. Horton - 8510 Pine Run Court:  Community Association of Timber Run 
Valley 

a. Stated that the two-lane developer road will create a lot of confusion 
for emergency vehicles and it will generate a lot of additional 
traffic. Supported option 104A. 

Response 

The SHA is currently investigating alternative means for the connection 
of MD 104 to the two-lane developer road. 

Adequate access will be provided for emergency vehicles. Option 104A 
has been selected. 

5. Ms. Elaine Saddic - 8609 Spruce Run Court:  Secretary/Treasurer Community 
Association 

a. Can not accept the fact that the other 4 alignments were never 
considered despite the overwhelmingly negative environmental impacts 
and human displacement of this alternative. 

Response 

During Stage 1 of project planning, several alternatives were 
investigated. The studies indicated that the transportation needs were 
not met or environmental impacts and displacements would occur if 
alternates 2, 4 or 5 were selected. Alternate 3 has the fewest 
residential displacements of any alternate studied. It also best 
serves the transportation needs of the area and is consistent with area 
Master Plans. 

b. Can not accept necessity of early construction of the two-lane 
developer road which will force the Timber Run Community to live 
through two phases of construction. 

Response 

The initial construction (tie-in to MD 104) provides continuity for the 
transportation system between US 29 and MD 104 requested by the County. 

c. The proposed additional access for the developer appears to be a 
shortcut for motorists trying avoid a signal at MD 104 and MD 108 
intersection and using a stop sign at MD 104. 

Response 

At the time the interchange at US 29 and MD 103/MD 100 is opened to 
traffic, a traffic signal will be warranted at the connection with MD 
104. 

d. It was her belief that early construction of the developer's road will 
defray the State's cost and assure selection of the Alternative 3, MD 
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104A route, since two lanes will already have been built. Another, 
reason for the two lane developer road is that it would be an integral 
part of traffic flow between the MD 103 interchange and Oakland 
Industrial Park. 

Response 

The developer road 
subdivision process, 
constructed. 

is being constructed as part of the County 
It will be built regardless of whether MD 100 is 

e. We were assured that Oak Run Way would not be affected by a tie-in to 
the developer's road. 

Response 

The SHA is investigating possible alternatives to the initial tie-in to 
MD 104 that may not require the relocation of Oak Run Way during this 
initial construction. The ultimate construction will result in the 
relocation of Oak Run Way to tie-in directly across from Elko Drive at 
MD 104. 

f. Requested that Timber Run be provided with easy and safe exit from the 
community and the tie-in to the developer road be denied. Wanted 
landscaped berm and barriers to reduce noise and redirect traffic by 
either connecting the end of Spruce Run Court to Pine Run Court and 
constructing a road which would feed into Horseshoe Road or connect the 
far end of Spruce Run to Pine Run Court and have them both exit behind 
Pine Run Court onto MD 104. 

Response 

The relocation of Oak Run Way to tie directly across from Elko Drive 
will provide safe travel for the residence's of Timber Run Valley. The 
SHA has developed and will consider an earth berm as mitigation for 
noise during the ultimate construction of MD 100. 

When constructing the exit road from Timber Run do not destroy all the 
trees, do not fill in the stream at the far end of the property. 
Prefer not to exit on to MD 104 to near the proposed MD 100. We 
proposed retention of the paved portion of Oak Run Way for overflow 
community parking. 

Response 

The SHA always tries to minimize the amount of trees that have to be 
removed. The SHA also incorporates all reasonable mitigation 
techniques into the design and construction of a project to minimize 
all environmental impacts. The existing parking area on Oak Run Way 
will not be removed. 

Would like some legal assurance that homeowners will be compensated for 
any decrease in property values. 
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Response 

There will be right-of-way required for the construction of MD 100. It 
can not be stated with certainty what effect the project will have on 
property values. The project will result in positive impacts such as 
relieving existing and anticipated congestion and improving access to 
the area. 

i. Would like a guarantee that any water problem, drainage or erosion, 
which may result, will be corrected by the State or County at no cost 
to residences or the community. 

Response 

Maryland State Highway Administration will be responsible for 
developing sediment and erosion control plans in addition to obtaining 
the appropriate water quality permit. All plans must be reviewed and 
approved by the Maryland Department of the Environment. The SHA will 
also correct erosion or water problems caused by the construction of MD 
100. 

6. Mr. Raymond Varieur - 8608 Spruce Run Court 

a. Wanted to know why Timber Run did not show on any of the maps. 

Response 

Timber Run was added to all Public Hearing display maps and was shown 
in the Public Hearing brochure. 

b. Originally thought that MD 100 would follow present MD 108 and that was 
the reason for the MD 108/US 29 interchange being the extensive 
interchange that it is today. 

Response 

The MD 108/US 29 interchange was constructed to improve traffic 
operations and safety. An alternative along MD 108 was studied as part 
of the MD 100 project but was eliminated. See page 1-2 of this 
document for additional information. 

c. Would like to see MD 100 and the developer's road constructed at one 
time and not phased construction. 

Response 

The two-lane developer road is being constructed through the County's 
subdivision process. It would be constructed with or without MD Route 
100. It is believed the two-lane roadway is needed now to provide 
adequate transportation services to the immediate area. 

d. Concerned that Oak Run Way will tie into the developer road. 
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Response 

See response 4f. 

e.  Wanted to know if the subdivision could keep parking on Oak Run Way. 

Response 

The selected Alternate 3 option 104-A will leave in tact the parking 
area along Oak Run Way. 

7. Mr. J. P. Brien - 8604 Spruce Run Court: President, Timber Run Association 

a. Would like to see option 104A with a slight alteration in the access 
back to MD 104 by extending Pine Run with a connection of Spruce Run 
and Pine Run at the northern end of the subdivision. No developer road 
past the industrial park in the direction of MD 104 until after the 
state enters its construction phase. 

Response 

Option 104A is selected for ultimate construction. The realignment of 
Oak Run Way will connect existing Oak Run Way to MD 104 directly 
opposite Elko Drive. 

b. Wants no change in Oak Run Way from the end of Oak Run Way until past 
the entrance way to Pine Run toward MD 104 to allow sufficient 
neighborhood parking for visitors. 

Response 

The existing parking area on Oak Run Way will not be removed. 

c. Feels they have not been given enough information to be able to ask the 
correct questions. 

Response 

Both the State Highway Administration and Howard County have held 
numerous public meetings and hearings concerning MD 100. Please see 
Section I of this document for a description of these meetings. The 
SHA has also attended a number of community meetings to discuss the 
project. 

8. Mr. Ken Boyd- 8067 Fetlock Court 

a. Would like to see berms along the western end of Hunt Country Estates 
extended into areas designated as wetlands. 
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Response 

The SHA will continue to investigate the noise issue at Hunt Country 
Estates. However, regulations set by the Federal government may 
prohibit the extension of the earth berms into the wetlands. This 
issue will be further discussed with the appropriate agencies and the 
community during the final design of the project. 

b. Would like planting of evergreen trees on both County and State land to 
diminish the effect of the highway noise and screen the road from the 
homes. 

Response 

The SHA and the County continues to investigate this possibility. 
Landscaping where reasonable and feasible will be included in the 
design of the project. 

c. Design Snowden River Parkway to minimize the impacts on the adjacent 
residential area. 

Response 

Snowden River Parkway is the responsibility of Howard County. The 
County will design the facility to minimize impacts to the extent 
reasonable. 

9. Mr. George Layman - 8070 Fetlock Court 

a. Wanted to be involved with the meetings between State Highway and the 
developers. Those meetings were not made public. 

Response 

The meetings with developers did not influence the selection of 
Alternate 3. The purpose of the meetings was to assure that if 
Alternate 3 were selected there would be a corridor free of 
development. If Alternate 3 were not selected, development would now 
be occurring in the corridor. 

b. Concerned about lack of communication regarding avoidance option for 
seven homes in Hunt Country Estates. 

Response 

Three different studies were completed, which included different 
options, for the alignment in the vicinity of Hunt Country Estates. 

10. Mr. Ted Kircher - 4609 East Leisure Court 

a.  Concerned that information is unavailable or difficult to find. 
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il. Beverly Wilhide - 3952 Cooks Lane - Howard County Chamber of Commerce 

a.  Supports the construction of MD 100. 

Response 

Alternate 3 has been selected for the construction of MD 100. 

12. Mr. Wyczalek - representing Bendix Field Engineering Corporation 

a.  Offered strong support for MD 100. 

Response 

Alternate 3 has been selected for the construction of MD 100. 

13. Ms. Rollinger - 4434 Columbia Road 

a. Would like to see the design altered to bring southbound ramp of MD 100 
into the slow lanes of US 29, this would move US 29 away from our 
homes. 

Response 

The alignment of the southbound ramps to US 29 will remain to tie-in on 
the median side. This alignment saves tax payers several millions of 
dollars. 

b. Requested that safety and noise be put into the original design. 

Response 

The US 29/103 interchange will operate safely and efficiently through 
the design year 2015. Noise mitigation was not a part of the 29/103 
interchange project, however noise abatement' measures will be 
considered during the design stage of MD 100. 

c. Support County's suggestion of interchange at Long Gate Parkway. 

Response 

Based on the projected traffic volumes, an at-grade intersection will 
function sufficiently when MD 100 is initially opened to traffic. 
Traffic volumes will be monitored and an interchange will be provided 
when warranted. 

14. Mr. Springer - 5270 Waterloo Road 

a. Stated that option 104A takes approximately one hundred and twenty-five 
feet of pasture that is needed for horses. Supports Timber Run being 
put through to Horseshoe Road. 
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Response 

Several alignments were considered for the relocation of Oak Run Way. 
The option 104-A has been selected for construction because it has the 
least impact on the surrounding communities. Option 104A was modified 
following the public hearing to minimize the impact to the Timber Road 
Valley. 

The selected option 104A ties Oak Run Way opposite Elko Drive. 

15. Brian Skelly - 8540 Pine Run Way 

a.  Mr. Skelly opposes the relocation of Oak Run Way as proposed in option 
104A and 104B. 

Response 

Several alignments were considered for the relocation of Oak Run Way. 
Tue option 104-A has been selected for construction because it has the 
least impact on the surrounding communities. Option 104A was modified 
following the public hearing to minimize the impact to the Timber Road 
Valley. 

The selected option 104A ties Oak Run Way opposite Elko Drive. 

16. Mr. Richard Talkin - attorney representing owners of the Greer property 

a. We request you look at a right-of-way of approximately 300'.  This 
would allow for expansion of MD 100 in the future. 

Response 

Final right-of-way requirements will be determined during final design. 
However, MD 100 is being planned that additional lanes could be added 
in the future without requiring additional right-of-way. 

b. Concerned with access and development potential of the Greer property. 

Response 

No access, via at-grade or otherwise is being planned to tie directly 
into the Greer property. 

c. Would like an extension of a connection from the property to 
Meadowridge Road with a bridge over MD 100. 

Response 

This would be the responsibility of the developer and a County issue. 
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17. Mr. Alan Juera - 8518 Pine Run Court 

a.  Opposes Alternate 3 option 104-B and concerned about drainage. 

Response 

Alternate 3 option 104A is the Selected Alternate. 

The design of MD 100 will address runoff associated with construction 
of MD 108. 

18. Mr. Fred Hunt - 4213 Crest Place 

a. Would like the interchange at US 29 and MD 100 completed before the 
developer road. 

Response 

The two-lane developer road is being constructed under the Howard 
County Subdivision process. Consequently this construction schedule is 
not determined by the SHA. 

b. Disagree with the at-grade intersections at Long Gate Parkway, 
Executive Drive and Centre Park Drive. 

Response 

These intersections will function safely and efficiently when MD 100 is 
initially opened to traffic. As volumes increase, these intersections 
will be monitored and modified as required. 

19. Mr. Jerry Kissel - 4659 Pinto Court 

a.  Concerned about at-grade intersection on a roadway designed with a 60 
mph speed with full control of access. 

Response 

The section of MD 100 west of MD 104 will have partial control of 
access. This section of highway has lower function then MD 100 east of 
MD 104. These intersections will function safely and efficiently when 
MD 100 is initially opened to traffic. As volumes increase, these 
intersections will be monitored and modified as required. 

20. Mr. Titus - President Howard High School PTSA 

a.  Concerned about noise mitigation at Howard High School. 
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Response 

The SHA is investigating noise mitigation for Howard High. A final 
decision on noise mitigation will be made during the design of the 
project. 

b. Would like to be assured of a pedestrian crossing in the vicinity of 
the Howard Highway School at MD 108. 

Response 

The SHA is studying a pedestrian crossing in the vicinity of Howard 
High School and will continue to do so in design. 

c. Would like to see full examination of the social impacts of the 
neighborhoods and the function of the school. 

Response 

MD Route 100 will not cut off access to the High School. Access will 
still be available by car; and pedestrian access is being considered. 
It is not believed that the roadway will affect the activities of the 
school or attendencies at the activities. 

21. Mr. Jerry Fleischman - 5901 Rustic Light: Elkridge Community Association 

a. Would like the State to approve the construction with an adjustment in 
the alignment which is agreeable to the residents of the Hunt Country 
Estates. 

Response 

Following a request made by Hunt Country Estate residents, the SHA 
investigated shifting the alignment in the vicinity of their community. 
A decision was made to shift the alignment 100 feet further away from 
Hunt Country Estates. 

b. Would like to know how much Macks and Macks is spending to construct 
the two-lane developer road which will become part of MD 100. 

Response 

Macks and Macks is not constructing the two land developer road. They 
are donating right-of-way for its construction. 

22. Mr. Whittemore 

a.  Believe this to be the beginning of an outer beltway. 
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Response 

At one point this was part of the outer beltway study, however, in 
recent years Baltimore County's rapid development precludes the 
completion of an outer beltway. 

b.  Concerned that not enough public involvement took place at the Public 
Workshop. 

Response 

There have been a number of meeting with citizens affected by the MD 
100 project; a list of the meeting dates can be found on pages 1-2, 1-3 
and 1-4 of this document. 

i. 

23. Ms. Dana Wheeler - 5021 Avoca Avenue 

a Would like to see all construction put on hold until access for the 
students at Howard High School and the surrounding communities has been 
assured. 

Response 

The issue of pedestrian access will be answered prior to the ultimate 
construction of MD 100. 

24. Mr. Jeff Well en - 8701 Fetlock Court 

a. Does not feel that State Highway Administration has been open and 
honest in its negotiations with the developers. 

Response 

(See Section 1-4) The subdivision process call for State review. The 
minutes of any formal meeting have been, and will continue to be in 
the public file. Both Howard County and the State Highway 
Administration have held numerous public meeting to keep the public 
informed of process and decisions made on MD Route 100. 

b. Concerned that wetland impacts were not identified and the impact 

documented. 

Response 

On November 19 and 20, 1987 a wetland field review was held with the 
Army Corps of Engineers and other concerned agencies which documents 
the wetland impact as approximately 16 acres The State Highway 
Administration has located the alternate to avoid or minimize impacts 
to wetlands as much as reasonable. Mitigation of wetland impacts will 
be coordinated with the Corps of Engineers and will be incorporated 
into the final design plans. 
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County   ffiounct!   of ^Sofaarb   (ttouhty 

GEORGE HOWARD BUILDING 
3430 COURT HOUSE DRIVE 

ELLICOTT CITY, MARYLAND 21043-4392 
992-2001 

COUNCILMEMBERS 

Ruth Kacton, Chairpcrton 
D«Mncl« 

C. Vcmon Gray, Vice Chairperson 
Oianiei i 

Angela Beltram 
OMhd 2 

Chario C. Feaga 
DbirictS 

Shane Pendergrass 
Dinnct I 

Mr.  Hal   Kassoff,   Administrator 
State Highway Administration 
707  N.  Calvert  Street 
Baltimore,   MD    21203 

Dear  Mr.   Kassoff: 

Robert LVogel 
CMODM Sacrtuty 

RonaM S. Weinstein 
CownyAucfcor 

March 15, 1988 o" :ci f3 r- 

••.- ... ^v A«H siv: 

RECEIVED 
. MAR rsi 1386 

•z-C-K 
" v=-man, 68-»i.t u 

euwiKs & fmum axu^ 

I  understand that representatives  from the State airway Administration 
and  the County met recently with a representative  from the Tisber  Run 
Community. 

There continues  to be a number  of unanswered questions  from the 
community.     Would you  please identify who is able to answer   these questions 
and provide  the answers to me so that  I might share them with   the Timber  Run 
representative. 

1. Open  Space,  Lot 41:     Will   it be possible to swap land with  the 
community to replace any open space which MD 100 will be  taking?    Wio 
guarantees  that  the Timber  Run  community will  have the required open 

>pace? 

2. Since  the final alignment has not been  set, how can* the developer  be 
grading now  for a  portion of  the roadway?    Why  is he allowed  to  grade 
on  state owned property as well  as  Timber   Run open  space land?    I 
understand  that  this  grading  infornation has been sent by  the 
community representative to  the  Federal  Highway Administration. 

3. Has   the process  to  close a segment of  Oak   Run  Way been  determined? 
Will  this be a  road closing and require a council  resolution?- 

4. Has  the option been explored of building  the new access north   from 
Timber   Run   to   MD 104   rather   than  making the  temporary connection   to 
the developer's  road?    Would  it be  possible to  connect to Horseshoe  Rd? 
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Mr.   Hal   Kassoff 
March   15,   1988 

5.    If the developer's connection  is  the only temporary solution, who will 
construct that section of road? 

I believe that the community has been asking these questions  for  a number 
of months.    I would appreciate your assistance in answering them.    Thank  you 
for  your  attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Yty^jAjU /SAMAJ^I^ 
Angela  Bel tram 
Council   Member 

AB:jc/qc-1050m 
cc:     Marie McLaughlin 
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Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 
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Ha! K.asso^ 
-o~ •'- •s"»;c- 

:'3'-0* 

^PR 5 S66 

The Honorable Angela 5elrra.T 
Howard County Council 
343C Court House Drive 
Ellicott City- Marvlan Mary. .04: 

Dear Councilwcir.ar. Eeitrar.: 

Tnank you for your March 15th letter voicing the concerns cf 
the Tirr.ber Run cor.runity. 

The Maryland Route 100 project will not require the purchase 
of any land frcr let 41.  However, we are currently considering 
the possibility of a land transfer to provide open space which 
wculd c^ contiguous tc Timber Run.  Ti.-ber Run would have the 
sar.e open space acreage as today with or without this proposed 
land transfer. 

• Although a final alignment for the Maryland Route 100 project 
has net been approved, we have granted permission for a developer 
tc construct an access road through state property to connect 
with Maryland Route 104.  This connection would be designed tc 
state specifications along the proposed alignment of Alternate 2. 
Nc right-of-way is required from the Timber Run open space area 
for this connection. 

We are currently studying several options which would allow 
Cafc Run Way tc remain in its present location after the initial 
two-lane developer road is constructed.  If Oak Run Way should 
require relocation, this would be completed by the State Highway 
Administration and would not require a council resolution. 

We will continue tc work with the county and the Timber Run 
community to provide an agreeable access alternative.  We are 
still reviewing several options recommended by the residents and 
local officials.  We hope to meet with the Timber Run residents 
.0 review these alternatives i: nea y     f utur; 
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The Honorable Angela Beltrair. 
Faae Two 

Thank you for your invoiveinenc in the Maryland Route IOC- 
project.  We appreciate the input we have received fror. you and 
look forward to working with you in resolving these issues. 
Please feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss these 
issues further. 

Sincerely, 

.,i> BY! 

Hal Rasscff 
Administrator 

HKrtn 

cc:  Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Wayne R. Clingan 

slfr.   Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. Uri Avin 

• 
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ROBERT L. FLANAGAN 
MOWA»0-l*OHTCOMeirr COUNTIES 

JUOICtAWV COMMfTTtt 

HOUSE OF DELEGATES 

ANNAPOLIS.MARYLAND 2I40M99I 

February  12,   1988 

DirrwcT Ornce 

CLA«KSVILtX. MAPYLANO J1029 

»8»0aiS       S9A.«O20 

ANNAPOUS OFFICE 
226 MOUSE OTFICE BUILWNG 

ASS'3200 (WASHINGTON AREA) 

6413200 (BALTIMORE AREAl 

Neil Pedersen 

Director of Planning and Financing 
Maryland Dept. of Transportation 
707 N. Calvert St. 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

Dear Neil: 

We appreciated the opportunity to discuss the situation at Timber 
Run Valley following the «eeting on February 9, 1988.  The proximity 
of the Route 100 right of way to this community indicates that the 
construction of this roadway will cause a seriously deleterious impact 
upon these residents.  Your willingness to consider proposals to lessen 
this impact is gratifying.  In particular, we urge you to continue studying 
the possibility of constructing new access from Timber Run to Route 104 
and installing a barrier to buffer the community from the onslaught of 
construction activities. 

We are hopeful that your office and community members can agree upon 
a satisfactory alignment for this access road.  Also, although we did 
not discuss this issue, it would seem reasonable that Oak Run Way would 
remain available for local parking.  If this is a county rather than 
state issue, we would appreciate you so advising us. 

Thank you in advance for y sideration. 

Robert L.Flanagan 
Delegate, District 14B 

RLF:cb 
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MM     j      #« ,^ Richard H. Trainor 
Maiyland Department of Transportation        p ^ o ir ^' Secf e,arv 

State Highway Administration      *isii\^\:f''      EiS^ 

March 8,1988 

The Honorable Robert L Flanagan 
Member - House of Delegates 
226 House Office Building 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401-1991 

Dear Delegat&JknSganT 11 ^ 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning your discussion with Neil 
Pedersen regarding the MD 100 project and its impact on the Timber Run Vallev 
commumty. J 

IKA   «/ We ^ cun'ently studying alternative options to provide access to MD 
1W. We anucipate that much of Oak Run Way could remain in place for 
utilization as overflow parking for the community under any of the options. In 
addition, as presented to community members on Februaiy 2nd, we are 
considering the provision of earth berms for mitigating noise and visual 
impacts. It is our goal to provide an alternative which minimizes impacts to 
the Timber Run VaUey residents. We will continue to work with the residents 
and Howard County officials in an effort to reach this goal. 

If you wish to discuss this project further, please call me or Neil 
Pedersen. Mr. Pedersen can be reached at 333-1110. 

Sincerely, 

Hdl Kassoff 
Administrator 

HK:ds 

cc:        Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

My telephone number is (301) 333-1111  

Teletypev  " (red Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-(      VI11-23 ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert re,  Maryland   21203-0717 
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x4pward 
if^ounty 

^^-^ MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS 

Elizabeth Bobo, County Executive 
William M. Mitchell, Director 

f-n 

~ <— o 

i—* 

August  16,   1988 

Mr.   Louis  H.   Ege,   Jr. 
State Highway Administration 
Project  Development  Division 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore,   MD    21203-0717 

RE:     Contract  No.   HO-661-101-770 ";.- 
Maryland   Route   100 --•"- 
POMS   No.   132062 

Dear Mr.   Ege: 

This letter is in response to your correspondence of July 1, I988 regarding 
the parkland impacted 6y the above referenced project. 

This office concurs with the transfer of the "replacement area" to Howard 
County as indicated on the attached Figure 20 (attachment #1).  However, 
with the proposed construction of "Option A," the Columbia Hills access 
road, we feel it is essential to identify only the acreage to the west 
and south of Option A as the substitute property for the impacted Program 
Open Space parcel.  Therefore only that area would become part of Brampton 
Hills Park and would serve as the '•F replacement (see attachment #2).   , 
The remaJ-ader of the conveyance, lying northwest of the Columbia Hills  / 
access and continuing to the Route 100 right of way would be retained byl 
the County for other purposes.  We feel that this proposal will be the / 
one most likely to gain the approval of the Department of Natural Resources, 
given the future construction of the Columbia Hills access road and a pos- 
sible park and ride facility. 

It should also be noted that the park area impacted by Route 100 on the 
Figure 20 is not as large as the area of take that has been discussed in 
previous meetings and correspondence.  Prior discussions have indicated that 
the area shaded in yellow on attachment #1 will be transferred to State 
Highway and later conveyed to Long Gate Joint Venture.  We would recommend 
that you check into this matter and advise our office as to your findings. 
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Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Page 2 
August 16, 1988 

In regard to the master plan for this park, all planning efforts have 
been placed on hold until the ultimate boundary of the park is 
established. 

This office is not in a position to comment on the Howard High School 
facilities since they are under the control of the Board of Education. 
It is recommended that your concerns be presented to that Department 
for comment. 

If our office can be of additional assistance, please do not hesitate 
to ca 11. 

S incerely, 

William M. Mitchel1 
Di rector 

WMM/KMA,JR./db 

Attachments 

cc:  James M. Irvin 
Howard Johnson 
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OFFICE OF PLANNING AND ZONING 

ELIZABETH BOBO CtORCE HOWARD BUIIDINC 

COUNTY EXECUTIVE 3430 COURT HOU" MM 
ELLICOn CITY, MARYIANO   21043 

URI P. AVIN f301* »"» 
DWEOOt TTT (XI) 992-2323 

March 17,  1988 

Mr. Howard Johnson 
State Highway Administration 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

Dear Mr. Johnson: 

Transmitted herewith are the comments of the Howard County Office of Planning 
and Zoning Office regarding the Draft EIS (Section 4(f) Evaluation, Contract No. HO 
661-101-771) for the proposed extension of MD 100 from U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
95,  Howard County Maryland. 

At the February 9, 1988 MD 100 Location and Design public hearing held at 
Hammond High School, the County Administration went on record as recommending 
Alternative No. 3 as the preferred MD 100 alternative alignment. Therefore, our 
review of the MD 100 EIS has focused upon Alternative No. 3. 

o  MD 100/Long Gate Parkway 

If the State Highway Administration constructs an at-grade intersection at 
this location, pedestrian signal phasing and pedestrian access across the 
proposed MD 100 should be maintained. We believe that these pedestrian 
design concerns are consistent with Section 4 (f) mitigation requirements 
and would maintain the Brampton Hills Community access to Brampton Hills 
Park. Without these pedestrian design elements we feel that Section 4 (f); 
iirpacts upon Brampton Hills Park are not being adequately addressed. 

o  Columbia Hills - Northern Access 

We believe it is necessary to provide a northern access route to and from 
the Columbia Hills subdivision and recommend Option A. Option A is 
preferable to the other alignments presented in part because it avoids 
extensive floodplain impacts. Option A also provides acceptable access to 
Brampton Hills Park from both the communities of Brampton Hills and 
Columbia Hills. These recommendations are consistent with prior 
correspondence from Howard County, including a preliminary alignment study 
prepared by this Office and transmitted to the State Highway Administration 
in 1986. 
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MD 100 Environment Impact -2- March,17, 1988 

Option A should be addressed in the EIS as a potential mitigation of MD 
100's impact on accessibility to community facilities and in particular as a 
mitigation of reduced accessibility to the Brampton Hills Park and the 
Columbia Hills subdivision. Option A is also the most advantageous 
alignment for provision of a park and ride facility at this location as a 
means of improving air quality, reducing traffic volumes and maintaining the 
long term capacity of MD 100. 

o Pedestrian Crossing 

At present, substantial pedestrian traffic crosses the MD 100 right-of-way 
west of MD 104. The proposed MD 100 will introduce a significant barrier to 
this pedestrian traffic. We feel that reducing pedestrian accessibility to 
the High School and surrounding commercial activities is a negative 
community inpact that the draft EIS has not adequately addressed. To 
mitigate this situation, we recommend construction of a pedestrian overpass 
plus adequate lighting for the overpass and approaches. 

o Noise/Visual Barriers 

We recommend that the EIS be modified to include a priority ranking for 
locating potential noise barriers and specific mitigation strategies that 
will be implemented. 

o Historic Sites 

The historic property designated as H-5 will be affected by the Alternate 3 
alignment. Care should be exercised to properly buffer the historic 
structure on this site. 

On all maps and reference lists property H-l is designated as the Wayside 
Inn (HO-144). This is incorrect both as to the location and the site name. 
In addition, another historic site in this vicinity known as Temora (HO-47) 
has been omitted entirely. We believe that the property shown as the 
Wayside Inn may actually be Temora. The State Highway Administration should 
contact this Office or the Maryland Historic Trust to clarify these 
discrepancies. 

Should you have any questions, please contact me at your convenience at 
992-2357. 

Sincere! 

Iser 

dJcXt^^ 

CB/eg 
cc: Guy Hagar 

Uri P. Avin 
Amar Bandel 
Benjamin Pickar 
Dave Holden 
Files: 4329B, TR2(a) and TC88  VIII-28 
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Response to Office of Planning and Zoning letter of March 17, 1988 

• 

1. The administration maintains that no pedestrian access will be permitted at- 
grade connections along the MD 100 corridor due to safety reasons. When 
traffic volumes dictate the need for an interchange, pedestrian access to 
the proposed park will be proposed via sidewalks on the ultimate bridge. 
Prior to the construction of the interchange access to the Brampton Hills 
Park will be directed through Columbia Hills. 

2. As discussed in past correspondence to Howard County, northern access to 
Columbia Hills is a county responsibility. The roadway improvements 
associated with the MD 100 project do not affect the current access of 
Columbia Hills, nor does it affect the current access to Brampton Hills 
Park. Since the park is currently undeveloped and no plans exist for its 
development, access to the park is not an issue. 

3 Providing a pedestrian overpass in the vicinity of Howard High School is 
being considered. A final decision will be made after further coordination 
with Howard County. 

4. Please see Section IV-F for a discussion of noise mitigation. 

5 Historic site H-5 is located over 1,200 feet west of Selected Alternate 3. 
The site is separated from Alternate 3 not only by thick vegetation but also 
by a stream and an attendant heavy woods (see IV-C). The Maryland Historic 
Trust has determined that Alternate 3 will have no effect on the site. 
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PROJECT 
Maryland Department of Natural Resources-^ ^•^''•.•^ 

Maryland Geological Survey !.„ ,?    ,9 
2300 St. Paul Street JflN I'     IL 10 
Baltimore, Maryland 21218 
Telephone:    (301)    554-5500 

fil 'Oi 

William Donald Schaefer Torrey C. Brown, M.D. 
Governor Secretary 

Kenneth N. Weaver 
Division of Archeology Director 

(301)    554-5530 Emery T. Cleaves 
Deputy Director 

13 January 1989 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Division of Project Development 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717/707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 

RE: Phase II archeological evaluation of 
Deep Run Number 6(18H019) 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770 

Dear Mr. Ege: 

The Division of Archeology performed a Phase II 
archeological site, evaluation of the Deep Run Number 6 site 
(18H019) during December 1988 and January 1989.  These 
investigations were carried out to provide information on site 
significance in anticipation of possible effects from the 
proposed construction of Maryland Route 100 north of 1-95. During 
a Phase I survey (Division of Archeology File Report 199), 
Ballweber confirmed the location of the Deep Run 6 site, first 
identified by Wall and Muirhead (1971). Both she and Wall and 
Muirhead interpreted it as a prehistoric site. 

In the Phase II testing, the Deep Run 6 site investigated, 
using shovel test pits to determine its horizontal dimensions and 
1 m by 1 m test units to examine its vertical stratigraphy. 
Although prehistoric artifacts were recovered from the site, none 
were found in good archeological context. The prehistoric 
component of the Deep Run 6 site represents a periodically used 
resource procurement station. We do not believe it is a 
significant archeological resource, because it does not have the 
potential to yield important information in prehistory. 
Therefore, we consider it to be ineligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

DNR TT    VI11-30 301-974-3683 
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During Phase II testing, a second historic component of the 
Deep Run 6 site was identified and interpreted as a probable mid- 
to late-18th century domestic farmstead.  Subsurface cultural 
features were associated with the historic component of the site; 
however, based on systematic testing, these features are located 
outside of the proposed right-of-way for Route 100, and that the 
historic component does not extend into the project right-of-way. 
The historic component of the Deep Run 6 site is considered 
significant and eligible for inclusion in the National Register 
of Historic Places, because of its potential to yield important 
information on the history of Maryland. The proposed construction 
of Maryland 100 will likely have no effect on the significant 
historic component of the Deep Run 6 site. Fencing may be 
adequate to ensure that construction activities do not impact the 
historic component of the site. 

An executive summary will not be sent to your office for the 
above-mentioned project. A draft file report containing the 
technical details of the project will be sent to your office upon 
completion. 

Please contact me at 554-5577 if you have any questions 
about this project or if I can be of further assistance. 

Sincerely, 

John H. Sprinkle, Jr. 
Archeologist 

Enclosure 

cc:     Cynthia Simpson 
Rita Suffness 
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HISTORICAL 

TRUST 

PROJECT 
DEVFLOPMENT 

OCT 5   3 52 i,;i '88 

William Donald Scfaaefer 
CoAemor 

Jacqueline H. Rogers 
Seoetoyi DWCD 

September 25, 1988 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Re: Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
MD 100 from US 29 to 1-95 
PDMS No. 132062 
Howard County, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Ege: 

On 15 August 1988, we received your correspondence with a copy of a 
letter from the Maryland Geological Survey regarding the above-referenced 
project. The Maryland Geological Survey's letter addresses issues raised in 
the Trust's review (dated 20 April 1988) of the report on the archeological 
reconnaissence survey conducted for this project. 

The Maryland Geological Survey's letter adequately clarifies the 
questions our office posed in its prior review. Regarding the Perk Site 
(18H0 14A), the survey presented additional information and a map as requested. 
Based on this documentation, we concur that 18 HO 144 has a low potential to 
yield significant information due to its sparse artifact assemblage and limited 
sub-surface integrity. Therefore, we agree that additional archeological 
investigations of this site are not warranted. 

The letter also contained an executive summary with accompanying maps 
of the sub-surface reconnaissance survey conducted within Test Loci 5 and 8. 
In our opinion, the level of sub-surface testing was sufficient to adequately 
survey the test loci and document that the areas do not contain archeological 
resources. This additional sub-surface investigations allows our office to 
make an Informed decision regarding the project's effects to archeological 
resources. Finally, the letter provides a reasonable explanation for the 
survey's research design and selected survey strategy. 

IVlwtmrnI "I       V1 1 I —32 Jmmunily Development 
Shaw Hcusr. 21  Slate Cm I.-  Annapolis. Maryland 21401 (Ml) 974-5000 
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Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
September 25, 1988 
Page 2 

Please accept our appreciation for the efforts your office and the 
Maryland Geological Survey have taken to answer our prior review questions. 

Sincerely, 

Richard B. Hughes 
Chief Administrator 
Archeological Programs 
Office of Management and Planning 

RBH/EJC/meh 

cc:    Ms. Rita Suffness 
Mr. Tyler Bastian 
Mrs. Mary Louise Gramkow 
Mr. Ed Shull 
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William Donald Schaefer 
Couemor 

Jacqueline H. Rogen 
Secretoy, DHCD 

TRUST 
September 26, 1988 

Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson, Chief 
Environmental Management 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Re:  Contract No. Ho 661-101-770 
MD 100 from US 29 to 1-29 
PDMS No. 132062 

Meadowbrook Farms Stone Residence 
Dear Ms. Simpson: 

Thank you for your letter of August 5, 1988, concerning A37 Columbia Pike 
in Ellicott City. 

This office concurs with your opinion that the property is not eligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. 

Should you have any questions, please contact Michael K. Day at 974-5000. 

Sincerely, 

J. Rodney Little 
Director 

JRL/MKD/meh 

cc:   Ms. Rita Suffness 
Mrs. Mary Louise Gramkow 
Mr. Ed Shull 
Ms. Laura Wooten 

Deparlmrnl ol Ho   VI I I-34    munity Drvelopmpiil 
Shaw Hnuse. 21  Slate Circle. Annapolis, iviarylaml 2U()I  (301) ^T'l-SOOG 
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MARYLAND 
HISTORICAL 

TRUST 

PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT 

Division 
DEC 16   SBOAH'SI 

December  14,   1987 

William Donald Sdiaefer 
Couemor 

Jacqueline H. Rogers 
Secretary, DHCD 

Ms. Cynthia Simpson, Chief 
Environmental Management 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 from U.S. 
Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

Thank you for your letter of November 3, 1987 concerning the above-refer- 
enced project. Our office concurs with the following determinations of effect: 

Alternate 2    3    4    5 

Property 

Spring Hill * NE NE * 

Avoca * NE NE * 

Wheatfield NAE NE NE NAE 
Sunderland NE NE NE NE 
Wayside Inn NE NE NE NE 
Woodlawn NE NE NE NE 
Mt. Joy NE NE NE NE 
Tcinity Ch. NE NE NE NE 

We consider Alternates 2 and 5 to have a potential to adversely effect both 
Spring Hill and Avoca(*).  In order to make our determination of effect we need 
to know the amount of the "takings" involved in these situations. Please note 
that the boundary you depict for Wheatfield is larger than that agreed £0 (see en- 
closed map). Depending upon your plans, this might not constitute a take. 

^ 

Sb«wHou«, 21 State Circle,,   Viil   "" 
Temporary Addren: Arnold Village Pro. 

-4 
nunity DevuopiDcnt 
121401 (301) 974-4450, 757-9000 

,•7 Ritchie Highway, Arnold, Maryland 21012 
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Ms. Cynthia Simpson 
December 14, 1987 
Page 2 

AT T ^t  ^^ forward to your response. If you have 
Al Luckenbach at 974-4450. any questions, please contact 

GJA/AHL/jja 

Enclosure 

cc: Mrs. Mary Louise Gramkow 
Mr. Ed Shull 
Mr. Paul Wettlaufer 
Ms. Rita Suffness 

Sincerely, 

George J. Andreve 

Project Review and Compliance Administrator 
Office of Preservation Services 

VI11-36 
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Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson 
Manager, Environmental Management 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 
P.O. Box 717 
707 North Galvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 
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RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 from 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

Our office received your letter of September 16, 1987 regarding this project, 
and we concur with its contents. 

Sincerely, 
J^J ,\JL^u^J. 

<J. Rodney Little 
Director 
State Historic Preservation Officer 

tio itd ^ ^f 
^ 

v - 

JRL/jja 

cc:  Ms. Eleni Silverman 
- Mrs. Mary Louise Gramkow 
Mr. Ed Shull 

'rt-~4ljL~-*L^ 
D^arm    "1^1"«5'   ndCannpty Dm^jmmt 

Slaw Home. 21 Slate Grcie. Annapofa. Maryiand 2I«I (301) 974-4450, 757-9000 
Tanporuy Addrai: Arnold VilUgt Pnfcuiaoaj CaMs. 1517 Ritdae Higbwiy, Amoid, MaryUnd 21012 
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Sepceraber 16, 1987 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 from 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. J. Rodney Little 

State Historic Preservation Officer 
Maryland Historical Trust 
1517 Ritchie Highway 
Arnold, Maryland 21012 

Dear Mr. Little: 

Thank you for your September 22, 1986 letter which addressed proposed 
boundaries for those properties believed to be National Register eligible. 
The purpose of this letter is to advise you of our preferred alternate, 
Alternate 3, and our determinations concerning possible effects on historic 
sites. 

Maryland Route 100 will provide a vital highway link in the rapidly 
developing northern Howard County area. 

There are several projects underway in the vicinity of the proposed 
Maryland Route 100 improvement.  For one, an interchange at U.S. Route 29 
and Maryland Route 103 is currently being designed.  Secondly, an interchange 
at U.S. Route 29 and Maryland Route 108 is under construction.  In addition, 
Howard County plans to construct the Snowden River Parkway in the vicinity of 
Howard County High School.  It is indicated on the enclosed plans. 

This Administration has identified Alternate 3 as the preferred alternate. 
This alternate extends Maryland Route 100 on new location from the proposed 
U.S. Route 29/Maryland Route 103 interchange terminus to the existing Interstate 
Route 95/Maryland Route 100 interchange on new location along the Howard;County 
General Plan alignment.  This alternate is designed as a six-lane divided highway. 

VIII-38 
My telephone number is (301 333-1177 

TBI   T^C^  e   ... ., Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speecft 
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Mr. J. Rodney Liccle 
Sepcember 16, 1987 
Page Two 

The proposed U.S. Route 29/Maryland Route 103 interchange would be designed 
to connect into the proposed Maryland Route 100 alignment instead of Maryland 
Route 103.  A connector road from Maryland Route 100 to provide access to 

_-• Maryland Route 103 would be provided.  A variable right-of-way width with a mini- 
•\. mum of 166 f«ec in addition to slope easements will be required for the alter- 

nate.  The two-lane roadway currently being constructed west of Maryland Route 
104 would ultimately function as two lanes of the eastbound roadway. 

Only three historic sites identified as being possibly National Register " 
eligible are located within the vicinity of Alternate 3 (see attached maps). 
These are Wayside Inn (K0 144), Mount Joy (HO 145) and the Sunderland-Kraft 
Farmhouse (HO 531).  No property will be acquired from within the historic 
site boundary of any site.  The remaining sites', as listed in the letter 
referenced above, are outside of the area-of environmental impact, and thus 
will not be affected.  These sites ase Spring Hill (HO 31), Wheatfield (HO 95), 
Woodlawn (HO 30), Avoca (HO 422) and the Trinity Church Chapel (HO 428). 

The Wayside Inn is located on the west side of U.S. Route 29 approximately 
2400'+ from where Alternate 3 will tie into the U.S. Route 29/Maryland Route 
103 interchange, which has already been evaluated by your office. As you know, 
there is an extensive buffer of mature trees between the proposed interchange 
improvements and the Inn.  Heavy vegetation not only surrounds the Inn, but 
there is a naturally occurring bertn between the service road (which the Inn 
faces), and U.S. Route 29 which supports thick vegetations, such as tall trees 
and plants. 

As discussed at our U.S. Route 29/Maryland Route 103 meeting, numerous 
measures such as canting Ramp D to the east to deflect headlight intrusion 
into the site, and the planting of additional plants on the berm have been 
included in the interchange construction to further lessen the possibility 
of changes in the immediate vicinity of the site. 

Given these facts, and the great distance between the western terminus 
of proposed Maryland Route 100 and Wayside Inn (over 2400'+), we do not think 
the site will be affected. — 

The Sunderland-Kraft Farmhouse (HO 531) is situated 1700'+ north of 
Alternate 3.  Separated from the proposed road by a considerable expanse of 
woods, the historic site will not be affected. 

VI11-39 
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Mr. J. Rodne/ LiccLe 
September 16, 1937 
Page Three 

Mount Joy, (HO 145), is located over 1200'+ west of Alternate 3 and 
separated from it not only by intervening thick vegetation planted around the 
nucleus of buildings on a knoll, but also by a stream and an attendant heavy 
woods.  The southern portion of the historic site is currently being graded 
in prepavation for a housing development.  Evidently, development is also 
planned for the east^n flank of the site adjacent to Alternate 3 and extensive 
subdivision development.  We do not think Mount Joy will be affected by Alter- 

nate 3. 

We seek your concurrence by October 15, 1987 in our determination that 
no site on or eligible for the National Register will be affected by Alternate 
3.  Ms. Suffness may be reached at 333-1183 should you have any questions. 

Very truly /ours, 

* 
Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

By: OcfftLi DdcLpd*^ 
C^fithia D. Simpsfcn, Chief 
Environmental Management 

LHE:CDS:tlh 
Enclosures 
cc:  Mr. Howard Johnson 

Mr. Karl Teitt 

VI11-40 
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Nbveniber 10, 1987 ^    ^r^"^, 

Ms. Cynthia Siirpscn, Chief c^ '^'S'c 
Environmental Management r£ •f''-"^' 
Maryland Department of Transportation ^ " -.^ 
State Highway Administration ^t 
P.O. Box 717 ^ 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltinore, Mari'land 21203-0717 

RE: Contract No.r 627-101-770 
US Route 29/WD Route 103 
P.D.M.S. NO. 32052 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

In aooordanoe with the discussions between representatives of our two 
agencies on October 20, 1987, our office concurs that the subject project 
will have no adverse effect on the Wayside Inn based on the following 
conditions: 

1. The existing natural berm in front of the Wayside Inn will be 
retained and extended approximately 50' to the north. 

2. SHA will develop and inplement a landscaping plan for the new 
berm section. The vegetation on the existing berm will also 
be augmented. The proposed landscaping plan will be sent to 
the SHPO for review. Should the SHPO object within 30 days to 
the plan, SHA and the SHPO will consult to resolve the objection. 
If the objection cannot be resolved, the agency official shall 
request the caments of the Mvisory Council pursuant to 
36 CFR 800.6(b). 

3. The SHPO will review the plans for the spacing of the lights 
and signage for Raitp D. This ramp will be canted to reduce 
headlight intrusion. 

Dcpul  11 T T T   /i i    '«nd Community Dtwlopmtnt 
Sluw Hou*. 21 State -:_-.. " V  . MuyUd 21401 (301) 974-4450. 757-9000 

Tanpomy Addnu: Arnold VilUge Profeuknal Cater, 1517 Ritchie Highway, Araold, Muylud 21012 
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Ms. Cynthia Siirpson, Chief 
November 10, 1987 
Page 2 

Your coqperaticn in this matter has been appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Mark R. Edwards 
Deputy Director - 
Deputy State Historic 
Preservation Officer 

MRE/AHVas 

cc: Rita Suffness 
Paul Wettlaufer 
Mrs. Mary Louise Gramkow 
Mr. Ed Shull 
Mr. John Osantowski 

VI11-42 
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Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Tidewater Administration 
Tawes State Office Building 
580 Taylor Avenue 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

William Donald Schaefer 
Governor 

Torrey C-Brown, M.D. 
Secretary •-• :"' ~'- 

October 19, 1987 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Cynthia D. Simpson, Chief 
Envionmental Management 
Maryland Dept. of Transpiration 

W.P. Jensen, Director 
Fisheries Division 

/ 
The Maryland State Highway Administration is conducting Project 
Planning studies for Ma'ryland Route 100 in Howard County, Maryland. 
The project consists of extending Maryland Route 100 on new location 
west from Interstate Route 95 to U.S. Route 29.  Maryland Dept. of 
Transportation requests information concerning anadromous fish in 

the project area. 

There are no anadromous fish within the subject area.  The attached data 
from stations 8, 9 and 10 indicate that there is a healthy and diverse assemblege 
of freshwater fish in the nearby streams (Tsai and Golembiewski, 1979). 

WPJ:LL:cp 

LITERATURE CITED: 

Chu-Fu Tsai and Sandra Lee Golembiewski.  1979.  Changes in Fish Communities in 
the Upper Patuxent River from 1966 to 1977.  CEES, University of Maryland. 

nm l 974-3061 
Telephc VI11.43 
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Cynthia  U.   Simpson 
Environmental Management 
S.H.A. 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Subject:  MD. Route 100  1-95 to Rt. 29 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

The Maryland Natural Heritage Program has no record of any rare species or 
unique habitat at or in the vicinity of this project site.  However, in the absence 
of a recent site review, we cannot show that such species or habitats are not present. 

Species and habitats of special concern to the state are listed and discussed 
in the following 1984 Department of Natural Resources publication:  Threatened and 
Endangered Plants and Animals of Maryland, available through this office.  A site 
evaluation should include a consideration of these species and their habitats. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan A.   McKnight 
Maryland  Natural  Heritage  Program 

JAM:nit 

VI11-44 
(301)     269-2870 
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Ms.   Cynthia D.Simpson,   Chief ci 
Environmental Management "^ 
P.O.   Box 717 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

RE:  Contract No. Ho 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
1-95 to U.S. Route 29 
Howard County 
P.D.M.S.  No. 13262 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

Your request for information we may have concerning threatened or 
endangered species has been reviewed by Gary J. Taylor. 

there are no known populations of threatened or endangered species 
with the area of project influence in Howard County. 

JB:emp 

cc:  G. Taylor 
c. Burnori 

Sincerely, 

:_^:- '••..// V^ A •r. 
//James Burtis, Jr.' 

/.' Assistant Director 
/• 
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Maryland Department of Natural Resourced 5 V 

Water Resources Administration 
Tawes State Office Building h-     / 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 " L    '      <- -~    H    •-' 
Telephone:     Hnn   974-2265 

William Donald Schaefer 
Governor Torrey C. Brown, M.D. 

Secretary 

James W. Dunmyer 
Director 

June 28,   1988 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

Re: WRA File No. 88-PP-0437 
SHA No. HO-661-101-771 
Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation 
for MD 100 from U.S. 29 to 1-95 
in Howard County 

Dear Mr. Egei 

The Water Resources Administration, the Forest, Park and Wildlife Service, 
the Tidewater Administration and the Capital Programs Administration, all 
agencies of the Department of Natural Resources,.have made necessary review of 
the above referenced document. Accordingly, each agency offers the following 
comments and/or recommendations on the subject DEIS: 

1.  In accordance with Title 08 Annotated Code of Maryland, Subtitle 
05 Water Resources Administration, Chapter 03 Construction on Non- 
Tidal Waters and Floodplains, effective June 29, 1987, any 
changes to the course, current, or cross-section of a stream or 
body of water within the State including any changes to the 100- 
year frequency floodplain of free-flowing waters will require 
waterway construction permit(s) from this Administration.  In 
this case, the two particular streams, Deep Run and Red Hill 
Branch which will be impacted by the proposed highway, must be 
studied and necessary permit(s) must be obtained.  The proposed 
work, specifically where waterway construction permits are 
required, must meet the requirements in COMAR 08.05.03.01 to 
08.05.03.13. 

2.  The 100-year floodplain limits are to be based on ultimate 
development of the watershed with the existing zoning as required 
by the WRA Regulations rather than the limits designated by the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency Flood Insurance Study which 
are based on existing condition of the watershed. 

DNR TTV        01-974-3683 
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Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
June 28, 1988 
Page Two 

3. Pertinent hydrologic and hydraulic information on Deep Run and 
Red Hill Branch may be obtained from SHA's studies of the 
Patapsco River as part of the analysis for Interstate 195 and MD 
32 and other studies by SHA and Howard County. 

4. The relocation of stream channel and rechannelizations must be 
the last alternative considered.  Every effort must be taken in 
order to avoid stream relocations and/or rechannelizations. 

5. In addition to the sediment controls outlined in the standards 
and specifications for soil erosion and sediment control which 
will be used on this project, the Maryland Guidelines to Waterway 
Construction that provides standard guidelines such as dewatering 
procedures, stream diversion during construction, bank 
stabilization and other methods applicable to stream crossings, 
etc., should also be referenced in the document and pertinent 
procedures be incorporated in the construction plans. 

6. The Forest, Park and Wildlife Service has expressed concern on 
preferred alternate 3 which affects more than 26 acres of 
wetlands and more than 4 acres of floodplain.  Their comments at 
this time is that the SHA should address complete mitigation for 
loss of wetlands subject to approval of the Department of Natural 
Resources.  The new reforestation replacement law will require 
the SHA to replace any forestland lost.  In addition, the Forest, 
Park and Wildlife Service disagrees with the statement on page 
111-18 WILDLIFE that mentions that areas nearly void of 
undergrowth and edge have a scarcity of birds.  The above 
statement is not necessarily a true statement because this could 
be very good habitat for interior dwelling species of birds. 
These high canopy nesters are of considerable concern and have 
continually lost nesting habitat at an alarming rate. 

7. The Non-Tidal Wetlands Division of the Water Resources 
Administration has the following comments: 

a.  Fig. 5-B  The description of wetland //4 suggests that this 
p. IV-19   is one of a larger, more diverse wetlands that 
p. IV-22  will be impacted.  An estimated 3.44 acres will be 

destroyed by construction of Route 100.  While the 
document states that shifting the road to the west 
would impact a water cower and athletic field, 
Fig. 5-B shows chat there is room to reduce 
impacts by slight realignment while keeping Che 
existing structures out of the right-of-way. 
Construction should be from the south and west of 
the road crossing, leaving as much wetland as 
intact as possible. 

VIII-47 
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b. Fig. 5-8  Substantial impacts will result from the on-off 
p. 11-5   ramps between Route 108 and Route 100. 
p. IV-19  Approximately 5.1 and 7.59 acres of wetlands would 

be lost under option 104-A and 104-B 
respectively. The Division recommends selecting 
104-A due to the lesser impacts.  However, losses 
due to construction must also be minimized. 
Permits should be conditioned to require that 
construction access and work occur only from the 
south of Route 100 crossing and north of Route 
108. This would concentrate the area of impact 
and leave a larger area of wetlands intact. 

c. Fig. 5-C  The Department should be kept informed of the 
Snowden River Parkway, as impacts to wetland #'s 9 
and 10 may be substantial. The possibility of 
shifting Route 100 farther out of wetland 11 
should be investigated. Construction should be 
from the south. 

d. The Department should request and review 
mitigation plans. Comments from the Fisheries 
Division should be solicited. 

Should you have any questions regarding these matters, please contact 
M. Q. Taherian at (301) 974-2265. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Wong 
Chief, Waterway Permits Division 

SW:MQT:das 
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Response  to Maryland  Department  of  Natural  Resources,  Water  Resource 
Administration letter dated June 28, 1988 

1. Application for appropriate permits will be pursued in accordance with 
applicable regulations. 

2. The 100-year floodplain limits are initially identified based on the FEMA 
Flood Insurance Study in accordance with federal regulations. During the 
design stages, floodplain limits are developed by SHA hydraulics section in 
accordance with WRA regulations. 

3. This information will be used during the design of the project. 

4. Surface waters in the study area run from North to South and the proposed 
alignment runs East to West, therefore complete avoidance of stream 
crossings or rechannelization is impossible. All guidelines will be 
strictly adhered to. See page IV-16. 

5. These measures will be incorporated into the design of the project and will 
be included in contract specifications. All mitigation measures to be used 
will be reviewed by the appropriate agencies. 

6. SHA has adjusted the alignment to reduce the number of wetland acres 
impacted. SHA will replace impacted wetlands on a 1:1 basis. 

7a. The Army Corps of Engineers during a wetland field review on November 19 and 
20 1987 modified the boundary of wetland #4 which reduces the impacted 
acreage to 1.57 acres. The proposed alignment cannot be changed without 
creating impacts to Howard High located west of the selected alignment and 
residences located on Avoca Avenue. 

7b. The selected option at Route 104 is 104-A. Every effort will be made to 
minimize construction related impacts to wetlands. 

7c. Should SHA be requested to study Snowden River Parkway, all concerned 
agencies will be notified. 

7d. Construction related mitigation techniques will be coordinated with 
appropriate agencies. 
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Mary/and Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

yS4*$^&^ 

MEMORANDUM 

June  1,   1988 

T+IP 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

TO: Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

FROM:    Cynthia D. Simpson, Chief 
Environmental Management 

SUBJECT:  Contract No. HO 661-501-770 
Maryland Route 100 from 
US 29 to 1-95 
Howard County, Maryland 
PDM3 No. 132062 

Cfi* 

On May 11, 1988, a meeting was held at the State Highway 
Administration to discuss wetland mitigation and stream 
restoration for the subject project.  In attendance were: 

^ Howard Johnson 
Pete Stokely 
Farzad Yazdani 
Bob Sanders 
Augie Taboni 
Karl Teitt 
Peter Knight 
John Nichols 
Steve Harmon 

SHA-Environmental Management 
US Environmental Protection Agency 
SHA-Bridge Design 
SHA-Highway Design 
SHA-Highway Design 
SHA-Project Development 
US Fish & Wildlife Service 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Corps of Engineers 

The meeting started with a discussion of the selected 
alignment and the associated environmental constraints.  It was 
agreed that the alignment could not be modified without creating 
additional impacts or significantly altering the design of the 
proposed roadway. 

Each wetland was looked at individually and, where possible, 
mitigation was proposed at areas adjacent to the affected site. 

Wetland 

#1 

#2 

Impacted Acreage 

.76 

.30 

Possible Replacement Area 

Brampton Hills Park would be a 
good site.  (Possibly 4(f)). 
West of W#2 between the 
floodplain and the proposed 
right-of-way. 

My telephone nu VIII-50 ) 333-1177 

Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 O.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

Tr>7    M«rth   rialwort    ^t        Oal»rm«ro      MarwIanW    o •\ on 1 _n T IT 
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#6 3.09 

#3      deleted during wetland field visit of 
November, 1987. 

*4 1.57        Wetland: Mitigation could be 
#5 '52 investigated at the Timber Run 

subdivision.  Storm water 
management facilities could be 
used to discharge water to 
create wetlands via sediment 
traps and other water quality 
mitigation measures. 

Maintain hydrologic connection 
between wetland divided by 
interchange ramps at Maryland 
Route 104/108 with Sediment 
traps. This would reduce 
impact. 

\1 4-56 Wetlands can be replaced along 
the rechanneled stream and 
within the proposed right-of- 
way. . Streambanks should be 
stabilized with gabian baskets 
and the streambank 
revegetated. Meanders should 
be placed in the relocated 
stream and the pool to ripple 
ratio should be maintained. 

#8 
#9 

#10 Part of Snowden River Parkway Project, 
not Maryland Route 100. 

#11 2.09 Two areas formerly part of the 
Brightfield subdivision located 
on the south side of the 
alignment and within the 
proposed R-O-W for MD 100 could 
be used for wetland 
replacement. 

*12 2.42 SHA will investigate whether 
wetland mitigation may be 
possible at the Launger Farm 
property. 

*13 -68 Replacement may be possible 
adjacent to the Interchange at 
Maryland Route 100/1-95. 
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A field mitigation meeting will be scheduled by Bob Sanders 
of Highway design, next summer to identify storm water management 
sites. 

Please contact Howard Johnsonn at 333-1179 if you have any 
questions. 

LHE:CDS:sh 
cc:  Attendees 

Mr. Charles Adams 
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Maryland Department ofTransportatmn 
.^J J^   State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainer 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Admimsirator 

March  4,   1988 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Cynthia D. Simpson, Chief /»/M 
Environmental Management (-^C) 

Contract No. HO 661-501-770 
Maryland Route 100 from 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
Howard County, Maryland 
PDMS No. 132062 

#„ Jtn  No!ember 19 and 20, 1987 a wetland field review was held 
for the subject project.  In attendance were: 

Mr. Howard Johnson 
Mr. Karl R. Teitt 
Mr. Ron Jetman 
Mr. Bob Sanders 
Mr. Auquie Taboni 
Mr. Steve Harmon 
Mr. Webster Macomber 

SHA, Environment Management 
SHA, Project Development 
DNR Fisheries 
SHA, Highway Design 
SHA, Highway Design 
U.S. Corps of Engineers 
U.S. Corps of Engineers 

Wetland No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
"7 
8&9 
10 

11 
12 
13 

Corps of Engineers Wetland Impacted Acreages 

.76 ac. 

.30 ac. 
0 ac. 

1.57 ac. 
.52 ac. 

3.09 ac. 
.10 ac. 

4.46 ac. 
Part of Snowden River Parkway not part of this 
study. 

2.09 ac. 
2.42 ac. 
.68 ac. 

My teleohone nt 
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Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
March 4, 1988 
Page 2 

The following comments were made during the field visit: 

Mr. Steve Harman 

In the vicinity of wetland #2 on the south side of the 

ESSSZk  po^^ ^ a POSSible 10Cation '« a Storm^ter 

^•"I'iSr^ciSi^iS?1111*#l'15, beyond fence iine 

Where sewer line runs down from Brampton Hills, include a 25- 
wide wetland from center of stream. mciuae a 25 

Eliminate wetland #3 all together. 

m,-^•?   .5     entire area is included and developer is 
Setlln" haS n0 obU«"i0'' to replace this 

"   bo?rerb
t^re*aVSan^itiOnal5^0••  ^ ordinal .eeiand 

Decrease wetland #6 boundary by about 30 feet. 

Decrease wetland #7 boundary by 5' width. 

ro^f^J12' b0^- DNR and ^ krmV  CorPs 0f Engineers 
cr«« lit      Jout?wesC shlft 0f the alignment which would 
cross perpendicular to the wetland and reduce impacts. 

"   coulfbe^la^d nn ^^  ^'   *  *t0n "ater  ^agement pond could be placed on the up stream side of the roadway. 

mf;-S-eVe Harinailj
also recommended we pull in the ramps to 

minimize or avoid wetland impacts. 

Mr.-Ron Jetman 

PinL^h^H Krer betwe!n the r°ad and stream as possible. 
Pipes should be depressed 1" inch or so beneath the stream 
bed.  Also as little rechannalization of streams as possible. 

Mr. Ron Jetman recommended gravel be placed in streams 
relocated as initial roughing. 
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Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr, 
March 4, 1988 
Page 3 

Ho„ara£
John»n

PaT3'?-1
a?79"0nal  in'0rn"i- P1"" ""act Mr. 

CS:cd 

cc:     Mr.   Charles  Adams 
Mr.   Doug  Simmsons 
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WILLIAM DONALD SCHAEFER 
GOVERNOR 

MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 

301  W.   PRESTON  STREET 
BALTIMORE.   MARYLAND  21201-2303 

March 10,   1988 

%^ 

CONSTANCE LIEDER 
SECRETARY 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 
Department of Transportation - SHA 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Md., 21203-0717 

RE:  State Clearinghouse Identifier: MD880126-0067 
DEIS/Section 4(f) Evaluation - Md. Rte. 100 From U.S. Rte. 29 to 1-95 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

Subsequent to the Clearinghouse recommendation letter of February 24th, 
concerning the above reference, we have received the enclosed comments 
from the Department of Natural Resources.  The Department advised that a 
permit may be required for construction within waters of the State and 
also endorsed comments concerning wetlands. 

Your attention to these comments are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

tate Clearinghouse 
for Intergovernmental Assistance 

GWH:SB:mk 

Enclosure 

cc:  Virginia Tauber - DNR 

••: r <r 

l/fc....-:-; " 
-i  v 

IJIAR 

V   JL 

, 1988 

piAs;-:i:'.a & • 

TELEPHONE: 301-225-4490 
TTY for Deaf: 301-383-7555 
OFFICE OF STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 
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Date: January 27, 1988 

Director 
Maryland State Clearinghouse \itT. it  EIAih'yl.;\liHNG 
for Intergovernmental Assistance RECEIVED 
301 West Preston Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201-2365 HAfl "^ lQ33 

'^imi f- SUBJECT:  REVIEW COMMENT AJND RECOMMENDATION 

State Application Identifier: MD880126-0067 

Applicant: MOOT - SHA 

Description: DEIS/Section 4(f) Evaluation - Md. Rte. 100 from U. S. 29 
to 1-95 

Responses must be returned to the State Clearinghouse on or before fphrnary 1Q, iQflfl 

Based on a review of the notification information provided, we have determined that: 

Check One: 

  O lt  is consistent with our plans, programs, and objectives.  For those agencies 
which are responsible for making determinations under the following federal con- 
sistency requirements/ please check the appropriate response: 

  It has been determined that the subject has "no effect" on any known 
archeological or historic resources and that the requirements of Sec- 
tion 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and 36 CFR 800 
have been met for the subject. 

  It has been determined that the requirements of Maryland Coastal Zone 
Management Program have been met for the subject in accordance with 
16 USC U56, Section 307(c)(1) and (2). 

x   2) It is generally consistent with our plans, programs, and objectives, but the 
qualifying comment below is submitted for consideration. 

  3) It raises problems concerning compatibility with our plans, programs, or objec- 
tives, or it may duplicate existing program activities, as indicated in the 
comment below.  If a meeting with the applicant is requested, please check 
here  . 

  4) Additional information is required to complete the review.  The information 
needed is identified below.  If an extension of the review period is requested 
please check here  . 

  5) It does not require our comments. 

COMMENTS:     See attached 

(Additional comments may be placed on the back or on separate sheets of paper) 

Signature: //^y,.,,,^  /wL^k^ 

Name:   Viriania TanhPr T/fl/flfl  

Organization:  DNR/Water Resources Admin. 

Address:  Annapolis, MD 21401  
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WATERWAY PERMITS DIVISION ^7 ^V 
CLEARINGHOUSE REVIEW 

DATE: ^-^-^S 

TO: Virginia Tauber 

FROM: Helen Stein (x2265) \\C%> 

THRU: Stan Wong 

RE: Clearinghouse Project(s) # MP^QI-Lo 'OC<*'?       M   Z-f \CO 

I have reviewed the information submitted with the attached proposed clearinghouse 
proj'ect(s) and have indicated below the appropriate comment(s) which should be brought 
to the Applicant's attention: 

    1.      It appears  that at least a portion of the above-referenced  project  is 
located in the non-tidal 100-year floodplain of   * &\.h>'t fa*   7     fylbCLC^co 
Therefore, a State permit for construction within the waters of the State 
is    required.        The    Applicant    is   strongly    urged    to    contact    this 
Administration for more specific design requirements. 

   2.     The project is not within the non-tidal 100-year floodplain of the waters 
of the State and the upstream drainage area is less than the acreage 
limits specified in the WRA Rules and Regulations. Therefore, a State 
permit for construction within the waters of the State is not required. 

   3.      A determination cannot be made whether a State permit for construction 
within non-tidal waters of the State will be required or not, based upon 
the general location and map scale provided. We urge the Applicant to 
submit more details as the project proceeds. 

   4.     The   packet   submitted   is   in   the   planning   stage.       Upon   further 
development, the Applicant is requested to contact this Administration 
should any projects fall within the non-tidal 100-year floodplain of the 
waters of the State. 

^ 5. Any construction on State or Federal property which involves more than 
100 c.y. or 5000 s.f. of disturbed surface area will require review and 
approval of an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan by the Department of 
the Environment. 

^ 6. Projects that are State planned or financed require a review and approval 
of plans for stormwater management by the Department of the 
Environment. 

7.     Additional comments:    UJgH^U^'b  Coi/VLUivl^  (X\^ QJXOcl^u L 

County Street Map Page(s) *   (f J E 
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MARYLAND 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 

301 W. PRESTON STREET 
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21201 -2365 

WILLIAM DONALD SCHAEFER CONSTANCE LIEDER 
GOVERNOR February 24, 1988        SECRETARY 

Mr. Neil J. Pedersen J? :-\j\ J •'^'XS/T*,]") 
Department of Transportation - SHA " ^"  "'      9"'*' 
707 N. Calvert St. -jrg .. •: 1955 
Baltimore, Md., 21203-0717 

SUBJECT:  REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION rnHviu-1"* s-- " • 

State Application Identification Number: MD880126-0067 

Applicant: MDOT - State Highway Administration 

Description: DEIS/Section 4(f) Evaluation - Md. Rte. 100 From US 29 to 195 

Location: Howard Co. 

Approving Authority: DOT 

Recommendation:  Endorsement Subject to Comments 

Dear Mr. Pedersen: 

In accordance with Presidential Executive Order 12372 and Code of Maryland 
Regulation 16.02.03, the State Clearinghouse has coordinated the intergovern- 
mental review of the referenced subject. As a result of the review, it has 
been determined that the subject is consistent with Maryland's plans, programs 
and objectives as of this date. The State process recommendation is endorsement. 
Comments noted the following: 

-,Completion of the Section 106 review- ; and 
- Recommendation noted a slight realignment for Deep Run; and 
- Consideration be given to any late forwarded comments. 

The following directly affected State and local public agencies were provided 
notice of the subject. 

Regional Planning Council, Department of Public Safety & Correctional Services, 
Department of Agriculture, Department of General Services, Department of Housing 
and Community Development, including the Maryland Historical Trust, Department 
of the Environment, Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, Department of Natural 
Resources, including the Coastal Zone Resources Division, Department of Education, 
and the Department of State Planning. 

The following specific comments were provided for your consideration: 

VI11-59 
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The Department of Natural Resources advised that any comments for the reference 
subject will be forwarded at a later date. 

Department of Environment noted (copy attached) that the environmental impact 
statement is generally consistent with plans, programs and objectives.  However, 
the alignment of the proposed Route 100 Extension as shown in Figure 5C requires 
substantial modification to the existing natural stream. Deep Run.  These 
modifications would involve loss of portions of the areas designated W-8, 
W-9 and W-10 as described in Table 9 of the Statement.  It appears that a slight 
re-alignment to the west of Deep Run would require significantly less stream 
modification while not impacting developed properties.  Prior to the request 
for a permit application, consideration should be given to the advantages and 
disadvantages of the potential Deep Run alignment. 

The State Historic Preservation Officer has determined that the subject may 
affect archeological or historic resources listed in, or possibly eligible for 
the National Register of Historic Places.  Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act and the federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation's 
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) require that the Advisory Council be given the 
opportunity to comment when a federal undertaking will affect resources listed 
in or eligible for the National Register. The Trust advised that MHT is working 
with the State Highway Administration to complete the Section 106 review. 

Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services noted that the proposed 
construction of Rte. 100 will have a definite positive impact on traffic volumes 
in this area of Howard County. Local traffic surveys conducted by agency 
personnel in Howard Co. have indicated a need to reduce Average Daily Traffic 
(ADT) on the roadways in that area such as Md. Rtes. 103, 104 and 108.  Therefore, 
the construction of Md. Rte. 100 in this area would only enhance traffic safety 
and reduce traffic volume during peak business hours. 

In response to the review request, this letter with attachment constitutes the 
State process recommendation. The applicant is required to include a copy of 
this letter with attachment and a statement of consideration given to the 
comments and recommendation with the application that is submitted to the 
approving authority. A copy of this statement should also be submitted to 
the State Clearinghouse. Additionally, you are required to place the State 
Application Identification (SAI) Number on the application for financial 
assistance. 

The State Clearinghouse must be informed if the recommendation cannot be 
accommodated by the federal approving authority. The Clearinghouse recommendation 
is valid for a period of three years from the date of this letter.  If the approving 
authority has not made a decision regarding the subject within that time period, 
information should be submitted to the Clearinghouse requesting a review update. 
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We appreciate your attention to the intergovernmental review process and look 
forward to continued cooperation. 

/        Guy y.  ftagrfr 
Direi-tor,M&ryland State Clearinghouse 
for  Intergovernmetnal Assistance 

GWH:SB:ink 

Attachment 

cc:  Bruce Gilmore - DNR 
Clyde Pyers - DOT 
Sheiala Moskow - DHCD 
Mac Voelcker - MDE 
Daryl Rawlings - RPC 
Eric Walbeck - DGS 
James Duffy- DAGR 
Betsy Barnard - DHMH 
Skipp Sanders - MSDE 
John O'Neill - DPSCS 
Roland English - DSP 
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Response to Maryland Department of State Planning letter dated February 24, 1988 

1. A western shift in the alignment to minimize impacts to W-8 would require 
approximately 12 acres of the Curtis Farm in addition to not giving the 
Curtis Farm access to Deep Run. The Curtis Farm is a horse farm and Deep 
Run Creek which currently runs through this property is vital to the health 
of the horses and the success of the Farm. A shift would also impact 
approximately 99 Units associated with the Village of Montgomery Run 
currently under construction (see alternates mapping). The impacts 
associated with wetlands W-9 and W-10 are primarily caused by the proposed 
Snowden River Parkway which is not part of the MD 100 project. Nor is it 
carried in any state program. It is identified as proposed future 
development by others and any associated impacts and mitigation will be 
addressed by the county. 

2. Section 106 coordination for historic sites has been completed with the 
determination resulting in no effect to any historic sites as a result of 
Alternate 3 (see Page VIII-75). No archeological resources will be affected 
by the construction of selected Alternate 3. One site 18H019B will be 
fenced during construction to prevent any construction related impacts (see 
letter dated January 13, 1989). 
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Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Tidewater Administration 
Tawes State Office Building 
580 Taylor Avenue 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

William Donald Schaefer Torrey C. Brown, M.D. 
Governor Secretary 

February 24, 1988 

MEMORANDUM 

To:      Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Dept..of Transportation, SHA 

From:    W.$Jsk"ehsen, Director 
Fishei ies Division 

Subject:  Fisl\ej/ies Division's comments on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement/Section 4(f) Evaluation: Maryland Route 100, from U.S. 
Route 29 to Interstate Route 95:  Howard County SHA Contract No. 
HO 661-101-771:  Deep Run and Red Hill Branch Drainages, Patuxent 
and Patapsco Rivers Watersheds. 

The following comments on the subject Draft Environmental Impact State- 
ment/Section 4(f) (DEIS) were prepared by Jeff Mosley and represent this Division's 
views. 

In general, the DEIS does not adequately describe the impacts to aquatic and 
wetland resources; in many instances, impacts throughout the watersheds are min- 
imized altogether. 

From an aquatic resource viewpoint, the most immediate environmental impact 
from the proposed construction will be increased sediment loading in both Deep 
Run and Red Hill Branch drainages. These streams are already under stress as a     •« 
result of recent residential and urban watershed development.  However, DNR ' 
Fisheries Division has survey records (Carter, 1986) indicating both drainages 
support 13 species of fin-fish. 

The DEIS does address the sediment problem, but considers it a minor and 
temporary impact occurring only during the active construction phases of work. 
The potential long-term adverse impacts are not sufficiently explored. A review 
of the extensive literature on the subject would have more adequately highlighted 
the real, long-term effects. 

The most serious long-term environmental impact on aquatic resources from 
the proposed Alternate 3 (Preferred Alternate) construction will be acceleration 
of the conversion of woodland, prime farmland and old-field habitats to resident- 
ial and commercial uses. 

Comparing figure III-9 with 111-10 shows a conversion of nearly all existing 
farm areas and mature woodland throughout these Howard County watersheds.  These 
land-use changes in terms of reduced evapotranspiration, reduced infiltration, 
accelerated runoff, increased sediment loading, decreased groundwater (wells) and 
a general degrading of water quality need to be discussed mete adequately. 

Telephone: - V j j j .53       
DNR m 1-974-3683 
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Page specific comments are as follows: 

Page S-ll:  The DEIS state "No.. This agency will develop a complete 
environmental effects report on the proposed action."  Does SHA plan to complete 
a detailed report? 

Page 11-3,0:  Fisheries Division's first preference is Alternate 1 (No-Build). 
Originally, the State Highway Administration studied 5 alternates.  Alternate 1, 
is the (No-Build).  Alternate 2, is a reconstruction of Maryland Route 103/U.S. 
Route 29.  Alternate 3, is construction on new alignment from U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate 95.  Alternate 4, is a reconstruction of U.S. Route 29/Maryland Route 
108.  Alternate 5, is a combination of Alternate 2 and 4. 

The DEIS has indicated that Alternates 2,4, and 5 have been dropped from 
further consideration. 

Page 11-4,2:  Alternate 3 (Proposed Mainline) is a four mile long 6-lane 
principal arterial highway on new alignment that will cause additional adverse 
environmental consequences in an already rapidly urbanizing area.  Sections of 
this roadway have been under construction by Howard County for months.  The road- 
way will be assumed by SHA at a later date.  Details of this arrangement should have 
been presented more frequently at Quarterly Interagency Review Meetings describing 
details. 

Page 111-10:  Fisheries Division's impression of the topography and geology 
section is favorable; however, the Environmental Base Map scale is too large to 
analyze.  Fisheries Division would prefer document sizedgeology and soil maps to 
examine flora and fauna distribution along streams: 

Page III-12-5:  The DEIS states:  "Seasonal high water tables may be encount- 
ered in Chilium, Sassafras, and especially Beltsvilie soils." 

The Division would prefer a soil map because the soil series does not give 
enough information.  For example, Beltsvilie soil may have hydnc  soil inclusion  Q 

components (Beltsvilie silt loams have Leonardtown hydnc inclusions) .  There- 
fore, Fisheries Division requests to have all hydric soils in the study area in- 
cluded on Table 5. 

Page III-4, 3a:  The DEIS states:  "The drainage area for Red Hill Branch 
at the point of crossing by the proposed highway is predominantly residential 
and agricultural, with a small commercial tract along Montgomery Road." 

The Combined Location/Design Public Hearing brochure (2/9/88) Figure 11 
depicts 4 possible crossings of Red Hill Branch.  The DEIS displays 1 crossing 
near the U.S. Route 29 ramps and the mainline (map 5a).  Fisheries Division 
strongly recommends this floodplain/wetland be bridged entirely. 

The Division is concerned if SHA considers W-l a stream and if Red Hill 
Branch LS crossed near Air/Noise site (14) where the roadway crosses Brampton 
Hills Park. 

Page 111-15,113:  "The effect of the proposed highway on each of these rivers 
will be negligible since the area affected by the highway is only a small portion 
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of their total drainage basin."  Fisheries Division rejects this rationale. 
As long as SHA insists on avoiding the recognition of cumulative impacts of 
their many projects in a watershed. Fisheries must consider the impacts of 
single projects in a scale approprate to the individual project.  If SHA must 
consider a project in isolation, then its impacts must be evaluated in isolation, 
i.e. only within the confines of the construction area. The impacts within an 
individual construction zone are invariably severe:  Soils are denuded, stream- 
beds silted, meanders destroyed by reshaping and relocation. The value of the 
immediate area as habitat typically becomes zero for the duration of disturbance. 
It is permanently altered from the original condition.  In the context of an 
appropriate scale, the treatment of impacts by the DEIS is of no value as a 
decision-making tool.  It should be completely redone for the FEIS. 

The DEIS has no stream flow or volume data.  There is no physical or 
chemical data documentation.  Fisheries Division recommends that the FEIS contain 
the following documentation (can be a Table): 

1) Stream name 
2) Location 
3) Order 
4) MDE class 
5) D.O. -jo 
6) Temperature 
7) Conductivity 
8) Discharge Volume 
9) Width (ft.) 

10) Depth (in.) 
11) Fish found in stream 
12) Macroinvertebrates if possible 

Page 111-16,0 :  Fisheries Division points out that most floodplains are 
wetlands, as well as being within the definitions of "waters of the state." 

Page 111-17,111:  The DEIS states:  "There are no areas of deep or isolated 
woodlands.  The woodlands provide a good habitat for a wide variey of small 
mammals and birds, with a more limited representation of reptiles and amphibians." 

Fisheries Division's comment to the above is after looking at the Future 
Land Use (Fig. 10), there will be no more habitat or "wildlife edges" in the study 
area. 

Page 111-18, 112: The DEIS states: "The shortage of surface water in the 
proposed project corridor Limits the number of different types of reptiles and 
amphibians found there, just as it does with the mammals." 

Fisheries Division states that, m view of there ^in, 2 stream tystene.   14 v*rU«fc 
and vernal ponding in uplands, the study  area has ample surface water for the 
(Rana spp.), (Hyla crucifer), (Ambystomidae) and (Plethodontidae) amphibians. 

Page 111-18,C:  Fisheries Division has stated there are no anadromous fish 
species existing m the study area, however, our responsibilities for management 
include all fish communities and habitats that may be affected from the proposed 
construction.  Additionally, we recommend that existing barriers (culverts/pipes) 
be repaired or replaced.  All species of stream-dwelling fish exhibit both up- 
and downstream migration. 
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Page IV-14, D;  The DEIS states:  "Specific techniques for erosion/sediment- 
ation control may include:  ..." 

Fisheries Division recommends as priority practices, first limited tree 
cutting and shrub grubbing, (2) retaining streams in natural state, and then 
c,d,e,f,g, and h.  Additionally, Fisheries Division will recommend a revegetation 
plan for areas that affect stream dynamics as conditions of permits issued for     "14 
the project.  These will be patterned after restoration plantings implemented in 
connection with U.S Route 48. 

With the application of available erosion control technology, 
significant impacts to surface water and erosion control plans, if adequately 
maintained, will cause little damage to aquatic resources.  Unfortunately, flaw- 
less implementation is not usually the case (1-97 Sec. A and E).  Although 
erosion and sediment control techniques have significantly reduced the magnitude 
of sediment  runoff, it has been estimated by the MDE Stormwater Management 
Section that about 70% effectiveness is the maximum that can be achieved.  In 
addition to this, if control plans are not regularly maintained, their effective- 
ness will be even further reduced.  An attached article illustrates that frequently 
this is the norm. 

A more realistic evaluation of the potential damage to aquatic resources 
from sedimentation must be developed and implemented in the final FEIS. 

Page IV^16, HI:  The DEIS states on the EAF in response to question No. 16- 
Yes.  Comments on pp. IV-2.b., III-3.b. 

However, these pages contain no comments pertinent.to overland stormwater 
runoff. 

The DEIS states:  "Future runoff will not exceed present rates for existing 
land use."  Fisheries Division's response is this statement Ls incorrect. A 4 mile 
long road with a 200-foot right-of-way would substantially i.-.crease stormwater 
runoff sheetflow.  An additional 10+ acres contributing to runoff at higher run- 
off curve numbers must increase stormwater flows. 

Page IV-16, 112:  The DEIS states:  "Stream relocations and rechannelizations 
are required for this project."  It is unclear from the document where and how 
many streams will be crossed.  This should be rectified in the FEIST 

Page IV-16, 112:  The DEIS states:  "Alternate 3 requires approximately 1800 
feet of stream relocation east of Maryland Route 104." 

Fisheries Division will recommend denial of the proposed stream relocation. 
The two floodplain crossings could be bridgfej. 

Running a stream (1800') into a new channel puts the stream into an un- 
stabiiized, unconsolidated ditch.  Mitigation procedures will be extremely 
expensive and time consuming. 

16 

17 

18 
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Moreover, we have suggested (10/21/87), "it would be best to think in terms 
of acquiring enough right-of-way to avoid relocation; or if that cannot be done,  -IQ 
acquire enough right-of-way so that the stream can be rehabilitated (that is, 
restored as something other than a ditch). 

State Highway Administration has not responded to our suggestions. 

Page IV-17, 3:  The DEIS states:  "Preliminary studies indicate that both 
Red Hill Branch and Deep Run Stream crossing could be handled with a 120-inch 
metal pipe at each location." 

Fisheries Division recommends both streams to be bridged entirely to facilitate^Q 
fisheries habitat, decrease fish barrier possibilities and decrease wetland/fiood- 
plain impacts. 

21 Page IV-18, HI:  Fisheries Division will recommend periods for no construction 
activities, to run from March 1 through June 15 inclusive. 

Page IV-18,4:  The State Highway Administration has presented a good treatment 
of "Effects on "wetlands" in this DEIS.  However, Fisheries Division has tl.e 
following list of comments: (ROW- Right of Way) 

1) At FEIS revision, W-l could be bridged or the proposed right-of-way 
reduced. 

2) At FEIS revision, W-2 ROW/slope reduction. 

3) This W-3 was affected by County construction. 

4) W-4 has been clearcut by County/SHA. 

5) At FEIS revision, W-5 ROW/slope reductions. 

6) FEIS revision, W-6 selective cutting and reduce ROW. 

7) FEIS should propose to bridge w-7 (or reduce ROW) . 22 

8) FEIS should propose to bridge W-9 (Fisheries Division strongly re- 
commends) . 

9) FEIS should abolish Snowden River Parkway concept and w-9 and W-10 
impact problems. 

10) FEIS should reduce siope/ROW on W-ll . 

11) FEIS should propose to bridge W-12. 

12) FEIS should limit slope or ROW on w-13. 

Fisheries     Division strongly recommends these comments and revisions be 
considered in accordance with: 

Executive Order 11990, U.S. EPA Qb (1) Guidelines, Section 401 Water Quality 
Certification Stormwater Management Assessment Guidelines, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service NEPA Review and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
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Page IV-23,5:  In the discussion of effects on terrestrial and aquatic habitat, 
it is stated that sediment and erosion control measures should reduce adverse 
impacts to aquatic life to negligible levels.  No mention is made of potential 
impacts to fish or wildlife in these "destroyed" habitats.  Species loss pro- 
portional to habitat alterations can be significant.  The loss of 56.5 acres of 
varied habitats will contribute significantly to fragmentation of the remaining 
habitat areas.  Fragmentation increases the litelihood of local extirpation of 
populations and reduces the chances for reestablishment.  The final EIS should 
investigate and highlight this phenomenon. 

Page IX-16:  Fisheries Division recommends the inclusion of a fish species 
list in the appendices. 
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Response to Maryland Department of Natural Resources - Tidewater Administration 
letter dated February 24, 1988 

1. A sediment and erosion control plan will be developed and approved by 
Maryland Department of the Environment. See Page II1-6 for a listing of fin 
fish. 

2. Sedimentation and erosion are more acute during the construction phase of 
highway development. Early revegetation of slopes and silt fencing will aid 
in retarding contamination of area streams. Stormwater management plan will 
be developed to minimize adverse long-term effects. 

3. Land use changes in the corridor will occur in accordance with local zoning 
and master plans. The MD 100 EIS discusses impacts associated with the 
proposed highway which is also with area master plans. The development in 
the area will occur with or without MD 100. The potential impacts of the 
planned development are considered in area master plans. 

4 This Statement was incorrect. The Environmental Impact Statement prepared 
in accordance with Federal regulations also satisfies state environmental 
report requirements. 

5. The initial project planning phase for MD 100 include four build alternates. 
Three of the initial build alternates were dropped because they did not 
address the transportation need in the project area. The No-Build alternate 
will also not address the transportation need of the area. 

6. Since the SHA had no control over construction activities of the developers 
or Howard County, SHA saw no reason to discuss it. However, if this type of 
situation occurs on other projects it will be brought to the agencies 
attention at the quarterly meetings. 

7. Flora and fauna along the proposed area of improvement have been identified 
(see Section IV). 

8. Table 6 has been added which lists the hydric soils and soils with hydric 
inclusions. 

9. Map 5a in the DEIS shows one crossing of the main stream of Red Hill Branch 
and one crossing of a tributary associated with Red H^'ll Branch. 
Preliminary hydrologic studies indicate that piping this stream under the 
proposed roadway will not result in significant flooding. 

10. In the vicinity of NSA #14, MD 100 will cross perpendicular to a tributary 
of Red Hill Branch and also a drainage ditch originating from the Brampton 
Hills Development. Red Hill Branch will be crossed approximately 1,700 feet 
east of NSA #14 (Wetland #2). The floodplain boundary associated with Red 
Hill Branch in the vicinity of NSA #4, lies outside the proposed right-of- 
way. Figure 5a shows the crossing of Brampton Hills Park. 
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11. The proposed MD 100 project may result in one stream relocation and 
associated impacts. The development of a proposed mitigation plan to 
minimize these construction effects will include the placing of meanders in 
relocated streams, stabilizing banks by revegetation, and placing gabion 
baskets and rip-rap in stream channel. Erosion, sedimentation and 
stormwater management plans will be developed to reduce short and long-term 
siltation of area streams. 

12. The technical data requested on streams in the project area. Red Hill Branch 
and Deep Run Creek, are not available. 

13. No anadromous fish species exist in the study area, however, a listing of 
fin fish known to exist may be found on page 111-16. 

14. See Page IV. 

15. See Page IV. 

16. State of the art storm water management practices will be strictly adhered 
to in order to maintain the existing flow as much as possible. These plans 
will be reviewed and approved by the Maryland Department of Environment. 

17. See Page IV. 

18. While a bridge is a simple solution to avoiding wetlands and floodplain, it 
is also an expensive solution in the initial outlay and the future 
maintenance of the structure. Both natural environmental impacts and 
economic considerations will be evaluated before a final decision is made. 
With either decision, coordination with the resource agencies will be 
carried out to develop an appropriate mitigation package. 

19. Stream relocation is unavoidable, however, enough right-of-way has been 
acquired to properly mitigate affected areas. 

20. See response 18. 

21. All instream time of year restriction will be adhered too. 

22. Fisheries Division recommendations and comments regarding the "Effects on 
Wetland" section of the DEIS will be noted and considered during the design 
of this project. See Response to #18. 
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Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

Tidewater Administration 
Tawes State Office Building 
580 Taylor Avenue 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

William Donald Schaefer 
Governor 

MEMORANDUM 

February 3, 1988 

To:      Cynthia D. Simpson, Chief 
Environmental Management 
State Highway Administration Room 314 

From:    W.P\(s)ga^6Hn7Director 
fies Division 

Torrey C Brown, M.D. 
Secretary 

O 
& f-n 
_,— ?^3 OP 

•X —o 
CP 

S •2*3 
T^, 

CO 
CO 

Subject:  Contr^t No. HO-661-101-770 N Maryland Route 100 from U.S. Route 29 
to Interstate Route 95.  Howard County, Maryland. Patapsco River 
drainage. 

Our comments concerning the Combined Location/Design Public Hearing of the 
subject project are the following: 

Comment 1- On October 21, 1987, our department requested an analysis be 
prepared of the cost difference between the gas pipeline relocation, and the 
cost of 1200 feet of Deep Run Creek relocation; and the required stream 
restoration mitigation. We have not received any response. 

Comment _2~ The SHA Environmental Overview states:  "Short term increases 
in the amount of sediment entering the area streams and tributaries would be 
anticipated under the Build Alternate due to construction." The Division would 
like to state that increased sediment loads have deleterious effects on streams. 

High concentrations of suspended sediment in streams cause many adverse 
consequences including increased turbidity, reduced light penetration, reduced 
prey capture for sight feeding predators, clogging of gills/filters of fish 
and aquatic invertebrates, reduced spawning and juvenile fish survival, and 
reduced angling success. Additional impacts result after sediment is deposited 
in slower moving receiving waters, such as smothering of the benthic community, 
changes"in the composition of the bottom substrate, more rapid filling of small 
impoundments which create the need for costly dredging, and reduction in 
aesthetic values.  Sediment is also an efficient carrier of toxicants and trace 
metals. Once deposited, pollutants in these enriched sediments can be re- 
mobilized under suitable environmental conditions posing a risk to benthic life 
(Gavin and Moore, 1982). 

Telephone: VI11-71 
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Oil and grease contain a wide array of hydrocarbon compounds, some of 
which are known to be toxic to aquatic life at low concentrations (Stenstrom 
et al., 1984).  The major source of hydrocarbons in urban runoff is through 
leakage of crankcase oil and other lubricating agents from the automobile 
(Tanacredi and Stainken, 1981). As might be expected, hydrocarbon levels are 
highest in the runoff from parking lots, roads, and service stations. 
Residential land uses generate less hydrocarbon export, although illegal disposal 
of waste oil into storm sewers can be a local problem. 

Comment 3- Fisheries Division will recommend denial of the 1200 feet of 
stream relocation/rechannelization at Deep Run.  The Division strongly recommends 
ridging the various 100-year floodplains _tg.minimize wetland and stream impacts. 

Land use activities that change natural streaun morphology such as 
rechannelization eliminate bends or meanders, remove natural stream bank 
vegetation, increase stream power, hence aggravate stream bed and bank erosion 
(Carter, 1985). 

Comment 4- Significant hydrological changes in a watershed by increasing 
impervious land areas by urbanization (highways), contribute to increased 
flooding and diminished groundwater supplies, which reduce base flow of streams. 
Reduced base flows impair fisheries habitat (Karr, 1979). 

Comment 5- The destruction of 16-17 acres of wetland will severely affect 
groundwater quality and quantity and decrease stream base flows.  The ground- 
water recharge and discharge function of wetlands is well documented (Adamus, 
1983).  Our department is not confident the SHA has studied alternates to 
minimize impacts to wetlands as required by the EPA 404(b)(1) Guidelines; 
Subpart A - 23.1(d) which states:  The degradation or destruction of special 
aquatic sites, such as filling operations in wetlands, is considered to be 
among the most severe environmental impacts covered by these Guidelines.  This 
department questions what type of "mitigation measures" will be incorporated 
into the project design and Fisheries would like to be involved with the 
-=>velopment of the final design. 

Comment 6- What does SHA mean by "a proportional loss in wildlife?" 
The loss or deforestation of 73.6 acres of woodlands and 17 acres of wetlands 
is a significant loss of habitat in this low to medium density existing land 
use.  This department recommends the woodlands be replaced on a 1:1 replace- 
ment -Satio in uplands and 2:1 ratio for the loss of riparian habitats. 

These comments were prepared by Jeff Mosley and represent this Division's 

views. 

CC:  Ws. Denise Clearwater - Non-Tidal Wetlands D-4 
Mr. Steve Harman - U.S. COE (Western Shore Section) 
Mr. Sean McKewen - DNR-Forest, Parks, and Wildlife 
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Response to Maryland Department of Natural Resources letter dated February 3, 
1988 

1. Preliminary cost analysis indicates that the pipe line crossing will exceed 
the required Deep Run Creek relocation and mitigation by over $400,000. The 
required stream restoration mitigation will be coordinated with DNR during 
the final design phase. At that time, the Department of Natural Resources 
will be contacted and appropriate mitigation will be determined. 

2. A state-of-the-art sediment and erosion control plan approved by the 
Department of the Environment will be implemented to reduce the amount of 
sediment entering area streams. 

3&4 Preliminary hydrologic studies indicate that a properly sized pipe at Deep 
Run Creek would not significantly increase the downstream flow rate or 
increase the upstream flood level. Every effort will be made to leave 
existing stream bank vegetation intact. In addition to natural 
environmental impacts, economic considerations are also evaluated when 
deciding whether a pipe or bridge is selected. 

4. The MD 100 document has been prepared in accordance with EPA 404bl 
Guidelines. The amount of wetlands impacted has been reduced from what was 
shown in the DEIS. See the discussion on Page IV-16 of this document. 
Alignment shifts and other methods have been investigated minimize wetland 
impacts. See the discussion on Pages IV-17 and IV-23. Mitigation measures 
are discussed on Page VIII-80. All appropriate agencies will be coordinated 
with and given the opportunity to review mitigation plans. 

5. Coordination with Maryland State Forester has been initiated. Appropriate 
forestration mitigation will be provided as recommended by the Maryland 
State Forester. 
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REFORESTATION PROGRAM 
Forest, Park and Wildlife Service 

Maryland Department of Natural Resources 

CONSTRUCTION SITE EVALUATION 
(To be completed by State Forester) 

\\0'C*£,\-)V[^\ Contract Number  ' ' ^ ~ &'<> ' " ' ^ I "  t 1C 

Initial  ^^  Final  

Forester    £:1\  ^=^A        T.l..h,ne:  ^4A'Ac7Bo 

Date Received: ^j^^f  ^^   Date of Site Review:  * ( *•      ( ^ Q 

Estimated Forest Acreage to be Cleared:    ^ &  

Dominant Tree Species: "u( >\ ?o,pU J- ^V \*. ^V ^^^ V^^ ^^ 

Volume: 

^A 
.Cords-Pine 

Cords Hardwood 

BdFt-Pine 

Salvage Value:  $  

$__  

Areas of Special Concern:  

CIZC~r^,A< , -VN>^e>r.' 

w,L^€.r ^o-*^^ a\o-*-c. 

Protection Measures: 

"t  
c^. •;•<'/•. c 

Acreage of Planting Areas on Site: ^s^-',^:?<-^-> (^     (Attach owning 
TWwW "W'—»-<_     agency approval 

Acreage of Alternate Planting Areas:   A/ /A and map) 

Site Preparation: 

Est. Completion Date: 

Planting Method:   

Est. Completion Date: 

Est. Cost: $. 

Species:   

Est. Cost: $. 
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DEPARTMENT   OF   THE   ENVIRONMENT 
201 WEST PRESTON STREET    •     BALTIMORE,-MARYLAND 21201 

AREA CODE 301     •    225-5275 

William Donald Schaefer Martin W. 
Governor Secretary 

Walsh, Jr, 

January 22, 1988 

Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson, Chief 
Environmental Management 
Project Development Division 
707 North Calvert Street, Room 310 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

RE:  Maryland Route 100 from 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 
Contract No. HO 641-101-770 N 

a: m 
S 

-^t—o 
CL> 7X O t— 

CO 03:^ 
-T3 2m-4 

CO 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

I have reviewed the air impact analysis performed for the proposed 
construction of Maryland Route 100 between U.S. Route 29 and Interstate 
Route 95 and concur with its conclusions. 

Given the expected increase in traffic predicted for the region, the 
Department believes that the build alternate will yield the best air 
quality for the area. 

The proposed project is consistent with the transportation control 
portion of the State Implementation Plan for the Metropolitan Baltimore 
Intrastate Air Quality Control Region.  Furthermore, adherence with the 
provisions of COMAR 10.18.06.03D will ensure that the impact from the 
construction phase of this project will be minimal. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this analysis. 

Sincerely, 

' /\) *V^o-' r-TT'^Y^ZsO'V 

Mario E. Jorquera, Chief 
Division of Air Quality Planning 

and Data Systems 
VI11-76 Air Management Administration 
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DEPARTMENT  OF  THE  ARMY 

BALTIMORE    DISTRICT.    CORPS    OF    ENGINEERS 

P.O.    BOX    17IS 

BALTIMORE.    MARYLAND    21203-1715 

• EPLT  TO  ATTtNTION  OF: OCtOber      18,        1988 

Planning Division 

Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson 
Chief 
Environmental Management 
State Highway Administration 
Marvland Deoartment of Transoortation 
707*North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

Reference your letter of September 15, 1988, seeking 
concurrence of the Baltimore District, Corps of Engineers 
(Corps), as a cooperating agency for the Environmental Impact 
Statement for Maryland Route 100 from U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
Highway 95. 

The District will be pleased to serve as a cooperating agency 
in the development of the Environmental Impact Statement for the 
project.  The only limiting factors for Corps involvement are 
manpower and funding constraints. 

If you have any questions on this matter, please contact me 
or my action officer, Mr. Robert Pace, at (301) 962-4998. 

Sincerely, 

Barnes  F.   Johnson 
Chief,   Planning  Division 
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United States Department of the Interior    JwmSi 

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT REVIEW 
WASHINGTON, D.C.    20240 

ER 88/49 

MAR 2 8 1988 

Mr. Emil Elinsky 
Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
711 West 40th Street 
Suite 220 
Baltimore, Maryland 21211 

Dear Mr. Elinsky: 

This responds to your request for the Department of the Interior's comments on the draft 
environmental/Section 4(f) statement for SR-100 (from US-29 to 1-95), Howard Countv. 
Maryland. J 

SECTION 4(f) COMMENTS 

We concur that there are no feasible and prudent alternatives to avoid use of land from 
the Bramton Hills Community Park. 

With regard to measures to minimize harm, we concur with the use of the Meadowbrook 
Farms  tract as replacement for parkland lost to the SR-100 project.    The final 
statement, however, should include a map showing the Meadowbrook tract in relation to     1 
the Bramton Hills Community Park, and should indicate the approximate acreage of the 
replacement lands. ^ 

In addition, we recommend that more attention be given to restoring access to parkland 
lost by residents to the east of the project. Sidewalks on the Long Gate Parkway bridge 
will not be immediately available for park access since the SR-100/Long Gate Parkway 
intersection will be initially at grade (figure 20). We suggest the provision of pedestrian 
traffic signals at this location and/or the development of other safe access ooints for 
park users. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT COMMENTS 

The draft statement mentions mineral resources of the Piedmont Province and states 
that crushed stone is presently important for aggregate, concrete, and lime. However, 
no mineral locations are indicated. The final statement should describe any such deposits 
that may be impacted by the project. If no deposits would be impacted the final should 
so state. 

The proposed project will cross Deep Run and Red Hill Branch plus a portion of the 
recharge area of the Patuxent Formation, a locally significant aquifer. The final 
statement should discuss the potential for contamination of local surface and/or ground 
water from highway runoff (which is likely to contain pollutants such as heavy metals, 
petroleum products, asbestos, deicing salts, and chemical spills). Mitigation should be 
proposed for all potential water-resources impacts due to highway construction, use,, and 
maintenance. 
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Mr. Emil Elinsky L 

The existing statutory floodplains wiU be invaUdated in the vicinity of proposed channel 
changes, and we recommend that- the new flood hazard boundaries be redefined and 
mapped. The statement that reservoiis reduce the possibility of flooding should be 
clarified to include only floodplains along the main streams, not the tributaries within 
the study area. 

The proposed project will result in the permanent alteration of 26.16 acres of wetlands 
(primarily palustrine forested wetlands), the taking of 56.49 acres of terrestrial habitat, 
and relocation of about 1800 feet of stream bed. In addition, there will be undetermined 
impacts from the placement of stormwater management structures in wetlands, and from 
sediment pond impoundments. Mitigation should be provided for these impacts. 

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) recommends that unavoidable wetland losses be 
compensated by creation of wetlands on a 1:1 basis for emergent wetland and on a 2:1 
basis for scrub-shnfc and forested wetland. In those areas where temporary sediment 
traps are placed, the FWS recommends that the areas be graded to pre-project elevation 
and sprigged, preferably in early spring, with plugs obtained from adjacent marsh. 

Sediment and erosion control measures should be implemented to prevent soil movement 
into the adjacent wetlands and waterways, and the local Soil Conservation Service agent 
should be consulted regarding appropriate mitigation measures. No point source Q 
discharges (e.g., stormwater outfaUs) should be directed into restored or created wetland 
areas. Where possible, wetland creation should be completed before project 
construction. 

A detailed mitigation plan should be developed in cooperation with the FWS, and other 
appropriate resource agencies. The plan should be summarized in the final statement, 
and should include: 

1) a detailed map of mitigation area boundaries and elevations; 

2) a description of soil conditions to be created or restored, including required pH, 
organic content, and necesary soil amendments (e.g., pH adjustments, fertilizers;; 

3) a description of the hydrologic conditions to be created or restored, including a 
description of the frequaicy and duration of soil saturation and/or inundation, and 
the measures to be taken to develop this hydrologic regime; 

4) a description of the plant communities desired, their proposed locations and means 
-  of establishment,  the  source  of  propagules,  and  the  timing and density  of 

establishment; 

5) a detailed schedule describing when the proposed fill, excavation, planting, 
transplanting, or other actions will occur; 

6) a post-construction monitoring plan establishing methodologies, reporting 
schedules, and performance standards to be used in evaluating the success of the 
mitigation efforts; and 

7) a description of actions to be taken if the mitigation efforts are not succesful. 
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Mr. Emil Elinsky 

The FWS also recommends that additional alternatives be addressed that show a 
commitment to- reducing fldodplain and wetland impacts. ^^'••^** -n 
that alternatives be developed to reduce encroachment on the floodplam of Deep Run. IQ 
The FWS suggests an alternative that crosses Route 103 further to the north, in the 
vicinity of the intersection of Montgomery and Meadowridge Roads. 

SUMMARY COMMENTS 

The Department of the Interior has no objection to Section 4(f) approval <* theSR-10<> 
project, providing measures to minimize harm discussed above are adequately addressed 
in your final document. 

For technical asistance regarding fish and wildlife impacts, and the development^of a 
mitigation plan for lost habitat values, please contact the HfW Superviaor, U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, 1825-B Virginia Street, Annapolis, Maryland 21401 (phone: 301/269- 
5448). For technical assistance regarding parkland impacts and mitigation measures, you 
should contact the Regional Director, National Park Service, 143 South Third Street, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106 (phone: 215/597-3503). 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. 

Sincerely, 

fcruee Blanchard, Director 

cc:      MD State Highway Administration 
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Response to United States Department of the Interior dated March 28, 1988 

1. New mapping has been developed to show the Meadowbrook tract and the 
approximate acreage of replacement land is discussed the text. 

2. Access to parkland by residences cut off by the proposed project will be 
provided by Howard County. Access provided will be convenient and safe for 
the people using it. 

3. These mineral resources are located in eastern Howard County. The proposed 
project is not expected to impact any mineral resources. 

4. According to recorded private wells, the depth of the water table in the 
area of the proposed project ranges from approximately 70 to 145 feet. 
Highway cut sections would not be this deep and therefore would not 
interfere with the water table in the crystalline rock. 

5. Floodplain boundaries in the vicinity of the proposed stream 
rechannelization will be reestablished during detail hydrologic studies in 
the design stage. 

6. Impacts to wetlands have been reduced to 16 acres. On May 11, 1988, a 
meeting was held with the Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Nation Marine Fisheries, Army Corps of Engineers, bridge 
design, highway design and project development to initiate the mitigation 
process for possible wetland placement, stream water management facilities. 
Minutes of the meeting are include in the Appendix. Coordination will be 
carried forward throughout the design phase of the project. 

7. The State Highway Administration policy is to compensate all unavoidable 
wetland losses with 1:1 replacement. Sediment traps will be proposed where 
needed to meet mitigation requirements. SHA will make every effort to 
return graded areas to pre-project elevations. 

8. Sediment and erosion control plans will be developed and approved by the 
Maryland Department of the Environment. A Stormwater management plan will 
also be developed and approved by the Maryland Department of the 
Environment. 

9. See #6. Detail mitigation plans will be developed with U.S. FWS and other 
agencies during the design phases of the project. 

10. A realignment of Selected Alternate 3 which would cross MD 103 further to 
the north in the vicinity of the intersection of Montgomery Road and 
Meadowridge Road was evaluated in a joint study between Howard County and 
State Highway Administration. Associated impacts include approximately 19 
residential displacements, would affect approximately 6 historical sites, 
would cross two-streams and have an estimated cost of $20 million in 1985 
dollars. 
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United Scaces DepartmenL of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

DIVISION' OF ECOLOGICAL SERVICES 
18258 VIRGINIA STREET 

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND 21401 

July  7,   1986 

Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
P.O. Box 717 
707 N. Calvert Sreet 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

c.- 

<=:, 

This responds to your recent requests for information on the presencefof 
Federally listed endangered or threatened species within the follov§i% 
areas: 

O 

•: -5c- 

P.O.M.S. No. 073048 Principio Creek   Cecil County 

Contract No. AW-737-101-070  Rt.301 Charles & Prince Georges 
Counties 

P.D.M.S. No. 132062 1-95 to U.S. 29   Howard County 

Except for occasional transient individuals, no Federally list»d or pro- 
posed endangered or threatened species are known to exist in the project 
impact area.  Therefore, no Biological Assessment or further Section 7 
Consultation is required with the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS).  Should 
project plans change, or if additional information on the distribution of 
listed or proposed species becomes available, this determination may be 
reconsidered. 

This response relates only to endangered species under our jurisdiction. 
It does not address other FWS concerns under the Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act or other legislation. 

Thank you for your interest in endangered species.  If you have any 
questions or need further assistance, please contact Andy Moser of our 
Endangered Species staff at (301) 269-6324. 

Sincerely yours, 

<£. A. A/v*£i  
? Glenn Kinser 

Supervisor 
Annapolis Field Office 
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jp* ^ UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY ., 
f^S^^ REGION III lali    u 2" ;,«  -- 
\5SB/ 841 Chestnut Building 

Nmot*^ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. Deputy Director ^ * - 888 
Project Development Division (Rm 310) 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland    21202 

Re:    MD Rt.  100 from US Rt. 29 to 1-95 (88-02-355) 

Dear Mr. Ege: 

In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, EPA has reviewed 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the above 
referenced project. EPA believes that the DEIS should give 
further consideration to all reasonable and feasible project 
alternatives. In addition, we believe that the preferred 
alternative is not consistent with the "avoidance first concept" 
regarding wetlands nor does the DEIS make a commitment to 
mitigation for wetland areas that cannot be avoided by the 
proposed project. Consequently, EPA has serious reservations 
over the environmental consequences of the project and has 
rated it EO-2 on EPA's rating scale, a copy of which is enclosed 
for your reference. EPA is willing to work with the State 
Highway Administration and other concerned agencies to reduce 
the impacts of the proposed project. Our comments regarding 
specific topics are outlined below. 

Consideration of Alternatives: 

EPA concurs with the DEIS that the No-Build Alternate 
will not satisy anticipated highway demand. Yet the selected 
alternative (Alternative 3) has the potential to cause a 
variety of adverse environmental impacts, which could be 
minimized by altering the preferred alignment or selecting 
another alignment. In general, alternatives which utilize 
existing alignments have less potential to impact the environment 
than alignments on new locations (for example Alternatives 2,      "\ 
4 and 5 west of the Route 104 intersection). 

The rationale for eliminating Alternative 5 (which is a 
combination of Alternatives 2 and 4) from consideration in 
the DEIS is that it: necessitates acquisition of residential 
properties (2 relocations) and property from the Howard High 
School baseball field (which serves as a community recreation 
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facility); impacts three possible National Register Eligible 
Historic Sites; creates a level of service (LOS) E west of 
Maryland Route 104; and has a high accident rate (p. S-5, 
II-2, 3). . 

In contrast, Alternative 3 requires five residential 
relocations and the taking of 5.67 acres of Brampton Hills 
Conmunity Park, requiring a Section 4(f) evaluation. Section 
4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. 303 
C, states that such land may be used only if there is no 
feasible and prudent alternative to that use, and the project 
includes all possible planning to minimize harm. Yet feasible 
and prudent alternatives to the selected alignment appear to      •* 
exist. The DEIS notes that Alternative 5 impacts the Howard 
High School baseball field, which may also qualify as a 
Section 4(f) property. The total amount and percentage of 
land that Alternative 5 would require from the school, the 
effect this would have on current recreational activities and 
the number of people that utilize this facility is not given 
in the DEIS. This information should appear in the FEIS, in 
order to justify the elimination of Alternative 5. 

Impacts to possible National Register Eligible Historic 
Sites are also used as criteria to disqualify Alternative 
5 from consideration. For purposes of a Section 4(f), a 
historic site is significant only if it is on or eligible for 
the National Register of Historic Places, unless the FHWA 
determines that the application of Section 4(f) is otherwise 
appropriate (Section 4(f) Policy Paper, FHWA, September 24, 
1987, p. 11). The FEIS should include the final determination 
concerning the National Register eligibility of these sites, 
as this will affect the alternative selection process. In 
addition, the DEIS neglects to describe the manner in which 
these sites would be impacted by the project (the impacts may 
not render the properties unusable). 

Furthermore, the design year (2015) LOS west of Route 
104 for Alternative 5 is LOS E (approaching roadway capacity), 
for both Maryland Routes 103 and 108. In comparison, Alternative 
3 has an LOS F (demand exceeds capacity) for each of these 
routes (p. IV-8). In addition, Figures 14 and 16, which show 
2015 average daily traffic (A.D.T.) and LOS for the No-Build 
and Preferred Options, include the "developer road", Centre 
Paric Drive and Long Gate Parkway Extended. The developer 
road is shown on Figure 14 as having an A.D.T. o? 20,000 
vehicles per day. Yet Figures 15, 18 and 19, which give the 
2015 A.D.T. and LOS for Alternates 2, 4 and 5, do not take 
these roads into account. If these roads are factored into 
2015 No-Build conditions, they should also be factored into 
A.D.T. and LOS projections for Alternates 2, 4 and 5. 
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With regard to the "developer road", the DEIS states 
that Howard County and SHA are negotiating an agreement 
whereby Howard County, through its subdivision process, will 
construct two lanes (in accordance with state specifications) 
from U.S. Route 29 to Maryland Route 104 along the proposed 
Alternate 3 alignment for Maryland Route 100 (p. 1-5). 
Yet the EIS must demonstrate that the proposed project has 
independent utility and logical termini. Therefore, the 
selection of an alternate should not be based upon the 
proposed developer road, as this would appear to "prejudice 
the ultimate decision" (CEQ Regulations, 40 C.F.R. Section 
1506.1(c)(3). In addition, Section I, Purpose and Need, 
states that Alternate 3 would form a link in a proposed 
regional facility extending to eastern Anne Arundel County 
(p. 1-1). There is no guarantee that the remaining sections 
of Route 100 will be approved, thus they cannot be used as 
justification for Alternate 3 over Alternates on existing 
alignments. 

The DEIS projects higher corridor accident rates for 
Alternative 5 than for the selected alternative. Before this 
alternate is eliminated, however, measures for improving 
safety should be explored. The numerous intersections and 
private entrances along the alignment contribute to the high 
accident rate. Measures that may be implemented to reduce 
the accident rate could include redesigning intersections and 
providing greater access control. Intersections may be improved 
by removing visual barriers, erecting signals, timing signals, 
eliminating left turns at some crossroads, utilizing right 
lane merged entrances, or reducing the number of intersections. 
Frontage roads connecting private entrances could control 
access and possibly lower the accident rate. 

With regard to interchanges, the entrance and exit ramp 
at the Meadowridge Road Interchange will be designed close to 
the interchange structure to avoid a residence (p. II-6). 
This practice should also be followed to preserve woodlands 
and wetlands. Concerning Options "A" and "B" at the Maryland 
Route 104 interchange, EPA favors Option A on the basis of 
fewer impacts to wetlands and residences. 

- All of the build alternates propose a new alignment east 
of Route 104. EPA suggests an alternative that connects the 
interchange of Route 100/Route 95 to Montgomery or Meadowridge 
Road. Routes 104, 108 and a greater portion of 103 would 
also be widened. Improvements to Route 108 could begin at 
the Route 95 interchange to accommodate regional traffic. 
While this alignment, or Alternative 5, may eventually prove 
feasible, the DEIS does not give sufficient evidence to make 
this determination, and neither should not be eliminated from 
consideration at this time. 
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Wetlands: 

The DEIS gives the approximate acreage impacted for each 
wetland site. Yet it is difficult to judge the relative 
impact to each site without knowing its total acreage. 
Therefore, EPA suggests that the FEIS give the percentage of 
each wetland area that is affected, in order to clarify the 
relative impact on each. 

Wetlands 7, 8: 

The rationale given for not shifting the preferred 
alignment west to avoid W-7 and W-8 are impacts to proposed 
residences, the Curtis Farm and the proposed Snowden River 
Parkway alignment. EPA understands the inconvenience and 
disruption relocations cause to residents and the community, 
however, neither the subject residences nor the parkway 
physically exist. Details are not presented concerning the 
magnitude of potential impacts to the Curtis Farm, although 
land use plans (Figure 10) show that agriculture will not 
continue in the study area. Giving precedence to proposed 
residences over wetlands is not consistent with Federal 
policy regarding wetlands, which states that wetlands shall 
be avoided wherever possible. Where avoidance is not possible, 
impacts to wetlands should be minimized and any affected 
areas replaced on at least a 1:1 basis. Based on the DEIS, 
we believe that avoidance is possible in this case. In 
addition, the proposed 1800 feet of stream relocation in this 
area and may be avoided by a western shift. 

Wetlands 9, 10: 

The impacts of the proposed Snowden River Parkway Extension 
are not presented in the DEIS because it will "be built by 
others."  To the contrary, the extension is directly dependent 
upon the proposed project, regardless of the responsible 
party. The acreages of W-9 and W-10 that it would impact must 
be identified, in accordance with the Section 1508.7 and 
Section 1508.8 of the CEQ Regulations. 

Wetland 11: 

Page IV-23 states that a western shift may decrease 
Impacts to W-11, but would increase impacts to wetlands 9 and 
10. Disregarding the assumption that Snowden River Parkway 
will be constucted, it appears from Figure 5c that a slight 
western shift may actually preserve more of W-11 without 
additional impacts to W-9 and 10. It is important to consider    "JQ 
not only impacted acreage, but also the position of the alignment 
relative to the entire wetland area. For example, severing a 
wetland may have a greater impact than taking land from the 
border. The relative values of W-9, 10 and 11 should also 
play a role in the decision of whether to shift the alignment. 
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Wetland 12: 

Shifting the alignment east or west in the vicinity of 
tf-12 would impact an unknown number of residences along 
Route 103, or 3 residences along Mullineaux Road, respectively 
(p. IV-23). Once again, an alignment shift to protect wetlands 
should not be dismissed on the basis of social impacts alone. 
EPA suggests that potential impacts to the natural environment 
be given equal consideration. 

EPA would like to participate in the development of 
mitigation plans for wetlands impacted by the project. It is 
important that potential mitigation sites be identified early 
in the process, before all available land is either 
claimed by developers or becomes too expensive. 

11 

Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitats: 

EPA recommends the use of bridges, rather than culverts 
at stream crossings. Steam relocations should be avoided 
wherever possible. 

Page IV-24 states that streams in the project area are 
expected to take on the characteristics of other typically 
stressed suburban watersheds. EPA encourages the use of 
buffer areas along all streams in the study area in an attempt 
to remedy these conditions. 

12 

13 

Noise: 

Alternative 3 will significantly increase noise levels 
within the project corridor (p. IV-29). The DEIS concludes 
that noise barriers are not economically or technically 
feasible at the the noise sensitive areas (NSA) for which 
they were evaluated. It is not clear whether the cost per 
residence calculations included proposed residences. According 
to FHVA regulations, residences that are proposed prior to 
the project, should be considered in noise analyses. In this 
case, the preferred alignment is shifted specifically to 
accommodate proposed residences, therefore it would be 
inconsistent not to recognize these same residences with 
regard to potential noise impacts. 

In addition, noise barriers were not evaluated for NSA 
16, representative of Brampton Hills Community Park. The Leq 
ambient noise level for this site is 51 dBA, with a predicted 
design year Leq level of 69 dBA, a difference of 18 dBA. 
According to the criteria on page IV-28, abatement measures 
should be considered for this site. 

14 

15 
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Park & Ride Lot: 

EPA supports the replacement of the park and ride lot 
that would he eliminated by Alternative 3. An alternate 
location should be identified and, a commitment for replacement 
made, in the FEIS 

16 

Thank you for allowing EPA the opportunity to comment on 
this document. We would like to arrange a field review of 
the project area and will contact you in this regard. We 
look forward to working with you throughout the NEPA process. 
Should you have any questions, or if we can be of further 
assistance, please contact Lynn Rothman at 215/597-7336. 

Sincerely, 

John R. Pomponio,/Chief 
environmental Assessment Branch 

Enclosure 
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POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

Z*s 
I6v 

•10740 
SUMMAJRY OP RATING DEFINITIONS ^/M 

AND FOLLOW-UP ACTION* 

Envlronnental   Impact of che Action 

LO—Lack of Objections 

LhLErPweViKW haV0C  ldentlfied «y Potential envlron«ental  lnp.ct. 
requiring substantive change,  to the proposal.     The  review nay ha"dlsclos«d 

•n  H1," \al W<>"°« of .itigatlon M,sur«s  that co"ld b.    dlSCl08ed 

acconpllshed with no oore than minor change,  to  the proposal. 

EC—Envlronnental Concerns 
The EPA review has  Identified environaental  l.p.ct.  that should be avoided in 
order to  fully protect  th. environ-ent.    Corrective measures may requlr. 

thW"8" " ^ P,rH,fer"? "lt«ra"lv« «' »PP"=.clon of -itigat^n «^"e. 
that can reduce the envtron-ental impact. EPA would like to work TiThlhl 
lead agency to  reduce these Impacts. 

Corrective 

EO~Environnental Objections 
The EPA review has  identified significant environmental  impacts  that must  b. 
avoided  in order to provide adequate protection  for th. enJironJn" ^rr.1 
measures •ay require substantial changes  to  th. preferred alter" tve^r 
consideration of som. other project alternatlv.  (including the no action 
alternative or a new alternative).       EPA Intend,  to work with the t«d 
agency to  reduce  these  Impacts. 

EU—Environmentally Unsatisfactory 
The EPA review has  Identified adverse environmental  Impacts  that are of 
sutficient  magnitude  that  they are unsatisfactory from the standpoint of 
tta  ^H^      0r "•"f 0r envlrono«n"l quality.     EPA intends  to work with 
the  lead agency to reduce these Impacts.     If  the  potential  unsatisfactory 
mpacts are not corrected at  the  final  EIS stage,   this  proposal will  be 
recommended  for referral to  the CEQ. 

Adequacy of the   Impact  Statement 

Category 1—Adequate 
EPA believes  the draft  EIS adequately set.  forth the environmental  Imp.ct(s) 
of the  preferred alternative and those of  the alternatives  reasonably avail 
able to th. project or action.    *  furth.r analysis or data coUectlon 1, 

inforMtion!"1  eh* "*"'" •" '"*8e't  ^ ad<"tlon »« clarifying  language or 

Category 2--Insufficient  Information 
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient  information  for EPA to  fully a.,... 
environ-ntai  impact,  that should b. avoided in order to  fully prot.ct  the 
environment, or th. EPA reviewer ha. identified new reaaonably available 

^jrir^M8^ •" ¥ltl,1» ch« sP««ru- of »Uern.tlve. analyzed In the 
iLntifi..; rL^<

C0UJd,r:<'UCe Ch, «nviron~«.l  impact, of  the action.    Thm 

Category  3—Inadequate 

I'iLlfl' n0t  be!leVe th*f  th• dr'ft  EIS •"••"""ly assesses  potentially 
significant  environmental  Impacts of th. action, or the EPA reviewer hi. 
identified new,  rea.onably available alternatives  that are outalde of  the 

Ztlll'r H ^"""i*" •Mi'n* ln th« d"ft  "».  -hlch should b. analyred 
in order to reduce th. potentially significant environmental  Impacts.     EPA 
believe,  that  the  identified additional  Information,  data,  analyses, or 
discussions are of such a magnitude that  they should have  full public review 
at a draft  stage.     EPA doe. not  believe that  th. draft  EIS  1, adequate for the 
purpo.e. of  che NEPA and/or Section  309 review,  and thus should b. formally 

dra" tllS      T:^?1?1'/0: ,,UbllC C0'^nt  ln " •«PP1—««1 or revved draft  EIS.    On th. basis of th. potential significant  Impacts  Involved,  this 
proposal could be a candidate for referral to  the CEQ. 

•From EPA Manual   1640 Policy and Procedures  for the Review of  Federal Action. 
Impacting the Environment. 

Figure 4-1 
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Response to United States Environmental Protection Agency letter dated March 14, 
1988 

1. Alternates 2, 4, and 5 do not address the transportation needs of the 
project which is to increase capacity in northern Howard County. These 
alternates which utilize existing alignments would result in the relocation 
of large portions of communities which exist along MD Routes 104, 103, and 
108. Alternate 5 will acquire approximately 1 acre from the Howard High 
School. Alternates 2, 4, and 5 do not provide the needed capacity for the 
projected traffic volume. In addition, each alternate has the following 
impacts: Alternate 2 would impact 3 historic sites, would require the 
relocation of 18001 of Deep Run, would impact approximately 18 acres of 
wetlands and 4 acres of floodplain, and would impact approximately 29 acres 
of wooded area. Alternate 4 would cause 2 residential relocations, would 
impact 1 historic site, would require the relocation of 1800' of Deep Run, 
would impact approximately 18 acres of wetland and 4.22 acres of floodplain 
and would impact approximately 28 acres of wooded area. Alternate 5 would 
cause 2 residential relocations, would impact 4 historic sites, would 
require the relocation of 1800' of Deep Run, would impact approximately 18 
acres of wetlands and approximately 4 acres of floodplain, and would impact 
approximately 31 acres of wooded area. 

2. Alternate 5 would require approximately .5 acre of right-of-way from the 
Wheatfield and .2 acre of right-of-way from Avoca Coordination with the SHA 
indicates that both are eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places. 

3. In preparing the traffic volumes for Alternate 3, the systems analysis shows 
Maryland Routes 103, 104, and 108 as 2-lane facilities. These roadways have 
been improved through county and district projects so that MD 103 operates 
with 4-lanes west of Maryland Route 104, and MD 108 operates as 3-1ane with 
appropriate left and right turn lanes west of MD 104. A1! these county and 
district improvements were not factored into the capacity analysis with 
respect to MD 103 and 108 for Alternate 3. When these improvements are 
considered in the capacity analysis for Alternate 3, MD 103 shows a better 
level of service. Without taking these improvements into consideration. 
Alternate 3 would decrease projected No-Build traffic by 33% or better on 
existing roadways. Figures 15, 18, and 19, which give the 2015 average 
daily traffic (ADTs) and level of service for Alternate 2, 4, and 5, do take 
into account the developer road. Centre Park Drive and Long Gate Parkway 
extended, however they were not shown on the maps. The LOS figures are 
still valid. 

4. Before MD 100 become a state project, Howard County had on its General Plan 
a roadway to be built connecting MD 103 and 104. The developer road built 
in conjunction with the Howard County sub-division process follows the 
county plan alignment. Since the Alternate 3 alignment of MD 100 includes 
the general plan alignment, the county requested the developer to build the 
county road to state specifications in the event that Alternate 3 was the 
selected alignment. This in no way predetermined the alternate decision for 
the selection of Alternate 3. The developer road will be built regardless 
of the alternate selected for MD 100. 
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MD 100 extending from 1-95 to MD 3 (1-95) has obtained location design 
approval (FEIS MD-EIS-86-01-E2). 

5. In order to provide the safety improvements mentioned to improve the 
accident rate, residential and historical site impacts would occur assuming 
we would provide equal or greater capacity. 

6. During the corridor study undertaken with Howard County in 1985, an 
alternate that utilized MD 103 to Meadowridge Road, MD 104 and MD 108 had 
been studied. The extensive residential impacts as well as the function of 
MD 100 changing between 1-95 and MD 104 made this alternate not feasible due 
to the associated impacts and the required right-of-way of 300+. 

7. A complete watershed study which indicates the total wetland acreage 
associated with a watershed was not done in the facility of the proposed MD 
100 project. Each wetland is associated with a stream which runs for 
several miles up streams and downstream. 

8. A western shift in the alignment to minimize impacts to Wetland 7 and 8 
would require approximately 12 acres of the Curtis Horse Farm, in addition, 
to denial of access to Deep Run Stream which is vitally important for the 
Curtis Horse Farm. A shift would also impact approximately 99 units 
associated with the Village of Montgomery Run, currently under construction. 

9. The proposed Snowden River Parkway is not part of the proposed MD 100 
project. It is identified as proposed future development by others. The 
associated wetland impacts total 4.06 acres and mitigation will be addressed 
by those who propose and develop this facility. No detail plans have been 
developed, and this project is not listed in the construction program. 

10. Shifting the alignment slightly to the west to decrease impacts to wetland 
#11 would cause greater impacts to wetland #9 and #10 with longitudinal 
encroachments and may cause additional stream relocation to Deep Run. The 
function assessment of the two wetland areas is rated high. 

11. Unlike EPA, the State Highway Administration is concerned about impacts to 
both the social-economic and natural environment. Impacts to all areas of 
the environment are and will continue to be given equal consideration. It 
is not believed to be prudent to take 3 homes and move the roadway closer to 
other existing homes. 

12. SHA will take your recommendations under consideration during the design 

stage. 

13. The stressed suburban watershed characteristics which exist are primarily 
caused by residential and commercial development, however, SHA will strive 
to maintain buffer areas around area streams. 

14 Cost per residence calculations did include existing and proposed 
' development. Since publication of the DEIS, further technical and economic 
evaluations were completed for earth berms as possible noise mitigation at 
those locations that exceeded the federal noise abatement criteria.  That 
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evaluation concluded that earthen berms are feasible for a number of noise 
sensitive areas.  Berms will be considered at those areas during final 
design for this project.  Proposed development associated with noise 
sensitive area 6 is FHA and VA assisted. Under the guidelines established 
by FHA and VA, it is the responsibility of the developer to: provide noise 
mitigation.  The developer of the proposed development south of noise 
sensitive Area 3 is being required by the County to provide required noise 
mitigation associated with the development. 

15. The Brampton Hills Community Park is currently unimproved farmland and 
wooded areas which to date has not been improved. Neither passive nor 
active recreational activities take place at this facility. 

16. Further evaluation of the possible location and design of the replacement 
park-and-ride lot will be conducted. 
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^^% ,     UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL MOTCCTIQN4££NCV 

., v 841 Chestnut Building 
"< ""c^-0 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 

JAN 2 .. 1333 

Ms. Cynthia D. Simpson, Chief 
Environmental Management 
Project Development Division (Room 310) 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 

Re:  Maryland Route 100  (88-01-287) 

Dear Ma. Siuipson: 

,„„ .J11 accordanc« with the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, EPA has reviewed 
the Draft Air Quality Analysis for the above referenced 
project.  The project will not violate the State or National 
Ambient Air. Quality Standards, therefore, we do not object 
to this project on the basis of air quality impacts. 

The analysis, however, does not discuss whether changes 
are anticipated in the ratio of mobile source to area source 
V0C or CO emissions (i.e. whether there is a a net growth in 
emissions or merely a redistribution).  Assuming that there 
is an emissions growth, it should conform with the growth 
projections of the Maryland Air Management Administration 
(MAMA) and the Baicimore Regional Planning Commission. 

Thank you for including EPA in the early coordination of 
this report.  Should you have any questions or if we can be 
of further assistance, please contact Lynn F. Rothman or Harold A. 
Frankford at 215/597-7336 or 597-1325 respectively. 

Sincerely, 

<<<L£U(* 
s^J^frP&yM.   Alper,   Chief 
NEPA   Compliance   Section 
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Response to U.S. EPA letter dated January 22, 1988 

The purpose of this project related microscale carbon monoxide (CO) analysis 
was to determine CO concentrations associated with the project. The highway 
CO concentration contribution is based on traffic projections which include 
anticipated growth. The total predicted concentration includes the highway 
contribution and background concentrations. The background concentrations are 
based on ambient monitoring data which is then proportioned based on Regional 
Planning Council/MD. Air Management Administration projected yearly emission 
data for the completion year 1995 and design year 2015. This emission data 
includes both mobile and area source emissions. 

VOC's are regional in nature and as such a meaningful evaluation on a 
project-by-project basis is not possible. 
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^j\ United States 
>LU}) Department of 
'^S^ Agriculture 

Soil 
Conservation 
Service 

4321 Hartwick Road 
Room 522 
College Park, MD 20740-3291 

z-V 

March 11, 1988 

Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. Deputy Director 
Project Development Division, Room 310 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Dear Mr. Ege: 

The Soil Conservation Service has no comments to make concerning the DEIS 
for the Maryland Route 100 improvements from U.S. 29 to 1-95 in Howard 
County (Contract HO661-101-771). 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and provide comments 
proposed construction activity. 

PE 
State Conservationist 

cc:  J. Helm, DC, SCS, Ellicott City, MD 

A The Soil Conservation Service 
..    .. is an agency of the 
V^Sf United States Department of Agriculture 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
Management Division 
Habitat Conservation Branch 
Oxford, Maryland  21654 

March 1, 1988 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Project Development Div. (Room 310) 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland  21202 

Dear Mr. Ege: 

The National Marine Fisheries Service has reviewed the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed Route 100 
(from U.S. 29 to Interstate 95) in Howard County, Maryland.  We 
are concerned that the project will adversely affect fisheries 
resources and habitat, especially with regard to the Deep Run 
watershed where restoration of anadromous fish is being 
considered as part of a mitigation plan for the Interstate 195 
project.  This mitigation effort, coupled with fish restocking by 
the Maryland Department of Natural Resources, would restore 
anadromous fish to Howard County. 

The floodplains and riparian wetlands associated with the 
headwaters of Deep Run (including those lying within the proposed 
Route 100 corridor) influence fish spawning and nursery 
activities throughout the watershed by maintaining water quality, 
trapping sediments that degrade spawning substrates, and 
maintaining stream base flows.  Conservation of the headwaters of 
Deep Run is critical to the success of fish restoration efforts. 

Our concerns with the preferred route alignment (i.e.. Alternate 
3) pertain to the proposed relocation of 1,800 linear feet of 
stream outside of the natural watershed corridor, and fill of 
approximately 19 acres of palustrine wetlands within the Deep Run 
watershed.  We are also concerned with the influence this 
alignment may have on location of the planned Snowden River 
Parkway extension and interchange, which may result in additional 
adverse impacts to the watershed.  Therefore, alternative 
measures to minimize the above impacts should be more thoroughly 
discussed in the FEIS.  For example, we recommend that the FEIS 
address: 

1)  Minor realignments of the preferred corridor where it 
crosses the Deep Run watershed (see Figure 1). 

(a)  A southward shift of the alignment to reduce impacts to 
Wetland 7. 
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(b) A more direct crossing of Deep Run and westward shift  t 
of the alignment to reduce impacts to Wetlands 8, 9/   13 
and 10. ' 

(c) A westward shift of the alignment to reduce impacts to \A 
Wetland 11. • 

2) Bridging of the Deep Run mainstem crossing. 

3) Use of bottomless arches in lieu of pipe culverts for 
crossing perennial stream tributaries to preserve natural 
stream bottoms. 

We believe that close coordination between our agencies can help 
minimize the impacts to fish resources.  If there are questions 
concerning these comments, you may contact John S. Nichols (301) 
226-5771. 

Sincerely, 

* 

Edward W.   Christoffers,   Ph.D. 
Asst.   Branch Chief 

Enclosure 
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Response to United States Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, letter dated March 1, 1988 

1. SHA is studying various types of structures that will not inhibit any 
anadromous fish spawning migration and will allow existing natural fish 
movements along a natural stream bed. A wetland mitigation and stream 
restoration meeting was held May 11, 1988 and coordination will continue 
throughout the design phase (see June 1, 1988 letter VI11-80). 

2. Existing land use in the vicinity of Wetland #7 is open pasture agriculture 
land along the section of the stream corridor (see Page IV-22). During 
final design SHA in conjunction with Natural Resource Agencies will develop 
a stream restoration plan that will enhance water quality and natural 
habitat of the existing stream. Mitigation meeting held on June 11, 1988 
(see Comments and Coordination Section). 

3. As noted on Figure 5c, impacts to Wetland #8, 9, and 10 are associated with 
Deep Run Creek and the proposed Snowden River Parkway which is a county 
concept only and not funded as being studied by SHA. 

4. A westward shift of the alignment to reduce impacts to wetland W-ll would 
impact more wetland area, impact the proposed Brightfield residential 
subdivision and cause the design speed of the proposed project to be 
compromised. 

5. Preliminary hydrologic studies indicate a pipe would be adequate at the 
crossing of Red Hill Branch and Deep Run Creek. The hydrologic structure 
will be placed one foot below the stream bed to allow a natural bottom to 
form. 
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To. 

O Memorandum 
U.S. Department of 
Transportation 

Office of the Secretary 
of Transportation 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement .,.. „ . .-^ 
MARYLAND - Howard County ' ^ - * %J^ 

u ,ec. Maryland Route 100 from 1-95 to U.S. 29 
FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-D   /? 

Joseph Canny y^l^ Fleo'y,0 From.  _.   ^       -Ti. ~A      I      t-   _ . Ann Ot Director, Office' of Transportation 
Regulatory Affairs 

Eugene W. Cl^ckley, Chief 
Environmental Operations Division', HEV-11 

We have reviewed the draft environmental impact statement for 
Maryland Route 100 in Howard County. 

On page 1-5 of the DEIS background material, a process of land 
acquisition and highway planning approvals isdescribed involving 
a private developer, the County, State, ang^he FBWfc These   ^ 
actions appear to be inconsistent with FHWA^s requirements for  ~". 
environmental review prior to acquisition of right-of-way,     '" 
especially with respect to the Howard County High School property. 

The DEIS does not describe the high school property used and the 
impact on buildings, ballfields, and other public facilities. The. 
maps are inconsistent: Figure 3, Study Alternatives, depicts the 
preferred alternative avoiding the high school; Figure 17, Build 
Alternative, depicts the preferred alignment severing one-quarter 
of the high school property.  Also, Figures 13 and 14 label the 
proposed highway as a "Developer Road" on the "no build" 
alternative with the alignment through the high school property. 
The incomplete information presented does not permit an adequate 
environmental review.  Use of the high school property-^-specifi- 
cally the recreation facilities—also may require section 4(f) 
review.  Without accurate information in the environmental 
statement about the possible use of that property, the need for a 
section 4(f) evaluation cannot be determined. 

Also, it is suggested that mitigation measures, including 
replacement land to be exchanged for the taking of land from . 
Brarapton Hills Park, be discussed more explicitly and indicated on 
the maps in the section 4(f) statement of the DEIS.  The location 
of Meadowbrook Farms, the replacement land area, is not indicated 
on the map in the section 4(f) statement.  The fact that the 
Route 29/Route 103/Route 100 interchange is currently in highway 
design may foreclose an adequate review of alternatives under 
section 4(f) as terminus points already have been selected. 
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Rou?e iTn ^  the ?PPortunity ^ review the DEIS for Maryland 
??s ?«1 ?W-   W0Uld aPP,:eclate an opportunity to review the final EIS for this project when it is prepared.        review tne tmal 
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Response to U.S. Department of Transportation 

1. See Page 1-4 in E.I.S. 

2. The mapping has been corrected, since the DEIS Figure 3 (Study Alternates), 
shows the correct boundary for the Howard High School in relation to the 
2-lane developer road/Alternate 3 alignment. The 2-lane developer road 
being built under the Howard County Subdivision process did impact the 
baseball field associated with the Howard High School. This field is 
located on the west side. 

The developer has made adjustments in the alignment to get out of the school 
property. 

3. The replacement area known as Meadowbrook Tract has been identified on 
mapping. Mitigation measures to replace the property that would be required 
are discussed on Page V-2. 
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Baltimore Office, Region III 
The Equitable Building .*-« <^j. 
3rd Floor, 10 North Calvert Street g, ^ -Q 

Baltimore, Maryland 21202-1865 r^s C? ^i ^3 

.^r O 

FEB 2 2 1989 ^ -:j%\ 
Mr.   Louis   H.   Ege,   Jr. ^T.   '" -i 
Deputy Director ^   -^ 
Project Development Division cl 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street, Room 310 
Baltimore, MD  21202 

Dear Mr. Ege: 

SUBJECT:  Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Maryland Route 100 Extended 
From U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Contract No. HO 661-101-771 
FHWA-MD-EIS-87-04-D 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the 
above subject Draft EIS.  We are commenting for Ms. Margaret A. 
Krengel, Regional Environmental Officer, at the HUD Philadelphia 
Regional Office. 

Through the Department's FHA mortgage insurance programs, 
homeowners have been assisted in their purchase of residences 
throughout the Draft EIS study area.  It is anticipated that this 
will continue in the future.  Given this, we believe it important 
that a full consideration of Alternative S's noise impact on 
Howard county's approved and pending housing developments be 
assessed in the Draft EIS.  Should this be determined as 
unwarranted, a fuller explanation of FHWA's noise policy 
regarding approved and pending developments needs to be furnished 
at Section IV F. 1. Noise Impact Analysis in the Draft EIS.  The 
expansion of Noise Sensitive Areas (Table 6) to include 
residences of approved and pending housing developments might 
result in the cost-effective noise barrier ratio of $35,000 per 
residence being achieved. 

Finally, in future Draft EIS's, consideration might be given 
to providing a figure showing the location of noise barries 
discussed in the Draft EIS. 

i>*-  -V.v 

/2^J^y 
Robert Herbert 
Environmental Officer 

CC:  Ms. Margaret A. Krengel 
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Response to U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development letter dated 
February 22, 1988 

1. All subdivisions which had received final approval from the Howard County 
Office of Planning and Zoning, prior to the inclusion of MD 100 on the 
General Plan were monitored for existing and potential noise levels. 
Section IV includes the results of the noise analyses. Any developments 
which were approved after MD 200 was placed on the General Plan are required 
to address noise abatement issues within the subdivision plans. 
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United States Soil 
Department of Conservation 
Agriculture Service 

9025 Chevrolet Drive, Suite J 
Ellicott City, MD 210.43 

Noveanber 23, 1987 x:r~0 

Ms. Cynthia Simpson, Chief, Environmental Mgmt 
Dept of Transportation, SHA 
707 North Calvert Street 
P. 0. Box 717 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

Re: EABMLAND PROTBCTICN POLICY ACT, FORM 1006 
MD. Route 100, from U.S. Rt. 29 to Route 1-95 

Dear Ms. Simpson: 

As per the above request which was received by the SCS Frederick Area Office 
on October 7, 1987, and the several subsequent phone inquiries which resulted 
in my receiving the necessary location and right-of-way maps on October 26, 
1987, I have ccmpleted the needed evaluation of the referenced project. 

The total right of way for both alternatives was plotted on the Howard County 
Soil Survey. 

If the right of way was still rural agriculture, alternate 3B would have 
involved considerable acreage of farmland. According to our determinations, 
it would have affected about 70.3 acres of prime farmlarxS; 56.8 acres of 
state-wide important farmland and 51.5 acres of locally important farmland 
The average relative value of the farmland affected by' that alternative woild 
have been 49.2. About 87% of the county farmland would have had a hiqher 
relative value. 

However, the area is undergoing major,development a«3 most of the-above 
referenced acreages have already been lost. The completed AD-1006 reflects to 
the best of our information that acreage which is not already caimitted to 
urban development at this time. 

If we can be of further help, feel free to call or write. 

Sincerely, 

TACK HELM 
/District Conservationist 

Carl Robinette w/copy of AD-1000 

^\      Tha Sol Conservation Service 
vCJi is •,, •o#ncy o'm» VITTiw; 
^Sr    Department o» Agriculture •LU3 



.US GOVERNMENT PfllNriNCOFFIC;:: 198«-45I-I59i.l32« 

2>cO^ 

U.S. Department of Agriculture •'• 

FARMLAND CONVERSION IMPACT RATING 
PART I [To be completed by Federal Agency) 

Nam* Ot Project 
m 100 fnn  US 29 to 1-95 

Proposed Land Utt 
Residential & Industrial 

PART \l (To be completed by SCS) 

Date Of Land Evaluation Request 

Federal Agency Involved 
9/30/87 

mUi 
County And State 

Date Request Received By SCS 
HoHard Comtv. Maryland 

Does the site contain prime, unique, statewide or local important farmland? 
(If no, the FPPA does not apply — do not complete additional parts of this form) 
Major Cropftj 

Yes No 
D 

"^-NWffefal Land Evaluationi System Used 

tfow«rfa touHry LSVA-S YTTCM 

Farmable Land In Govt. Jurisdiction 

Acres:      86.3.00 %    Sj 
Nam* Of Local Sit* Assessment System* 

Irrigated 
17 

Acres Irrigated Average Farm Size  " 

2ZZ. 
Amount Of Farmland As Defined in FPPA 

Acres> 7f>,&00 % j^L 
Oata Land Evaluation Returned By SCS 

PART III (To be completed by Federal Agency) 

Total Acres To Be Converted Directly 
Total Acres To Be Converted Indirectly 

A. 
B. 
C. Total Acres In Site 

PART IV (To be completed by SCS) Land Evaluation Information 

Total Acres Prime And Unique Farmland 
Total Acres Statewide And Local Important Farmland 

A 
j*  
C. Percentaae Of Farmland In County Or Local Govt. Unit To Be Converted 
D. Percentaae Of Farmland In Govt. Jurisdiction With Same Or Higher Relative Value 

'ART V (To be completed by SCS) Land Evaluation Criterion 
Relative Value Of Farmland To Be Converted (Scale ofO to 100 Points) 

PART VI (To be completed by Federal Agency) 
Site Assessment Criteria (Thtst criteria an explained ITI 7 CPU SSB.Sibl 

1. Area In Nonurban Use 
2. Perimeter In Nonurfran Use 
3. Percent Of Site Being Farmed 
4. Protection Provided By State And Local Government 
5. Distance From Urban Builtup Area 
6. Distance To Urban Support Services  
7. Si2e Of Present Farm Unit Compared To Average 
8. Creation Of Nonfarmable Farmland 
9. Availability Of Farm Support Services 

10. On-Farm Investments 
11. Effects Of Conversion On Farm Support Services 
12. Compatibiiity With Existing Agricultural Use 

TOTAL SITE ASSESSMENT POINTS 

PART VII (To be completed by Federal Agency) 

Relative Value Of Farmland (From Part V) 

Total Site Assessment (From Part VI above or a local 
site assessment) 

TOTAL POINTS (Total of above 2 lines) 

Site Selected: 

/U-iison Fui iulecuon: 
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C.    Citizens'  Correspondence 
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SIM ic nivanvvAT  AUMINIS I HA I ION   'T.o1-/       y U 
STIONS AND/OR COMMENTS     ^    '        &*' QUESTIONS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME JAvr£>z, 4^ SauotSO HATP     Z/j4-/Sg 

pmNATSE   ^"PEftft   ^^r-9    Aim,A4i/ AfadLjeer ,  

niTY/TQWM €~t^l£crrr   ^rr<S    STATg      Mb ZIP  ftonp   ?/o4R 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

tLm    ^^   -rvr    A^aaPAu-Aic.    MAS      rs     r^ALBKrm Q-^<JTSb /gfr   T^g"  

TaSU   T^g"   CtfU/TV^    Tbe-  PS'&srrru)     r/ltn*    UJHTJU     ,7-     /,;/4^     AoKrJTr    AAJ^  

^iDttxr  /?<,    c?fe*J    Sf/kze-     Fa£- •me"   c^>uUutjrnt^    &*   far-H    UjH£irrVle& 

f   AAA^rrniJ    t+iaJ*        AiU^>      A^O      SSLj£   A%     A    DA~uAAu ^^/fe   f   ^GUUT} 

-7r    ASigi     7-V^7-     x-     fi^/>&&-     Ac     ^errr   /U'Z&a-tMSte    o*    J^Y    CHA065~ 

I—I Please add my/our namets) to the Mailing List.* (j  

I—l Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a co"" "' •his brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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. Richard H. Trainor 
Maryland Department of Transportation Secre,arv 

Sfare Highway Administration ^SSS 

May 6, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
MD 100 - US 29 to 1-95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. James A. Bonomo 
8559 Autumn Harvest 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. Bonomo: 

D  «. T^k y0" for your recent letter commenting on the Maryland 
IVtll  i2 Pr°:,ect which ^tlined your concern for the MeadoSbrook rarms property. 

marftt 1^1  decision as to the future of this property has not been 
made yet and may not be made until the completion of final 
llllql*  .lh±l  paftifular Piece of Property may be required as 
part of the Maryland Route 100 project, transferred to Howard 
County for their participation in land acquisition, or used in 
negotiations for right-of-way required for Maryland Route 100. 
Your suggestion to use the excess property as a buffer zone will 
be considered m the decision making process.  If this property 
does become excess land, the process you described in your letter 
for disposal of excess land is correct. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  We will try to 
keep you informed of the status of this property as the project 
continues.  Should you have any further questions or concerns, 
feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

mons     v—+s Jimmons 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 
cc:  Mr. Raymond Weber 

Mr. Robert Sanders 

My telephone num    yi TT   11 f) 333-1190  

Teletypewrli id Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451  1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toil Free 

707 North Calvert St., Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION ^Y^1 

QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS „_. , 

Concract No. HO 661-101-770 nn^F^ ""''' 
PDMS No. 132062 WVi.j.vM 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing  u.- JJ ,« 
Maryland Route 100 •" n Ki 39 Ail 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

'88 

NAME /T/teSX;      KlA LZtL. HATP     ^"^'SS 

pmNTE   ^nPp^    ^3o    S^ty^g    >g6/Ay   ^r-  

niTY/TnwN BLUCoTT   C'T"/ STATE    A/O ZIP CODE_<£££jziiL_ 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

r   A/n    rtPPrten    T<?    TV?    AL<CAS/VEZJT  OH 

rue    r/n&F/z. /ZUAJ   rortfteJ      r  &&] /j/r,4 

Tftfrr   MLUS y quAci-ctf   <?&   Lire at* /nrf tlM*. 

Pt&hzc?    A^rt=fZ-    ytcs^    ro/v/nEtfr^ £& 73  

\/ALUer      /if*     Mu   PAtpe&tl/     XK     /M£    Type 

Ml ^4/   #&& f .—-  ¥ 
I—I Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I    I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a coov of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. VIII-111 



Maryland Department ofTmnspottation 
State Highway Administration Administrator 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

May  3,   1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
MD 100 US 29 to 1-95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Karen Kibler 
8630 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Ms. Kibler: 

Thank you for your recent letter opposing the proposed 
location of the Maryland Route 100 alignment. 

No decisions have been made concerning the access options 
into Timber Run. A decision on this issue is anticipated this 
spring. 

As a part of this project, we are studying the feasibility 
of constructing earthen berms to reduce noise and visual impacts 
to your community.  In addition, appropriate landscaping measures 
are being considered to provide additional visual screening. 

Past experience with highway projects has shown that 
property values often increase as access to a major highway is 
improved.  The State Highway Administration cannot insure an 
increase or decrease in property values.  Property values vary 
through the normal functions of the marketplace which are beyond 
our control. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should you 
have any future questions or comments, please feel free to 
contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

I,II,. i nun 

immons 
Manager 

^3- 

LHE: DS : ds Mv t.-|ephone number is (301, 333-1190 

Teletypewrl        T   ..      red Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 VI11-11^   j - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  S 9, Maryland  21203-0717 
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Five Nine Six One Waterloo Road,  Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

March 8, 1386 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 

Mr Hal Kassoff, State Highway Administrator 

Dear Sir; 

You have listened patiently to the protestations of the transient 
newcomers complaining that they do not want Route 100 near them.  I 
don't want it either.  Over the years, the protests of the newcomers 
have pushed Route 100 closer and closer to me, with greater and areater 
adverse impact on my property. 

The newcomers most grave concern is reduced property values. This 
is not my main concern simply because in this mobile society, I am not 
mobile and plan to stay that way. I am not concerned about financial 
impact as much as liveability and quality of life on my family and 
myself. 

I am a second generation native of Howard County and the third 
generation to live on my property.  My son <also a native) and his 
family also live on ths property.  I have learned to live with change 
and growth but I do not like the increased traffic, noise and litter 
that assults me here on Waterloo and Old Montgomery Roads.  Just getting 
on and off of my property is a real problem, as well as a safty hazard, 
and we have had to modify our travel routes in order not to cross lanes 
when coming and going. 

I hope that you will give me, a lifelong resident, voter and 
taxpayer, consideration and not impose a very undesireable situation on 
me because of the very vocal complaints of the newcomers.  Enough is 
enough.  Am I to be imposed upon by yet another heavily used highway 
because of people who will quite possibly not even be living in Howard 
County in five years? 

Thank you for your time and in reading this letter. 

CCJ Elisabeth Bobo 
Shane Pendergrass 
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Maryland Department of TrBnsportation 
State Highway Administration 

3> o 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

May 2,   1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
MD 100 US 29 to 1-95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Charlotte Hains 
5961 Waterloo Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Ms. Hains: 

Thank you for your recent letter opposing the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

Your conunents will be reviewed and evaluated by members of 
the project planning team before a decision is reached concerning 
the future of this project. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should you 
have any future questions or comments, please feel free to 
contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

.afiu-Simmons 
Project Manager 

-^ 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone numl VI11-114        333-1190  

Teletypewrttt. ._ ....„-.. ed Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert St., Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
=======    PRO, EOT 
Contract No.   HO  661-101-770 DEVELCPMtVT 

PDMS No. 132062 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearir 

pit.;    ^       .-^ • 

-ocacion uesign  ruoiic  heantjc     . _, 
Maryland Route   100 ifftR |b    |2 W PH   cid 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME      T't^cntY    .?.    TircS  . f-.dr^/Pz^r HATS . 

CITY/TOWN   C/^/iV/T-    C,n/'   STATg      MI> ZIP   COOE-^lZLJl 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

ffi     .^ct/¥c   /A/J/fer-r" /fr^^LVSyS     /<>   /Jlctti?   TV   STc^y 

 7>/   ///<ri     "Select t-  

I     I Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

(HD Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this  brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Richard H. Trainor 
Maryland Department of Transportation Secre,arv 

State Highway Administration •K•«! 

May 2,   1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
MD 100 - US 29 to 1-95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Timothy R. Titus, President 
8700 Old Annapolis Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. Titus: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

As a part of this project, we are studying the feasibility 
of providing earthern berms to mitigate noise impacts throughout 
the corridor.  The provision of berms for protecting Howard High 
School will be investigated during the final design phase of this 
project. 

A pedestrian overpass is still proposed for this project.  A 
decision will be reached this spring as to whether or not the 
overpass will be constructed. 

A socio-economic analyses for the entire project corridor 
was developed for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should you 
have any further questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LHE:DS:ds 

333-1190 
My telephone number is (301). 

TeletypewrlwTTT_iifi      d Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04.. J-iU       - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St., Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATJON ^ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS^ ,cr>T    -^J5 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 u-!...,•< •;••;{ 
PDMS No. 132062 UiV 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing if, UT ut\'SS 
Maryland Route 100     m • "J*1 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME (llMGi/.     £<   6AM// nATC   3-4-SB 

pmNTE    Annpps*       ^^      /KeAMuM'jtee ficAf)  

r.lTY/TOWM     BJcQitiicB ATATP   lMfi.\JUMJA 71P   CQnpiU^; 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

w/W)        'J     : ' 

:/- bsij 4/0   aLJLA.teA — ILMJ <+»* jki^ 4*^ 

/l-nvA^ /f*A*/>* «/»*   Art* ^ diu.n^J7 ^UzMio A^</    rt^^zJ— 

r~~| please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I—I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a c iis brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION J^V 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
============= PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770       DEVELOPMEMT 

PDMS No. 132062 D!7i^J"
,,, 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 Hu |0 |Q ^ jJJ ^8 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME 

CITY/TOWN   E hkfP'ltfffF STATP      iDc* T.B COnc  MX^H 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

if ^ —7)  

Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CHI Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

'Persons who have received a c"-. brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List.        VIII-lls 
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3rf 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 29, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
MD 100 - US 29 to 1-95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Carroll E. Braun 
5836 Meadowridge Road 
Elkridge, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mr. Braun: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

A map is enclosed which shows the proposed location of 
Maryland Route 100 as it crosses your property. 

Should you wish to discuss the impacts of this project to 
your property and business, we are willing to meet with you at 
your convenience to discuss your concerns. 

Your comments will be reviewed and evaluated by members of 
the project planning team before a decision is reached on the 
final alignment. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should ] 
have any future questions or comments, please feel free to 
contact me. 

LHE:DS:ds 
Attachment 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Projett Manager 

My telephone nui  \/III-119 
333-1190 

Teletypewrlte jd Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 



a i A 11 murmAY AUMINIS I HATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

3Ho 

PROJECT 
Contract No.  HO 661-101-770 DEVEL0D*: :;iT 

PDMS No.   132062 D!V 'V     ' 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

ITS    P       Maryland Route  100 ^ \i    jQ 30 M,, '03 
U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route  95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME 1   ercvg       C^C t^eia*^ 

PLEASE    Af%„oee<B 
PRINT        ADDRESS. 1 11^7       rVirt^TH-Fiva^  KTi^ 

DATP       HA^^I^IS^ 

CITY/TOWN   ^UULU^  Uxw STATP        M D ZIp  CQnP^(04^ 

Q/We wish to ^ommecu) or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

0   .J>O\L XLA-       -HLt!d •ftoJ UMU. ^^vj^lai) 

Q^>^ V 

Fu^b^,      \\|Jtfc»tr    ^..J^     J^"^^ 

^^UJO^ aJWy^ 

_     . . A    U 

A^vy^MV u4a ^sfe^faiL^        ^^"  jii^JAf'  

I/O. CMJA-^JIM i 

»    » Please add my/our namefs) to the Mailing List.* 

CZI Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a cop] 
on the project Mailing List. 

brochure through the mail are already 

VIII-120 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

3/7 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 29, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
MD 100 - US 29 to 1-95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Peter C. Green 
9117 Northfield Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. Green: 

100 prSjectrU f0r ^^ reCent letter abOUt the Maryland Route 

Your comments will be reviewed and evaluated by members of 
the project planning team before a decision is reached on the 
proposed alignment for this project. 

Should you have any future questions or comments, please 
feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Simmoits 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone nur , 333-1190 
VIII-121      

Teletypewrlte. ._ ....„_.. ad Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 



-3/1 
PROJEQT 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION£n^L.0P'M^7 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS     UIV!j'^••' 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 " ^ W '58 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME Wayne P. Benson • PATP       4-1-88 

PmN"?6    ADDRESS 8318 Elko Drive  

CITY/TOWN   E1Ticott City        STATP      Md. z,p CQOF       21043 

I/We wish to comment oftn^S^mbmH th» followinf >«»of-of this project: 
! .  v  ' '-< 

— 4-1-88 

I am a new resident of the Glenmar subdivision off of Route i04. I was 
— not living in this area when the public hearing was held on 2-9-88 at the 
_    Howard High School, but have spoken with individuals who did attend and 

have also reviewed and studied the booklet outlining the proposed Route 
     100 design. I hereby offer my comments and suggestions on the proposals 

presented. 
""      While I respect the initiative of the State Highway Administration in 
— planning for future development and traffic flows I believe the proposed 

Alternate 3 Route 100 design does not offer the best alternative. I believe 
— other options should be considered which would not so greatly effect the 

current environment and rural llki atmosphere of the general area. The 
"~    proposed route as I perceive it would greatly damage some streams and un- 
— spoiled acreage along it's path. This in turn would take away from some 

of the qualities that have attracted people to live and take pride in their 
— communities. 
— The alternatives of improving existing roadways(Routes 103,104,108,etc.) 

by adding additional lanes, improving interchanges,etc. seem much more 
— sensible than creating a totally new major thoroughfare, which would only 

draw non-local traffic through the area. As I understand the booklet, moat 
~~ of the projected problems would only occur during the evening rush hours, 
— which only constitute about 3 to 4 hrs. of a 24 hr. day. I seriously be- 

lieve a vast majority of the area's residents would rather endure a few 
— delays at peak hours than have their area crisscrossed and spoiled for 

24 hrs., 7 days a week by the highway. 

d] Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CHI Please delete my/our name(s) from t •; List. 

•Persons who have received a copy • ochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. VIII-122 



J3/? 

PI 
PI 

1/ 

In surveying the affected areas I think that much would be 
destroyed by this extension in terms of disturbing established 
areas and also unspoiled areas particularly in the area bounded 
between Route 95 and Route 108. I can only hope that planning 
officials fully try to utilize already constructed roadways be- 
embarking on a costly and possibly unneeded new major thorough- 
fare. 

For these reasons I oppose the proposed Alternate 3 design for 
Route 100 and support improvements to existing roadways in order 
provide for future traffic, but also to ensure that the qualities 
of life that attracted these constituents to the area is maintained 
as much as possible. I can only hope that the final decision 
makers can put themselves in the places of the area's residents 
and come up with a viable alternative. 

WaynV P. Benson 
8318 Elko Dr. 
Ellicott City, Md. 21043 
#461-0640 

'3] Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

[ZD Please delete my/our name(s) from t -j List. 

*Jn,rfh:,pr"?.,et,,*M,:ii,V twd ' C0Py ' 'C'""9 ""0U9h "" """ "' '""""" 
VIII-123 
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32^ 

Richard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department of Transportation Secre,arv 

State Highway Administration •^! 

April 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Wayne P. Benson 
8318 Elko Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. Benson: 

Thank you for your recent letter commenting on the Maryland 
Route 100 project which outlined your opposition to Alternate 3 
and recommended improvements to the existing roadways. 

Several other alternates have been developed during this 
project planning study including an alternate which proposed 
improvements to Maryland Route 103, 104 and 108.  These alter- 
natives were dropped for various reasons.  The major reason, 
however, for dropping these alternates was that they did not 
provide the necessary capacity to service the anticipated 
traffic volumes. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should you 
have any further questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

bv: drA. 414/1^. /Mn   b->~It* .lt^~u~u*~±^ 
// Douglas H. Summons  • 
i/ Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

333-1190 
My telephone n VI11-124     

Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert St., Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION ^^ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

iWJF.CT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-77(h|v^l_r::-»-' - '{T 

PDMS No. 132062       DP'^' ' ;i 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing" 
Maryland Route 100   M.a a q in Mi »« 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate RoiM 95 0 i Hl 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME   \^C K/Wyy-Z. v.  DATP I ^ V 

^fN
A
T

SE    Annap^    5b\\    V.^.w     U^i  

CITY/TOWN-L^k^L STATE    </'   \ ZIP COOP        i ^i1^ 

I/id wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

^L-    wtvU    a[)|tf^tf4^    r^^Oi'yyj    ^    ^H^.W    I'^.C^^     IJoW^W 
21 mxA   H:W ^W^- r-.r^i/W/J       Htx/f^f^     fl4     ^Lx     lor^i^ 

f—1 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CD Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons Who have received a ci is brochure through the mail are already 
on the'prjject Mailing List. 

VIII-125 
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Maiyiand Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 22,   1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Pat Kristensen 
5611 Lightspun Lane 
Columbia, Maryland  21045 

Dear Ms. Kristensen: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

As a part of this project we are studying the feasibility of 
providing earthen berms to mitigate noise impacts throughout the 
corridor.  The provision of berms for protecting Howard High 
School will be investigated during the final design phase of this 
project. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should you 
have any further questions or comments, please feel free to 
contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

ajr Hy/ Simmons 
anager 

^5L 

LHE:DS:ds 
cc:  Mr. Robert Sanders 

My telephone n VI11 -126 

Teletypewriter for Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert St., Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 323 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

^^^ Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
QI>C: -^- Maryland Route 100 

"J   ^       U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m.' 

o 
QCUJ 

rri 

7)(Upi\07\dL 4. Mihkk U'lllnr nATC 3-3"^ NAME 

?mNATSE    AnnRP^   ^</y  ^Uv^^-^i   Pi 

CITY/TQWM   clkndGP, ftTATP      ^1 D ZIP   COHF Z/22-7 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

hi;;M sr\/)ujh    1(1^.^   *n 4h<i-h  4hi* road dne^ n/?f 
/.n^    up like,    jSrhf-.   Ilfi   -   DYerrmvideA   wi+h <fcp^ 

i-f     AOK] .'   w^ n^^^y   i-l-/ 

2! 
ov&r Croiud&L   ' ^fp,.   /o3?   -tfsf_  ink*.tec-tinn   *+- 

]eo:   d-ux  -iftn. plr.QSfi,    MLke.   3cmr.  rha.nar.s -h 

kk/Xdwridg^ *  fan+gtomrry    &>Gri$    >*>   r>  rr.mmckrk 
n in hhm n re. 

rn Please add my/our nafne(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CZZ] Please delete my/our name<s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a c lis brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-127 



Richard H. Trainor 
Maiyland Department of Transportation Secretarv 

State Highway Administration •^ 

April 19, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Miller 
5748 Montgomery Road 
Elkridge, Maryland  21227 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Miller: 

Thank you for your recent letter supporting the Maryland 
Route 100 project. 

Maryland Route 100 is being designed to accommodate the 
traffic volumes which are projected through 2015.  Cloverleaf 
interchanges are not required to accommodate these forecasted 
volumes.  The construction of cloverleaf interchanges would also 
create severe impacts to several of the adjacent communities. 

The Meadowridge Road/Montgomery Road intersection is 
currently scheduled to be realigned as a part of the construction 
of the Brightfield subdivision.  The reconstruction of this 
intersection along with the construction of Maryland Route 100 
should improve travel along Maryland Route 103. 

Should you have any further questions or comments, please 
feel free to contact me.  Thank you for your interest in this 
project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

ISLSS by:—< ^--V^K^- x y   /^w^.>— 
JJouglas H.   Simmons ^y" 

LHE:DS:ds Project'^Manager 

My telephone 
333-1190 

\/III-128 Teletypt... ^      ilred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 3^^ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME 

PmN^E     ADPREfift    BL12      SpfOCg.    \?^A C^-T 

CITY/TOWN gl/CCwtf    CCTVftTATP        M. V^ 7,p   CQnP;2 [ ^^ 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

^Vev^^C^^    ^ ^—^/w^aAt^K/     -fa     u^xiLA.1^0   ^U 

d] Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

(ZU Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a cc is brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VI11-129 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 19, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Richard Conde 
8638 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Conde: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your suggestions 
for improving the Maryland Route 100 project. 

As a part of this project, we are studying the feasibility 
of constructing earthen berms to reduce noise and visual impacts 
to your community.  In addition, appropriate landscaping measures 
are being considered to provide additional visual screening. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should you 
have any further questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

bv:    jA*&^ ^Pr:1 /^ 
oiouglks IK  Simmons    -^ 
Project &n ager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone m WT T T   I on 333-1190 

Teletype* ,dlred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 D.C. Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St., Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 3^1 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

PROJECT 
DEVt 

DiV 
. i. J •• r" 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 .•    « ., w 'C3 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95    •'*& J O 12 Mil U- 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

"p^^K     >    \< Y     ^^ K^oc;       (^1,^       C^JZ      C^^nL      ^L^v^ 

•jinC^Uf i=^x 

I    I Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

d] Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-131 



32- f 
Richard H. Trainor 

Maiyland Department of Transportation Secre,arv 

State Highway Administration »*«££ 

April 14, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Charles E. Sternheim 
5354 Flight Feather Road 
Columbia, Maryland 21045 

Dear Mr. Sternheim: 

Thank you for your recent letter concerning the Maryland 
Route 100 project.  If you would like to review the traffic 
projections, please feel free to contact me or Mr. Robert 
Lambdin, the Traffic Engineer for this project.  Mr. Lambdin's 
telephone number is (301) 333-1325. 

Thank you for your interest in the Maryland Route 100 
project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 1 ,^»cp>T*- sj ^^^ ^-y 
Dduglis /jry/Simmons-^ 
Project tJf6nager 

LHB:DS:ds 
cc:  Mr. Robert Lambdin 

333-1190 
My telephone number is (301)  

Teletypew*^H"132    ,,„„ Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  { re, Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

327 

PRCJEC 

PLEASE 
PRINT 

Contract No.   HO 661-101-770 DEVi;L0PM"f'T 
PDMS  No.   132062 C"'V:$!/: ; 

Combined/Location Design Public  Hearing 
Maryland Route   100 '   Hw   /    li 05 PM 'P^ 

U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route  95 •       •"   tu 
Howard High School 

Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME    'IXlliAuA   k)n44±\   faroI  AJlXllS DATE    sU/tb 

ADDRFSft S344-  MonfaDMn-eni   fid'• 

CITY/TOWN  tWCridqe- STATg     Mtl< 7IP  COHF    ll111 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

1)   The,  orlgind roo+e. /oo allaktm^-t-  ,'ndcc^h^L ^'Jindty" 

m   At,;//;»**«-*  &/ /2£>' X/UJ fttctss h our pmfwkj).  Of,. 

&#* IAJLAAQL   ut pkHMcaMA   ka^x.   wuJ h-AfUa.   Tti   po^df (rrte*> 

jlWo+o  fir/ l&r/fi?    imM T&rt   4* 4"   ^    Mldtfrvntf^s /?,<*A. 

'-i/W-   ^    f^f—vU*sn±&{  erf i-U   MtJuhnor'Js*   ^oJo.  

Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

d] Please delete my/our name(s) f "•- Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a c. tis brochure through the mail are already 
v       on the project Mailing List.        VIII-133 
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mm MarylandDepartmentolTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 14, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. William Noyes 
5844 Montgomery Road 
Elkridge, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Noyes: 

Route^Sfp^ec?! ^ ""^ '""^ Concerni^ the Maryland 

n#^ The^S»fte ?i«hway Administration and the Howard County 
Office of Planning and Zoning will work together to provide 
Rf-^?? ?Jullineai« J0?d-  " is anticipated that Mullineaux 
Road will be connected into a future subdivision roadway with 

interchSngrded ClOSe t0 ""* Maryland Route 100/Meadowridge Road 

rtf w«i^S
art 0!uthi! proJect' we are studying the feasibility 

of providing earthen berms to reduce noise and visual impacts to 
your community.  In addition, landscaping measures will be 
implement-   - provide additional visual screening. 

She  .. _   .iave any further questions or comments, please 
£eel free to contact me.  Thank you for your interest in this 
project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

^r 
S>   TVT/VAWWV^'H^/ 

glacf W.   Simmgrj*' 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone nur*1— :—  tr>r\* \ 

Te,etyp«   VI11-134   'Ired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-,. ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  J. ..  — .ore,  Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

33/ 

PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770 DEVELOP^ - •••' 

PDMS No. 132062 Ol'.'i?-! 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route 100 M lll 10 32 li'll 'G3 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME U/?r>i ^A»j-rd DATE   7 (V&M  

pmNATSE   Annn,gaft     Sg-V    for-t^CToJ Cl  

riTV/TOWM     CaLU*lfl4 STATE       Plb ZIP   CODE 2lC>V5'  

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

6f      fcouTg    /OO.        /ILL     ?fm   To u/^fcAE^T     S/^g/au^   C&wC:^rR4T/6^     gy  TWe"    STAfs 

tflCtiu,.*'/   /4c>n//«<)<;ig4T'Oo/.  _«___  

A      F'(l-riCyiLA(L   Ct^iCS^lJ   !<,    THAT -THG   PfoPteE*    .-t-CSHCHAri fe    VfTU     HrfHUAyC,   laq/,^ 

tfwGtit    tr*)~<Ai.LV   Rt?   A    ARAsr    u£Uin-   rgo^S/^(C. I      f^t-   TH*-*    Ffr*  -Ttte 

/»vMf>-rrp    gV  Tiff    gi/g^-ruAc^   SlfgT&lT/cxO   of    HtiHuiAv  IQo^     "THAT   &P"o^    /04-S   W6r 

i^P^mFfil'       OTT'O^      ,QH~~A"  fir   -THC   Time   IHG   g.V±i Or   TH? HI&HUJAV   IS    RU,LT. 

)     /<n   iWft^Sgg.Nl^    if   A*l    Accede   "To     T,^8J^  /?UH "   THtouCn   ^OMUJ-C   &R,<C/  

Ms^ggfer  Kt>   pic,   Rgg^   co<4s.&E>gc&   i4<;   ftfrcspp  -TO  T^/S  co.c^gwT  f-i*^   tr 

r*n Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

fl Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-135 



Richard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department ofTmnsportation HaiTassoff 
State High way A dministration Administrator 

April 14, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Jan Smith 
5524 Harrington Court 
Columbia, Maryland 21045 

Dear Ms. Smith: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your suggestions 
for improving the Maryland Route 100 project. 

The development of this project has included the partici- 
pation of Howard County officials.  We are currently reviewing 
and analyzing the comments which were made by Howard County at 
the Public Hearing.  As the project progresses, we will continue 
to work with the county to ensure that Maryland Route 100 is 
designed in a manner which is satisfactory to both Howard County 
and the State Highway Administration. 

A decision on the proposed alignment and the various options 
is anticipated during the spring.  A decision will be made at 
that time as to whether or not an interchange or intersection 
will be constructed for the Maryland Route 100/Maryland Route 104 
connection. 

We are currently studying several access options for Timber 
Run.  Your proposal for a connection with Horseshoe Road would 
not reduce the number of residential displacements for this 
project. 

Thank you for your interest in this project.  Should you 
have any further questions or suggestions, please feel free to 
contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis  H.   Ege,   Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development  Division 

Simmens 
LHE:DS:ds ' ProjectT Manager 

SHA has recommended Selected Alternate 3 and the partial  diamond interchange. 

Option 104-A. VIII-136 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - SBS-UA O - i-ouu-^ac-auu^ wtcuowiae  1011 rree 

707 North Calvert  S e,  Maryland  21203-0717 
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OlMic  mvanirvM'   ^UMIMIO I MA I IUN 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770 D^VR "a>,- '• 

PDMS No. 132062 "nri-r  • 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing "'' •' 

Maryland Route 100 |!«D / ,i , Bu 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 m   '  4 'J5 hi 'BJ 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME      'To^f/   LI. 0>i<£ ILL HATP a/zhr 
/    ' 

PmNT6    Annppgg        ^ QQ ^     ttbTG&LOO       ~R**^  

riTv/xnwM tLLiCarr (/P/XTnz /nfl£VA[\ rfj)   TIP conp  o?/0f/3 

l/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

1~1 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

• 

April 14, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. John W. O'Neill 
5004 Waterloo Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. O'Neill: 

Thank you for your recent letter requesting information 
about the Maryland Route 100 project. 

The State Highway Administration survey crew which has been 
working in your neighborhood has been gathering data which will 
be used in developing the final design of the Maryland Route 100 
project. 

Should you have any further questions, please feel free to 
contact me.  Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Proje 

LHB:DS:ds 

My telephone number is (301)_ 333-1190 

Te|etypewiwTTT_ioo    ired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0<Vi11   J-00   ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  S re. Maryland  21203-0717 
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PROJECT 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION DEnf\/L!0^nwEH1 

QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS UlY!o,ur< 

Z HuN  10 no AN'i 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770 

PDMS No. 132062 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME      L/ter/tfs   fo^re/ , rnuJit+r OATP      Zts/ff 

PmNTSE    ADORgas      /OSL36       OisrsldJl    0 S"  

CITY/TOWN    0)IO^(OLC< STATP   >^ 2,p  COOE3^£J1£. 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

1Z-(J UtJ-d*^ 
SO*A*    £<J*s/<Z*aJL O^- 

C^/ Lid?   JLtoVt 

&*/ 3«„jLf   ZW*^ G«J tiss. 

CD Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CZD Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. ..... 



Maiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

3<? 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

• 

April 14, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Ronald Vatalaro 
10222 Wesleigh Drive 
Columbia, Maryland  21046 

Dear Mr. Vatalaro: 

rh»1.il!!
a2k y0" ?0r ?OUr recent letter informing us that Mr 

A^«i^?0,nPeVS the CUrrent President of the Donleigh S^c 
Association.  Mr. Pompei will be added to the project mailing 

*Hn 3!Ur.narne1!
rii1 re,nain on the mailing list ensuring that you 

wxll receive all future information which is distributed Thank 
you for your interest in this project.      ^striouted.  Thank 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by:. 
DbuglAs H< Simmons —' 
Project Manager 

.A-TV* 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone num^or ic /-sni* 
333-1190 

i>«  T... B ... ..       T«letypev  VI11-140   ired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  s re, Maryland  21203-0717 
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QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

PROJECT 
Contract No.   HO 661-101-770 nPN/ELOPM^^' 

PDMS No.   132062 "oiViH-^' 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route  100 JJ.. ij    in oq feM 'RQ 
U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route  95 nAS n    www 

Howard High School 
Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

PmNT*    ADDRESS 

NAME      -w^,,   n,,    -   ,r. ,    ,,,     ,. 

PLEASE    1,.•««.   ./jTV^-   7^,, c- r?-,f • C"7^ ^/"/^//^ v    A^/ ^.  J 

<? V,'?// fr^-/   STATg      x>'/9 ZIP CODE 2 /fVl 

^/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

r-r.c^S     /,-/,.?-   sf   7^,>i Aer-CL^r,   7^;    /PA     /^V.    /^y>> ^ ^/   ^/  

0 '\<r*nA   d<n    ^-f^h^K/n 

'(/l/fr*-U>c   -&*+   yAm&sK rp^.-^   /'^r/n   7^^    r^v^    (<^4 <-ri 

i   ^ydc^AcAX ^o^X kwL^V.  *&*MQQ^i jh-rtyvrf* ^jA 

s s \ ••<'< 

vc /V Cltvai' r raj?   ,x x g^-^ AH J^ l-dy^T-^   f / ..w^    ,.« v\ HL.   -/ft r,    T- v< ^ <, N r C 

Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 
/-C^t*      ^^^v 

I—I please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Richard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department of Transportation Secre,arv 

State Highway Administration SLSi^ 

April 14, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Pinkerton 
8546 Pine Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Pinkerton: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your sugaestions 
for improving the Maryland Route 100 project. 

We are currently revising the access options to Timber Run 
m order to provide an option which is more appealing to the 
community.  It will be required that this access option be 
designed so as not to exacerbate the drainage problems 
experienced by Timber Run. 

The two lane develoer road will not access Oak Run Way. 

Landscaping measures will be studied throughout the project 
corridor during the final design stage.  Appropriate landscaping 
measures will be implemented to help the project blend with the 
surrounding environment. 

Should you have any further questions or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact me.   Thank you for your interest in this 
project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

jlaa/AS Simmons , 
LHE:DS:ds ' p£*ject Manager 

333-1190 
My telephone nur"K~''" '00', > 

Teletypewi \/III-l42   red Heading or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0' o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toil Free 

707 North Calvert  -. _.e, Maryland  21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME        Lflward  V.  Ahlouist 

PLEASE 
PRINT ADORFRS     R^^ft   Pi HP   Pun   Hnnrt 

CtTV/TOWN ElUnntt  City    STATE_MJ- .2IP r.nnc 21043 

CD O 
—        m 

. o «— 
- "CfciT] 

—H 

I/We wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

 The following-are toy concerns as a Timber Run reaident.  

Rpference  is  to your Combined/Locatlon/Desiffn Public Hearing  

 Han^hnnV    •fn-r   Ma-rylan^    ]Jrm+o    inn,       

1.- Hegarding Alllgnment As per available mflps. ±h*  on-n-ro 

"Expressway" appears to be curved. Can it not then be CUhVED away 

from Oak hun Way??? ;  

2.- The map for Option 104A pictures the accesa/efrpafl rnari 

running behind several of our townhouses on Pine Kun Court. Are 

vnu   aware   that   thPRP  hnmPft   n.HKfnY   HAVP   a   gpr-inns  wa-hgy   Tun-nf-r 

problem??? Con'ittn.iction of the acceco road ao pictured will 

only serve to exacerbate the Flood Problem.  

•3.- The nropoaed Developer Road shown in  P-ignrrp fl pv-hon^e 

from Center Park Drive east to Koute 104. If this road is  

constructed "Larlv". as planned, note that it ahnnlri, at loao*, 

be restricted to Passenger Cars Only!!! The noise factor from 

trucks (stop and go traffic) would be intolerable to residents. 

 continued on pg.2 

I I Please add my/our name(s) to the M*1""" ' '"t.* 

i i Please delete my/our namo<s) from tl List. 

• Persons who have received a copy oi mis orochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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page <L 

State Highway Administration - wuestions/Comments 

4.- Question:  Why doesn't the current "Expressway" 
plan simply follow along Route 103 - the sensible, 
obvious allignment that can be construed from Figure.???? 

5.- Also, regarding allignment, Koute 100 seems to be 
moving in tune with some political wind. Curiously enough, 
there is sufficient right-of-way across the Williams' 
property for the "Road"; yet now their land is considered 
to be e historic sight. Is this a form of reverse discri- 
mination? For fear of rousing a "Racial Issue" by using 
the Williams' land, are you not discriminating apainst 
some 82 plus homeowners at Timber Run by threatening the 
values of our properties and spoiling the quiet ambience 
of our community??? 

6.- Lastly, as alluded to above, We Timber Run Resi- 
dents stand to lose not only the scenic beauty of the 
horse farm situated behind our homes, but also the privacy 
afforded us by the wooded area at Oak Run Drive. 

Based upon the above points, my preference is 
obviously Alternate 1. 

cc Governor Schaefer 
Angela Hawkins 
Hal Kassoff 
Wayne Clingan 

Kindly Respond, 

Edward v. Ahlquist 
8536 Pine Run Court 
Ellicott City, lid. 21043 
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MAR 24 1988 ^ O/lf-Op?;^ 

State Highway Administration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 
707 N. Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Md. 21203-0717 
Att: Neil J. Pedersen 

Dear Mr. Pedersen, 

Although I have thoughtfully read your^ 
response to my first letter, my concerns regarding 
allignment and related issues of the new Maryland 
Route 100 continue: 

In reference to shifting Route 100 further to 
the south of Timber Run, you explain that this 
would require acquisition of land owned by Howard 
High which is not allowed by law if there is a 
feasible alternative. We Timber Run Residents can 
hardly agree that placing the highway adjacent 
to our now quiet neighborhood is a feasible or 
prudent alternative. We are aware and incensed 
that both the planned road allignment and the 
proposed Developer Road issue reek of the finan- 
cial influence of our moneyed local developers. 
The common man (average hardworking homeowner) 
hardly has a say in the matter - except to move??. 
Whatever happened to government by the people, for 
the people  ? Already our property values 
have been threatened in that an unusually high 
percentage of Timber Run townhouses were sold 
during 1987 - People are "Running". Not all of 
us can afford to "Run"; but, must live with the 
dictates of those in power. It is just not believable 
that the engineering geniuses can', t allign this road 
somewhere away from our front doors and back yards. 

Regarding our water run-off problem - we are 
anxiously awaiting news of your "Engineering Solution" 
in light of the planned access road into Timber Run. 
My own occupation involves construction type work 
and I'm most interested in how increased flooding 
can be avoided. 

In the interim, has anyone involved in the 
planning considered the other small but mighty 
problem of vehicle headlights flashing in our bed 
and living room windows? One of the main reasons I 
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purchased ray home is the picturesque view of the 
horse farm behind ray back yard. Who would have 
envisioned that a highway ramp would replace this?!! 

I must again make reference to the proposed 
Developer Road - the 2 lane highway for convenience 
of commuters. It was my understanding (from attending 
the last meeting at Howard High) that employees from 
Bendix, for example, will be convenienced by this 
access. It is beyond my understanding why we must 
tolerate heavy delivery trucks with their noise and 
fumes. Conveniencing this type of vehicle will further 
mar our neighborhood and possibly threaten the safety 
of our children. J 

^  x ^f^per your letter of March 15, you mentioned 
that Alternate 2 was dropped as it did not have the 
capacity to handle traffic volumes.... Using Route 
103 was not so implausible. Why not widen that road 
and infringe upon those property owners? - instead 
the choice is to invade the privacy of Timber Run 
homeowners with a large east/west highway along- 
side our precious community. The State already has 
2 good right of ways with Routes 103 and 108. The 
very necessity of a 6 lane Maryland 100 is still 
in question, especially considering the huge 
expense to the State and ultimately to the tax- 
payers. Another option might be the following: 

In exiting 195 onto Route 100, 2 lanes could 
be implemented - one going north to an improved 
wider loute 103 - the other lane heading into a 
new RoutelOO tying in to Routes 108 and 104... 

I hope I'm not wrong in assuming the Transportation 
Department is still open to viable ideas which 
would make roadway changes more palatable. 

As you can see, I and my neighbors at Timber 
Run who plan to remain here, are not taking a hands 
down approach to the issues I raise. State Highway 
planning cannot/should not take precedence over the 
safety of our children, ambience of our neighbor- 
hood, and financial investment of homeowners. 

Sincerely, 

U~J>s£H 
Edward Ahlquist 
8536 Pine Run Court 
Ellicott City - 21043 
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Richard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department of Transportation Secre,arv 

State Highway Administration UiniSSr 

April 14, 1988 

Mr. Edward V. Ahlquist 
8536 Pine Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. Ahlquist: 

Thank you for your recent letter requesting additional 
information about the Maryland Route 100 project. 

We have carefully looked at the possibility of shifting the 
alignment further south in the vicinity of Howard High School and 
under current federal law it does not appear possible to shift 
into Howard High School property that is used for public 
recreational purposes. 

Detailed drainage plans will be developed during the final 
design phase and should be completed in approximately eighteen 
months.  In developing the drainage plans, the existing drainage 
conditions will be analyzed.  The drainage design will be 
reviewed by the Water Resources Administration to assure that the 
Maryland Route 100 project does not add to the current drainage 
problems.  Should you wish to review these plans as they are 
being developed, please contact Mr. Robert 'Sanders.  Mr. Sanders' 
telephone number is (301) 333-1258. 

Landscape planting has been recommended as a visual screen 
along the proposed relocation of Oak Run Way. This should help 
to prevent headlights from shining into your windows. 

Alternate 2 proposed the construction of a 5-lane highway 
along Maryland Route 103.  This was the widest typical section 
that could be used without the acquisition of numerous resi- 
dences.  In contrast, Alternate 3 proposes the construction of a 
6-lane highway.  Alternate 2 does not provide enough travel lanes 
to adequately service the anticipated traffic volumes at an 
acceptable level of service. 

Alternate 5, which is similar to your proposal, utilized 
both Maryland Routes 103 and 108 to provide service between 
Maryland Route 104 and US Route 29.  Alternate 5 proposed that 
Maryland Route 103 be widened to 5 lanes and that Maryland Route 
108 be widened to 4 lanes.  Alternate 5 did not adequately ser- 
vice the anticipated traffic volumes at an acceptable level of 
service and was dropped from further study. 

My telephone nun  333-111Q  

Teletypewf(ter id Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 UTTI-147  " 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert St., V _  ., Maryland 21203-0717 
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Mr. Edward V. Ahlquist 

Page Two 

If you have any additional questions or comments, please 
feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

NJP:db 

cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Mr. Robert Sanders 

^J ?+Uu» 
Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 
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DEVELOFMft.'i: 

February 13,   19B3    D!V!S!p:.: 

FE3 23 ZSBB'U 

The ?"d. Department of Transportation 
TheState Highway Administration 
Office of Planning £..  Engineering 
F. 0. Eox 717 
Baltimore, Maryland  21203 

Attention: T-"r.  Douglas K. Simmons 

Dear "r. Simmons: 

As a new resident of the community of Glen ""ar (3382 "itzy lane), 
we are writing to voice our concern over the proposed alignment 
of Route 100 to the proximity of our house.  It has come to our 
attention that The State Highway Administration plans to 
construct the six-lane span within 200 feet of our front door, 
'rfe know first-hand from previously living within 200"feet of 
the Baltimore Beltway, that the noise and pollutants from 
vehicles is unbearable to residents in these communities.' 

We are requesting that some sort of barrier be erected 
along the entire stretch of ritzy lane to reduce the noise level. 
As a added barrier, we strongly suggest that the existing trees 
facing oue entire community be left undisturbed. 

Another area of concern is the limited availibity the 
residents of our community will have to Foute 100.  Your current 
plans prohibit members of the Glen rar community from turning 
left off of .Tlko Drive to Foute 104. V.'e are sure that Safety 
precautions were strongly considered in Making this decision, but 
it appears as though no one seems to consider this as another 
inconvenience to a community already being asked to sacrifice 
so much. 

Ty suggestion to this problem is the installation of a 
traffic signal at Route 104 and Elko Drive.  Surely, there 
can be no greater safety feature offered than this.  It would 
also enable residents access to Routes 100, 104, 108 and 175 
as well as schools, parks and businesses that are a part of our 
surroundings. 
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- 2 - 

In conclusion, there is no question that bur community 
is being asked to give a great deal for the betterment of the 
entire county. We feel that our suggestions are relitively small 
in comparision to what we are being asked to accept (more noise, 
traffic, infionvenience, lower property values).  It would1 be most 
cost effective to implement our suggestions right from the 
beginning of construction than postpone it until later.  It would 
serve both the county and The State Highway Administration well 
from a public relations aspect to implement these recomendations. 
xn order to have a legally binding agteement, both parties 
must give consideration.  Cur community has certainly given. 

We ask for your consideration and attention to implement 
our recommendations. 

We will look forward with much anticipation to a response 
to this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph P.  Sansone 
8382 I'ltzy Lane 
Ellicott City,  I'D 210^+3 

Janet L.  Sansone 
8382 r-'itzy lane 
Ellicott City,  "D    210^3 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

C (      3/7 

Richard H. Trainoi 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

nprii .2,   -98S 

Zonzrzzz  :'iO. ::o t'51- 
Maryland Rcure 100 
'J.S. Roues 23   -o 
Intsrsca-e Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

llr.   1  Mrs. Joseph ?. Sanscns 
- w w ^. ^iJ.u*.^  ^a.^c 

jear !:r tirs •janscne: 

Thank you for your recant lacter offering your suggestions 
for improving the Maryland Route 100 project. 

As a part cf the project, we are studying the feasibility of 
constructing earthen berrr.s to reduce noise and visual impacts to 
ycur community.  In addition, landscaping 'measures will be 
implemented to provide additional visual screening. 

Access to Maryland Route 100 will not be restricted f=r the 
.-esidents of Glen Mar.  Vehicles travelling en Slkc Crive will be 

.—  -. : .- u _ _ 

the Maryland Route 100 rr your interest . 
project.  Chouli you have any further questions or ccrr.ents, 
please feel free to contact -e cr Mr. Douglas rl. Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone .-lumber is :2G1; 022- 
1130 . 

Very truly yours. 

Louis H. Ege. Ov. 
Deputy Direrttr 
Project 2eve 1 cement 

4 
/ 

t) •f^N^'^'O"-^' 

/Jcu-J s: 

My telephone number is (3U1 ). 

Teletypewriter *-- •— rpU^d Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0451 VIII-153 - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.. M»»..I—- - 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

35° 

DEVELOP;. -• Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing        "'" >  '' 
Maryland Route 100        '    /f^ 7 j  Dli 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 ^ Ci*n tu 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME       HrTfiicifi   A-   DfiBBs OATC   zk/f 2 

pmNT E    APDRPSS    ^3^/      ^JL/gg     /7^^ 

CITY/TOWN  JZLLICOTT   C/77.       ftTATP        A/J? 71D   COOP AtO'+.Z 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

fMyfl   "k    hf-—G^ec-hJ    lit,     H*.     psepAted   ^l\aiA<Lfi<    ,'»  

Likewise.     koM    #ill   £/ehiMGr Pvtve     be.   Affechid  Jh AkM? 

Rt  too   ff-^  Rh lot   H  fckzi)  tLou/l ie. 

-f-^tw      J'^.^T     -ho     fch  10+*'      TJAit)    air   iA«t>ve,    <thAisai„     bwUi** 

if?   life fair   Jlfi    re.*iJe*h    ^/atA*..   T&L   cjrvuhr fray*. I-j?h 
kA,     „*.*i»~^„*     -I.^.J*  _ vex "/./.   ^-UJ   -* R<U   2?-  tyj nertccmer*     a/t^.aJy     suffer   ex.     "Usf"  setf/er 

.fC\«r are,—h£d±i<i imjuiteJ.    icpo^    us    -pov fLe. s&ki   of- 

tZ3 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* >  n\    VtT^ 
— -— ,<n. ••'**, i ViJrH^ 
dJ Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. VAAA4'^^' 

• Persons who have received a cop brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-154 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trairu 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 12, ISSS 

P.E:  Contract: ::o. HO 561-101-7?: 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Rouce 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 

,.   „   . .  , PDMS No. 132062 
Ms. Patricia A. Dabbs 
3301 Zlko Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Ms. Dabbs: 

»~ut-T?SSk-rn^5?r y?Ur r£CenC '-ZZBr  renting  on  zhe  Maryland 
*;: !* ;  * V^ OUr colmen^  will be reviewed and evaluated 
cy risers of the project planning team before a decision is 
reached on the proposed alignment for this project. 

The intersections of Elko Drive and Glenmar Drive .with 
Maryland Route 1.04 will not be affected by rhis proi^ct 
Motorists travelling on these two roadways will be -il-wed -o 
t^rn either left or right onto Maryland Route 104 which will be 
widened through the project area. 

Mar-; 
A -ap is enclosed which shows the proposed i:r,prcve-ert= ro 

'".nnd ' :-"i       1 r O 

:.4anK you rcr your interest in the Maryland Route •'•--' 
:t:  Shoulc you have any. further questions or comments, 

piease reei _ree to contact r.e or Mr. Douglas H. Sir-cms  r-.-. 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is ;30i; 323- 
-i. J. 9 0 . 

Very truly yours 

Louis H. Zge, Jr 
Deputy Director 
- - - J - - •-  <-' c / <= a. ^ C m ••; 

anaortr 

My telephone   VI11-155 

-a,   ,ccc „„... ,, ,    Teletypewr.,,,, ,u, impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro -565-0451 C^C   Metro - 1-800-9492-5Pof2 Statewide To.. Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore,  Maryland  21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public.Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME    R^hard P and Carol L. Boyer DATP  2/18/88 

ppf^6    ADDRESS    5921 Meadow Rfdqe Road   

CITY/TOWN   E1kr1d9e STATE_!!5 ZIP COPF   21227 

I/We wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

.Attached is a copy of our rest dent fal  Inrsttnn »« «hWMn *» fPr»fprr»,n ai»,^.^ , 

As you can see, our property Ifne wfll only be about 90 feet fmm th» on-r^mn nf »^ 

diamond Interchange.    In addition, after reviewinn the m*• m.pi,^ .• H^.^ U,-^ 

School on February 9, we learned that the SHA is proposing a Hght-of-wav on 

approximately 100 feet of our property.       

As a property owner adjacent to this proposed highway, our pronertv.vnim* win ho 

severely affected by the presence of this highway.    Therefore, we feel h»ra,lco th.,. 

is no residential  homes nearby that our property, and any neighboring propertipy 

should be included in a commercial zoning change as reguested.    It is our contention 

that when Rt.  100 is completed, our property, and neighboring properties, would 

better serve the community because of the close proximity to the proposed diamond 

interchange.    If this requested change is subseguently approved, the land would be 

better suited for the development of offices or community stores (strip mjtin 

In addition, we have also noted that our property was included in the nM<u> Am?*** 

analysis, and it is predicted that we will be in a noise sensitive area.    We feel 

because we are the only residential home immediately adjacent to the Meadow Ridge Rd.. 

diamond Interchange, that the SHA should NOT rule out protective screening, such as a 

berme, landscaping with shrubs, etc.    We have just as much rights as a single  
property owner as 50 property owners in the same situation, and money should not be an 
1SSUP   if  It  WllT makP  this  htnhwav mnre  rnmfa-fhf*   &\ ?Ci  pUSplRgy^!!^0^0^^  an 

ZI1 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.*      severely affect. 

CD Please delete my/our nameis) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. VIII-156 
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Maiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Traino 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 12, 1938 

?-£:  Ccncracc .To. HO 561-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
"J.S. P.cuca 29 CO 
Interstate Route 95 
?DMS Ho. 13 206 2 

Mr. 'x  Mrs. Richard P. Boyer 
3921 Meadowridge Road 
Zlkridge, Maryland  21227 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. 3oyer: 

00,>,;
r^k4'°!fo

fcr your recenc le"^ counting on the'Maryland .-.o^wc iuu project. 

eh« J0^ J3ques] 1°  be included in a coiamercial zoning change 
shouxd be forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The State Highway Administration is not directly 
involved with zoning issues as this is a county responsibility. 

Earthen berrr.s and landscape planting are being studied 
crcug^out the project corridor.  It is net anticipated that an 
iarthc-n bsrrr. wou.d be constructed in the vicinity of y,-ur 
property.  .{ovever, landscape planting ccuid be inccrporated into 
tr.i cesign to serve as = visual screen. 

_ Thank you for your interest in the Maryland Route 100 
pro;ect.  Should you have any further questions cr ccmr.enrs 
piease reel free to contact me or Mr. Douglas H. Siir.r.ons, -he 
.-reject Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is '301^ 333- 
•L. x y L . 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Hge, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Frcjsct Development Division 

byrud^-\\ ^r , 0 
yZJougl as /*/ : i.T.:r.or.s^ 

/ Project^Ianacsr 

My telephone p* '-""ll). 

ooo  -,... r, ... Teletype  VI11-158 .aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- ,tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ore,  Maryland 21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

355" 

PROJEC" 

• i:: 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 DEVF.LOl 
PDMS No. 132062 O'V 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearinp 
Maryland Route 100        J    U«D j-j iU 30 ••••> os 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME SoNM^     \\.   l^OeraO nATC      3[ll^ 

CITY/TOWN     &tlCOTT-CnY   STATP ^iT) 7,p  nnnP 0>4 ^^3 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

C><h«Jkt^f 

^"Sx^JL     OLCfitjLfe, 

ns^Jm^       *fi       S\*r ^_»._ _        "   ^-^        H       .. (h..A     •        . 

&. 

[SH^Iease add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.*        .\ . \ >    ,,.;.., ,., 

CZD Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-159 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Train 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

• 

April 11, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Sonia H. Burton 
8601 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Ms. Burton: 

Thank you for your recent letter requesting information 
concerning the Maryland Route 100 project.      miormation 

Alternate 3 and the No-Build Alternate are currently under 
consxderation as alternative recommendations for this project 
ItSl  a^icipated that a decision will be made this sp^ng as'to 
which alternate will be carried forward. spring as to 

If Alternate 3 is selected, a new access point for Oak Run 
Way onto Maryland Route 104 would be required.  However, ?he 
overflow parking along Oak Run Way would remain in place. 

aemH^H
ht"Sf~WayJhr;UghOUt the ProJect corridor will need to be 

acquired  No right-of-way will be required from Timber Run 
Valley which is north of Oak Run Way. 

We are currently studying the feasibility of constructing an 
earthen berm for minimizing the noise and visual impacts to v?ur 
community  This berm would be designed to protect III  first 
floor of the adjacent town homes from excessive noise levels 
The final design of this berm would be determined during the* 
design phase of this project. uurxng cne 

time 
The issue of overhead signing has not been addressed at this 

My telephone m 
333-1190 

Teletypes 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 

VIII-160 
Ired Hearing or Speech 

707 North Calvert  St..  ^.t.mor'e.Va'X'd ^""o7S1?eW,de • Fr" 
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Ms. Sonia H. Burton 

Page 2 

Thank you for your interp^t- ^„ «.*. „ 
Project.  Should you hive anv furILt       Marrland R^te 100 
Please feel free to contac? L £2  ^estions or  comments. 
Project Manager.  Mr Simmons- ?Z,   ^ Dou^las H- Simmons, the 
1190. ' Slininons  telephone number is (301) 333- 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Project Manager 
LHE:DS:ds 

• 

VIII-161 
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v 
4      WALTER VEASEL g PrvOJb. 

soMiiaiTGOiieRYRo. »        nPwc:; "^ i' 
I       EllJCOTTan,IIO.J1043 t ,1' '"'•,'•' 

'liUL  ice       J 0 j /y 

J^LLC. iUw-7   {MV^ OLCCJCM, .tS-   jdrv^i-   \^^v ibV? 

A*", 

VI11-162 
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Sfjftl Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Traino 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Mr. Walter Veasel 
5025 Montgomery Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Veasel: 

April 11, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132059 

21043 

• 

about^fM^lfn^ SS/JS^ScT "1^1^ ^«»tion 
whxch outline  the impacts  to yoSr priperty^6* are  tWO maps 

as  to'whe^h^lr'^tln'interchlnae1011 Wi^  be made  this  -Pri-a 
constructed connec?ing M«ylS ^utfi nn  ^"•ction will beg 

104.     Maryland Routes  108  and ?04  will  11 "^ ^^^ Route 
intersection. Wll:L  be  connected by an 

•o-8«3srAi*?ss?.tsu,ir^2:i3lyj:*.fft
ie ^u—for both the 

information. «i>:ernate 3 are attached for your 

108 v^fS^rL^ar"•6 " haVe •«— *« "«Tl««d Route 

the Ho^rd'loL?^ 5l«cenIfyn^"PertJ J"0?" be ««»arded to 
Highway Administration Is not dJrecfi;"- ZO?ing-  The State 
this is a county responsibility     * lnvolved «*•<*  "ning as 

My telephone nu 

Teletypewi 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 

707 North Calvert £ 

333-1190 

VIII-164 
ilred Hearing or Speech 
ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
re. Maryland 21203-0717 
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Mr.   Walter  Veasal 

Page  2 

Thank you  for your  interest  in  the Maryland Route  100 

pnaseeCtfeei
h?rie TcoT  ^ ^^ ^•"lon.^SLiS?., pxease  reel  tree  to  contact me or Mr.   Doucrla^  w    <;i•«,««-     ^il 

Project Manager.     Mr.   Si^on^   telepionH^ber'ili^SS'sIS! 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Jou&tfas ar^minons      ^ 
Project Mnager 

LHE:DS:ds 
Attachments 

• 

VIII-165 
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PROJECT 
OEVELOPMEMT 

OWISIOH STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
ofH'BB       QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME  £har(e<;   HaJ/^^b DATE-S^/M 

SmNT36  ADDREM  5"fff4   ^/^TT^^^V   -ftp'  

CMTY/TOWM  £lk.g.in6.g       ftTATC \AT) CODE-2i22i2_ 

I/We wlah to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of thle project: 

.X OPPOSE:   flteE/^Trnwrc: rs    BPrAtKg    rr  r^.^ 
Hi;Cff   TDfl   MHi>rR    KV    14rtMg   WITH   A * LAklF   U^^^y 

OF rug AteA,. rr U/CLU ^un   u^ugR. THR IMUJ^ 

XF   PsT   lr>r?—is-   HMH-T   r   pgra^ THg <;UA. ff ^ 

WA   VJpad Am*.  iJx^A Af^-N,., ri^-hlh-frw-j. 
 fa    fairg.    tii,   fc/JiO. -T Uy)ufcA VVT«- p/^ tip a rtuiu 

WTMflr^p^rKCTi  n<f fur '1U. \r>^  af 1/^(1^   af   wu> VvJu/h^^U. 

• Pltfase add my/our name(8) to the Mailing List.* 

Q Please deists my/our name(s) from ths Mailing List. 

*Porsons who have received a copy of this brochurs through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. VIII-166 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 11, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Charles Halcomb 
5848 Montgomery Road 
Elkridge, Maryland  21227 

Dear Mr. Halcomb: • 

to ^^U^Z^lor^lT.^  ^"S"** W opposiUcn 

As a part of this project, we are studying the feasihilii-v 

ILVST^^^ earth berinS t0 mitigate the^oise and vLSal  y impacts on your community.  In addition, we are investigatina the 
additiiL?86-0' ?PproPriate landscaping measures To  provide g additional visual screening. ^^.^vx^e 

«ia  y
our concerns will be reviewed and addressed by the project 

aiJanm^t ^H6
*
0
" 

a decision is "ached on the proposed  ' alignment of this project. 

A map is attached which shows the location of the prooosed 
extension of Maryland Route 100 in the vicinity of your p^peJty. 

f i f^Ul? yOU ?aV! any further ^estions or comments, please 
feel free to contact me or Mr. Douglas H. Simmons, the Project 
Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LHE:DS:ds 
Attachment 

My telephone number is (301). 
333-1190 

,«,  TSBC o ... ..        TeletypewrVIII-167  ,red Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

TOT     M>M>*t.     /»»l. 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
================      PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770     W*VliL0r'1~";T 

PDMS No. 132062 l:'\^ '\ 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearina; -7 

Maryland Route 100        m LL    W l^'^'H 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

NAME 

WJU> W-61^ ckdL^i^ /]jty^^  Onj^y^t^ 

Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CU Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-168 
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us      i      in ,— Richard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department of Transportation Secre,ary 

State Highway Administration A
H
d

al^a
s°r

ff 

April 11, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132059 

Mr. Robert A. Younkin 
5275 Five Fingers Way 
Columbia, Maryland  21045 

Dear Mr. Younkin: 

Thank you for your recent suggestion that we reexamine the 
need for Maryland Route 100 project in light of the ?ecen? 
r^?^niot0 r"trift development in western Howard County to one 
lllrtlll    ?^c

tWenty acrfs-  Sin« the proposed rezoning was not' 
approved, this issue no longer requires further examination. 

Thank you for your interest in the Maryland Route 100 
project  Should you have any further questions or comments, 
please feel free to contact me or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

yOoudKas IK^-Sinimons ^/ 
'  Project Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

333-1190 
My telephone m )  

Teletypevi VII1-169 ,aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 .tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  ,...,  — ore, Maryland 21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME dcSH* /••Sh.y,    4>.V/ry^ nATc    -7  •'?-:?? 

?R«NATSE     L•****   7^    J'^;'     L" 

CYTvncMHcll'Cc-?  City       STATE   /''G ZIP COOE^: l.'S//^: 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

N^-^VAU he(5   ^ve   >^'\  evJev-,  co   ."4-. Vie vje^g   AQIA   6^11^   p.^c'^.;-: e 

-V-U-e   \c^    ailo^-f^    Xc.y   VCVNV^,   OVA^-K^   *sn^Vv ^'Sec^   ^•^^•/ L.n.  

M',culc)     \K<(L  -\C be   ^^so'-^ed  o£   ^o^«   «4envS    "rk^T ^Ut   \AAX«r<; 

\\'j-v\f\    sc   clcse     V^gQ^ \o\+ ,    \Y Keep ^<? -Afy^s HVA4  ave   c>Wea<jo 

\W/€    v^Q.-^d.^c-.    50    ^ -\o   Cve^A -e    a   •s\'^u.'V    \)\^,-o^^     V:<3 * v•' •P»' . 

t t * r * ' '' * 

IQe.    -If? 1     •i[\a.-f     tme.    hfiv*     had    hC,   VC'CC    >M   ^^    <fA^ , 5, /-•->-.   ^J" ,. f ,...... y 

7*»t?     m^ t-) /IA   -^r-. f» nw?itJ*> &de d signs   ^ 5-fcdd ^-f Kfht pr,>-<•»rtt/w.-t.* 

QST Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* /\ v x      _   ^ ^ 

CZZ3 Please delete my/our name(s) from th« Mailing List. 

•••Persons who have received a cc s brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-170 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 8, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. Hugh D. Reitmeyer 
8390 Mitzy Lane 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Reitmeyer: 

mn Th?nkfcy
ou for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 

loo project. 

We are currently studying the feasibility of constructing 
earth berms to provide noise abatement. All efforts will be made 
to keep as many of the existing trees along Mitzy Lane as possi- 
oie.  in addition, landscaping techniques would be incorporated 
into the design of these berms to maintain a pleasing visual 
appearance.  A decision as to whether or not the berms will be 
constructed should be reached this spring. 

Should you have any further questions or comments, please 
contact me or Mr. Douglas H. Simmons, the Project Manager. Mr 
Simmons's telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone nun 
333-1190 

VIII-171 
Teletypewrl (red Hearing or Speech 

38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 .-o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 
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PROJECT 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION DJV" • : V" 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS       .    _   '    ' 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME       Mu<S»L    >b.   75fa .T-tM^Vcrr-y^, nATC    Z // 7 /g ? 

?RfNATSE    ADDRESS     ^3^0    VU t T^v/     C^^gT  

CITY/TOWN ElLl CJSTT CxT^   ST ATP    l/U ^ ZIP nonp '2.1043 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

 Ij Ours,   hlou^g.   AAifc OUife. AJ&t^Ll^n.^   ^t^se.^  

A^gtf   >u^r ^^J v^g. IZtortezeX PISAAS.. We. Art^ 

*>A' sPf/TZ^  /.A*Je   yb&Ao&STis exJ*- Aat^^-^   Shrub 

yTf/hT  The.    /2./&LT-a^-u/A+s   J=s>o^s- * ^77?^f  +<s. 

4AL/& /fob /V&rte GF A-  \Jeic& /AJ yttts   /toeA&crr 

Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* A f,   .       .   , 

IH] Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

^ 

•Persons who have received a copVIII-172   brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

3<=>f 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

1 rvf- i 1388 

RE:  Concracc He. HO SS1-101-~TO 
Maryland Route 100 
rJ.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS no. 132062 

Mr. Hugh D. Reit.T.eyer 
8390 Mitzy Lane 
Sllicott City, Maryland 21043 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

We are currently studying the feasibility of constructing 
earth berms to provide noise abatement.  All efforts will be made 
to keep as many of the existing trees along Mitzy Lane as possi- 
ble.  In addition, landscaping techniques would be incorporated 
into the design of these berms to maintain a pleasing visual 
appearance.  A decision as to whether or not the berms will be 
constructed should be reached this spring. 

Should you have any further questions or comments, please 
contact me cr Mr. Douglas H. Simmons, rhe Project Manager.  Mr. 
Simmons'* telephone number is !'301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LKE:rS:ds 

lanager 

Some trees may be impacted with construction of the selected alternatives 
and placement of the recommended berms. The potential displacement of 
trees will be assessed again during the design phase and mitigation will 
be studied and coordinated with the Maryland State Forests. 

My telephone m )  
•VIII-173  

Teletype >alred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- .etro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calver more, Maryland 21203-0717 
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'      PROJECT^ 
I STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATldtfVE.10^-^1 T 

\ QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS     0' •' " 

^ Contract No. HO 661-101-770   ^ ^ ° 37 

* PDMS No. 132062 
^ Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
> Maryland Route 100 
» U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
': Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME    feW-V   A t•« JAfrry K-g-/-    ,\ . RA?eg.     nATP   A 11 n 19(9 

c cnY/TaviuZlWcoM    CJ^    STATP   ^AH , z,p cnngr^fC^ 3 

B    l/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

2       T* ^A - 

^   Ctil   ftitth  WJ **r*&'uahljnafc.»   StfryJ VAe   /bfluh* tfro'fi. *)aaft/CUHML^ fins v*<n4 SM*MI 

^     Mrudiit 4 ftn/d-Jm  A>//ij/t<rjJJ-—Aa* <M», MqfyiQ 4^   vrtf^A, c/^ L"**• 

W     PC'S    «\A<4t     /<\Zo     /intffi,^ Oto+o^f*,:.*  ^-JL^   V/SA    ^rj^i   ^ -Av/cJ> 

Plssse add my/our name(3) to the Mailing List.-'gu^ <-\ „isf-faa -faaJAdL'gUM Jut ~:==-• 

P(eas« delate my/our nama(s) from the Mailing List. /£^  Jc^J^r^. cn^-J^ 
fQMmWMtHk —— r wiinnrvtYWiAt   tifj r tat   ft 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the /nail are already 
on the project Mailing List        OfCL^J   M>    ^W,  ^c^)fiomJ   &>  

VI11-174     -^fe^ rb&uaJ? JPf-/6d  rn^aAui^r^, ^*l<*J—£*Ke/ AJUU     J 



37/ 

.-<J- 

SJ2 nfu^   ^yyuj/cys/  .<a..n^0A>  &£. ..^^fei-. jfai •vv? 

s7Qac>/^   S<M  ^/tcao-^/crt/c    a^   ^-A-i    /Ando^t^  //<£'£.-  

AMyfclu^aj&f   rAccr__c2jtLj£4b   L^£<JLU£L*_--/IS<XS\ ^t-^^A.lcX<ryJ-J 

y^rw^    -O^^f   -•&*£&£• >^jfiCL\    UJ)   —_(S2t*r7^*^- 

rw&a'  p.&Cias    ^ytM-ctt^   ctsraYb+_ ^^ & p/cui sP/./Od" 

-   afcm of Coo ^L/ qCK. K^LP *MVLO>U> /n t^x. ^S^cu^^cJ^ 

VIII-175 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

RE:  Ccncrac- .To. HO 55I-1Q1-"": 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Routa 23 -.3 
Inzarszaze  Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. i Mrs. Robert A. rrazer 
3503 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. .£ Mrs. Frazer: 

Thank you for your recent letter commenting on the Maryland 
Route i00 project. 

ho^Y0Ur-"CnCernS-Wi:L1 b! discuss3d ^ che project planning team 
before a aacision is reached on the alignment of this project. 

We are currently studying the feasibility of providing earth 
perms to minimize the noise and visual impact to vour ccmmunity 
^n aadition, landscaping and privacy fencing may also be ••tilize- 
to reduce the impact cf this project. 

Should you have any further questions cr =om-e-rc 
contact -s =r Zouglas H. Simmons, the Project Manaaer.  :ij 
Simmons' telephone number is i'JCl) 333-1130. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

otKHLas A, 
J^tMit 

Ol: 

c j set H'fanaaer 

SHA recommends that earth berms be constructPd if th* co,-i  ^        -i  L, 
to provide full mitigation for the Ser Ru' CoLu'lty     T I llUllt/ 

Ta-?nte^eecta?on^ntre "* ^ " ""^ « a ^—ulZT^, 

My telephone nu 

383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0' 
707 North Calvert  S 

VIII-176  
Teletypewi ired Hearing or Speech 

•o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
e.  Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION ^ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENT SOJECT  ^ 
Contract No.   HO 661-101-770   OEVHl.0'.. 

PDMS  No.   132062 U-.v--- 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing  ,ft «Q   H'38 

Maryland Route  100 ^R 15"   ^ ^ '*' 
U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route  95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME Sigitas Zubkus / Celta Corp. QATP   March 8, 1988 

PmNATSE    *""»*«« 1Q1 Chestnut Str. #125  

niTv/TQWN Gaithersburg, STATP Maryland ZIP nnneg0fi77 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following 1 aspects of this project: 

We feel that Route #100 should not be constructed as a mainr hiahwav at 

the locatiorr presently proposed.     Instead, Routes 103 and 108 should be 

widened, upgraded, between 1-95 and Rt. 29 to serve as maior connectors 

as traffic dictates.     We are covering too much of our landscape with 

concrete and asphalt as it is. 

• 

y 

/ 

rf\ Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

1    1 Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this  brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-177 
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Maiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Sigicas Zubkus 
Celta Corporation 
101 Chestnut Street, #125 
3aithersburg, Maryland  2C877 

Dear Mr. Zubkus: 

Thank you for your recent letter in opposition to the 
Maryland Route 100 project.  Your comments will be reviewed and 
evaluated prior to reaching a decision concerning the alignment 
of this project.  Should you have any additional questions or 
consents, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project 
Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

jug^a^ Simmoi 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

The rationale for not upgrading Maryland Routes 103 and 108 are discussed 
in the FEIS Section II page II-1 and II-2. 

My telephone number is (301 )_ 

Teletypewrltp 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-045 

707 North Calvert  St. 

ed Hearing or Speech 
- 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

, Maryland  21203-0717 
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PROJECT 

OEVELOPMnNT 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION DIVISION ^ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS   ^    3 37 jfl '88 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME   Or **&   r^s. Akrk .r /OugK- OATC  AJ.U /yg 

PLEASE 
PRINT        ADDRFftft     ^u     ^^x^      e^^   r<.  

CITY/TOWM   gUc^fr f ^ ftTATC   ^ o     2|p eonp XX^\ 

l/W<» wlah to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

„    /•    rt    ,<,    0^r    ,.^Ayc-fe^iL:^     +\^X      -^^    rt^f,0^   ^    ^^.'.^     Bfce.   ;^ 

<X. (» 
^^LJ^tJj^f, ^ rU-r^J fU n^f7 fr^rf fn..\A y ft .nrr.'i-^Y K 

^•^   fl^~    SiL-y    ^', gfiai^^^L    ^VA     t^^^-r^J-.o^   oV  ftte- foo   low  UIL.  ihJfr. 

,^   ^oe^r   ^   ^  ^fe^   n^/fl,     ^^j     ^^     ^    ^r„^ 

I        » •  1 I 

EZ] Pleass add my/our nams(a) to thr   List.* - AAWA    5l^ 

CI] Please deists my/our name(s) froi ling List. 

*onr?h0s S roi"^ MVeil|reC9,Ved * C0Py VIII-178 rochure through the mail are already 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

37t> 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 4, 1933 

RE:  Contract :io . HO 661-101-""O 
Maryland Route 100 
rJ.S. ?.out= 29 to 
Interstate Route 35 
PDMS Ito. 132062 

Dr. and Mrs. Mark J. Nuell 
!3611 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21042 

Dear Dr. and Mrs. rfueii: 

Rout«TJ;;kp?:j.«! y0Ur ""^ letC3r —-^ - th. Maryland 

Mr-r.rir^n2CeI I  ^  ^  Were devaloPed and presented at an 
alternates Workshop m January, 1987.  Following this workshop  = 
decision was reached by the project planning teL to drop cJeL " 
alternates trom further study due to their inability to 
accommodate the predicted traffic volumes.  In addition 

C^r^3"33 2 and 4 Were droPPed because cf their impacts tc 
..istoric or recreational properties. 

The v:o lane developer rsad is tc be constructed throua- 
•-r.e Howara Ccunty subdivision c-c-- = =   -*•-«: —a- —• •> - -^ 
required tc provide sufficient'access t.'the proposed" 
developments between 'j.S. Route 23 and Maryland Rout-- " M   -- ^ 

bSC.hnC-Ci-"ed thaC conscruccion of "his roadway will be delayed 

Past experience with highway projects has =h-~vn r'-at 
property values often increase as access to a rajcr Vc^vav -- 
improved.  The State Highway Administration cannot insSre W~ 
...c-ease ?r cecrease in property values.  Property values v.*ry 
-x.rcug.. tne normal functions of the marketplace which are ^v.~r^ 

- • • t- -'- - 

en1 
:ntal Management Oectic: 
involved 

ras prepare: 
-'••—   ;~r -jpar a 11 en 

- >- a». e c r. J t 3 -11 3 r 

••>• dm i n i s t r a 11 o r.. 

."tensive coordination "i 
jencies including the ?=• 

- tr i- -   -^ 

:ichwav 

My telephone nu 

Teletypes VIII-179 )aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 rtro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ore,  Maryland 21203-0717 
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•Page Two- 

Should you have any additional questions or comments, please 
contact me or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr 
Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LKE:DS:ds 
cc:     Mr.   W.   Miley 

by: --Ld&z&^lLi^ 
/Doii#las Jfc^Sisui iimons 

Project Manager 

VI.II-180 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

31 

0E^L0PM£;iT mwrX 
fa'3   3 374/1 

tf 

NAME fefoCg   Kuk^r,^  

PLEASE     .---... 
PRINT        ADORESS__ 

CITY/TOWN 

n.T.    A It foX- 

.ZIP CODE .^/oVB 
I/We wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

A^   uiOA £S-\C^.  MlGHV   Q.\cr ^Vr; ^  CLA   1 Ww. y^Amoiy 

tcV^-tift    \^U^A0   ^i^L.   ^ivLNA9hiU\     ^WAA-WGAfit    VfJL-] 

^ uOWfr t.^AA b-di OS^Db, 

rP«JU:    ^\vJp,v    J/ZaiN^ W^^. V ^': 

J* 
KAaJ^ 

S-^WU 

y^^s-VN? O^UPfl.^   KJu^Vao.^s   (L.SXA^.     ^^   frcftft VaK^uvi^ 

 P^l^ 9.ii ir^V4 P Au A\ 14J,L 5^^ ^oA ^r, A W^ ccYXH•NA.-V. o &. 

CZ] Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CD Please delete my/our name(s) from ig List. 

•Persons who have received a copy 
on the project Mailing List. 

fochure through the mail are already 

VIII-181 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Ha! Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 4, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132059 

Ms. Grace Kubofcik 
4801 Carr.en Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Ms. Kubofcik: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

In preparing the traffic forecasts for this' project:, 
Maryland Routes 103, 104 and 108 were considered to remain the 
same width as today. 

With four lanes, traffic would operate as follows along 
these routes: 

1) No-Build Alternate - Level of Service F 
2) Alternate 3       - Level of Service C 

Attached are the projected turning movements between U.S. 
Route 29, LongGate Parkway and Maryland Route 103. 

Should you have any additional comments relating to these 
traffic projections, please contact Mr. Robert Lambdin at (301) 
333-1375. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development 

LHE:DS:ds 
Attachment 

/ivisicn 

by:. [^r^   \\-.-•••.„ 
DoHgl-a-s   Sirfuriohs 
Project   Manager 

My telephone m 
.233-112' 

Teletypewr  VI 11-182^^(1 Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 



^o 

PROJECT  Y 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRlifrYSj-OPMEN > 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTSV'^''Qh 

Contract No. HO 661-101-77oHM 1 ^ ^ • 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME    MaiP/LaiPg-f    c:„ R^^ DATE   z-g-gy 

PRINTE    ADORESS^Z^i V/9g^<U.i>gg       pp       

CITY/TOWN ?W£QVrr\T<{ STATg     M D COOE^L^L2. 

I/We wlah to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of thU project: 

M?   *"'*   ^"^ ^ * ""'~"dy f"^J ' ^  ^ ^ • ^ 

: Please^idd my/our nam«(s) to 4he Mailina^ist.*      l rrr**^ fc^ r t—J Please^dd my/our nam«(s) to4he Mailing-Cist.* 

CD Please delete my/our name(s) from ~g~Lis7     " ' ' '  

'S'ffrVWMii.Vtit *.oopy vin-isa ,0nu" 'n'ouah ,h' ma" "• a'ready 



Maiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

3t( 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 4. 1933 

RE:  Ccntract .To. HO 5 51-; 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 r0 

Interstate Route 95 
PDMS no. 132062 

Ms. Margaret SeBcur 
4721 Yorkshire Road 
Sllicott City, Maryland  21043 

rear Ms. 3e3our: 

Thank you for your letter c 
100 project. oininentir.g on the Maryland Route 

^^r^^^^^tuSLr^rtoie^^rpijsr^?51^:1-/11 
Public Hearing was held to present the resSlt^of ^ 'et"?- 
stuciea and to receive public input.  m addition -anv^^-r. 
nestings have been held.  ::o final decisionsSin be iad^ r--"' 
a.l rodents received curing and subsequent to the oufclic 'eari-a 
ana as a result cf the --* r-r • -<-i -,- -- --, pu^i^c ..caring --r^u^a^iOii DI tne environner^al ~~i •-r nave been evaluated. --...er..ai ^^c^.e.4t 

The Maryland Route 1C0 orojz-ct -3 -^-ir- ~es~a—d -- 
-ph design speed criteria.  The posted speed would'be Vr^--^ 
ot x0 rr.ph ^ess.  Although, there are several curve- 'rVse 
alignment, Maryland Route 100  •"- 
facility. will provide a safe and efficient 

The two lane developer road is -0 b» -onst-uef -H --^^,.^K 
Howard County subdivision process to ^ro^ide «;-. fo^ocS.-^ 
developments located between Maryland Route 104 and ^     *  £   - 
^9.  This roaaway project will be necessary ^ith or w^t^u-"-'--- 
completion of Maryland Route 100. .-^t.ou. ,..c 

".e 

'•)"_• 

My telephone nurr 

Teletypewrl VIII-184 red Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04: 0 - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  — ...e, Maryland  21203-0717 
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-Page Two- 

Should-you have any further cup«;--~ne ^ 
contactine or Mr. Douglas Simons the PrSJ, 

0  C0^enCs' Pi"" 
Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190 

Very truly yours 

set Manager.  Mr, 

LHE:DS:ds 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

• as Ji^Simmoni 
Project Manager 

VI11-185 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTION3 AdD/OR COMMENTS _^ & l/^ 

Contract No.   HO 661-101-770 OE^^,,'-  " " 
PDMS No.   132062 ^\l\> ' 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing .      -VrtP 
Maryland Route  100 Vho VJ    '" 23 

U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday,  February 9,   1988 -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME A/SMS   tJ'    ^7;/;*£•#     n.r.      3-*-** 

CITY/TQWM   ^X^'C'-TT    ^'STVrg       X*7-^ 7IP  conp   J>/£}/3 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

rra* /^/A'Xl       A? F^TSAJG        UJAts      P/pzrs^A-r^ 

LO&At. <P/^^S^        /S/rgssiS           /?e-rv/9 4 

foA,-z r/PUCT/OAJ       /l.SA./0.      fp      /?/?/'/see:      w 

"/^/'>S /xv; /^ o CS ''/3 Lg r oyv 7) , T/ o A;      ^ A>       /p/^. 

/& 3 

S/A/C £/pG£y, 

//_   Co.    A?\1,A"£<? 

l~~l please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

d] Please delete my/our name(s) fr Mailing List 

•Persons who have received a c is brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. — 

VI11-186 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

3*1 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April I, 1988 

?.E:  Contract No. HO 561-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS Mo. 132062 

• 

lir. Harry w. Miiiner 
4535 Montgomery P.oad 
Zliirott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. Miliner: 

.Til _ 1. 

•^anr: you izr  your recent letter supporting the Maryland 
..c-te iDu project.  Construction of this project is scheduled to 
oegin during 1992. 

_  _ Should you have any additional consents or questions, please 
reei ^ree to contact r.e or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project 
Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

LHE:DS:ds 

•~>i 

Very  truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Froj 
SimmCiij 

Manager 

My telephone nun 333-1190 

Teletypewr UT TTioy  ,red Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  ! >re,  Maryland  21203-0717 



QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-DE^EL0FM:r-!JT 
PDMS No. 132062    DiViV'^ 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 M.o (5 |fl 30 W* SG 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME   c^/zo'' /S/itf*.* DATC J-f-W 
IT 

pmNATSE A""»»=^  3^^r j=r/ir7-citJ   nr* 

C1TY/TQWM rU/Cc rr    ^    ^   STATg       AVJ^. 7IP   CQnP      J / O V J" 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

-T*   jL/t/*       ,Ai      77/ -d      CLe^MfMZ      Sum,*. '/J/*+J      A-T*-     T-SJ^- 

A /?<± it ^      /!?> T) P e-S J      x/ /VJ A     ///<? v -c      tfttAJ 7^C Z C O «-j,- AJ A,      T"V <_ 

'~PjZfi c t? ^ i>/ AJ «i J*       tf ^    £&„ r*-   / ** .       J- 

^>oa     -DttFeCutT /**     tetr-tJ      TV/*     (La AZ-^/O -^i-jY 

Pj^aftS^to       £6lxT~,Me       st-       l£A^T<-      JfS6. ^TT-     tdttiLb     £<-. 

STA; r f <Cj<r-+ r-€-   ? f 
0 

• 

rfJns*. /JsfsJJtots 

s 
-#• 

Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.1* 

r~1 Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a co*" ~' '><s brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VI11-188 



!• -/ 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

ipril 1938 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
'J.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 13206 2 

Mr. John Hickey 
3325 EastGlen Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

-ear Mr. Hickey: 

Thank you for your recant letter supporting zhe  Maryland 
Route 10C project.  Construction of this project is scheduled to 
begin during 1992. 

Should you have any additional comments or questions, please 
feel free to contact me or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project 
Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

>^Doii^rlcCs-^ • S imr.ons 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone nu 

Teletypewr ilred Hdartrig Tjr Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04VHi-lo9   ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ! ire. Maryland 21203-0717 



3^ 

February 19, 1988 

Harold E. Hami1, Jr. 
Barbara A. Hami1 
8386 Mitzy Lane 
Ellicott City, MD 210^3 

State Highway Administration 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 

Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

Re:  Contract No. 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 
RT 100 Howard County 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

We are writing to you to express our concerns over the proposed 
Route 100 Highway in Hbward County. We realize the road is soon to be 
a reality and we do not oppose it. We are somewhat concerned however 
that It will be closer to our property than originally planned.  In 
light of this, we ask that as many trees as possible remain standing 
when construction begins. The trees provide a natural noise barrier and 
will help to block off the view of the highway. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Mr. & Mrs. Harold Hami1 

VIII-190 



Mary/and Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

3^ 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

«pri. 1388 

RE:  Contract No. HO 561-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ilr. Mr; Harold Harr.i: 
3 336 Mitzy Lane 
Ellicott City, Maryland  2*043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Hamil: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
ragarding the Maryland Route 100 project. 

'.1e   are currently studying the feasibility of providing earth 
berr.s to minimize the noise and visual impacts to your community. 
Landscaping and privacy fencing may also be utilized to reduce 
the impact of this project.  In addition, every effort will be 
made to retain as many of the existing trees as possible. 

Your comments will be reviewed and evaluated prior to 
reaching a decision concerning the alignment of this project. 
Should you have any additional questions or comments, please 
contact Mr. Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone 
number is '.201)   333-1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

— Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LHE:DS:ds 

by v\VM 

.as ctt-r Simmqn 
Project  Manager 

333-1190 
My telephone nurr 

Teletypewrir1^"^!. rec| Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04! o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  oaiinnui-e,  Maryland  21203-0717 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 

MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

We have been notified by the U.S. Postal Service that there 
have been some problems with the delivery of a number of pre- 
addressed mailers.  As a result the commenting period has been 
extended until March 16, 1988. 

We regret any inconvenience that may have resulted. 

Hal   Kassoff 
March 2.   198? State  Highway Administrator 

J/J/H^ 

VIII-193 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME     a^V/W    W    SXZUJ HATC  z/nlw 

PRIMT6    ADDPPaa   <ZS<to    P***   *</*>    CovKT  

CITV/TOWM^/goTT   diTy    aTATg    MV zip r.nnc   2/0y3 

I/We wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

I     /t'J    *d*£  dot/.    ^   ti/i.  suJ***^  A«,jL+~t^    £   ~TZ~J. 'mO* 

w***** ^y    <C+>n^.rnf-J* JuHA*/ f4\^y'      '-'A/'j 

<G*M*f<u—<*£ -£&    rr^nTm/ stLJ  ^sf^   ^  ~77^J*^   &*.*  /  ^/+~A*. 

CZ] Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I I Please delete my/our name(s) from "" - "-"'ng List. 

•Persons who have received a cop"  VIII-194rochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

April 1, 1938 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

:i043 

Mr. Brian W. Skelly 
354C Pine Run Court 
Ellirctt City, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Skelly: 

Thank you for your recant letter suggesting improvements ro 
-ne proposed entrance for Timber Run. 

We are .currently studying several options for providing 
access tc-Timber Run in addition to those presented at the Public 
hearing.  vie hope to meet with the community to discuss rhese 
options.  It is our goal to develop an option which is -utualiy 
accaptaole to tr.e community and the State Highway Administration. 

Should you have any further suggestions, please contact me 
or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' 
telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

iminons" 
Project  Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone num1— :~ " 
333-1190 

Teletypewriiyj ii_;Lg5  red Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04! o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toil Free 

707 North Calvert S e, Maryland 21203-0717 
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PROJECT 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION        ^LOPMEtfT 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS DlVISICfl 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770. 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

*»z iizsurw 

NAME        -JrtV/ll        Kg'lg'STEft ^Te     %//*}& 

CITY/TOWN    /^^H)/^7^TATC     ^CL „, CQnp   .^^r.? 

I/We wish to comment or ingulf about the following aspects of this project: 

t ^££ 

^   rrrnozfez 

^PiyPlease add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CZII Please delete my/our name(s) from ig List. 
*\-^g^ cV-zj 

*oPr?h0."SDr
W»?.0c,',aU",„

r*C!l,,.1d " C0,,y r.ohur. .nrough .M ..« .,. .,r..ay on the project Mailing List. 

VI11-196 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

393> 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 31, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. John Kerester 
1712 Swann Street, 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Kerester: 

N.W. 
20009 

Thank you for your recent letter requesting information on 
the Maryland Route 100 projects.  Attached are two brochures 
which should answer most of your questions concerning these 
projects.  If you have any questions regarding the extension of 
Maryland Route 100 between U.S. Route 29 and Interstate Route 95, 
please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons at (301) 333-1190.  Please 
contact Mr. Steven Foster at (301) 333-1259 for information 
covering the extension of Maryland Route 100 between Interstate 
Route 95 and Maryland Route 3. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 
^foug&Bs AL/Simmons—y 

Project^anager 

LHE:DHS:ds 
Attachment 

333-1190 
My telephone nu 

Teletypew aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0. TT tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  VlII-197 are, Maryland 21203-0717 



£> I A I t   MIVanWAY   AUMIIMIS I NATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

3fy 

PROJECT 
DEVEL0?HS::~ 

ever::: 

NAME 

pmNT85    ADORESSJ 

CITY/TOWh 

I/We wish to commc 

SH0BQ04 HO 7  IS 

SILL:SHOHALTER 
3ENOIX FIELD ENGN. CORP. 
1 BENOIX ROAO 
ELLICOTTCITY       MO  ZIQ^S 

CODE. 

this project: 

LL ^C  j{,sf ~~z& -^ 

I—l please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

r~H Please delete my/our name(s) from tha Mailing List. 

•Persons who.have received a c 
on the project Mailing List. 

is brochure through the mail are already 
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Mary/and Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

*2<5^r'   Richard H. Trainor 
S? /C?        Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 31, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. William Showalter 
Bendix Field Engineering Corporation 
1 Bendix Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21045 

Dear Mr. Showalter: 

Thank you for your recent letter supporting the construction 
of the Maryland Route 100 project. 

Should you have any further comments or questions concerning 
this project, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project 
Manager at (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

Simmofts 
Proj anager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone number is (301). 

333-1190 

Teletype ipalred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- letro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calveiyyyy   lQc.   nore. Maryland 21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
======== PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770    OEVELOi' i" '.•••• 

PDMS No. 132062 RIY. ;'" 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing ,, rt  ,,. ,c« 

Maryland Route 100       MB I' O 00 All OC 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME &«&*&*.     CVWgJ^BJV. DATE-J 

^fM
A
T

SE    Annogga    43^      41 PRINT 

r.lTY/TOWM     gU^fc^Cl^v, STATE      r^ 2|p   COOE-Z££i2_ 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

\—I Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I    I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Parsons who have received a co s brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-200 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

'3^~7 Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 31, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Robert Merbler 
Box 417 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21043 

Dear Mr. Merbler:- 

Thank you for your recent letter supporting the construction 
of the Maryland Route 100 project. 

Should you have any further comments or questions concerning 
this project, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project 
Manager at (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by JL£ 
DiScigl^/H.   Simmons 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone nur 
333-1190 

Teletypewr Ired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 .ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free       S 

707  North Calvert   VIII-ZOl  are. Maryland  21203-0717 \ 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

3n 

PROJECT      ' 
Contract No.   HO 661-101-770 !^CVP••,"J',' 

T^T-f^-r^-prr-i-,-^ PDMS No.   132062 n ''"^'^. 
V-^_ -w^-., L V ilJL/ Combined/Location Design Public Hearing L   " 

4?>% l Maryland Route  100 „    ;r    -, „, :«• ••.•:« 
vw?  .-. ISdd U.S.  Route  29 to  Interstate Route 95 HM 13    <: H-J . a  u* 

Howard High School 
.,..•;..;> Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

PUW-iiw 4 <,.ku:l..,trtr i,ij':rr'!:.':6 

pmNTSE   A"nagfta  ^-0("   v.o^^^c^U, c-b.  

rirv/TnwM ^tUlcott Cxfa.^        sTATe    MX ZIP CODE.ZJ£±2_ 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

-fivis Jove''.egfc ^  / ^yw^ -/avmA.vgLcV<r> -ttess- cxt^y^v^-vds tb tr^r ^-u^vcfoi, -Sr^a^ 

 P^^iyzkr^r-w^'l^'   '  

I—I please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I     I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-202 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 31, ]988 

Mr. & Mrs. William Kroah 
8606 Honeysuckle Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Kroah: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

Maryland Route 100 is planned as a six lane highway in order 
to service the traffic volumes forecasted for 2015.  As you 
noted in your letter, there are several areas where the proposed 
highway would pass between existing developments.  Noise and 
visual mitigation techniques are currently under study for 
existing communities which are located adjacent to the proposed 
Maryland Route 100 alignment. 

It has been our understanding that Howard County would 
assume responsibility for ensuring that all future developments 
and developments which are currently under construction along the 
Maryland Route 100 corridor would have adequate mitigation 
measures incorporated into their design.  You should contact Mr. 
Uri Avin, the Director of the Office of Planning and Zoning, 3430 
Courthouse Drive, Ellicott City, Maryland 21043. 

Should you have any further questions concerning this 
project, please feel free to contact me, or Mr. Douglas Simmons, 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Very thruiy yours, 

\ y rv&tMfa. 
Neil  J.   Pederseh,   Director 
Office  of  Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr L.   H.   Ege,   Jr. 

Information regarding noise mitigation can be found in the FEIS, Section IV 
Noise Impact Analysis. 

My telephone number is (301)_ 
333-1110 

Teletypew aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 VI11-203 tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert 3re. Maryland 21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
  PROJECT 
Contract No.  HO 661-101-770 DEVELOPMENT 

PDMS No.   132062 DiVISiOH 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route  100 M ll    4 23 PH '88 
U.S.  Route 29  to  Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday,  February 9,   1988 -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME   (i\to.~im&hLf$. McgarmacJl HATC ^W-IK7 

PmNTE    ^nnpp^  U^   bXirshkdots Co.crf  

CITY/TOWNtLiKri'dqe^ STATEJ[IL^ ZIP r.nnc &'£ 2*1 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

, liYhoMj    iiXAJ  HJu.    i'ndjLkXlAJ?JLu}Y^    aJr    Qf /CO  

KUTUJ J   li)i.yvdlUid£nu ^tyrthcjiGco fla ^ VH^^ rlftif&dcu 

I—I Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I    I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a co s brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-204 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 29, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mrs. Timothy F. McCormack 
6333 Wimbledon Court 
Elkridge, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mrs. McCormack: 

Thank you for your recent letter.  A map has been attached 
which will hopefully explain the location of the Maryland Route 
100 project in relation to the Wimbledon townhouse community. 
Your community is located south of the Meadowridge Bar which is 
located between you and the Maryland Route 100 alignment. 

Should you have any further questions, please contact me or 
Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons* telephone 
number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

/.w—^-O 
immons^-^ 

Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 
Attachment 

333-1190 
My telephone nu 

Teletypew aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 VI11-20b ^tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ore, Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
========^^ PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770       ^f-^/'MSNT 

PDMS No. 132062 0: •'•-.'.;/ 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearingy 99 

Maryland Route 100 n&S U    U 1$ $ 'QQ 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME   /feftfl^T^   JT   .GMIQ^^     nm/S~ynMM 

PmNATSE   *•Prg* .0-70    ^.^^^ ^J     ei  

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

<—4 

'-JSL e^crW^ /ay-T** /rn'&4<jic& -rtjl&Ccfo'Q',    ~7I^bo LSfTmY 

&u*£: 

-T/IAAJL ^ 

Mh)   Lo^yA^ 

&>,.-</6J'^H'*/ 
CD Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

Please delete my/our name(s) frc" **« Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a co s brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

f<23 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 29, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Kenneth J. Springer 
5270 Waterloo Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Springer: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project.  Your preference for providing access to Timber Run 
Valley via Horseshoe Road will be discussed by the project 
planning team before a decision is reached on the proposed 
alignment. 

Should you have any further questions or comments, please 
feel free to contact me or the Project Manager, Mr. Douglas 
Simmons.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

SimiheRS 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

Access to Timber Run will be provided via the modified access option which 
connects Oak Run Way to Maryland Route 104 opposite Elko Drive. Appropriate 
landscaping measures will be incorporated into the design to create a visual 
screen between the roadway and the community. 

333-1190 
My telephone number is [3nii_ 

TeletypewrwTTT_207    lred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  S re, Maryland 21203-0717 
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State Highway Administration JvfcA-'-jf'IV£jiJ 
Project Development Division „-*** -Ao 
P.O. Box 717 FEB -^ 1^88 
Baltimore Maryland, 21203 

QUtliiJ... Q.fLt Of 
fUHNlKa & PiEUUIiiAilY tWHtfUW 

Re:  Contract No.   HO  661-101-770 
PDMS  No.   132062 
Maryland Route 100 

Gentlemen: 

We, the undersigned wish to have ourselves known and to go 
on record, stating that we are in support of the construction of 
Route 100 according to the plans provided in Alternate 3. 

We also urge the authorities concerned that all lands 
adjoining the intersection of Route 100 and Meadowridge Road be 
provided with necessary water and sewer lines prior to 
construction of the highway because such utilities which are 
presently not available along Meadowridge Road will be very hard A 
to place after the bridges and highways have already been w 
constructed. This is specially important because some of the 
lands may become non serviceable by ordinary methods of utility 
construction once the roads go through. 

All lands in this vicinity, from Montgomery Hoad to the 
intersection of MD 100 and further South along Meadowridge Road, 
should be rezoned to Commercial and Office use, locating the 
Commercial zones along Meadowridge road close? to the 
intersection, because there will be an increase in households in 
this vicinity in large numbers with no support or convenience 
businesses. Presently the nearest shopping areas are 
inconveniently far away. About ten thousand homes are expected to 
be built in this area within the next five years. This will also 
increase employment opportunities for the county and markedly add 
to the tax base. This will also serve as an added convenience for 
travellers along Interstate 95, there being no shopping areas 
along the highway at any interchange as close to the highway as 
this one in the Baltimore Washington corridor. 

Respectfully submitted: 

No.  Name Address Signature   I 

i..  

^viiiW1-"/ '-.'.-^ v -&- .<2*•V_, 



y*5 

an/i&uz. 

S.I22Z 

^     'V.teHtD Kttb* MM tfcM*** Ave n   L j 

VIII-209 



*/<)(* 

^ ' iff tO£i>rtf> /Ajs 7£& Mo   *//*7 fl 

U j '>-«.•' .*>. .'.d./.   ^'^2-r     t/ ' / 

,a 
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27   j(3£*<r/f«V T^y   -SfrVHem >»D 
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^ 
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/ ' / ^r 
Richard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department of Transportation ^warv 

Sfare Highway Administration AL^SUM 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Anne Buettner 
307 S. Conkling Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21224 

Dear Ms. Buettner: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project. Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours. 

*w } 
Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone num 333-1110  

Teletypewrl VI11-212 -ed Hearing or Speech 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04. o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

--1-»    M-,..S    ^alwart    C 0      «4ar.,|onH    1 17 f* 1 -H 7 17 



Mary/and Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Trainor 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. John S. Barroule 
2411 Fleetwood Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21214 

Dear Mr. Barroule: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project. Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr.   Louis  H.   Ege,   Jr. 

Mr.   Uri Avin 

My telephone m 333-1110 

Teletype* )aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C WTTT   pio3tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ^•LOiore1 Maryland  21203-0717 



Maryfand Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

•4/* Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Susan Holt 
810 Benninghaus Road 
Baltimore, Maryland 21212 

Dear Ms. Holt: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the.Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be inforaed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Ege, Jr. 

My telephone number is (301)        333-1110 

Teletypes aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert   \/ni-2l4 5^e• Mary'an<1 21203-0717 



MarylandDepartmentolTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

411 
Richard H. Vrainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Kim Doonan 
6722 Woodley Road 
Baltimore, Maryland 21222 

Dear Ms. Doonan: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr, 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone number is (301 )_ 333-1110 

Teletypev 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-( 

707 North Calvert 
VIII-215 

Dalred Hearing or Speech 
atro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
ore. Maryland  21203-0717 



#8fc lichard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department of Transportation H^ncILoff 
State High way A dministration Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Kathy Caudill 
2 Winona Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21222 

Dear Ms. Caudill: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr.   Louis  H.   Ege,   Jr. 

Mr.   Uri  Avin 

My telephone numb«r is /"ini)        333-1110  

Teletypev ilred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert    VIII-216 ,re. Maryland 21203-0717 



MarylandDepartmentoiTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

•0      Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

#0 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Frank Rogowski 
8111 Duvall Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21237 

Dear Mr. Rogowski: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr.   Louis H.   Ege,   Jr. 

Mr.   Uri Avin 

My telephone number is (301 )_ 333-1110 

Teletypes aired Hearing or Speech 
,, » ,.,   ~„ u«t,« - TRE-O tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 363-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 yo    »i„„ia„rf  91901-0717 707 North Calvert are, Maryland  21203  0717 

VIII-217 



s 

Maiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

w Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Tish King 
2834 Hudson Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21224 

Dear Ms. King: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr, 

My telephone number is pm)      333-1110 

Teletypewr 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 

707 North Calvert 
VIII-218 

Ired Hearing or Speech 
'0 - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
re, Maryland 21203-0717 



MarylandDepartmentotTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

tf/f Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Patricia Strong 
1701 Brookview Road 
Baltimore, Maryland 21224 

Dear Ms. Strong: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone number is (3m)        333—1110 

Teletypev )alred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-( rtro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert   VI11-219'0l'e'  Maryland  21203-0717 



#6 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 19S8 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Rita Haslup 
913 Eastern Boulevard 
Baltimore, Maryland 21221 

Dear Ms. Haslup: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project. Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of zhe  project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning.this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephor- (301 y. 333-1110 

Telel Impaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 5 . Metro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North Cal  VI11 -22CMtlmore. Maryland  21203-0717 



Vc- 

W 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

March  25,   1988 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Rashid Khan 
1229 Stevens Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mr. Khan: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil ^J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr. 

My telephone nur 333-1110 

Teletypewi    TTT   001   Ired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0' VII1-221 :ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert   : >re,  Maryland   21203-0717 



Maiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

/// y      Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Carol Lyn Clark 
2011 Jasmine Road 
Baltimore, Maryland 21222 

Dear Ms. Clark: 

Thank you for sending a copy of 
construction of the Maryland Route 1 
for the provision of water and sewer 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning 
have been forwarded to the Howard :o 
Zoning. The petitioners' names have 
mailing list through which they will 
progress of the project. 

the petition supporting the 
00 project.  Your requests 
lines along the Maryland 

of lands in this vicinity 
unty Office of Planning and 
been placed on the project 
be informed of the future 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours. 

oyui Q tun*** 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone nuir' 333-1110 

Teletypev I red Hearing or Speech 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C yTTT   ,5,     o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert   V1 ^""^lyre. Maryland 21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Bruce Myers 
1708 Hall Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mr. Myers: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 

IZ+t  ?•rOV:LS12n 0f Yater and Sewer lines alon9 the Maryland Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours. 

<tyfc4 J}   fjM^w 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr, 

Mr. 
Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Uri Avin 

My telephone numhor i« f^ni)        £ oo—1110 

Teletype 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- 

707  North Calvert 
VIII-223 

paired Hearing or Speech 
etro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
lore. Maryland 21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

March 25,   1988 

/Z^ Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Rashid Khan 
1229 Stevens Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mr. Khan: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project. Your requests 
for the provision of water and -ever lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr, 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone nur 333-1110 

Teletypewi red Hearing or Speech 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0'WTTT   004 iro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North Calvert ^-ttH )re   Maryland  21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

yV 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Paula S. Crizer 
3441-D Plumtree Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Ms. Crizer: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone nur 

Teletypewrl 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 

707 North Calvert 

333-T Tin 

VIII-225 

red Hearing or Speech * 
o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

ire, Maryland  21203-0717 



ijT^ 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Benjamin J. Dubin 
7113 Pheasant Cross Drive 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Dubin: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

^Ul ^ IMP**, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr, 

My telephone m 333-1110 

Teletype*' 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- 

707 

 ,,__ aired Hearing or Speech 
Metro - 565- WTTT   ?oc otro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
North Calvert       ^"""nore, Maryland  21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

<fz3 Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Valaparambil Sivan 
4405 Falls Bridge Drive 
Baltimore, Maryland 21211 

Dear Mr. Sivan: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr. 

My telephone nui 333-nin 

Teletypewr Ired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 VIII-227tro " 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert   ! >re,  Maryland   21203-0717 



V 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

March  25,   1988 

W Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Mohammad Taqi 
100 N. Broadway 
Baltimore, Maryland 21222 

Dear Mr. Taqi: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project. Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr. 

My telephone m )- 333-1110 

Teletype*UITT_228 ialre<1 Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 itro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North Calvert  St.,  Baltimore, Maryland  21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

ftf Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Jean Duffy 
202 Hilton Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 

Dear Ms. Duffy: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners* nanes have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr, 

My telephone m 333-1110 

Teletypes WTTT   00Q aired Hearing or Speech 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 vm-^y tro _ 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ore, Maryland 21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation '^    ^^ u 
e>j. \    11 -   if           A J     •   • C    ^ • Ha, Kassoff State Highway Administration Administrator 

March 25, 1988 

if3;nor 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Anna Mae Rogowski 
81111 Duvall Court 
Baltimore, Maryland 21237 

Dear Ms. Rogowski: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr. Louis   H.   Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr. 

333-1110 
My telephone nu",K»':* >'irt*)  

' Teletypew aired Hearing or Speech 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North Calvert    WTTT   p•^n>^e•  Mary,and  21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

¥& 

March  24,   1988 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. JoAnn Khan 
8313 Church Lane 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Ms. Khan: 

^r,^*13!^ yoV0r sendinS a COPY of  the petition supportinc the 
tor  theCni•0f  th%Maryla*d Route  100 project.     You^eq^sts 
I \the  Provision of water and sewer  lines  along the Maryland 
Route  100  corridor and for rezoning of  lands  in^is viciii?y 

ZoninaeenThr:^?,ed  t0  *?• HOWard COUnty 0ffice of Planning and zoning.     The petitioners'   names  have  been placed on the oroiect 

=o^enisea=cenc£«ninr?hiI.prS,tecCt.me " yOU haVe any ^^ °* 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr. 

My telephone nun 333-1110 
Teletypewrl red Hearing or Speech 

383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04; \/ni-2310 " 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Totl Free 
707 North Calvert  Si e, Maryland  21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

March  24,   1S88 

fz^ r.ic.'u.'': h. Trainer 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. JoAnn Khan 
8313 Church Lane 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Ms. Khan: 

construcX0n
0off?H T^ 5 COPy 0f the Petition supporting the 

fll  IVt • • the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
RoSte JooreSrtSn   ??*  *** SeWer  lineS along the Harjland hmlt  K   "rrid^ and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 

Zonina  >£7"Vi*  t0 ^ ^^  CoUnty 0ffice of Planning Ld Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 

P^ogreL ofthT^ WhiCh they Wil1- be in?ormed " ^ ^urf progress or the project. 

rnra•oIr!
aSe f eel. free to contact me if you have any questions or comments concerning this project. «"«.uus or 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr, 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone nu 333-1110 

Teletypew iired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0   ,/TT.T   ^^ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert    Vi ^""^ore, Maryland 21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

fef Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 24, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Mary L. Dorn 
700 Lucabaugh Mill Road 
Westminster, Maryland 21157 

Dear Ms. Dorn: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact 
comments concerning this project. 

me if you have any questions or 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

Mr. Uri Avin 

My telephone m 333-1110 

Teletype* .,TTT   0-- aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 Vlii-^jj tro _ 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert Dre, Maryland 21203-0717 



^o 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 24, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Georgia M. Simmel 
3557 Lake Way Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Ms. Simmel: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
constructxon of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
o.  frt£

r0V1Sf0n of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering. 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr.   Louis  H.   Ege, 

Mr.   Uri Avin 
Jr, 

My telephone m )- 333-1110 

Teletypes aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 VIII-234'tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ore, Maryland 21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

March  24,   1988 

¥3/ ftichara n 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

irainor 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Dave Hamilton 
6 Hickory Ridge Court 
Catonsville, Maryland 21228 

Dear Mr. Hamilton: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr. 

My telephone nu 
333-1110 

Teletypew 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0-! WTTT   0^rtro - 1-800-492-5062 Stal 

707 North Calvert ! Vlii~"3>re, Maryland 21203-0717 

ilred Hearing or Speech 
tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 



Ma/yfand Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

V3 Z^ 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

_ ncr 

March 24, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

• 
Mr. Mike Watson 
100 N. Symington Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 

Dear Mr. Watson: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity, 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners* names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions: or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr, 

My telephone nu 333-1110 

Teletypewi ilred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0' ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert     VIII-236>'e. Maryland 21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

March  24,   1988 

¥& 
R :nsrd H. 1 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

rainor 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Margaret Stocksdale 
4135 Wheaton Place 
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 

Dear Ms. Stocksdale: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr.   Louis  H.   Ege,   Jr. 

Mr.   Uri Avin 

My telephone number is nrm       333 1110 

Teletypewr tired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04 ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  !VIII-237 re' Mary,and  21203-071? 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

W rtichard •-:. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 24, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. William J. Krofka 
1111 Newfield Road 
Baltimore, Maryland 21207 

Dear Mr. Krofka: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting; the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project. Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr, 

My telephone n D- 333-1110 

Teletype1 >alred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-1 VI11-2'?8 3tro " 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert 0   lore, Maryland 21203-0717 



Matyiand Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

¥35 Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 24, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Douglas A. Schubert 
237 Altamont Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21228 

Dear Mr. Schubert: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project. Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr. 

Mr. 
Louis  H.   Ege, 
Uri Avin 

Jr, 

My telephone n )- 333-1110 

Teletypev laired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C VIII-2395tro ~ 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert ore, Maryland 21203-0717 



Maryland Department of Transportation       /h. 
State Highway Administration ^ 

• --'ord H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 24, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Deborah Kay Burke 
2616 Snyder Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21219 

Dear Ms. Burke: 

Thank you for sending a copy of the petition supporting the 
construction of the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your requests 
for the provision of water and sewer lines along the Maryland 
Route 100 corridor and for rezoning of lands in this vicinity 
have been forwarded to the Howard County Office of Planning and 
Zoning.  The petitioners' names have been placed on the project 
mailing list through which they will be informed of the future 
progress of the project. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or 
comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, 

Mr. Uri Avin 
Jr, 

My telephone number is not)        333-1110 

Teletypew 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 

707  North Calvert 
VTII-240 

aired Hearing or Speech 
iro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
>re, Maryland  21203-0717 
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February 25, 1988 
4614 New Cut Rd 
Ellicott City, MD 21043 

Mr. Neil J Pederson, Director 
Office of Planning %.  Preliminary Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

Dear Mr. Pederson 

I left the hearing on Tuesday, Feb 9th, relative to the proposed 
location and design of MD Rte 100, very concerned and distrubed, 
because I am convinced that three or four adjacent landowners 
have had far greater influence in determining both location and 
design of this road than consideration for the health, safety and 
welfare of the people of Maryland. 

I have been advised by the Dept of Transportation that the 
alignment between Old Montgomery Rd and MD Rte 104 was curved in 
a northerly direction to minimize impact on proposed Montgomery 
Run subdivision. The Department of Transportation's 
responsibility to an existing subdivision is far greater than to 
a proposed one. A more direct alignment between Old Montgomery 
Rd and Rte 104 would not only be more cost effective but would 
also greatly reduce impact on the 100 year flood plain and wet 
lands. 

The placement of at-grade crossover at stations 72+ and 96+ is 
beyond my comprehension. The crossovers are in direct violation 
and are contrary to the purpose of the project which is to 
orovide a controlled-access east-west highway that would be a 
safe and efficient highway link for moving people, goods, and 
services more quickly and directly. These crossovers, if 
constructed, would not only decrease the level of service in a 
most critical area but would also severly diminish safe*driving 
conditions. The relatively small areas serviced by these 
crossovers have direct access to MD Rte 108 which, in turn, has 
unobstructed access to US Rte 29. MD Rts 100 and 175. 

^KCEIVED 
MAR    1    i38fc 

DlfL'X... C.'-tui t   • 

VI11-241 
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The justification for a crossover at station 26+ is stated as 
being the only means to provide northbound US Rte 29 traffic the 
opoortunitv to travel east or west on MD Rte 103.  I contend that 
the crossover is actually for the prime benefit of L0N6 SATE 
VENTURE. North US 29 to east-west Rte 103 can easily be 
accommodated by an overpass ramp which will carry north US 29 
traffic over west Rte 100 - north US 29 traffic. The connection 
of the ramp to Rte 103 would be similar the other three 
quadrants. Not only would the direct ramp to Rte 103 be 
ultimately less costly, it would also eliminate future 
construction of an overpass at Long Gate Venture, provide for 
uninterrupted traffic flow and eliminate vehicular and pedestrian 

hazards.. 

I request that you reevaluate the design of this final segment of 
Rte 100, using as your criteria those factors which best promote 
the health, safety and welfare of the public and thus restore 
trust and confidence to the Engineering Profession and Government 

Sincerely, 
'1 

4%/G&/& £ 
William 0. Filbert 

cc: Howard County Council 
U.S. Deot Transportation 

VI11-242 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
-_ .... A   i     ••.      .• Hz\ Ksssoff State Highway Administration 

March  21,   1988 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kasi 
Administrator 

Mr. William 0. Filbert 
4614 New Cut Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Filbert: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

The goal of the Maryland Route 100 project has been to 
design an efficient and cost-effective highway to serve Howard 
County's future traffic demands.  Project planning activities 
have been included and reflect input from Howard County public 
officials, local citizens, community organizations, area 
developers, and state and federal agencies. 

Your comments regarding the alignment location, provision of 
at-grade intersections, and the design of the US Route 29/ 
Maryland Route 103 interchange will be discussed as the project 
planning team formulates its recommendation. 

Should you have any further questions or comments, please 
feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:db 

cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

My telephone number is (301)       333-1110  f 

Teletypewr ilred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 WTTT   040   ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert   ,lil-':-'+-;> ,re, Maryland 21203-0717 
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Dean and Lisa Garlick 
8362 Mitzy Lane 
Ellicott City, MD 21043 
(301)   461-0960 

Feb. 18,1987 

Dear Mr. Simmons, 

We are writing to you as concerned citizens of Howard County in 
reference to the Route 100 Project.   Our new home is located on Mitzy 
Lane off of Elko and Route 104. Our concerns are based on some issues that 
were raised at the Public Hearing held on Feb 9, 1988. 

We are requesting, along with other members of our community, that 
the trees aligning the south side of Mitzy Lane, which separates Mitzy and 
the proposed Route 100, remain untouched.   We understand that the 
developer wants to remove them for construction purposes.   We see no 
reason why an already existing natural barrier be removed.   The trees will 
help to preserve the country appeal and hide Route 100 when we look out 
our front window.   We are also requesting a sound berm be placed just on 
the outside of the tree line.   This will reduce the noise level make and the 
area safer for our children.   In addition, the cost for this berm would be 
minimal in comparison to the amount of tax dollars spent on the project. 

We also understand that a car exiting from our community onto 
Route 104 would not be allowed access to Route 100.   If this is indeed the 
case, we would receive no benefit from the new road and in fact all of the 
sacrifices that we would make would be in vain.   Access to Route 100 
from Elko and Route 104 is important to our community. 

We respect the decision to build the new road and realize the 
importance of it to the county.   However, we feel our community is 
sacrificing a lot and desire some consideration in return.   We ask you to 
please investigate and address the issues that we have outlined.   We 
cannot express the the importance of this matter or the magnitude of our 
concerns.   We are only after a safe and pleasant environment for ourselves 
and our children to in which to live.   We are available to discuss this if 
the need arises, please feel xree to contact us at your convenience. 

respectfully, 

-J^^L 
Dean S. and Lisa F. Garlick 

VI11-244 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

fH Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 21, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. Dean Garlick 
8362 Mitzy Lane 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Garlick: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 
100 project. 

As a part of this project, we are studying the possibility 
of constructing noise berms to mitigate the noise and visual 
impacts on your community.  In addition, landscaping measures 
will be implemented to provide additional visual screening. 

A concrete median is not proposed in front of Elko Drive. 
All vehicles on Elko Drive would be allowed to turn either left 
or right onto Maryland Route 104 and would also have direct 
access onto Maryland Route 100. 

Should you have additional questions or comments, please 
contact me or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. 
Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LHE:DS:ds 

FHA recommends that earth berms be constructed if soil is available 
to provide full mitigation. The berms will be landscaped with trees. 

My telephone r 'D- 333-1190 

Teletype paired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565 o>ic'etro ~ 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvei   VIII-245more, Maryland 21203-0717 



OWEN BROWN COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION, INC. 
6800 Crodierock Woy CoiumDO. U-'o-viono 21045    [301 ] 381-0202 

February 26, 1988 

Mr. Neil J. Pederson, Director 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
707 North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 

Dear Mr. Pederson, 

The Owen Brown Community Association is opposed to the extension 
of Centre Park Drive to proposed Route 100 (in Howard County). The 
Centre Park Drive/Route 100 intersection is approximately 2000 ft. 
from the Route 100/Route 104 interchange. From a safety point of view, 
this is too close. 

Secondly, Centre Park Drive is actually an extension of Phelps 
Luck Drive (as it crosses Route 108). Phelps Luck Drive is a resi^ 
dential street. Connecting Centre Park Drive with Route 100 would 
provide a very attractice shortcut between Route 100 and Route 175: 
for motorists via Phelps Luck Drive. This would turn a residential 
street (Phelps Luck Drive) into a major throughway. We feel that this 
is unacceptable. Far too much traffic and noise would be generated 
down a residential street.  The office park area around Centre Park 
Drive can be adequately served by the Route 100/Route 104 interchange. 
It's less than 3000 ft. away. 

For the sake of the residents living in the Phelps Luck neigh- 
borhood and for safety reasons, we request that the state delete the 
Centre Park Drive/Route 100 intersection. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew C. Stack, Chairman 
for the 

Owen Brown Village Board 

RECEIVED 
MAR   X;   iSii 

Din 
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•'""/'U'luuupaiUiieMUritanSpOrtaUOn /0 Secretary 

State Highway Administration ^'3 Hai Kassoff 

March 18, 1988 

^for11^6^0* Stack' ^airman 
Owin Brown r^ BrOWn Villa^ Boa^ 
Sftnn I    J? Community Association, inc 
6800 Cradlerock Way , 
Columbia, Maryland 21045 

Dear Mr. Stack: 

100 proSctyOU £0r yOUr "«" le»« «b««t the Maryland Route 

Routed «d0|ent?e Er^SrS^m SHIfl0n ^''6en Maryland 
Planning Team before a decision S i.^'1isouss;d by 'he Project 
design of this project. reached on the location and 

contact^e" ^ haVe any £u"h« "—s. please feel free to 

Very truly yours, 

Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:bh 

cc:  Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

The selected alternate does provide a connection to. Centre Park Drive. 

My telephone number is (3011    333~1110 

38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro^fes E^ '"^l?9 or Speech 

VIII-247 



QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMfeWftr 
\(\ W ffl * 

wy 
STATE HIGHWAY AOMINII 

Contract No. HO 661-101-&|rill ^ 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME G.  Melvin Mills.  Jr. QATF    2/11/88 

PpfN^6    ADDHEftft      210 Pennsylvania Avenue  

CITY/TQWM Westminster STATE    Maryland TIP conP   21157 

l/V/e wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

Gentlemen:  

 . 1 have enclosed a CODV Of the Previous letter in rmnnaiHnn rn   r^   nlann^ 

Route 100 Alternatives 3 & 4.   I am again going on record taking nrpn«ition to 

Alternate 3 for the same reasons as stated in the previous letter. We have also 

added another known asm  that provides patting servicea for the Columbitt area.  I do 

not want you to think that I purposely am taking opposition just to be heard, but 

I have gone through many times the zoning process with regard to gaining permits to 

erect towers and it is not only expensive (legal fees) but very time consuming and 

local jurisdictions do not favor communications towers. 

 . I selfishly urge you to please consider Alternate 1 which is No-Build. 

Thank you for keeping the citizens concerns in mind in making this decision.  

CD Please add my/our ntm«(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CD Please delete my/our name(s) from th       List. 

re rec£iv< •Persons who have received a copy m :hure through the mail are already 
on the pfoject Mailing List. x 

VI11-248 
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mills' 
cbrnmunicstions   rwo-Wf RMIIO uie* t senie» 

inc. 
210 Pennsylvania Avan Westminster, Md. 21157     Tel. 301-876-8600 
Frederick Tel. 301-473-7900 Tel. 301 -848-8600 

March 9,  1987 

Md. Dept. of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 
Office of Planning & Engineering 
Box 717 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

Dear Sir: 

I am writing in reference to the proposed Md. Route 100 from U.S. Rt. 
29 to Interstate Rt. 95. I am the property owner of Parcel 532, Grid 19, 
Map 31, District 01, recorded among the Land Records of Howard County in 
Liber 1075, Folio 087, located at the intersection of the now Rt. 104 and 
108. This subject property happens to be affected by your alternate plan 
#3 and your alternate plan #4. 

The property is now used by a communications tower that provides 
communications for various users directly involved in services in that 
locality. If plans 3 and 4 are considered, it would mean the tower would 
have to be taken down and the property vacated. Due to the tightning of 
regulations with most counties with regards to tower locations, it would 
be very difficult to relocate the tower without creating a large degree 
of public concern and zoning problems. 

The tower is a vital communications need to service that area. The 
people that are utilizing that tower are involved in residential development, 
plumbing & heating, towing, security, highway construction and a nationally 
known heating oil delivery and burner service operation.  It is the link 
of communication for these people from Baltimore to Washington. 

The property has a pipeline easement as set forth in a construction 
workspace permit between Colonial Pipeline Company and Winter W. Wright 
(the former_9wner) dated January 7, 1981, and recorded among the Land 
Records of Howard County in Liber CMP1041, Folio 52.  I am taking opposition 
to the planned Rt. 100 if alternate #3 and 4 is implemented. 

cont.... 

VI11-249 



Md.Depc.of Transportation 
Page - Two 
3/9/87 

If the State of Maryland Dept. of Transportation decides on either 
alternate 3 or 4 I am definitely going to need assistance from the State 
and (bunty to relocate the tower in a suitable location in order to 
continue to provide the communications necessary for the people involved. 

Should you have any further questions, please feel free to contact 
me at your convenience. 

Respectfully, 

MILLS' COMMUNICATIONS INC. 

C. Melvii Mills, Jr.   ' 
President 

GMM,Jr:ff 

VIII-250 



yv7 
Maryland Department ofTransportatmn 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 15, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. G. Melvin Mills, Jr. 
210 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Westninster, Maryland 21157 

Dear Mr. Mills: 

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your preference 
for the No-Build Alternate. 

We are currently studying options to shift the alignment to 
avoid impacting your tower.  It is anticipated that a decision 
will be .reached on the location of the alignment during April, 
1983. 

Should you have any further questions concerning this 
project, please contact me or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project 
Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

immoTis 

LHE:DS:ds 

The SHA is making every effort to minimize the impact on the Mill C•nj"^on 

Tower as a result of MD 100. The final decision will not be made until Final 

Design. 

My telephone nu 333-1190 

Teletypew ilred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 VIII-251   ro " 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert ore,  Maryland  21203-0717 
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DONALD M. AND JOAN M. JOLLEY 
8378 MITZY LANE 

ELLICOTT CITY, MARYLAND  21043 

MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
OFFICE OF PLANNING & PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING 
BOX 717 
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND  21203 

February 19, 1988 

DEAR SIRS: 

NINE NEW HOUSES HAVE BEEN BUILT ON MITZY LANE. ALTOGETHER THERE 
ARE OVER 15 CHILDREN IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF WHICH 9 ARE UNDER 
SEVEN YEARS OLD.  TWO OF THESE CHILDREN ARE OUR 5 YEAR OLD TWINS. 

RIGHT NOW THERE ARE TREES STANDING ON THE PROPERTY BETWEEN OUR 
HOUSE AND THE SITE FOR ROUTE 100. WE REQUEST THAT EVERY EFFORT 
BE MADE TO LEAVE THE TREES AND LAND THE WAY IT IS NOW.  WE HAVE 

TH^^nw^nnlc^o^ THE N0ISE POI-LUTION FROM THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE TOWNHOUSES BEYOND THE SITE OF THE PROPOSED ROAD    FOR THF 

SOUNH Tr^p'Tit3 THE BULLD0ZERS AND THE CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
SOUND LIKE THEY ARE IN OUR FRONT YARD, SO WE CAN IMAGINE WHAT 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF AND THE TRAFFIC OF \   FOUR LANE ROAD WILL BE 

WE ARE RPOUESTIN* AN EARTH BERN OR SOUND FENCING BE BUILT TO HELP 

CHILOREN^ND'PETS'' 
THE N0ISE' ^ ^ PR0VIDE PROTECTION FOR OUR 

SINCERELY, 

DONALD M. A 

P.S. PLEASE PUT US ON THE MAILING LIST FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
OF ROUTE 100.  ^  ^V.) 

VIII-252 



HI Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Mary/and Department of Transportation Ha, Kassoff 
State Highway Administration Administrator 

March 15, 1938 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-77C 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 55 
PDMS Mo. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. Donald M. Jolley 
3 37 3 Mitzy Lane 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Jolley: 

Thank you for your recent letter about the Maryland Route 

100 project. 

We are currently studying the possibility of ^ovidinyarth 
berms to minimize the visual and noxse impacts of thi ' ^oject on 

•    your community.  Fences will be _ constructed along "arf^c^
Ce 

100 to -estrict access to the highway.  In addition, lanasca^ 
planning AH  also be included in the project although we w.lx 
«tempt to leave as many of the existing trees in pxacc as 

possible. 

Should you have any additional questions or comments  please 
feel free to contact me or Mr. Douglas Simmons  the Project 
Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333 1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 

^ Project Development Division 

by: 
igias^ . 

Manager 
D/ugias yfT.-^Simmons 
Fro ject^-^a 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone ~01)   3^3-1190 — 

u t    
Tele

5^VIII-253 Xo6- i-tooV/a-To^ Statewide TC. Free 
383-7555 Baltlmor. Metro  -563 ^    ^^   21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME  Geong W. Dress, III.      ^-.^   ^ 2/16/88 

PLEASE .«„„_«« 4755 Bates Drive 
PRINT   ADDRESS  

Ellicott City         MD                 21043 
CITY/TOWN STATE ZIP CODE  

I/We wish to comm«nt or inquire about the following aapocts of this project: 

1. Why are 2 Houses on Kirkstall Rd. and 1 house on Bates Drive still not shown on 

your map? see attached. They are within 200' of the road.   2.Why can't the road be 

shifted away from these homes? My house is @150' from the road. All homes were purchased 

prior to the 8/85 Howard Cnty Council "decision" to purchase the rights of way. In 
fdut tlm Cuuimll 

had deleted Rt. 100 from, the Master Plan altogether when the homes 

were purchased. Does the right of way have to come right to ny property line? 

3. Will a sound abatement berm be constructed at the same time the first 2 lanes of 

the developers' road are built? 4. What assurances can you give me that the existing 

tree line along my property line will be protected? 5. Is it possible for me to start 

planting trees on the other side of my property line? 

6. The Homes indicated on the attached map are most directly affected by Rt.100. 

When could vou arrange for someone to meet with us to gp ov^these questions and show 

us the positioning of the road? 

4#&*><* 

CZ] Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

d] Please delete my/our namets) from ig List. 

•Persons who have received a copy rochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VIII-254 . 
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HO 
Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

HaJ Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 15, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. George W. Dress, III 
4755 Bates Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Dress: 

Thank you for providing us with the recent opportunity to 
speak with your community about the Maryland Route 100 project. 

The houses in question along Kirkstall Road and Bates Drive 
were placed on the mapping prior to the Public Hearing, but did 
not appear within the brochure. 

A southern shift in the alignment away from your community 
would result in a longitudinal impact to Red Hill Branch. A 
minor change in the alignment will be studied further during the 
Final Design phase. 

The construction of noise berms during the initial con- 
struction of the two lane County highway would be the responsi- 
bility of the developer and would be encouraged by the State 
Highway Administration. It is anticipated that if excess earth 
is remaining, this could be used for construction of berms. It 
is our recommendation that you contact Howard County to express 
your support for the construction of berms. 

We will attempt to minimize the impacts to the tree line 
along the south side of your property.  Should a berm be con- 
structed in this location, additional trees will be planted as 
part of the project landscaping. 

Should you have any further questions, please contact me or 
the Project Manager, Mr. Douglas Simmons.  Mr. Simmons' phone 
number is 333-1190. 

LHE:bh 
Mr. Robert Sanders 

My telephone m 

ruly jyours. 

p'eT  Jr. 
Deputy Ditfactor 
Project  Development  Division 

>- 
Teletypev >aired Hearing or Speech 

383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-CVIII-256  stro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
707  North  Calvert ore,  Maryland   21203-0717 



NAME 

^5Y 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

' ; PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770     DFVF! •'• : 1''-N^ 

PDMS No. 132062 ^''•'••'"  ' 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route 100 .       V )    , rs pu :-IJ 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 m   '  n t3 '" u 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

/4ug*  "gggi    J^ DATE  r^-^-^r 

^fN
A
T

SE    ADDRESS.     S3 I)     ^eOStg     C" 

ftlTV/TnMIM    ^t.^^7"    CtT STATP ^. 7IP   ftftHB     1/0*3 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

.//a  ^xiyn«^     ^/>w     Ju-r^u, HTAT*.   ,<     H^.i-T    X   uJ^^i-O    Li«c    75     5fr«.     /^—ViKrr   TVPS- 

•Tlt^-  ^^^^.^^   ltA...n  -£^.AC    75 jgr^yi^T   7^ft—fltiiQ /fw•  <imrmm   Fktrrx—fii^./ 

t>5   H^giptwrs   7e>   -Aw<    /^   /)1+   /nnsr fintKHA+SS,   X A<nn    ja***/**   &**    *"*   Mas*. 

of   /^TomaiMfrg .  

-tfes^ 
r^Tpiaasa^jld my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I—I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

• Persons who have received a copy of this  brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

^ Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 11, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Alek Beri, Jr. 
5311 Debbie Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Beri: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project. 

We are currently studying the feasibility of providing earth 
berms to minimize the noise and visual impacts on your community. 
In addition, landscaping and privacy fencing may also be utilized 
to reduce the impact of this project. 

Your comments will be reviewed and evaluated prior to 
reaching a decision concerning the alignment of this project. 
Should you have any additional questions or comments, please 
contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' 
telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 
ZTbug^as ^^Simmons" 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

SHA recommends that earth berms be constructed if soil is available to 
provide full noise mitigation for the Glen Mar community. 

My telephone number is (301 )_ 
333-1190 

Teletypew aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 VIII-258 tro ~ 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert >re, Maryland 21203-0717 



NAME 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
=========================== ?R0J:.-Vr. _ 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770        OEVF.LO7 •' '• 

PDMS No. 132062 01" ^ '' 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing \^"\ 

Maryland Route 100 «.a 1Q 1Q 43 .ai «- 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

ViruW     6ACfAR.D( DATE   &>'$%  

PmNT85    ADDRESS. ^7V0>    Ba-fes Thrive 

rtTv/TnwM^llf^yH (Z.ly    sTATg   /Uh ZIP CODE^/Q/3 

l/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

/Is    4f)is    frOyrJ-    iu)ll       lie.    im-Mn'n c^QQ -Pf   n^- 
Qur    hOrhi^^    U/g.    uyiOt/l^    Cty^-h   4hn+    landsca.pino 

hp   done,     prior 4o   PftnstrcytL-f IQO . ^^sc il 
Qdv/^S€     Qjhq-/-     plains   4/^r^.   ^.rg^   -£>r    btLrnns 

-PenrtZ*   ^   prr.^n-i-   nfr.iclre.n    £ronn  ui&ndr n'r^  
xlh^     >Mi+ •Gtns4+ue+/6'jL>    ^/-/-^     nr    la-Ler in  *!+*  

CD Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

Please delete my/our nanrte(s) fmm tha Mailing List. 

'•••Persons who have received a d is  brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VII1-259 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

pi 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 11, 1983 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
f.'.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Vincent Saccardi 
4746 Bates Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Saccardi: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project. 

We are currently studying the feasibility of providing earth 
berms to minimize the noise and visual impacts on your community. 
In addition, landscaping and privacy fencing may also be utilized 
to reduce tfre impact of this project. 

Your comments will be reviewed and evaluated prior to 
reaching a decision concerning the alignment of this project. 
Should you have any additional questions or comments, please 
contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' 
telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by:. 
j/H.-'Sii /Douglas/ H.' Simmons 

Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 
The berm and landscaping proposed for your area cannot be completed until 
construction due to unknown factors associated with the construction of 
MD 100. Fencing is being proposed for MD 100. 

My telephone n 333-1190 

Teletype VI11-260    ^^ Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-1 .ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  oi., oummore, Maryland 21203-0717 



February 17, 1988 

Hr. Neil J. Pederson, Director 
Office of Planning and Preliminary Engineering 
State Highway Administration 
Post Office Box 717 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 

SE: Location and Design - Maryland Route 100 

Dear Mr. Pederson: 

I have previously submitted comments on the above referenced project. My 
specific concern is bow the project will impact our farm property (Curtis 
Farm). I am the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Lee Curtis and along with 
my brother, Glenn Allen Curtis, are heirs to the farm property. 

By specific concern is that the Route 100 right-of-way be located on the 
opposite or northeast side of Deep Run Branch from the rest of our farm 
property. I also favor the minor relocation of Deep Run Branch so that 
our farm is still served by water. I favor a right-of-way location which 
minimizes direct impact to the stream and retains as much natural stream 
channel as possible. 

I also favor noise berms and vegetative screening on the north side of 
the Route 100 right-of-way to minimize adverse noise impacts to the newly 
developed subdivision which currently adjoins our farms' northeast 
property boundary. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present my views on Route 100 location 
and design. 

Sincerely, 

Robert L. Curtis, Jr. 
Route 1, Box 453-A 
Apple Hill Farm 
Lake City, Tennessee 37769 

VIII-261 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

wf  1)0*2 J. 

March  11,   1988 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

Mr. Robert L. Curtis, Jr. 
Route 1, Box 453-A 
Apple Hill Farm 
Lake City, Tennessee 37769 

Dear Mr. Curtis: 

100  ro^ect70" ^ yOUr reCent letter  about the Maryland Route 

The Maryland Route 100 project includes the provision for 
relocating Deep Run Branch to provide water to your farm All 
efforts will be made during the final design phase to miAimize 
the extent of stream relocation required. 

We are currently studying the possibility of providing earth 
berms to mitigate noise and visual impacts on the Hunt Country 
Estates development on the northern side of your property. 

Thank you for your support of the Maryland Route 100 
project.  Should you have any further questions or comments, 
please feel free to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

^ru^ J f/UfrUA* 

Neil  J.   Pedersen,   Director 
Office  of  Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 
cc:     Mr.   L.   H.   Ege,   Jr, 

Mr.   R.   Sanders 

Saterntodeoil?nfaranS Sh0W ^ 1800, relocation of DeeP Run Creek to provide 

The construction of earth berms has been recommended for Hunt Country Estates 
located on the northern side of your property. "taies 

My telephone numb'- — '0'%,'       333-1 110  
VI11-262 """—""~~^~~~~~~ 

Teletypewrit »d Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-045 - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St ,, Maryland 21203-0717 



tf-d* 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME   Gerald A. Qletka  r>ATP 2/15/88 

?mNAT8E   APPPFHH    Wnuyi-,  

CITY/TQWM BHiCOttClty    flTATp    Mfl.       7|p ftnnc 21043 

I/We wiah to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

I feel extreaely dlatraught ty the infor—tlon I received at the Public Meeting 

at Howard High School. 

I heard and discovered the concema of people fro* two COMunities (Tlaber Bun 

k Hunt Country Batatee) and aa afp'11*'1 ^t It appears to be a fait accomll with 

nothing left but trade offa to be aade. 

I aa froa neither of these coaaunltlea. I aa Involved. I have recently purchased 

a new hoae at 839*» Mltay Lane (across the street froa Itea 7 on figure 3)' When I 

originally contracted.for this hoas (settled In July, 1987) I was told that the lota 

across the street would also be developed and then, beyond these hoaea, there was 

a possibility of Route 100 being built In • 5 years. 

 I aa writing to you advising you that I aa In fact asking for special consideration. 

Everything possible should be done to Insulate ae, ay faaily and ay property froa any 

Infrlngoaonta oa ay present life style. Froa the tlae I contracted for this house and 

now, I have developed-a heart condition and had open heart surgery. 

 At this point, I do not know If your plane Include soaethlng to keep the envlron- 

aent hers Intact - I.e. the trees across the street, barriers to keep the noise level 

down, boras and fences, etc. I do know that by copy of thla letter I m "^^"f r• 

of ay condition. I will consider, (and advise ay faaily and associates) any aggravation 

to ay condition a direct cause of this Intrusion on ay present lifestyle If you do not. 

QG Please add my/our namo(3) to the Mai' (see attached) 

i i Please delete my/our name(s) from the       .ist. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List.       VIII-263 



?(>( 

Therefore, the SHA and the State of Maryland will hold responsibility. 
Originally (as explained when we contracted for this house), the plans 

for Route 100 showed the roadway to be a considerable distance further away 
from my home. 

For whatever reasons, developers Interests, politics, money, these plans 
were changed. Now the plans call for the right of way for this project to be 
right across the street from my home. I only hope that again, for my reasons, 
which hopefully will be given as great a consideration as those that caused 
the change, you will see fit to insulate myself (and other homeowners in this 
new project) from the effects of your changes. 

I simply cannot believe, nor accept, the fact that certain properties and 
home sites do not even show on your planning maps. Yet, as yet undeveloped land, 
owned by developers (i.e. the new Montgomery Run Project by Mack) is planned 
for, and concessions and exceptions are made for them. MY HOME IS ALREADY 
BUILT-THEIB LAND IS STILL AS YET UNDEVELOPED.  I also cannot believe that 
you would allow for the additional expenses of moving the road around this 
proposed development (rather than a straight line through it). That is 
hardly the use I intended for my tax dollars. 

Do it right or don't do it at all. 

Co» 

s^ ctt f/^/'iO   s^/t'C* 

VIII-264 



'•'/ H^ 

Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Tramor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 11, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Gerald A. Gietka 
8394 Mitzy Lane 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Gietka: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project. 

We are currently studying the feasibility of providing earth 
berms to minimize the noise and visual impacts on your community. 
In addition, landscaping and privacy fencing may also be utilized 
to reduce the impact of this project. 

Your comments will be reviewed and evaluated prior to 
reaching a decision concerning the alignment of this project. 
Should you have any additional questions or comments, please 
contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' 
telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

bv:  !^'>/- - ll ,'' 
/'Dougla^JT. Simmons 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

Noise berms and landscaping is proposed for the Glen Mar Community and 
Metzy Lane. 

For additional information refer t< ; Section IV Earth Berm Feasibility. 

My telephone nu )         333-1190  

TeletypewiVI 11-265  aired Hearing or Speech 
38 3-7 555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0' tro - 1-800-49 2-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert jre, Maryland  21203-0717 



¥& 

'••.\ 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770   \\^>-- ' 'l  T" 
PDMS No. 132062 Q'.V\- 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing      ou'ftp 
Maryland Route 100      a  1  '4 cU\v\ cu 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 99^ 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME fJ^zstufs "TC<S)'y"')'E?yr}vid'<s/ .DATE. 3/3/8% 

PLEASE 
PRINT ADDRESS. ^fed/^   J/^Kt-^Qg    <goU^   (J^t^C^^7 

OITY/TQWN   &/lC0tf'  C/l^f   STATE        /Vb^ .ZIP CODE. 2^ d-KP 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

/' 

r "7 
.^scn^-***^ 

VgSL-    > 
(^.^>»^t%^>^, ^.f 

.Si 

<j^. 

Q       SftstAjL*^— 

l^^ctt^ 
rpKpiaasa add mv/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I     I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

"Persons who have received a conv of this  brochure through th> mail are already 
on  the project Mailing List. / i: 

VI11-266 ~yK^^*r 



wt 
Richard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department ofTransportation Secre,arv 

State Highway Administration UJISST 

March 11, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. James T. Brindisi 
8606 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Brindisi: 

^aJ
hankJOUx,£or,yOUr recent letter offering your comments 

regarding the Maryland Route 100 project. 

hoT.me
W^ ar? currently studying the feasibility of providing earth 

berms to minimize the noise and visual impacts on your community, 
in addition landscaping and privacy fencing may also be utilized 
to reduce the impact of this project. 

Your comments will be reviewed and evaluated prior to 
reaching a decision concerning the alignment of this project. 
Should you have any additional questions or comments, please 
contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' 
telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

<2Li by:       \/.*&c\  rj  x-^vv^ww^? 
yriouglas^J-/ Simmoft^ 
^Project  Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 
SHA recommends earth berms be constructed at Timber Run if the soil is available. 
Noise analysis conducted at Howard High School indicates no mitigation warranted 
at the school itself. A pedestrian overpass is being studied to provide access 
to Howard High School. 

My telephone number is (30H 333-1190  

Teletypev >alred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C VIII-267)tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Tdl Free 

707   North   Calvert ore.   Maryland   21203-0717 



ftr 
PROJECT 

STATE HIGHWAY AOMINISTRATIOhP^K^0^^^ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS DIV i   • r 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

FEBZ1!   lUjiTdS 

NAME Wm   /7fe>P/g ,r   )4^ .DATE ^//z/fcr- 

PmNTSE    ADDRESS ^2~P~ ?-    ^<A>^ £<HU    (*<>><r«^ PRINT 

CITY/TQWM A-Z/irr. A//'/'XflTATB      Mp ZIP  fff»np   -2. / n V* 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

.z 
sf-SrfP'j&rw&l?    ^ 

'<n«<s< ^f8^ T" 

t^Y^^r 2 ^= -^^^r. -n^^-rJL ^ 
^2 ̂  .^^^       ^T^S,       /yLo^o^ ^^^fe^^g^^ ^,^v^ 

^z£~ ^2«£2£*£^2- 

'y*-**^ - ^r&TT- .^^^^r 

w Please add my/our name(s) to the St.* 

d] Please delete my/our name(s) from g List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of lure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. VIII-268 



Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

¥^ 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Admimstratoi 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. William Hoerichs 
8522 Pine Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Hoerichs: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 projpcr.  Your comments will be 
reviewed and avaluated prior to reaching a derision concernina 
the alignment of this project.  Should you have any additional 
questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Eae, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project   Developiitent   Division 

by : ^>^'p.>».,••-•• 
Douglas H. Simmons 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

SHA has selected option 104-A which includes a modified access option for 
residence of Timber Run. This option will connect Oak Run Way to Maryland 
Route 104 opposite Elks Drive. 

Earth berms have been recommended to provide full noise mitigation for the 
Timber Run community. 

My telephone n. )- 333-1190 

TeletypesVH*"269 ,a|red Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-0 rtro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  _.., — ore, Maryland 21203-0717 



f"7 
PROJECT 

STATE HIGHWAY AOMINISTRATICWVELOPHPN^ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS    DlYio";!! 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770   FE» 13  9 37 All '88 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME      tih.fiMlr*^/).J,,AzLj[j£a^)l/f '  nATC ^-/bJfi 

EfeSfr86 *******ft*H' \Jns>j,*rz,^  pf-  

CITY/TQWM filircMikj ftTATC   ^Q ZIP  Can*£/063 

I^We)wl»h to comwnt or Ingulf about the following aapscts of this project: 

Knx>" k 

n?.      ftk ^M -^ kjiMY 

i -ftnrytrrAnrs, ^?—^A /^   )4/^   ^  -AII 

 tf-nfl-•    •               ^ .     I ,        *_  

•AfrfT^W^-^Kg   .Vnil./n^v    LPI.W^^/KQ   lo   \y*a   Wl \ kanJsy^ _d AA 

yMiA^rftj. -TI dunii 

d] Please add my/our namt(s) to the Mr 

CZl Please delete my/our name($) from th List 
1   this   hrn 

VI11-270 

•Persons who have received a copy of this hrnchure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. y 



/ > M 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Tramor 
Secrotary 

Hal Kassoff 
Admmisifalor 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey P. Benedict 
8614 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Benedict: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your comments will be 
reviewed and evaluated prior to ranching a dacision concerning 
the alignment of thio project.  Should you have any additional 
questions or commento, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

rougl'as H.. Simmons 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds      

The county developer road will be constructed to tie into MD 104 approximately 
1/2 way between Oak Run Way and MD 108. Oak Run Way will not tie into the 
county road 100. Earth berms will be considered if soil is available during 
the ultimate construction of MD 100. 

My telephone n I). 333-1190 

Teletype VIII-271 Paired Hearing or Speech 
383-7SSS Baltimore Metro - 565- etro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll 

707 North Calvert oi., oammore, Maryland 21203-0717 
Free 
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NAME 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

PROJcCT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770     »1FVF! O0.^ : ; 

PDMS No. 132062 pn:'~\r*- 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing  "•••-'••• 

Maryland Route 100        }j  ] ,_; ,- pu »t] 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 llAR '  ' wS,n 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988,- 7:00 p.m. 

PLEASE      .n^oea- 
PRINT        ADDRESS. 

CITY/TOWN. .STATE. .ZIP CODE. 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

JL   KS*A      kAy     AUibtMr    d«ii f    Ukau ^ 

Couiai^>)H   Uf.    qfTLP.?   4-HAg_    1)^   1P.?I 

Wg ^Nflng Atm^h 2 fatji 4^uif 

2 iOJUU. 

3/Z jsftL  .^0i4  -fr)   C^ft-g-f'Mci^   Q/?A^^ Ai 

)g,K 107    al 
)l^   17^   - 

44<r ^r ^7 

tease add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

] Please delete my/our name(s) f 

•Persons who have received a c 
on the project Mailing List. 

Mailing List. 

lis brochure through the mail are already 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Traino 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

H. S. Celgin, M.D. 
4631 Montgomery Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 2104J 

Dear Dr. Celgin: 

Thank you for your recent lot-t-or- „** 
regarding the Maryland Route loJ pr^ie^t  Jou/0^ C0^^ 
reviewed and evaluated prior to reach?•'* I comments  will be 
the alignment of this proiect SJ?M?J 

fl ?ec:Lslon concerning 
questions or comments, ptease * contact M^n^^ "***>* "on.! 
Project Manager. Mr. Simmons' ^ellnLnl' Do"glas Simmons, the 
1190. aimmons  telephone number is (301) 333- 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: t -Li.  r—— y"'   
^ouglas H. Simmons 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone rv I) W*-l IQQ 

3• -*« «?.'?T;»"" vin"273«r rsas.r.-'sa' 707 North Calvert 5062 Statewide Toll Free 
ore. Maryland 21203-0717 



SI Alb MICaMVVAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

PROJ.fCT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770     DEVFLCP;-" -jT 

PDMS No. 132062 D:'.:c/'',7 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route 100        M• 7 U Du pM '00 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95      ** ^ m W 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

47/ 

NAME Af£^ fllf H. L££ MfcflWLANE 

PLEASE 
QAICOTf CITY «)21043 

.DATE. 

ADDRESS. 
W. L£: McFWLANE 

tu.i.v,T CiTY f«21043 PRINT 

CITY/TOWN STATE. 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

.ZIP CODE A ."VJ 

<#^Z^r^>~£~, 
Vtf-   <0>^<   -t^ 

J^/y/ZE^- 
J^s^c^/a^k^- 

I—I please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

M Please delete'jfijJVour name(s) from the Mailing List^''n-2S2^i^^^^C?^S!i 

•Persons who have received a cc 
on the project Mailing List. 

s brochure through the mail are already 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. W. Lee McFarlane 
5645 Montgomery Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. McFarlane: 

reaard?n«kthfUMf0r1
y0^rD

reCent letter offering your comments 
r!J?-2iSg.«5  W^y^d ^ute 100 project.  Your comments will be 
the aMan^6^ ^Jed Pr^r t0 reachin« • decision concerning 
aues^iin- Ir-  ^Lthia »VVeCt'     ShOUld you have ^ additional questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons  the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (SS• 333- 

Thank you for your' interest in this project 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

S 

/Douglas ,£. Simmons / 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone n D- 333-1190 

Teletyp«VIII-275  paired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-< etro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  oi., oammore, Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS ANO/OR COMMENTS 

4/73 

PROJECT 

W ii -KB 

NAME   v 

Contract No.  HO 661-101-770        JEVtLOFKf 
PDMS No.   132062 DiV:"-rr 

Combined/Location Design Public Heading- 
Maryland Route  100 rfiRlO    !0 

U.S.  Route  29 to  Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

DATE   ^f^T^ 
PLEASE 
PRINT ADDRESS 

CITY/TOWN 

I/We wish to comment or inquire ab^ut the 

^/M* 
following aspects of this project: 

A. 
4 'ST' fa^-Mujisud "Vty \7fojrt, 

.jtMiA  JJUJP .JJAPPP   jn/tf/rt/rtfd   ¥- 

t <yfi/jLJn>0-^ 

rfjdto- ^Q<<£-<¥- 
^a/r?> 

fajfi/rru* rtf ^uJ->>   SM 
joifUAJrita  .jAU/ffiJla/MJA 

'tuns. Y W7Z$ 

CETPI leas o t>" 

I    I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a 
on the project Mailing List. 

his brochure through the mail are already 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. RoutR 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mrs. Anita Fleshman 
5329 Montgomery Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mrs. Fleshman: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your comments will be 
reviewed and evaluated prior to reaching a decision concerning 
the alignment of this project.  Should you have any additional 
questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by:. Q.,.A y 
Douglas H. Simmons 
Project 'Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone n 333-1190 

Teletype ./T TT paired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-' Vlll-^// «„, _ 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert lore. Maryland 21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
================   PROJECT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-770      utV.VVVi.:'-:! 

PDMS No. 132062 D|v' ' • •'" 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing,.  ,•  ..  .H liW 

Maryland Route 100 UAH - 3 10 HH do 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00.p.m. 

NAME        Lfcfo^      S.    LVD^gD      JR       n.rc   "5 ^ -g^ 

r.lTY/TnWN     ^^-< tdrr STATg      f^l D 7IP cooE_Zi££i!2L 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

.      1   HAV£   E^: ftfrlet^c ATrJ>    THg   MgMr^Vc?Mtil^T   KMf.)L^  

 PeoPi t?    V^o^ VcARf^   IM "T-i^gii^- ML/T/^^ lHTPR6;<;rSir  

l-l / gf UMA V   I M TFfcSeCTi 0 M <>     U m'Ti L    M tri^Ca(/\i<5   I   rN 
PGl^iC/Lfe    ,     TH^r    ir^)^Tr^/<s'    /^Ca^^T-O    l?<rV<£f-COfc^ 

i^^cut^  MrT   F^   A(^>^o^0eC>    A^   IMTH6"   ^A^C-    <r)^ 
.*   tl _ -     ^ 

"fi/^l^e/^-     gflM,       TH P^^   -r^ZAF^tC    -sVc;- P 

"D^VfT/.-OPrig's   WKg 6feDT  't^e/R^ WAV    Wyry •'y^OHh^Ci 

I—I Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* T'M/fci''  /AM7 \t\f/\V. 

CZ] Please delete my/our name(s) f        "~' Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a c iis brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Leroy S. Lydard, Jr. 
5014 Avoca Avenue 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Lydard: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your comments will be 
reviewed and evaluated prior to reaching a decision concerning 
the alignment of this project.  Should you have any additional 
questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

y 

by:       J '-.-'.v» . ^ H •     )  
/Douglas  H.   Simmons -^ 

Projectf Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone r )    333-1190 

Teletype VI11-279 talred Hearing or Speech 
38 3-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- etro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St.. Baltimore, Maryland 21203-0717 



^7/ 
- STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 

o^OA^^VvA QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

0\N''"J    v*   Contract No. HO 661-101-770 

*  ^t^'^        PDMS No- 132062 
A C ^   Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

\W* Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME m|ffl<>?*TgA-cic   m^Cnay^ DATEi^/li— 

PmNATSE    Annpp.^     l\g^     T*<*k.    g^  

CITY/TOWM     fU^^--^"      ^M   STATg M^ ' 7iP   CODE—2d£j^. 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

Gtf PU Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CZ3 Please delete my/our name(s) fr"*" •K- Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a c is brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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-7 7 {if 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

. -J 

• •-i 

I?:: 

:-:•( 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. & Mrs. Patrick McCuan 
11838 Farside Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. & Mrs. McCuan: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your comments will be 
reviewed and evaluated prior to reaching a decision concerning 
the alignment of this project.  Should you have any additional 
questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

by: 

Very truly yours, 

Louis K. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

/wv- % H"/ »••—  ,  
/Dou'gler^. H. Simmontf 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone n U- 333-1190 

Teletypes WTTT   OOI oaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 585-( Vlii   ':oi9tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

lore. Maryland 21203-0717 707 North Calvert 



471 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
 PKOUF-CT 
Contract No. HO 661-101-77ChPVFLn:-w "- 

PDMS No. 132062       r.Jv " 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route 100   .i., ' 4 ,.5 (M wd 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate RouBi*95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME     Mtf+en    J),   MA-^U-S' OATC  W^ 3f   MM 

CITY/TOWM Blh 6z?Tr   ^/H   STATE      M/) ZIP  COOP    XJ O ^Z 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

I    I Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Richard H Tramor 

Maryland Department of Transportation Set'u,ar/ 

State High way A dministration Hal Kassoff 
Admmisirrtloi 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Merton D. Meara 
4519 Montgomery Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Mears: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 

the alignment of this project. Should you have any additional 
questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons til 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is tS?? 3aS- 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

/ 

LHE:DS:ds 

aq H. Simmons 
Project Manager 

My telephone n--~'— :- 'Ooi) 333-1190  

Teletype VI11-283     tired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert re, Maryland  21203-0717 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

ft/ 

PROJECT 
Contract No.  HO 661-101-770 DpVEL0! 

PDMS  No.   132062 "PP"" "'.'•' 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route  100 u,0   ;    d -c ?H 'HB 
U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route 95 nM   '     H   b 

Howard High School 
Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME        E3ther M. Kendall OATP 3/2/88 

PmNT85    ADDRESS 9002  Dunln/nHn  Pna^ 

CITY/TQWM    ElliCQ-tt   City       STATP       MD ZIP   COOP   2104^ 

I/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

JThe need for Rt. 100 bevond i-<M hflH nnt ho^n ^n*****  ^ ^ , 

resident one block from Rt. 29. Ma.ior roads 12. 108. 40. and 70 f«»d 

from the beltway and Rt. 1-95 across Rt. 29 and on to western areas. 

Rts. 103 and 175 feed into Rt. 29 also. Rt. 100 is almost upon Rt. 108. 

I see no need for Rt. 100 except as a service for developers. If Rt. 100 

is indeed planned for extension through the housing areas west of Rt. 29 

I am completely against this extension. It will disrupt housing and  

school areas. Furtherinore, I consider the closed-door hearings about 

Rt. 100 with real estate investors whilefirming up these plans unethical, 

ft.*rffc* nfl.jtt'rrJtfL 

Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CZD Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Tramor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Ms. Esther M. Kendall 
9002 Dunloggin Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Ms. Kendall: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your comments will be 
reviewed and evaluated prior to reaching a decision concerning 
the alignment of this project.  Should you have any additional 
questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone .number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 
M
1
  < *  • 

ouglas H. Simmons'" 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

w 

My telephone number is (301)_ 333-1190 

Teletypev wTTToocjalred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C Vlil   "^tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert tore. Maryland 21203-0717 



^3 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 
=====================       PROJECT   .. 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770     DEVELOP in 
PDMS No. 132062 DiV:"- ^ 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing ,, 
Maryland Route 100 ^o '[ '4 W fil '0- 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME       "/nf?AAA,Al       g. /)/)* X L g y       n.rc ^JL> ^^ 

r.Tv/TnwM fjjr„*#/i?£     STATg /A-/^ ZIP COOEll^i— 

l/We wish to comment or inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

rjTl Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

I    I Please delete my/our name(s) from the Mailing List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of this brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

¥?f 
Richard H. Traino 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 10, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Norman E. Moxley 
2985 Normandy Drive 
Ellicotc City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Moxley: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your comments 
regarding the Maryland Route 100 project.  Your comments will be 
reviewed and evaluated prior to reaching a decision concerning 
the alignment of this project.  Should you have any additional 
questions or comments, please contact Mr. Douglas Simmons, the 
Project Manager.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Thank you for your interest in this project. 

Very truly yourt., 

Loujs H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 
jDoui 

^ 
il J_ 

)ougias Mj, Simmons< 
Project Manager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone 01). 333-1190 

Teletyp VI11-287   ipalred Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565 letro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert nore. Maryland  21203-0717 



Mr." Hal Kassoff 
•'Secretary of Highways 

State Highway Administration 

707 North Calvert Street 

Baltimore Maryland- 21202 

Mr. Ray G. Hovermill 

5311 Waterloo Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 210*0 

8-//0 >       ¥t 
4±<ci 

2   REJECT 

FEBZ1!   !157KH'H 

Pear Siri 

I viewed the proposed plans at the Route 100 Meeting on 

February 9th and spoke with several state officials concerning 

the matter of Right Away Lines on my property where Route 100 

and 10*+ are supposed to cross over.  I bought this property on 

February 5, 19S7 (5311 Waterloo Road - Ellicott City - 210*0) 

after being moved out by the State Roads in Elkridge for the 

Route 166 (195 Leg to BWI).  THE STATE HIGHWAYS INSPECTED AND 

EVEN PHOTOGRAPHED this Waterloo Road property before I could 

buy it.  At no Ume was Route 100 even mentioned let alone 

the taking of footage from the property.  After spending 85-86 

agonizing what the State Roads officials were going to do to my 

family then here I find myself being tossed right back into the 

fire. 
In the proposal with the ramps, I would lose 25 feet of the 

property, with the interchange I would lose half of the front 

yard,  In the ramp proposal why can't the Right Awiy line be 

moved or changed.  There is a row of pine trees about 20 feet in 

height which provides a privacy barrier where the Right Away comes. 

VI11-288 



4t^ 

'AGE TV.'C 

I spoke with a Mr. Simmons (State Planner) who informed me this 

Right Away line could only leave 25 feet from the house to the 

line.  I know the road is coming but Please help at least to keep 

tne Right Away line from squeezing me in. In both proposals my 

property would be cut with Right Away lines. Upon reviewing the 

proposals there appears to be plenty room for adjustment without 

affecting my property at all. After going through the mess in 

Elkridge 166 Project and seeing how sometimes the State can be 

blind to peoples lives.  To straighten out that screwup I had to 

telephoneyou peraftally several times. I feel like I have been 

lied to by the St2.te Relocation Department, Realtors and the former 

owner.  No mention of Route 100 especially not the part about the 

Right Away lines. Why can't something be worked out.  I think I 

deserve some kind of adjustment to the plans since the State 

inspected and photographed the house last year and didn't even 

warn me of anything. 

I think I deserve an answer to this matter as soon as 

possible. Thank "you for your co-operation in this matter. 

Ray G. Hovermill 

5311 Waterloo Road 

Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

461-8620 

Attachment! 

VI11-289 
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2- #•/ 
Richard H. Trainor 

MaiyiandDepartment of Tmnspormk^ HalTaLoff 
Srare My/? way Adm/n/st$&ibh^ MMm 

V.^ MAR ff9 I98d 

Mr. Ray G. Hoveraill 
5311 Waterloo Road 
Bllicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Hovernill: 

Thank you for your recent letters about the Maryland Route 
100 project and its impact to your property. 

We are currently investigating this situation in an attempt 
to minimize the amount of right-of-way required from your property. 
Under both Option 104-A and Option 104-B, however, right-of-way 
will be required from your frontage along Maryland Route 104 to 
allow for the proposed widening.  To the south of your house, we 
are attempting to save your tree line by reducing the right-of- 
way requirements for the construction of the Maryland Route 100 
exit ramps. 

Z have been informed that Mr. Douglas Simmons, the project 
manager, is to meet with you shortly, along with several members 
of the project planning team to discuss the impacts of the project 
on your property.  Should you have any further questions concerning 
this project and how it affects you following this meeting, please 
feel free to contact me or Mr. Simmons at 333-1190. 

Sincerely, 

HAE KASS0FP 
Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

t 

HK:d8 
cc:_ Mr. Neil J. Pedersen 

Mf'. Louis H. Eg«, Jr. 

It is not anticipated that your house will be displaced by the selected 
alternate. 

My telephone nui. 

TeletypewrVIII-292   ired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baitlmore Metro - 565-04 ro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert   J re, Maryland  21203-0717 
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RECEIVED 

STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

Contract No.  HO 661-101-770 
 ^^. PDMS No.   132062 

•Sf{^%        r    Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
FEB 10  1988 Maryland Route  100 

U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route  95 
TECT-i QfflCF Qf Howard High School 

m^immmmmm     Tuesda?'  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME    James R.   Schulte OATC     2/10/88 

DOIMX        AnnRPsa  Security Development Corporation.  P.O.   Box &17 
P HI N T 

fiiTV/rnwM  Ellicott City STATg      MD ,Z1P CODE 21I3A2. 

I/We wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of this project: 

1.  There are approximately 10 parcels of land Ivine bafween gv^g^^n^^ MD Rt.103 

(Meadowridge Rd.) and proposed MD Rt.100, which rely on an existing private 

road  (MullineauxJLa)  for access.    The proposed Rt.   100 alignment will sever 

the private road and eliminate existing access to these properties,     (see 

attached sketch).    There is no County plan to provide access in this area. 

We ask that you consider means to provide substitute access to these parcels^ 

2.  The new connection of proposed Rt.   100 to Meadowridge Road will be likely 

to increase traffic volume on Meadowridge.    There are sections of this road 

which currently are substandard with regard to safety and traffic carrying 

capacity.    We request that you include in the Rt.   100 project plans to 

upgrade Meadowridge Road to accommodate additonal trips.          

I—I Please add my/our name(s) to th List.* 

r-! Please delete my/iour nama(s) fro ili'ng List. ^ 

•Persons who have received a coVIjI_2g3i brochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 
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/ ^(J       R'chard H. Trainor 

Maryland Department of Trdnsportation '  '     ^^^^ 
State High way A dministration Mmimmuo, 

MAR 0 8 13bf. 

Mr. Janes R. Schulte 
Security Development Corporation 
P.O. Box 417 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Schulte: 

Thank you for your recent nailer regarding the Maryland 
Route 100 project. 

We are currently working with Howard County to address the 
access issue for the Mullineaux Road residents.  It is our goal 
to provide access to Mullineaux Road through the Howard County 
subdivision process.  We will be neeting with Howard County 
officials in an effort to resolve this issue. 

Znprovenents to Meadowridge Road have not been included as a 
part of the Maryland Route 100 project. Future improvements to 
Meadowridge Road are included in the State Highway Adminis- 
tration's Highway Needs Inventory. They have also been 
identified as a priority by Howard County for a project planning 
study.  I would expect that we will undertake project planning 
for Meadowridge Road in the not too distant future. 

Please feel free to call ne if you have any further 
questions or comments concerning this project. 

Very truly yours, 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY- 

^HIL J. PEDERSEN 
Neil J. Pedersen, Director 
Office of Planning and 
Preliminary Engineering 

NJP:ds 

cc: /Mr. Louis H. Ege, Jr. 

My telephone nu—' 

Teletypew aired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C tro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North Calvert yjjj   097'ore' Maryland  21203-0717 

«TS^ 



STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION      OW^ntt 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS QW3'0" 

//r 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770        fB2i ^ 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME       mnnaui^h.'ZLLinriol DATt: /Q  fZA^g 

W'ffi 

CITY/TOWN &*r:e/j* STATE_^Ii___ZIP CQnp 3/^1^7 

I/We wlah to comment or Ingulf about th» following aspects of this project: 

/ifTrnftrtt''     XTM/CS    //& a.   y*J Jan.     7   /./^  // /^  ^/^ 

 ^   tytlAr   JMIJZ #:»,'.{   UoJlJ U ^-flU /        "^ 

7r   rtMf<fi . ^//fc., r^ ^  ^ rife  ^//^ ^>/ ^ ^> 
^>MifH y A—rotJ  ^L. 

d^A 
W- .     ^^^ifr  ^ 
^j Please add my/our nams(s) to th^ "^m— LWt.* (^ 

tU Please delete my/our name(s) froi ling List. 

^'fh^VoJ^cf Ma9..^ LlVtf " "^ 0f ,m8 *""**" ""^ th9 **" "* ****** 
VIII-298 



Maryland Department ofTransportatmn 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 8, 1988 

RE:  Contract Mo. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Norman D. Zundel 
6484 Groirrr.et Drive 
Elkridge, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mr. Zundel: 

Thank you for your recent letter supporting the Maryland 
Route 100 project. 

Maryland Route 100 has been designed for 60 mph and will be 
posted at either 45 or 50 mph.  It should be pointed out that 
much of the alignment does meet 70 mph design speed criteria.  It 
is the belief of the State Highway Administration that the 
construction of Maryland Route 100 as currently proposed will 
provide a safe and efficient highway. 

Access to your church will be provided by the construction 
of Long Gate Parkway between Maryland Route 100 and Maryland 
Route 103. 

I have enclosed a brochure for the Maryland Routfe 100 
project in Anne Arundel County. If you have any questions 
concerning this project, please contact Mr. Steven Foster at 
(301) 333-1254. 

If you have any further questions or comments concerning the 
Maryland Route 100 project in Howard County, please contact me or 
the Project Manager, Mr. Douglas Simmons.  Mr. Simmons' phone 
number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 
LHE:DS:ds 
Attachment 
cc: Mr. Steven Foster 

My telephone 

a 
^ouglas—H^ Simmorfs 

ct Manager 

01). 333-1190 

Teletyp mpaired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro  - 565  VI11-299 Metro - 1-300-492-5062 Statewide Tell Free 
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t-wx   * STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
SS§    * QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

OCLU^ Contract No.  HO 661-101-770 
^S   ^  /^ u      PDMS No- 132062 
g   a  Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

ui- Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME    Rleh«*d J Mttirh.«d HATP    2/T?/P* 

pqf^E   ADDRgaft ^72 Montgo^r7 Road        

C1TY/TQWM Slllcott Cltv ftTATC        ite 2Ip cone   21001 

I/We wish to comm«nt or ingulf about th» following atpoott of thio project: 

• 1 oongrjt olato you on ouahlng thia badly needed trmffio r»li^f M rapidly 

*3 poeeltele.    The following coaaenta are offersd for poaeible further 
Ijaprova—nt 

 !•   Harlnf on grade Inter—otiona at Centre Park Drive and Sxaoutiye 
f*^^.?1*!? w111 d*f«*t **• in»poee of the entire Route 100 - ta expedite jgeffte flan     Tina t»iffi« ^Wni^•ft•^>w,.>^ inn ^- •K^ #^— >«r,Trr^^.,,^w 
the sane as for Route 29 at present and you are currently taking •xtanaive 

^gnSH5nfftn,|,1«« M03T b» -de to eliidnate ALL on grade intersectionsi 

*.    ihere is NO RB8D for Centre Park Ortre to exit/enter Route 100. 
Traffic can flow quite iklUy IflUl Ruuf 106. 

H.    T.«wH WBT f|| y.giHn«rf or provided for at the intersection with 
ExocutlTe Park Drive for exit/entxy aloiiar to that 4HVUlWMd afeJiLuallj JFui 
Tm.n r..»« p,T4^.r w anow^n River Parkway.         

2.    I believe it nay be veil to reatudy the dallfaBUll^ uf Uatijjf 
•li...*  .-JMJ/   ,<» «•,.- o^*- -?Q »/. w* Routa 100 md Route 103. because of 
the close proximity of 100 and 103,    The overpass over 29 I'roa IUJ to at 
11       *        ' * *-''ir -• m*mA     wmm—«>• <•. w>ni^ ^pf *• *hat traflic flow 
from 29 to 100 via Route 100 and the Long Gate Parkway   should be adequately" 

eliminating or postponing the 103/29 direct access could very well be used to 

103/29 access to be built when and if traffic warrants it. 

IN COWCLUSIQMi    Thia project is badly needed and long overdue.    PLSAS DO NOT 
let it be ruined by aome dmiajWl' HiulHn uu giade amuses for his prejss»s» 

CU Please add my/our nameta) to the Mailing List.* 

Please delete my/our name(s) from t j List. 

*on"?h
0rp,",f.0.,h*„,.,

l„
,nV U." * C0P,' ' "!,,U,• t,",,*, "" "•' .*" •"•"' 

vni-300 



•7"? fff 
Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 3, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. Richard J. Muirhead 
4872 Montgomery Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Muirhead: 

Thank you for your recent letter supporting the Maryland 
Route 100 project.  Your suggestions for deleting or modifying 
the at-grade intersections will be discussed further by the 
Project Planning Team before a decision is reached on this issue. 

The U.S. Route 29/Maryland Route 103 interchange would be 
modified to provide direct access to Maryland Route 100.  Access 
to Maryland Route 103 would occur via Maryland Route 100 and Long 
Gate Parkway. 

Should you have any future questions or comments, please 
contact me or the Project Manager, Mr. Douglas Simmons.  Mr. 
Simmons' phone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by:. 

Project Tlanager 
Simmogs^ 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone nu 333-1190 

Teletype* paired Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- VI11-301 etro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert nore,  Maryland  21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
fg QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

UJ— l£        Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
0,££ * ^ v,  ,,  PDMS No. 132062 
!±;o£ — Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
O-*^ Maryland Route 100 
£^3 -^A U-S- Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

tu   « m Howard High School 
O ^ Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME   A'E:. A^MSTKDAJC- DATP i-n^g^ 
SStfA88 ADD»caa  3f^3   /^^c/v /S/^r ^AO 

CITY/TOWN E<-Ua>TT Or/ STATP     MI> cooi^Sil. 
I/Wa wish to commant or ingulf about the following ••poets of this project: 

^V   j^*^   fir-^L M+  "»   *£>   Q.~±-  too.   ^~*i ft-   ' 
cnJ-   a^J   a^t^e   tU/ 7^   <>A«*y^    is   ~tL,   TL^J^ 

*   | rTi^j^ni''  V'«^iiy ^^o^L^d,   {ZuLsutcAjL   -OUis  ^Q 

J&Jr&Htj**  far*    '*¥-*'&*    tM&ZHL  

p^ Please add my/our namXs) to the Walling List.* ^T  

CD Please delate my/our name<s) fron ng List. '     " 

tT'^M je/eamU 7^1/pmawT fi /oi ItC^ic^^^ u^fc $, too. 



•"7 N ^cd 

Maryland Department ofTmnsportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

March 3, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. A. E. Armstrong 
3993 High Point Road 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Armstrong: 

Thank you for your recent letter offering your suggestions 
for improving the proposed design of the Maryland Route 100 
project.  These suggestions will be discussed by members of the 
Project Planning team before a decision on the final alignment is 
reached. 

Your name has been placed on the project mailing list 
through which you will be apprised of future project 
developments. 

Should you have any further comments or questions concerning 
this project, please contact me or the Project Manager, Mr. 
Douglas Simmons.  Mr. Simmons' telephone number is (301) 333- 
1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by:. iyaC£A£ •y^? 
immon^x^' 

nager 

LHE:DS:ds 

My telephone n D- 333-1190 

383 
Teletype \/111 _303 ipalred Hearing or Speech 

-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565- letro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
707   Nort*   C.a.'var lore.   Maryland   21203-0"'" 
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.  CO 

Sso    5 STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
^o7     co QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS 

ou^0   ?3 Contract No.  HO 661-101-770 
^ S PDMS No.   132062 
63       uZ    Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route  100 
U.S.  Route  29  to  Interstate Route  95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday,  February 9,   1988  -  7:00 p.m. 

NAME       R. I«« Curtis  nATcFab. ft.  HOPA 

PmNT*    ADDRgaa       5771 Waterloo Road   

CITY/TQWM Blllwtt City STATP        Md. 7io cOOE-ZlflJO- 

l/We wish to commant or inquire about the following aspects of thia project: 

Thank yog for sending ua a copy-of the Marrlaaei Route 100 Location 
design brochure. 

We ere In faror of Alteraete 3 and ar. .mt^rt^ w4^ *** i^.^^. 

of Route 100 aa it affeets our frwm.   We —peeielly appreeiate 

the reloeation of the Deep Run streaa. In order to make a supply 

of water available for our farm.  

Wq rWWt that VW Will  be unable to attand th* Fahw^ry Qt.h 

meeting,  sinee we will be out-of-atata. and «o»ld atiBF—iaf 

anv Infnrmatinn vnn art in a nna<^mi »o g^> „« ^c,^^c  
^e outcome of the meeting. 

We thank you in advance for max your aooperation. 

 Youra truly. 

autcuriji 
2S0JaarandiOr.UM4ie 

,n.333M 

CD Please add my/our nama(s) to the *""" it.* 

• Please delete my/our name(s) from g List. 

•Persons who have received a copy r« »-«- "-ochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. VIII-304 



5D7^ 

Maryland Department ofTransportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

• 

March 3, 1988 

RE:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to 
Interstate Route 95 
PDMS No. 132062 

Mr. R. Lee Curtis 
250 Jacaranda Drive, Unit 410 
Plantation, Florida 33324 

Dear Mr. Curtis: 

the M»rI?5nJ0S ^  ^r reCent letter suPPorl:iiig Alternate 3 of tne Maryland Route 100 project. 

We are currently responding to the numerous comments and 
inquiries made during the Public Hearing on February 9  198 8  We 
hope to reach a final decision on the project in April, 1988. 

Should you have any further questions or comments, please 
contact me or the Project Manager, Mr. Douglas Simmons.  Mr. 
Simmons  telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LHE:DS:ds 
'Project Manager 

My telephone m 333-1190 

Teletypes   VII I-305)alred Hear,n9 °r Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-C jtro - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707  North  Calvert ore,  Maryland   21203-0717 



5^3 
PROJECT 

DEVELOPMENT 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATieWSlOH 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS   ^ .    .u ,. 

Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
PDMS No. 132062 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME 

PLEASE    A0«ai=0» 
PRINT        ADDRESS. 

Jo^O      \AJ.     MiuAJ£ 

CITY/TOWN   B/Z/CdirCA^ATLTv:     MI) 

.DATE-i-EsJ-QM 

.ZIP CODE^Mi 
I/We wlah to comment or Inquire about th« following aspects of thio project: 

—tOhc^jt: looks   l^g^    OL. jiuid^.v^   a.4- --fUe    ml^r- 

 NAJWAP.    4-U«^    U3OLJS     pf^ 
AlrQ-Li3in 

JDQ c^kfi   s DW*   4-Uo^f 

P^V^An-f    m      mnpy-e    gl&Vifed 

1^-PT-   on^ 
••v ^ ' ———  7   T /% ^— ^r' 

pvtnng^ir 
lJ*Jt?"T' T^ r—TTT  

^g,  p^inlrc    1 0-Fr.irpo.o 

Please add my/our name(s) to th List.* 
JOM-O 10 j finn  B. Milnd. 

CD Please delete my/our name(s) fro ling List. 

•Persons who have received a copy iVIII-306 ochure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 



5*1 
Maryland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

February 25, 1988 

RE:   Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
Route 95 
PDMS No.  132062 

Mr. John W. Milne 
8333 Elko Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 

Dear Mr. Milne: 

Thank you for your recent letter expressing your preference 
for Option 104A of the Maryland Route 100 project. 

Elko Drive will not have a median "divider" restricting 
turning movements onto Maryland Route 104 with either option 
104 A or B.  Vehicles on Elko Drive will be allowed to make 
both right and left turns onto Maryland Route 104. 

Should you have any further questions, please contact me 
or Mr. Douglas Simmons, the project manager.  Mr. Simmons' 
telephone number is (301) 333-1190. 

Thank you for your support of this important hiqhway 
project. I 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 
immon^—•' gjias  VLs& 

Proj ect ^^anager 

LHE:DHS:kw 

SHA has selected option 104-A. 

My telephone numf 

Teletypewrlt ed Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-045 Vlii-jU/ , - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 

707 North Calvert  St a, Maryland  21203-0717 
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paoolr^ 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRA$$J&V ~ 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS" • 4tl ,^ 

c 77 \t\53W^ 
Contracc No. HO 661-101-770  UB t- 

PDMS No. 132062 
Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 

Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 

Howard High School 
Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME     ^itAlc-fcn A,MA&wrrT DATE-Z2-££&22Z£. 

PRINT86   ADDRgaa  TL tl    SPt> ,)<Lg    HuJ   Z^OT  

CITY/TQWM £iJ.ig.m-r    gnif STATE   flD ZIP cone «a/Q*3 

I/We with to oommant or inquire about the following ••pecta of this project: 

. J pTrfiw   -far A/o-flJii-A    /Ji-fgrn^-^    AA   AAdrer     IA&   AT THIA   T,H£ 

•—' ftp   ^J/tr  flCC/A;   ctAtsrAticno*}  or -me -nuo irtUes  coiJLsrptyg.-rgA, BV 

— be   Mar-   -ng-Txi   -njr Ti£s/eLAPe*sJ AoAX>   itJTa   TmAeR AUK! toatutftrV 

— USE   nPTiail    tOU AJ tXltTH    RdUTe    IPOp^sUt^    "^gg-    ^JTT /OW 

 thim—rtflft£g.ftfpg  RaPtT)  
 KSEP   AS  KOCH   or  aAtL Aart LUA*  AS. fiossmLe ^ft e*/6AFLe>*l PAtUnJC 

U/I-HLI***    4. A^J^ ^.^ ,  

[j^ Please add my/our nama(s) to the ist.* 

U3 Please delate my/our naina(s) frorr ng List. 

•Persons who have received a copy of thi« hmchure through the mail are already 
on the project Mailing List. 

VI11-308 
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Maryland Department of Tmnsportation 
State Highway Administration 

5b<° 
Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

.February 25, 1988 

RE:   Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route 29 to Interstate 
Route 95 
PDMS No.  132062 

Ms. Kathleen A. Marucci 
8617 Spruce Run Court 
Ellicott City, Maryland  21048 

Dear Ms. Marucci: 

nf r^  rTTha?k-^UAf
0r 70Ur recent: letter stating your preference 

of the No-Build Alternate for the Maryland Route 100 project 

A  30ur1.
suggesCions for improving Alternate 3 will be dis- 

cussed by the Project Planning Team before a decision is 
reachea on the Maryland Route 100 alignment.  eC1S10n 1S 

Please contact me if you have any further sueeestions or 
questions concerning this project. suggestions or 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 
imons £7 

LHE :-DHS: kw 

Access to Timber Run will be provided via the modified access option which 
connects Oak Run Way to Maryland Route 104 opposite Elko Drive. 

Appropriate landscaping measures will be incorporated into the desiqn to 
create a visual screen between the roadway and the community. 

My telephone num 

„„„                                          fe'etypewrllwTTT   -iflq .ed Hearing or Speech 
383-7555 Baltimore Metro - 565-04jVi11   ou* o - 1-800-492-5062 Statewide ToJI Free 

707 North Calvert  St.,  — _.e, Maryland 21203-0717 
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STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS o 

m 
Contract No.  HO 661-101-770 ~m3 

PDMS No.   132062 S — lZQ 

ALTERNATES WORKSHOP u, ^.^^ 
Maryland Route" 100 «•• <-»3za 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95           §S -rn-H 
Howard High School -   rr 

Saturday, January 31, 1987 - 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. GO 

NAME TyreBA-gyl   V -oTH]/^    ioA<U</  nA„   JZ/I/ZI^ 

PmNT8   ADDRgSS  SS^Z     hty^fi^T^/J  

CITY/TOWN   gXA^/Qfe-aT^,        ^f/O C0DE-Si5^L. 

»/We wish to comment or Inquire about the following aspects of thla project: 

ro fig /ucrr rmjir *njt\iGh AJSTLQ TSLrr muis^^ 

^ffi^, <h) rM(m   ^  TH/"  "*** P^  nrPrmiK   (/< 

^7Pr27>     fir,  6*A1\t-    *{/>,- ^UOVT <,IT^1\    ^A^^nf)^ 

€11 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.*   ^    fc 

CZl Please delete my/our name(s) from thA Mailing List. ~" "  

•Persons who have received a copy c irhiim »h,«„„u ,u- T"^ — 
on the project Mailing List. * U 9 throu9h «»>• mail are a/ready 

VIII-310 



© Mary/and Department of Transportation 
Slate Highway Administration 

sor 
^ 

i/ 

William K. Hellmann 
Sicrtttry 

Hal Kassoft 
Ailmliilitnlor 

February 25,  1987 ' 

Re:  Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U.S. Route"29 to Interstate: Route 95 
P.O.M.S. No. 132062 

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Wachs 
5852 Duckett Lane 
Elkridge, Maryland 21227 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Wachs: 

Thank you for your comments of February 1. 1987 rA«»^^J^^- 
proposed Maryland Route 100. Your preference for Altfrn^f ^H ^ 
oroii^T^ 0Pti0nS Wiia be considered as deve^opmeS? of tSs).' 
VnVtat  Proceeds. Funding for the construction of Maryland Rout^: 

requestsVS^SSS ^ future DeP^tment of TranJpSJtiS £*&& 
phases        PrODeCt proceeds through the planning and finafdeai^^: 

^fa^
AJe!Kiled ®nvironmental study will be performed during the next 

lo?9and possiMe3?n^?lanni?g- .The StUdy Wi?1 determine thl  need ^ tor and possible location of noise barriers throughout the project. 

will brno^fLd^/??? ^^ *? OUr PrOJeCt Inailing list and ^ win be notified of future developments relating to this project. 

Very truly yours. 

>•::>': 

,;.-.•»..'! 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

LHE/WDE/ih 

cc :  Mr. W. R. Clingan 
VMs. C. D. Simpson 

Project Manager 

My telephone numbp- 
Teletypewrlter tor I 

383-7555 Baltimore Metro — 565-0' 

^^-1190 
Ing or Speech 

--»••••— •--»« - =o>u. 1-800-492-5062 Statewide Toll Free 
P.O. Box 717 / 707 North (  nl 1 "311 ora| Marylanfl ^3 . 0717 
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PROJECT 
STATE HIGHWAY AOMINISTRATKMVELOPMENT 
QUESTIONS AND/OR COMMENTS    DIVISIOM 

Combined/Location Design Public Hearing 
Maryland Route 100 

U.S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 95 
Howard High School 

Tuesday, February 9, 1988 - 7:00 p.m. 

NAME       //,    £'/&/*'     Mft/r^J, ^fJ/l/./Mf 
Vmii* ADDPEM fM/r £Llc* nf^m     r2/a^{ri^  

CITY/TOW^   P/hMJi 3TATg     MJ GOOE^JJJtL 
l/V/e wish to comment or Ingulf about th< following ••poets of thl. project: 

Star a ifrr/for ttM tftn MA. /!*. -kJ t» „«*> ti* 4.MA ir/rmfrf/ 

«M<r  mtt* 4M/n«m« */ A* AM* *(,,,<, A L~J 4L.  AL. 
tesM MM xtrmro A// tf $**</*   ,«,%**„*?*„, fo* /ft „* ^w 

 AmMMftt.  

g? iff tff GAM/MMtf MAt TfiMffff jxr A mirrmm J SVXL  JCSM** ,r „„„ r 

fiP rft /**    tTftf 40P  fit Mil   /ArrrPfiUAtc*    **„<*    aMttr   arrrztl 
m   rtfifftt,   (MfH   lest   iMrnvr   r-s   rye MMMUT   anwi   TX* 

 GS** M**.   

CZ3 Please add my/our name(s) to the Mailing List.* 

CZ3 Please delete my/our namets) from t j List. 

)C 

VIII-312 

•«7h0.nVo^0otht|V:i.|rnVlist" " "^ C >chure through the maii are a/ready 





5/^ 
PROJECT 

OEVELOPWErfi 

FEBZ^   3 39^ 
8417 Elko Drive 
Ellicott City, MD 
February 22, 1988 

Mr. Kark R. Teitt 
Project Engineer 
Maryland Route 100? 
Rt. 29 to 1-95 

Dear sir, 

Thie letter is in response to the public hearing held 
on February 9.  I am writing this since the letter sent with 
the state roads stamp was not delivered.  The purpose o-f the 
road proposal is to plan for the -future.  I see a need -for Rt. 
100 but cannot -find a reason to build a road that will not meet 
the future's demands.   The preferred alternative (alternate 3) 
presented a bottleneck with a section being slowed down with at 
grade crossings on both Rt. 100 and Rt. 104.  I feel the future 
would be better addressed by combining options "A" and "B" into 
the design I have attached.  The advantages this plan provides 
are as followsi 

1. Less congestion on Rt 104 and capacity to handle the 
high traffic projected in 2013 with a minimum of inprovements. 

2. Rt 100 intersection at Rt 104 & Rt 108 could be 
better controlled and move more traffic than suggested by the 
plan presented by the State. 

5. The Glenmar development will not be affected by 
cutting the lots facing Rt 104 and the noise level will be 
reduced when Rt 100 is below the surounding area and there is 
no at grade intersection to cause cars and heavy trucks to atop 
and accelerate. 

4. The intersection can be better identified so as not 
confuse motorists with intersections located about 600 feet 
apart. 
I thank you for your consideration of my comments. 

Sincerely, 
/ /-air 

hJLto 

H. Edwin Hettchen 
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MBiyland Department of Transportation 
State Highway Administration 

Richard H. Trainor 
Secretary 

Hal Kassoff 
Administrator 

February 25, 1988 

RE: Contract No. HO 661-101-770 
Maryland Route 100 
U^S. Route 29 to Interstate Route 

PDMS No.  132062 

Mr. H. Edward Hettchen 
8417 Elko Drive 
Ellicott City, Maryland 21043 

Dear Mr. Hettchen: 

..  the P.o.ece Teara aeciLVrnsl^fL^iatlir^ 

«r.   Simons'   te^phone'^ns   nTlTl^lisT^  S•0•' 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Ege, Jr. 
Deputy Director 
Project Development Division 

by: 

-^  

My telephone nur 

Teletypewr 
i - 565-0 

70 7 North Calvert al,/0,'t  • re, Maryland  21203-0717 
Toll Free 
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Arterial Highway 

Association 

Auxiliary Lane 

Average Daily Traffic 

Benthic 

Biota 

Climax 

Community 

Control of Access 

Density 

Design Hour Volume 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

- A highway primarily for through-traffic, 
usually on a continuous route. 

- A natural unit of vegetation characterized 
by the presence or dominance of certain 
species and identified by those species. 

- The portion of roadway adjoining the traveled 
way for parking, speed change, or for other 
purposes supplementary to the through-traffic 
movement. 

- The total volume of auto and truck traffic 
passing a given point in both directions 
during a given time period (greater than one 
day and less than one year) in whole days, 
divided by the number of days in that time 
period. 

- The bottom of an aquatic habitat, including 
the rocks, sand, and other materials. 

- The total set of all organisms, both plant 
and animal, microscopic to macroscopic. 

- A community . which has reached relative 
constancy or stability of species composition. 

- The collection of plants and/or animals 
which exist in a particular location or 
habitat. 

- Full-Complete restriction of access on a 
through facility except at interchanges. 
Grade separations for all crossings. 

- Uncontrolled: Access control limited only to 
safe geometries. All crossroads, driveways, 
etc. may have points of ingress or egress. 

- Refers to the number of organisms per unit 
area, assuming an even distribution. 

- frie percent of average daily traffic (ADT) 
generally accepted as the criterion used in 
the geometric design of rural and urban 
highways. Ideally the 30th highest hourly 
volume during a year, the DHV is commonly 
found to vary from 8Z to 122 of the ADT. 
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Design Speed 

Endangered 

Fauna 

Flora 

Grade Separation 

Habitat 

Herbaceous 

Housing of Last Resort 

- A speed selection for purposes of design and 
correlation of those geometric features of a 
highway such as curvature and sight distance, 
upon which safe operations is dependent. 

- An organism of very limited numbers which 
may be subject to extinction, and is protected 
by law under the Endangered Species Act. 

- The animal life of an area. 

- The plant life of an area. 

- Bridge structure such as an underpass or 
overpass that vertically separates two or 
more intersecting roadways, thus permitting 
traffic to cross without interference. 

- The physical, chemical and biological fac- 
tors which comprise the area where a plant 
or animal lives. 

- A non-woody plant. 

- A Maryland SHA program to rehouse people who 
are displaced by right-of-way acquisition 
for highway projects when the cost to do so 
exceeds the limits of the Uniform Relocation 
Act. 

Hydric 

Invertebrate 

Level of Service 

A very wet habitat, often with high ground 
water and saturated soils. 

Refers to animals without internal, hard 
skeletal systems. 

Measure of the conditions under which a 
roadway operates as it accommodates various 
traffic volumes. Influencing factors 
include speed, travel time, traffic interrup- 
tions, maneuvering freedom, safety, driving 
comfort, economy, and, of course, the volume 
of traffic. 

Levels of Service on expressways and freeways 
with uninterrupted flow conditions are 
ranked from A to F (best to worst) as follows: 

Level A - free traffic flow, low volumes, 
high speeds. 

Level B - stable traffic flow, some speed 
restrictions. 
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-  Level C 
volumes. 

stable flow, increasing traffic 

Major Highway 

Median 

- Level D - approaching unstable flow, heavy 
traffic volumes, decreasing speeds. 

-Level E - low speeds, high traffic volumes 
approaching roadway capacity; temporary 
delays. 

- Level F - forced traffic flow at low speeds; 
low volumes and high densities; frequent 
delays. 

- An arterial highway with intersections at- 
grade and direct access to abutting property, 
and on which geometric design and traffic 
control measures are used to expedite the 
safe movement of through-traffic. 

- That portion of a divided highway separating 
the travelled ways for traffic in opposite 
directions. 

Old Field 

Outcropping 

Right-of-tfay (R/W) 

Section 4(f) 

Sensitive 

Strata 

Stream Bed 

- A shrubby thicket community of grasses and 
saplings which is succeeded.from pasture and 
toward woodland. 

- A visible aggregation of rocks or boulders 
above the soil surface. 

- The outer limits inside which the State; owns 
and maintains for a highway facility. 

- Section 4(f) of the Department of Transporta- 
tion Act requires that publicly owned land 
from a park, recreation area, wildlife and/ 
or waterfowl refuge, or historic site of 
national, state or local significance can be 
used only if there is no feasible and 
prudent alternative to its use, and if the 
project includes all possible planning to 
minimize harm to "4(f) lands." 

- An organism or community very susceptible to 
environmental changes. 

- Layer of material. 

- The physical limit of a stream, its channel, 
and associated substrate. 
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Stream Relocation 

Succession 

Understory 

Unique 

The process involving the movement of a 
flowing stream from its present channel to a 
different channel. 

Chronologic change of community types over 
time, proceeding toward a stable ultimate 
community termed the climax. 

Shrubs and small trees growing under the 
larger tree canopy. 

An organism or community of an unususal 
nature and whose existence is dependent on a 
narrow range of specific needs, and is 
intolerable of environments which don't meet 
those needs. 

Wetlands Areas that are inundated by surface or 
groundwater with a frequency sufficient to 
support, and under normal circumstances, 
does or would support a prevalence of 
vegetative or aquatic life that requires 
saturated or seasonally saturated soil 
conditions for growth and reproduction. 
Vetlands generally include swamps, marshes, 
bogs, and similar areas such as sloughs, 
potholes, wet meadows, river overflows, mud 
flats and natural ponds. 
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Attachment for Environmental 
Impact Documents 

Revised: November 29, 1985 
Bureau of Relocation Assistance 

'SUMMARY OF THE RELOCATION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OF THE 
STATE HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION OF MARYLAND1 

All State Highway Administration projects must comply with the provisions 
of the "Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies 
Act of 1970" (Public Law 91-646) and amendments of 1987, and/or the Annotated 
Code of Maryland, Real Property, Title 12, Subtitle 2, Sections 12-201 thru 
12-212. The Maryland Department of Transportation, State Highway 
Administration, Bureau of Relocation Assistance, administers the Relocation 
Assistance Program in the State of Maryland. 

The provisions of the Federal and State Law require the State Highway 
Administration to provide payments and services to persons displaced by a 
public project. The payments that are provided include replacement housing 
payments and/or moving costs. The maximum limits of the replacement housing 
payments are $15,000 for owner-occupants and $4,000 for tenant-occupants. 
Certain payments may also be made for increased mortgage interest costs 
and/or incidental expenses, provided that the total of all housing benefits 
does hot exceed the above mentioned limits. In order to receive these 
payments, the displaced person must occupy decent, safe and sanitary 
replacement housing. In addition to the replacement housing payments 
described above, there are also moving cost payments to persons, businesses, 
farms and non-profit organizations. Actual moving costs for residences 
include actual moving costs up to 50 miles or a schedule moving cost payment, 
including a dislocation allowance, up to $500. 

The moving cost payments to businesses are broken down into several 
categories, which include actual moving expenses and payments "in lieu of" 
actual moving expenses. the owner of a displaced business is entitled to 
receive a payment for actual reasonable moving and related expenses in moving 
his business, or personal property; actual direct losses of tangible personal 
property; and actual reasonable expenses for searching for a replacement 
site. 

The actual reasonable moving expenses may be paid for a move by a 
commercial mover or for a self-move. Generally, payments for the actual 
reasonable expenses are limited to a 50 mile radius. The expenses claimed 
for actual cost commercial moves must be supported by receipted bills. An 
inventory of the items to be moved must be prepared in all cases. In self- 
moves, the State will negotiate an amount for payment, not to exceed the 
lowest acceptable bid obtained. The allowable expenses of a self-move may 
include amounts paid for equipment hired, the cost of using the business own 
vehicles or equipment, wages paid to persons who physically participate in 
the move, the cost of actual supervision of the move, replacement insurance 
for the personal property moved, costs of licenses or permits required, and 
other related expenses. 
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In addition to the actual moving expenses mentioned above, the displaced 
business is entitled to receive a payment for the actual direct losses of 
tangible personal property that the business is entitled to relocate but 
elects not to move. These payments may only be made after an effort by the 
owner to sell the personal property involved. The costs of the sale are also 
reimbursable moving expenses. If the business is to be reestablished, and 
the personal property is not moved but is replaced at the new location, the 
payment would be the lesser of the replacement cost minus the net proceeds 
of sale (or trade-in value) or the estimated cost of moving the item. If the 
business is being discontinued or the item is not to be replaced in the 
reestablished business, the payment will be the lesser of the difference 
between the value of the item for continued use in place and the net proceeds 
of the sale or the estimated cost of moving the item. When personal property 
is abandoned without an effort by the owner to dispose of the property for 
sale, unless permitted by the State, the owner will not be entitled to moving 
expenses, or losses for the item involved. 

The owner of a displaced business may be reimbursed for the actual 
reasonable expenses in searching for a replacement business up to $1,000. 
All expenses must be supported by receipted bills. Time spent in the actual 
search may be reimbursed on an hourly basis, within the maximum limit. 

In lieu of the payments described above, the business may elect to 
receive a payment equal to the average annual net earnings of the business. 
Such payment shall not be less than $2,500 nor more than $10,000. In order 
to be entitled to this payment, the State must determine that the business 
cannot be relocated without a substantial loss of its existing patronage, the 
business is not part of a commercial enterprise having at lease ont other 
establishment in the same or similar business that is not being acquired, and 
the business contributes materially to the income of a displaced owner during 
the tow taxable years prior to displacement. 

Considerations in the State's determination of loss of existing patronage 
are the type of business conducted by the displaced business and the nature 
of the clientele. The relative importance of the present and proposed 
locations to the displaced business, and the availability of suitable 
replacement sites are also factors. 

In order to determine the amount of the "in lieu of" moving expenses 
payment, the average annual net earnings of the business is considered to be 
one-half of the net earnings, before taxes, during the two taxable years 
immediately preceding the taxable year in which the business is relocated. 
If the two taxable years are not representative, the State may use another 
two-year period that would be more representative. Average annual net 
earnings include any compensation paid by the business to the owner, his 
spouse, or his dependents during the period. Should a business be in 
operation less than two years, the owner of the business may still be 
eligible to receive the "in lieu of" payment. In all cases, the owner of the 
business must provide information to support its net earnings, such as income 
tax returns, for the tax years in question. 
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For displaced farms and non-profit organizations, the actual reasonable 

moving costs generally up to 50 miles, actual direct losses of tangible 
personal property, and searching costs are paid. The "in lieu of" actual 
moving costs payments provide that the State may determine that a displaced 
farm may be paid from a minimum of $2,500 to a maximum of 410,000, based upon 
the net income of the farm, provided that the farm has been discontinued or 
relocated. In some cases, payments "in lieu of" actual moving costs may be 
made to farm operations that are affected by a partial acquisition. A non- 
profit organization is eligible to receive "in lieu of" actual moving cost 
payments, in the amount of $2,500. 

A more detailed explanation of the benefits and payments available to 
displaced persons, businesses, 'farms, and non-profit organizations is 
available, in Relocation Brochures that will be distributed at the public 
hearings for this project and will also be given to displaced persons 
individually in the future along with required preliminary notice of possible 
displacement. 

In the event comparable replacement housing is not available to rehouse 
persons displaced by public projects or that available replacement housing 
is beyond their financial means, replacement "housing as a last resort" 
will be utilized to accomplish the rehouse. Detailed studies must be 
completed by the State Highway Administration before "housing as a last 
resort" can be utilized. 

The "Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970" requires that the State Highway Administration shall 
not proceed with any phase of any project which will cause the relocation of 
any persons, or proceed with any construction project, until it has furnished 
satisfactory assurances that the above payments will be provided and that all 
displaced persons will be satisfactorily relocated to comparable decent, 
safe, and sanitary housing within their financial means or that such housing 
is in place and has been made available to the displaced person. 
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C.     Regional  Birds 
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X 
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Conwon Kwrna 

Uhlitltng awan 
•Hillard 

Canvjiback duck 
• Turkey vultur* 
» 9I.1CV: vulturo  
Coshdvk 

RcJ-tjUed  hawk 
* BroaJ  wlnr.cJ   havk 

tald   eagl« 
Osnrcv 
Pcrcnrtne  falcon 

* Sparrow tuwk 
Ri(fed  Kroui* 
tob-\A\lf 
Rlng-nocit«d  phaaaant  
Turkcv 

* Haurnlnn d<tva 
a turn ow| 

Screach owl 
fir ^xt^ JiornrJowl  

a Vhlp-poor-wlll 
Chlr.ncy  awtfc 
*uJv-(hroacad  h<imlnitblrd 
PltaataJ woodpeckar 
Red-beMIrd woortnaefcar 
Downv vtHtJ|tt*ckpr 
B.ink  awallow 
Barn  awallow 
Cliff  awallow 
Pvirpla n.irtln 

* OSaerved 
P Prra.ment   rral.lrnt 
S Surcaer 
U l.'Jntcr 

Scientific  Kama 

Olor Colunblnnua 
Anaa platuahynchoa 
Aythya Vallnnerta 
Catltartca aura 
Cor.-iffvna atrntua 
Acclplcer RtntiHa 
Butco  Jamatccnala 
nutco  placyptcrua 
llallalaiui  loucocaphalua 
P.^n«llon  hablnctua 
Falcon  purcr.rlnua 
Falco  aparvurlua 
Bonaaa unbotlua 
Collnua vlrKlnlanua 
Phaalanna  colclilcua 
ftlluiula nnllopAve 
/cn.ililiirA nacroiira 
Tyto alba 
Otua aalo 
Btilio vlrnlnlnmia 
Caprlauluua voclferu* 
Cliaatura  patnnlca 
Archllochua colubrla 
Dryncnpla pllontna 
Ccntiirna carnllnna 
IViulnviipiia  imhrnrnna 
Rlpnrln  rlparla 
lllrundo ervtliroR.iater 
I'etrnchel lilun  pyrrhonott 
Prop,n»  atibla 

Cowraon Haw 

* Dlua Jay 
* Common crow 
* Black capped chlckadaa 
* Ulilte-breaatcd  nuthatch 

Brown creeper  
* llouae wren 

Carolina  wren 
•Mocklni-.l.lrd 

Catbird 
•»ol»ln 
•ltoo.1  thru ah 

f^lacorn  bluebird 
•Starllnn 

Yellow warbler 
lloiiao  aparrow   
Kaatorn   loadnwlnrk 
Knlwlnr.od  blackbird 
Kaltlmoro ortnle 

eCoamon nrnckle 
•i£n£lot  tanatMtr  

• C.iril liTil  "— 
I mil no bunting 
Purpla  finch 
American noldflnch 
Voapnr  apqrrnw 
I'n*)'  np.-irr»>w 
<'hl|i|»lnr,  annrrnw 

*Flel»l  apnrrnw 
*Son|»  nn.irroi< 
Sl.ltli-cnlnrivl   tuneo 
Am r I cm  t/nmlnuck 

Scientific  Mama 

Cyanocltta crtatata 
Corvua brachyrhvnehoa 
Parua atrlcaplllua 
Sltta carollnenala 
Certhla  fanlll.ri. 
TroRlodytea aedon 
Thryothorua  ludovlclanua 
Mloiiie polyyr.hottoa 
numetella carollnenala 
Ttir.lua ml^ratnrjji*  
llyloclnnchla nuatellna  
Slalla  elalla 
Sturnua vulr.nrla 
Dendrolca  petechla 
Paaaer rtonratreua -   • • r I, - -•» * 

rtiirnella "irna 
Ap.utalua  pbuenlceua 
Icterua nalbiila 
fVilacalna nulacula 

-Plljinca oblvncra 
RI c bmnn'iena cardinal la 
Paaaorlna  cy.inaa 
Carpodacua purpuraua 
Splnua  trlatla 

-Jl~,i.,if.tr»_£r_nmlneiia  
nnlzi-ll.i  arl-nri-V 
SnUclla  nnnarrlna 
Spliolln  pnallla 
'Iclnaplsa nojn'lla 
•tunrn hvcm.il la 
rbllohflq   n|nnr 

^ 
^ 
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D.       Ppginnnl    MammaTo 
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REGIONAL MAMMALS 

5"s>-7 

( 

Comnon ?Tane 

*Opossuni 
'•taslccd shrcrr 
Short-tailed  shro.t.' 
Least shrew 

•Eastern mole 
Little brown nyotos 
Keen's nyotin 
Silver-haired bat 
Hoary bat 
Bi<» brotm bat 
Red bat 

*Eastern cottontail rabbit 
Woodchuck 
Eastern chimnunk 

.*Gray squirrel 
Fox squirrel 
Southern flyinf» snuirrel 

H'hite-footed nousc 
•Meadow vole 
Pine vole 

•Raccoon 

Long-tailed weasel 
Strined skunk 
White tailed deer 

•Observed 

Scientific Nnne 

DidelnhJs mnrsunralis 
Sorex cinereus 
Blarina brevicanda 
Cryntotis narva 
Scalonus aquaticus 
?tyotis lucifuf.us 
Myotis keenii 

Lasionvcteris noctiva.f»ans 
Lasiurus cinereus 
Entesicus fuscus 
Lasiurus borealis 

Sylvila»»us flot-?danus 
Manota nonax 
Tamias striatus 
Sciurus carolincnsis 
Sciurus ni^er 
Glauconvs volans 
Peromvscus Icocoous 
Microtus nenns'"lv.inicus 
Microtus pinetorum 
Procon lot or 
Munstela frcnata 
Menhitis nenhitis 
Odocoileus virginianus 
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E.  Regional Reptiles and Amphibians 
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REGIONAL REPTILES AbfD ^CHIBIANS 

Connon ?:an(» 
Rctilc^ 

FcientiPic I-inc 

Eastern fence lizard 
Vive-lined skin!: 
Broad-bftadcd slcirJ: 
Pro'.Ti sn.nVe 
Red-bellied snake 
Ribbon sr.a!;c 
Connon garter sna!:e 
Ea55tern rin^neck snake 
Eastern hognose snake 
l.'orm snake 
Racer 
Rat snake 
Rough <»reen snake 
VAV;.  snake 
Copperhead 
Tinber rattlesnake 

*r»ox turtle 

Scelonorus undulatus 
Euneccs fasclitus 
Etmccer laticons 
Storcria dekayi 
Storeria occinitonnculaLa 
Thannonbis sauritus 
Thanno^his sirt.nlis 
Diadonhis "unctatus 
Heterodon nlatyrhionoB 
Carnhonhis anoenur; 
Coluber constrictor 
Ela"she obsoleta 
O^heodr^s aestivus 
Lannro«eltis doliat.i 
A^bistrodon contortrux 
Crotalus borridus 
Terra"inc Carolina 

Anihibians 

Jefferson salanandcr 
Spotted salamr.dftr 
"larbled salanandcr 
•ret 
n.ed-backed "salannndor 
?liny salanander 
led salanandcr 
Lon^-tailed salanandcr 
Eastern sr<ndefoot 
Connon anerican toad 
Voodhouse's to.-.d 
kf^rins ner^er 
^ra'' treefro^, 
Chorus fros 
Eullfros 
Grcenf ro"; 
Leonard fro'*. 
Hood fror; 
Pickerel fro^ 

Anbvstona ieffersonianun 
Anbystona naculatun 
Anbystona o^acun 
Dienict"lus viridescens 
Pletb.odon cinercus 
Pletbodon 'lutino^u^ 
Pseudotrition rubcr 
Eurycca lon^icauda 
Scanhionus holbroski 
Bufo terrestus 
BuTo woodhouccr 
Hyla crucifor 
Ib'la versicolor 
Pseudacris ni^rita 
liana catesbciana 
P^ana clanitans 
lana niniens 
lana sylvatica 
Flnnn oalustris 

•Observed 
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